
 

1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, IL  60091 

 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT                     (847) 853-7550 
DEPARTMENT                 Fax (847) 853-7701 

                              TDD (847) 853-7634 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

of the  
Plan Commission 

Wednesday, April 8, 2015 at 7:00 P.M. 
Council Chambers – Second Floor of Wilmette Village Hall 

1200 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 

AGENDA 
I. Call to Order 

II. Approval of Minutes 

Minutes of the Plan Commission meetings of February 3, 2015 and March 3, 2015.
  

III. 2015-P-01  607-617 Green Bay Road – Planned Unit Development 
 
A request by M & R Development, LLC for approval of a Planned Unit Development 
Preliminary Plan and Special Use to permit the construction of a mixed use building 
containing approximately 6,550 square feet of commercial space and approximately 
95 rental apartments on the property at 607-617 Green Bay Road. 

IV. New Business 

V. Public Comment 

VI. Adjournment 

Scott Goldstein, Chair 

IF YOU ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY AND NEED SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS TO PARTICIPATE 
 IN AND/OR ATTEND A VILLAGE OF WILMETTE PUBLIC MEETING, PLEASE NOTIFY THE VILLAGE  

MANAGER’S OFFICE AT (847) 853-7509 OR TDD  (847) 853-7634 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 



  
   

             
V I L L A G E   O F   W I L M E T T E 

1200 Wilmette Avenue 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

 

MEETING MINUTES 
PLAN COMMISSION  

 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2015 

7:00 P.M. 
TRAINING ROOM 

 

Members Present:  Scott Goldstein, Chairman  
    Michael Bailey 
    Richard DeLeo 
    Gary Kohn  
    Steven Schwab 
    Maria Choca Urban 
      
Members Absent: None  
 
Staff Present: John Adler, Director of Community Development 
      
I. CALL TO ORDER. 

Chairman Goldstein called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.   

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; PLAN COMMISSION MEETING OF MARCH 26, 
2014. 

Ms. Urban moved to approve the minutes of the March 26, 2014 meeting.  The motion 
was seconded by Mr. Schwab.  Voting yes: Chairman Goldstein, Mr. Bailey, Mr. 
DeLeo, Mr. Kohn, Mr. Schwab and Ms. Urban.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 

 
III. PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS DISCUSSION 
 

Mr. Adler talked about the Planned Unit Development (PUD) procedure and how it 
changed with the adoption of the new Zoning Ordinance in April of 2014. He explained 
that the new PUD procedure has the Plan Commission reviewing PUD request at the 
preliminary stage only. The Final PUD submittal is reviewed by the Zoning 
Administrator and if complete, is forwarded to the Village Board for approval. 
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Chairman Goldstein talked about the difference between a planning document and what 
may actually be constructed. The Preferred Ford site concept in the Master Plan 
envisions the redevelopment of the whole block with a large public space in the middle 
of that block. Because the entire block wasn’t available for redevelopment, the actual 
constructed plan will most likely differ from the preferred concept. 
 
Mr. Adler reviewed the various standards that applicants have to meet to receive PUD 
approval and discussed the sections of the Village Center Master Plan that apply to 
PUD requests in the Village Center. 
 

V. NEW BUSINESS 

There was no new business. 

VI. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 There was no public comment. 

VII. AJDOURNMENT. 

At 8:15 p.m., Ms. Urban moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion was seconded by 
Mr. Bailey.  Voting yes: Chairman Goldstein, Mr. Bailey, Mr. DeLeo, Mr. Kohn, Mr. 
Schwab and Ms. Urban.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 

The meeting was thereafter adjourned. 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 
John Adler 
Director of Community Development 
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V I L L A G E   O F   W I L M E T T E 

1200 Wilmette Avenue 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

 

MEETING MINUTES 
PLAN COMMISSION  

 
TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 2015 

7:00 P.M. 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 

Members Present:  Scott Goldstein, Chairman  
    Michael Bailey 
    Richard DeLeo 
    Christine Norrick  
    Steven Schwab 
    Maria Choca Urban 
      
Members Absent: Gary Kohn  
 
Staff Present: John Adler, Director of Community Development 
      
I. CALL TO ORDER. 

Chairman Goldstein called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.   

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; PLAN COMMISSION MEETING OF FEBRUARY 
3, 2015. 

Mr. Adler said the meeting minutes were not included in the Plan Commission’s packet 
so they will be on the agenda at the next Plan Commission meeting. 

 
III. 2015-P-01 607-617 GREEN BAY ROAD - PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT 
 
 A request by M & R Development, LLC for approval of a Planned Unit Development 

Preliminary Plan and Special Use to permit the construction of a mixed use building 
containing approximately 6,550 square feet of commercial space and approximately 95 
rental apartments on the property at 607-617 Green Bay Road.  
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 Ms. Urban moved to continue the case to the April 8th meeting. Mr. DeLeo seconded the 
motion. The vote was as follows: 

 
   Charmain Goldstein  Yes  
   Michael Bailey   Yes 
   Richard DeLeo   Yes     
   Gary Kohn   Absent 
   Ms. Norrick   Yes 
   Steven Schwab   Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban  Yes  
       
   Motion was carried 
 

Case Minutes are attached 
 

V. NEW BUSINESS 

There was no new business. 

VI. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 There was no public comment. 

VII. AJDOURNMENT. 

At 8:15 p.m., Ms. Urban moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion was seconded by 
Mr. DeLeo.  Voting yes: Chairman Goldstein, Mr. Bailey, Mr. DeLeo, Ms. Norrick, Mr. 
Schwab and Ms. Urban.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 

The meeting was thereafter adjourned. 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 
John Adler 
Director of Community Development 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 

 
3.11 Mr. Hal Francke, Meltzer Purtill & Stelle LLC., attorney 

 
3.12 Mr. Bill Patrun, M & R Development 

 
3.13 Mr. Brad Lewis, Schwarz Lewis Design Group, architect and site planner 

 
3.14 Mr. Bill Schwarz, Schwarz Lewis Design Group, architect 

 
3.15 Mr. Brett Duffy, Spaceco, Inc., civil engineer 

 
3.16 Mr. Luay Aboona, PE, from KLOA, engineer 

 
3.17 Mr. Daniel Weinbach, Daniel Weinbach and Partners. LTD, landscape 

Architect 
          

3.2 Summary of comments 
 

3.21 Chairman Goldstein said that the main subject for the meeting is 607-617 Green 
Bay Road Planned Unit Development proposal. 

 
He discussed the meeting procedure. This is an important block. Planning efforts 
for this block include the Comprehensive Plan, a ULI study, the master plan for 
the Village. The zoning ordinance was rewritten that updated the standards of 
review for the VC.  

 
The Commissioners will look at how tonight’s proposal fits with the standards set 
out in the ordinance for a planned development. They are looking for overall 
consistency with the standards. The commissioners are weighing the exceptions 
the applicant is requesting from zoning against public benefit and what is a benefit 
to the Village.  

 
People who intend to speak at the hearing will be sworn in. The applicant will 
make a presentation. Public comments are then invited. If people came in groups, 
they should come up to the podium together and have one spokesperson, if 
possible, but others in the group can also make remarks. If any members of the 
public have questions for the applicant they can ask them when they speak. After 
the public hearing is closed, commissioners will discuss the standards and 
exceptions.  

 
3.22 Mr. Adler said this is case 2015-P-01. It is a request by M and R Development 

LLC for approval for a planned unit development preliminary plan and a special 
use to permit the construction of a mixed use building containing approximately 
6,550 square feet of commercial space and approximately 95 rental units on the 
property. The PUD process consolidates the zoning board of appeals, appearance 
review commission, and plan commission reviews into one process. Included in 
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

the request is zoning relief outlined in the case report on pages 5, 6 and 7 and 
approval of the consolidations of the parcels on the site into one lot of record. That 
is document 1.28.  

 
The applicant has submitted responses to the various PUD appearance and special 
use standards. Those responses are attached to the case report as document 2.9. 
The ARC held an advisory review of this development on November 3, 2014. The 
minutes from that meeting are attached as document 2.22.  

 
He spoke about various areas discussed at the ARC meeting because the report 
does not get into that amount of detail. The ARC provided suggestions at that 
meeting and the applicant responded to the suggestions including providing 
parapet wall detail, on document 1.15 sheet A17; they improved the alignment of 
the first floor to better relate to the upper stories; they reduced the height of 
transom windows at the residential entrance; they reduced the size of the 
projecting sign for residential apartments; they extended the sun shade above the 
fifth floor windows one additional bay towards the center of the building. 
Regarding the rear elevation, they added brick to the fourth floor; they provided 
greater detail of the landscape plans consistent with conceptual plans presented at 
ARC. There were two items that the ARC discussed that were not addressed. 
There was a discussion of the possibility of planting some trees on the east side 
of the Village parking area west of the proposed development and the desire to 
have customer parking and a way to go through the parking area to Green Bay 
Road.  

 
Village staff at tonight’s meeting includes Mr. Adler, Brigitte Berger, Director of 
Engineering Services; Luke Mattson, Village consulting engineer; Michael 
Zimmermann, Village attorney.  

 
3.23 Mr. Francke said he will make introductory remarks. The property is under 

contract to his client. The seller is the Village. The contract was signed many 
months ago and there have been many meetings with Village staff to create the 
plan before the commissioners. They went to an advisory ARC meeting and will 
discuss this during their presentation.  

 
The contract contemplates what they are presenting this evening to the public 
which is a mid-rise building of no more than 77’ above grade as measured to the 
top of the roof slab, approximately 7,000 square feet of commercial retail space 
on the ground floor on Green Bay Road, 94 to 98 rental units above the ground 
floor with an average square footage of 991 square feet per unit, and at least 125 
accessory parking spaces for commercial and residential. There are a series of 
plans that are attached to the contract that require the developer to come in with 
plans that substantially conform to those. Ultimately to be built is what is 
approved by the Village Board after getting input from tonight’s meeting and what 
is referred to in the contract as municipal approvals.  
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

The contract laid out clear guidelines as to what the Village expected in terms of 
a development that would further the goals and objectives of the comprehensive 
plan and the VC master plan. The property is zoned VC. They are seeking a 
special use for a PUD. They are seeking a combined preliminary and final PUD 
plan approval with exceptions that are within the nature of a PUD. They will talk 
about the exceptions at the meeting. They are asking for a consolidation of the 
existing parcel into a single parcel of record.  

 
He introduced Bill Patron. He and Mr. Patron have worked with the people behind 
M & R Development since the 1980s. M & R Development is a premier first class 
very experienced developer of mixed use developments.  

 
3.24 Mr. Patrun said they are very happy about this opportunity. It does not come 

around too often. They tried to put a program together that is representative of 
their obligations under the contract and to start to build the dialog with the Village 
moving forward.  

 
He gave a history of M & R Development that was founded by Tom Moran and 
Anthony Rossi Sr. in 1986. There were other affiliate partnerships involved from 
the late 1980s. They are one of the largest developers of luxury high-end rental 
properties and communities in the suburbs and in the city of Chicago. They 
developed 14 properties, 3,755 units. This proposal is setting a new standard. He 
talked about high-end amenities and finishes. In this project they are proposing a 
10’ ceiling, which is something special. There is a lot of detailing, computer 
niches, high-tech wiring throughout units, 42” cabinetry in the kitchens, first-class 
finish materials. They are dedicated to building green and providing sustainable 
projects. He talked about other projects they recently completed. Their three latest 
projects obtained LEED gold. They strive for that on their project in the Village.  

 
They have retail experience and retail space is important for the project in 
Wilmette. They have to capture the right retail tenant. They are working on a 
project in the city with 175,000 square feet of retail. One important element of a 
community like this is property management. They connect with the residents at 
every level. They want to connect their residents with the Village.  

 
He talked about Central Station in Evanston, which is a development that recently 
opened. Village staff visited the site and got a feeling for the level of quality. That 
is also a mixed use development. He talked about the level of finishes and 
amenities at Central Station. A lot of attention is paid to detailing in the units. 
They always keep in mind a sustainable environment.  

 
3.25 Mr. Lewis said they are thrilled to be involved with this project. He has been 

involved in a lot of these projects. Their original concept was to create the 
look/feel of a luxury boutique hotel. The building is casual and relaxed with a 
cyber cafe and sitting rooms. The finishes will be of the best quality. They will 
have a fitness center and yoga rooms on the first floor. On some of the upper levels 
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

they will have gaming areas, conference rooms, and business centers. He talked 
about garden terraces where residents can look down onto the terraces. There is a 
landscaped area for residents. They created terraces on the upper roof that are 
more private. They are trying to create a sophisticated casual contemporary look. 
There will be a mix of tenants.  

 
They employ a popular transitional architecture. They want to take a 
contemporary interior and combine it with a more traditional exterior. It has a 
triple part building with a strong base, middle and top. The Village was adamant 
that a building be created that had a lot of undulation and moved from the bottom 
to the top. The building has a lot of movement all the way around it. 

 
He showed an aerial of the location. He described the site. They felt strongly that 
they had to create more interior views for the residents. He explained the site data 
including a lot area of 40,107 square feet and lot coverage 37,008 square feet. 
There are 95 units and a mixture of one, two and three-bedroom units. 
Approximately 6,550 square feet of space is commercial retail. There are 129 
parking spaces. The height is 78’ to the top of the roof and five stories of 
residential and one story of commercial. There is a two-level parking garage.  

 
He showed the building footprint. There is a 5’ setback in the front. They tried to 
soften the streetscape per the Village’s request. There is a 20’ alley in the back. 
There is a loading zone on the north side. It is a zero lot line building.  

 
He showed the first floor of 6,500 square feet of commercial. There is also a 
leasing office and parking on the first floor. There will be parking for retail 
tenants. Garbage pick-up is in the back. They like the idea of having the fitness 
center and leasing on the first floor. It shows activity in the building and tenants 
like that and prospective shoppers also like that.  

 
He then showed the second level and parking garage. There is a mezzanine area. 
He exhibited the first level of residential. There are gardens. He showed another 
level. There are large storage areas for tenants. The second floor has the garden 
spaces for residents. The residents can use the whole building. The two largest 
units in the front of the building have their own private terraces. The roof plan 
shows the condensers, screening around the building, penthouse. It is not just a 
big box of a building.  

 
When they met with the ARC, they got some good suggestions and tried to follow 
as many of them as possible. They were looking for a better relationship between 
commercial and residential. They were concerned about some building massing. 
They wanted to enhance the center of the building and make it more prominent 
and so that there was a focal point. They wanted the developer to increase the 
amount of masonry around the building.  
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

He showed the front façade. The relationship of the windows to the first floor 
needed to be a more vertical statement per the ARC. They brought the middle 
portion of the building forward so they have a focal point.  

 
He showed the west side of the building. The ARC wanted them to raise the brick 
another level, and bring the same materials around the sides and the rear.  

 
The south side of the building shows materials and banding returning. There are 
vertical details tying the two top window elements together.  

 
The north side of the building also shows material and banding returning all the 
way around the building.  

 
3.26 Mr. Bill Schwarz explained some of the exceptions they are seeking. There are 13 

of them on the list.  
 

Ground floor office use – the development team wants the leasing office on the 
ground floor. Per zoning that would require a special use.  

 
Parking at grade – the ordinance does not allow for residential parking at grade. 
It is for below or above grade. They will have parking in the garage on the ground 
level. 

 
Increase in maximum permitted height – the core district allows for 65’. They are 
asking for 78’ to the top of the roof system. The contract was at 77’ to the top of 
the roof slab.  

 
Maximum permitted encroaching of parapet walls – Once they are above 65’, 
parapet walls can be 2’ above that. They are at 78’ and plan to go up 2’ and 5’. 
They are also using parapet walls to screen mechanicals. They are 18’ above the 
allowed dimension.  

 
Elevator override and stairways going up to the roof and some mechanical 
equipment – they are allowed 12’ above the 65’ height per the ordinance. They 
will be at 11’10” for that space above the 78’ proposed building height, 24’10” 
above the 65’ height limit.  

 
Varying roof line heights on east and west building façade in excess of 25’ linear 
feet – the ordinance looked for a way to break up the mass of the building. They 
did a good job of breaking up that massing, but in some cases they exceed 25’. 
They have different intervals.  

 
The misalignment of the horizontal ground floor and upper stories of the façade 
elements in comparison to elements of surrounding buildings – the existing 
streetscape has 18’ to 24’ high buildings. They have a 20’ ground floor. They are 
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

at 78’ because they need extra height on the ground floor to get to two levels of 
parking. They are 10’ floor to ceiling in the units.  

 
The reduction in the minimum number of off-street parking spaces devoted to the 
proposed commercial space – they looked at different types of uses because they 
don’t know what their final use will be. If they have two fast food type places, 
they need a lot more parking. He doesn’t see that happening and a sit down 
restaurant would have a lesser requirement.  

 
The reduction in the minimum number of dedicated pedestrian access paths – they 
are over 150’ in the length of the property and the code requires 2. They are 
proposing not having any because the path would lead to an alley system which 
is not a safe environment. There is no sidewalk system in the middle of the block.  

 
The reduction in the minimum ground floor transparency from 40% to 32% - he 
is not sure how transparency is calculated and if they include window frames they 
are much closer to 40% but they took the glass area.  

 
The increase in the maximum permitted area ground floor residential common 
space from 600’ which is required – they have about 3,400 square feet which a lot 
is back of the house areas. The leasing office and other amenities are 1,200 square 
feet. In the back is bike storage and a dog grooming area. They are asking for this 
exception so they can have their leasing office and other spaces which would 
exceed 600 square feet.  

 
The increase in the maximum permitted height of an outdoor fireplace from 15’ 
to 35’ above grade – the ordinance indicates that it cannot be more than 15’ but 
that is contemplating it being on the ground. They are starting their unit 20’ above. 
They are not sure that they are doing fireplaces and are currently not showing that. 
There are some fire pits but no chimney at this time.  

 
Regarding signage, the ordinance indicates that one primary sign is allowed. They 
have the leasing center and possibly two other tenants so they are looking for three 
signs. They are allowed to have one secondary projecting sign and they are asking 
for three. They are asking for a projecting sign that is 14 square feet, which is 
larger than allowed. They had that sign projecting further so they are asking for a 
5’ versus a 4’ projection.  

 
3.27 Mr. Duffy showed an aerial of the site. To the east is Green Bay Road, to the north 

is retail and then Central Avenue and to the south there is more retail. The Village 
provides water service to the building through a 12” main that runs along Green 
Bay Road. Sanitary sewer collection will be into the Village’s 18” sewer which is 
in the alley behind the building. It will discharge for storm water and sanitary 
sewer.  
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

Regarding storm water management, the building will be drained through a 
system of roof drains routed to a detention vault located under the first floor of 
the garage. It will then discharge into the combined sewer in the alley. The 
detention meets the Village’s requirements. The Village was concerned that they 
meet the existing release rates for the site in its current condition, which is a park 
with a rain garden. The detention vault was sized to release water at the same rate 
as it does now. The site was previously a fully paved car dealership. They will 
meet the current run off requirements. Access to the building parking will be from 
the rear alley. The entrance to the front of the building is via the sidewalk along 
Green Bay Road.  

 
3.28 Mr. Aboona said his firm provided the traffic study for the project. He referenced 

the aerial and talked about the study area, which included the intersections of 
Green Bay and Wilmette, Green Bay and Central, and Wilmette and Park, all 
which are signal controlled and the intersection of Central and Park, which is an 
all stop control. They looked at the alley intersections of Wilmette and Central. 
Those are six key intersections impacted by the proposed development. They took 
counts during the morning and evening peak periods. They considered the impact 
of the train and the crossing events and how that impacts Green Bay Road and the 
signals at Central and Wilmette. When that happens, traffic backs up on Central 
and on Wilmette. Green Bay Road gets an extended green time. There was 
queuing of traffic on Central and Wilmette and it extends beyond the alley during 
those times. When the gates are up, traffic and the queues tend to clear in 2 to 3 
cycles. They estimated the traffic that would be generated by the development. 
Given the location and proximity to the train, some residents will take the train to 
work. About 15% of the residents in the area currently take the train.  

 
Regarding the commercial space, they looked at two scenarios – one with all retail 
and one with all restaurants. Given the location of the site and the ability of traffic 
to go in many directions, there will not be a significant impact on any intersection. 
The maximum amount of increase is less than 2% and that is at Green Bay and 
Central. That is a minimal increase. None of the traffic operations, level of service 
or delays will be increased significantly. The intersections will operate at current 
service levels.  

 
They made some recommendations to help traffic from the alley. There should be 
a sign on Wilmette Avenue at the alley facing west saying do not block 
intersection. Regarding the alley at Central, there is a blind spot because of the 
building being so close to the sidewalk and they recommended that a sign be put 
up saying watch for pedestrians.  

 
The alley is being used now and is active. The residents of this building will 
become familiar with the alley and its constraints.  

 
He showed an exhibit depicting Green Bay Road treatment and striping at the 
intersection of Wilmette and Central. There are left turn lanes on Green Bay as 
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Case 2015-P-01 
607-617 Green Bay Road 

well as right turn lanes. There are on-street parking spaces, 12 on Green Bay Road 
on the east side and 9 on the west side. There are not a lot of spaces in front of the 
site, which has 175’ of frontage on Green Bay. There is a depressed curb that 
served the car dealership and there is a fire hydrant. Those spaces are limited to 
two hour parking between 8-5, Monday-Friday.  

 
The exhibit shows the proposed treatment of the curb side on Green Bay along 
the frontage. They maintained the number of on-street parking spaces along Green 
Bay. They eliminated the depressed curb that exists. They relocated the hydrant 
further south and maintained 9 spaces and created a drop off and pick up zone 
about 50’ long. It would allow for two cars.  

 
The exhibit also shows the alley and proposed access. There will be two curb cuts 
into the garage. The southern access point will provide access to ground floor 
parking, 61 spaces, 10 reserved for retail/commercial employees. The driveway 
will allow for two-way movements with exiting traffic under stop sign control. 
There is access to mezzanine parking with 68 spaces. There will be a two lane 
ramp – one up and one down – for serving that level, which is for residents. Cars 
exiting will be under stop sign control but they are also recommending mirrors to 
help and some warning devices for vehicles exiting the garage. Through the 
existing east/west alley, the loading dock to the building will be provided. All 
deliveries will be made through a single unit, 30’ panel trucks. They ran some 
truck turning diagrams. Because of the width of the alley and power poles there 
are some constraints. They will have to come south on the alley, back into the 
loading dock and go south when exiting onto Wilmette Avenue. They have been 
working with Village staff and the Village’s consultant regarding the traffic study 
and the results. They have gone through a few iterations and have provided staff 
with all requested information. They all agree with design with some minor 
adjustments.  

 
3.29 Mr. Weinbach reviewed the site landscape plan. Currently along Green Bay Road 

there are existing trees in tree grates. They are proposing to put new trees into 
open planters. This is better for the trees. They proposed Honey Locusts, shrubs, 
and perennials in the linear planters. The tree at the bottom is an existing tree at 
the property line that will be maintained.  

 
The second floor shows an amenity deck for all residents. The north side is a series 
of private spaces for the units that open out onto it. Other than the paving for the 
units, the rest of the deck will be entirely planted. It will be planting with shrubs, 
trees, ground cover and perennials. The south deck is the amenity deck. There are 
a few units that have spaces that open out onto this deck, but they will be screened. 
They tried to create semi-private spaces so if one has a small gathering there are 
alcoves for sitting and for privacy. Along the south edge are square spaces that 
will have a pergola above them. They will be surrounded by plantings. There are 
two more spaces on the north side. In the center are more communal spaces. On 
the left side is a fire pit with seating, planters and a built-in table with a fire 
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element that is in the center of the space. On the right side, there is a grilling 
station with three grills. The rotated square is a specimen tree with plantings.  

 
They are required to do a detailed landscape plan and the plan specifies everything 
but the final selection of perennials.  

 
On the sixth floor are two communal spaces. One enters at an angle and there is a 
small fire pit with a planter behind it. These are meant for 2 to 3 small gatherings 
or one larger gathering. The slides show details they will use. There is a roof 
garden. The pergolas are typical of what they do although they might not use the 
exact design. There is a series of alcoves with an open structure.  He showed the 
type of precast pavers they would use and they would be on a pedestal system. 
The walls are a precast block wall with a horizontal linear quality.  

 
3.30 Mr. Francke wanted to highlight a few of the goals and objectives of each plan 

that the proposed development accomplishes and furthers. There are unique 
features for the development.  

 
This information is in the packet. The PUD will further the following goals and 
policies of the comprehensive plan.  

 
1-encourage retail facilities that serve the needs of Village residents 
2-provide housing option that compliments the single family character of the 
Village 
3-provide market rate multi-family housing for older residents of the Village who 
want to remain in the Village 
4-provide for non-single family detached housing options 
5-encourage the redevelopment of underutilized commercial properties 
6-provide an attractive appearance along the public way 
 
Regarding the VC master plan: 
1-this proposal will provide new residential uses that will support and help sustain 
an active VC 
2-it will provide higher density multi-family residential opportunities that support 
current and future lifestyle needs 
3-maintaining a balanced retail environment and experience that consists of 
independent retailers and restaurants 
4-providing a well-integrated and design strategy with increased density with little 
impact on surrounding residential single family neighborhoods 
5-provide for continued streetscape and open space improvements 
6-achieve a critical mass of energy and market activity that will support existing 
and future businesses in the VC 
7-promote the development of a vacant and underutilized parcel of land 
8-create a development that is not a big box and not a drive through 
9-create an opportunity for first floor retail on Green Bay Road 
10-provide open spaces, public and private, and streetscape environments 
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11-help create a new vibrant and economically sustainable VC 
12-increase the VC’s recognition as a desirable place to live and shop 
13-help further the development and improvement of other high quality 
development in the VC 
14-it will promote a mixed use commercial environment 
15-provide a new high density opportunity for multi-family housing 
 
He asked the PC to find favor with the plan. They think that the plan is fabulous 
for the Village and look forward to questions and comments.  

 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 

4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 

4.11 Ms. Kathleen O’Laughlin, 341 Greenleaf, President, Wilmette Public 
Library Board 
 

4.12 Ms. Virginia George, Wilmette Public Library Board Trustee 
 

4.13 Ms. Lisa McDonald , Wilmette Public Library Board Trustee 
 

4.14 Ms. Ellen Clark, Director of the Library 
 

4.15 Ms. Lorelei McClure, 1135 Wilmette Avenue, President, Wilmette Cares 
 

4.16 Ms. Lisa Braganca, 2125 Washington Avenue, Vice President, Wilmette 
Cares 
 

4.17 Mr. Carter Cleland, 1216 Lake Avenue 
 

4.18 Mr. Jim Griffith, 1210 Glendenning 
 

4.19 Ms. Jennifer Peters, 2427 Pomona Lane 
 

4.20 Ms. Ellen McManus, 705 11th Street 
 

4.21 Mr. Bob Surman, 915 Amherst Lane 
 

4.22 Ms. Christine DiClementi-Harlow, Owner, A La Carte Catering 
 

4.23 Mr. Jim Versino, 1400 Orrington Road, Deerfield, Owner, Wilmette 
Bicycle and Sport Shop 

 
4.24 Mr. Luke Mattson, Ciorba Group, Village consulting engineer 
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4.2 Summary of comments 
 

4.21 Chairman Goldstein asked that questions for the applicant be directed to the PC 
who will then direct questions to the applicant. 

 
4.22 Ms. O’Laughlin said she was the Library Board President and introduced two 

Library Trustees, Virginia George and Lisa McDonald and the Director of the 
Library, Ellen Clark, who were also at the meeting. The Library is the largest 
neighbor of the proposed development so they have a strong interest in the 
property and in the appropriate development of the parcel. They look forward to 
working with the developer in implementing the plan.  

 
There are about 1,100 people who visit the library daily. That was not mentioned 
in the traffic analysis because the studies were done before the library opened and 
during the evening rush hour. There is continual traffic on Wilmette and Park and 
the library parking lot and the Village lot leased by the library. They have daily 
deliveries off of the alley as well as trash and recycling pick up.  

 
Regarding construction, they are starting a year-long construction project. The 
library is a heavily used building that requires constant maintenance. Parking 
continues to be a problem. The transportation committee is looking at reducing 
some of the parking along Wilmette Avenue for bike routes.  

 
The traffic study did not look at mid-day activity. There is a certain amount of 
pedestrian traffic across the alley. It is her understanding that there will be no way 
to walk through the proposed development. She is not sure how that will impact 
traffic coming to and from the library.  

 
Parking is a big issue for the library. They limit programs and sometimes host 
programs off site due to construction. She reiterated that the property is very busy.  

 
4.23 Ms. McClure said she was the President of Wilmette Cares. Wilmette Cares 

advocates for affordable, inclusive and accessible housing in the Village. They 
welcome Wilshore and were happy that the development will have younger and 
older residents, but it leaves out those who have needs for accessibility and who 
need affordable units, and asked the developer to speak to that at some point.  

 
They are lacking in knowledge about how one came to this place in the process. 
She does know that the process does include the developer meeting with the 
Village’s Director of Community Development. She does not know about the 
conversations between the applicant and Village officials that have them come to 
the conclusion that having affordable units would not be a good fit for the 
property. Not knowing what was said, she can’t agree or disagree.  

 
In 2009, the Village engaged the Lakota Group, Goodman Williams Group, 
Gewalt Hamilton and Duncan Associates to initiate a planning process to create a 
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VC master plan. The project was funded and coordinated through the regional 
transportation authority’s community planning program. One of the RTA program 
principles included planning for improved mobility for seniors and people with 
disabilities. Also included and under the area that talked about residential needs, 
the plan states that a lack of multi-family residential options in the VC is felt as a 
missed opportunity. There is a lack of housing options and amenities for the aging 
population, empty nesters and young professionals in the VC. Affordable housing 
options need to be addressed.  

 
There is a perceived demand for multi-family housing in the VC. VC housing 
should be near transit. There are college students, workers, young professionals 
and teachers that do not live in the community and empty nesters that have limited 
housing options.  She knows from the Village’s affordable housing plan that 
Wilmette is built up and there will not be many more opportunities for affordable 
housing and some were missed earlier on, yet still the Village remains committed 
to affordable housing. She read portions of the Village’s 2004 Affordable Housing 
plan. While the Village accepts the Act’s 10% standard for the purpose of this 
plan, it also approaches the issue of affordable housing not in a mathematical 
matter but based on real life experience addressing the need for affordable housing 
in the past and its knowledge of its residents and potential residents that give rise 
to this need. The population of the Village is aging and some older residents with 
fixed or diminishing incomes may wish to continue living among their family and 
friends but in housing commiserate with their means. Non-resident parents of 
current residents may wish to move to the Village to be close to their adult 
children during their golden years. Our community also includes persons with 
disabilities. Some of whom are adult children of long time Wilmette residents 
whose incomes or resources limit their housing options. There are persons with 
low or moderate income who work in or for the Village and whose residency 
would enhance the overall spirit of community. While the Village lacks the ability 
to accommodate all such residents and potential residents with affordable housing 
needs, it intends to continue to address these needs by increasing the number of 
affordable units in the manner set forth in the plan. Later in the plan it lists suitable 
sites, some of which are lost to us now such as the Kohl Children’s Museum and 
National Louis University. The plan recognizes that there are other potential 
development sites particularly in the NR, VC, GC-1 and GC-2 zoning districts for 
multi-family buildings or mixed-use commercial/residential buildings with 
affordable housing units. Each site that presents itself will require careful review 
through the planning and zoning process designed to protect neighborhood and 
community interest.  

 
The plan later on adopts a goal of making 15% of all new residential development 
or redevelopment consist of affordable housing units. This goal will be pursued 
by concentrating attention on multi-family buildings defined in paragraph 1.4 and 
asking developers of such buildings to consider including at least 15% affordable 
housing units in the manner described above. Those are just some of the excerpts 
in the 2004 Village of Wilmette Affordable Housing Plan. This proposal presents 
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an ideal opportunity for this to be realized because it is traffic and pedestrian 
oriented, and it has the library, post office, and faith institutions nearby.   

 
Personally, her advocacy for affordable housing has a long history. She has 
belonged to several groups that advocate for affordable housing on the North 
Shore. She lives in an affordable housing complex for seniors. She is hopeful that 
affordable housing will be available for many more. She talked about Wilmette 
Cares’ new nine and a half minute video called Embracing Our Diversity, 
Preserving Our Heritage and Keeping Our Promises. In the video they look back 
to when Wilmette had the amount of affordable housing it needed.  Our needs 
have changed, our population has changed and we need more. In the video you 
will see ordinary citizens talking about their housing-related situations. You will 
see leaders in the community and local and state officials talk about the essential 
benefits and need of affordable housing in Wilmette.  

 
In a recent interview in the Wilmette Life, Village President Bielinski stated that 
more affordable housing is needed. It deserves discussion. She asked the 
developer and any commissions, boards or staff that are involved in this process 
to go back to the drawing board and deeply consider the needs and benefits of 
affordable, inclusive and accessible housing in Wilmette.  

 
4.24 Ms. Braganca is the Vice President of Wilmette Cares and the mother of a 14-

year-old with autism. She is connected with the many Wilmette parents of 
children with disabilities who want to see their children grow up and live and 
work and play in the Village. In past years, there was a long history of people with 
disabilities being sent away to institutions to be cared for. We now know that is 
wrong. People flourish when they live in their communities. The way you live in 
your community is to have a support systems around you and the best support 
systems are family and friends. She is not going to live forever so having her son 
live with her is not going to work and she wants him to live on his own in this 
community where we have the best schools. The level of improvement and 
independence that her son has achieved through being in these schools is stunning. 
We also have an outstanding police department that really thinks about how to 
effectively work with people with mental illness, autism, different behavioral 
issues. She doesn’t want her son to have to move away from that. That is why see 
lives in Wilmette. We have a fire department that gets it. We have a library that is 
welcoming. We have a park district that is accommodating.  She feels fortunate 
to live here for many reasons. The Village’s retail is open to persons from JJ’s list 
coming in. Even more impressive is that Wilmette’s retail provides jobs for kids 
as they become young adults. It is disappointing that many young adults won’t be 
able to live and work here. If they want to be independent they will need to move 
far away where there is more affordable housing and that means they lose their 
jobs, they lose their support systems, they lose access to the library and the 
protection of the police and all the great things about Wilmette. Many residents 
appreciate all the wonderful things about the Village. Isn’t there room in this 
development, in a perfect location for those who don’t drive, close to where jobs 
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are, for a few affordable units so they can stay and live near family and friends 
and all that is wonderful about the Village of Wilmette?  

 
4.25 Mr. Cleland said his late mom, Jean, was an advocate for affordable housing and 

justice rights issues. She fought on the civil rights side in the 1960s. He read 
excerpts of a letter to the editor that his mother wrote about affordable housing 
and diversity when Lexington Homes was looking at this property. “A very recent 
phone call from one of the candidates for Village President in response to my 
question said that he does not support the inclusion of units that would be less 
expensive on the property to be developed on the Ford site on Green Bay Road… 
because it would cost Wilmette money. That means local tax payers, so be it. We 
are already paying for quality schools, police and fire protection, snow removal, 
fine parks, a first class library. Those are what we want in our community in 
Wilmette. Some of us also want diversity even if it costs.  All those things are 
beautiful things but without diversity and equal rights for all” those enrich our 
community and empower our community. None of us wants to live in a 
homogeneous lily white community without any diversity, any ethnic diversity, 
without any religious diversity or without any economic diversity. On her behalf, 
he thinks that she would be in favor of the developer adding some affordable 
housing in the project.  

 
4.26 Mr. Griffith said while he didn’t hear all the people who spoke he felt the 

developer did a good job of putting together a plan with great detail and he is very 
interested in seeing the high degree of green construction in the building.  He was 
a Village Trustee from 2003 to 2007. They attempted to bring affordable housing 
to the Village during his tenure and they have several precedents to go by. The 
Plan Commission hasn’t divulged their exact thoughts about affordable housing. 
He didn’t think the developer should be beseeched to let us have affordable 
housing in the development, it should be just a question of how it was going to be 
done and how much will it cost. There are precedents like Mallinckrodt, which 
has a number of affordable units and that worked out very well. The Red Seal 
subdivision provided monies towards affordable housing. He talked about a 
building that did not move forward based on the economy at that time. He talked 
about the height of that building and there was disagreement about 4 versus 5 
stories. At that time they looked at a successful building in downtown Glenview 
that was 3 stories. They also looked at a 4 story building in downtown Winnetka 
that is doing quite well. He thought with 6 stories that there might be enough 
flexibility that a few affordable units, maybe 15%, would fit in that building. 
Affordable housing in the Village is only at 4.1% and has been decreasing for 
some time and is continuing to decrease. There should not be an elitist housing 
situation in the Village. He believes that the Village is in good hands with this 
board, developer and architect and thought affordable housing could be worked 
into the proposed development.  

 
4.27 Ms. Peters commended the developers on the plan. She would be interested in 

having any one of her daughters live there and she is happy it is coming to 
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Wilmette. She moved to Wilmette in 1986 and raised 4 daughters in Wilmette. 
When her youngest daughter, now 22 years old, was born with Down syndrome, 
she worried about what she would do. Her eldest daughter who was 13 at the time 
told her that there were other kids at her school with Down syndrome. Her 
daughter was one of the first with Down syndrome to be in the Wilmette public 
schools and at Ronald Knox Montessori. She is proud of this receptive 
community. The entire New Trier Township has earned quite the reputation for 
parents that want to have their children with special needs educated. She wants to 
set an example now and all people need to be welcomed into the community in a 
way that benefits the entire community.  

 
4.28 Ms. McManus said she and her husband have lived in their condo for 8 years. 

There are 54 units in her building. They have all the great benefits within walking 
distance that the proposed development is looking to take advantage of. She 
speaks through 2 hearts. One heart is her daughter who is 38 and has Cerebral 
Palsy and went through the New Trier School system. She has lived in the 
community for 16 years, 7 blocks away from where her parents live. If she had 
not had this experience, the quality and enrichment of her life would have been 
totally different. They have had real experience with our Village standing behind 
them at times when they needed help for her. She also speaks for herself. She see 
herself as being in the senior category and wants for every senior and for every 
person who has a disability to have affordable housing choices. Diversity makes 
everyone a better person.  

 
4.29 Mr. Surman said he was on the plan commission eight years ago and is currently 

on the ZBA. The project is well done. The previous project had a driveway that 
went right through and he thought that it was a poor solution and would cause 
traffic issues. He is glad that they went with all retail across the first floor and had 
parking go through the alley. In the previous proposal, balconies were on the lot 
line, which was an issue because it affected neighboring property. There are no 
windows on the lot line with this project. However, he felt that there was one issue 
the Plan Commission should consider: looking towards the future, how does this 
development impact the neighboring properties? If the bike store and the old 
Koenig & Strey property owners decided to put up a building of similar height, it 
would pretty much block any light from the south from hitting the second floor 
garden. The second floor garden is a nice feature but when the bike shop and 
Koenig & Strey say they want to put up a similar building, it will completely block 
all the light. It would be a solid wall right on the lot line, which they are able to 
do. What will M&R or the current owner say at that time? They are likely to find 
it injurious to this property. He noted that an adjacent project could go right up to 
the fifth floor balcony of this project.  

 
4.30 Ms. DiClementi-Harlow said her business, A la Carte, had been in Wilmette for 

about 34 years and they recently moved to Highland Park. She would like to be 
in the first floor retail space and be in a prime location. She supports the project.  
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4.31 Ms. George said she was speaking as a resident and not as Library Board trustee. 
Part of the exceptions include provision of public benefits. She reviewed the list 
of public benefits which includes $80,000 for the affordable housing fund and 
they are attempting to be a LEED certified building. She thinks that the project 
will be an asset. She likes the way they are emphasizing green space for their 
tenants. Her concern is that they are taking a big green swath of land that will be 
covered in pavement. There is no pedestrian walk through and there should be 
two according to the ordinance. Not providing a walkthrough cuts done on the 
livability and walkability for the rest of the Village. She asked for a walkway to 
increase pedestrian access.  

 
4.32 Mr. Versino said he is concerned about parking. He said there are ten spaces for 

employee parking. Is there parking for customers? It seems like all customers will 
come through the front door. It looks like they plan for customers to park on 
Central and Wilmette Avenues. His lot is privately owned for him and the corner 
building. He is concerned that people may encroach onto their parking lot. He is 
little concerned about the alley. He questions the alley width – whether it is 20’ 
or 13’ wide. Which figure is accurate? There is an issue with snow in the alley. 
The building is right against the alley.  

 
In the drawings it shows a roof slab that goes beyond the property line, exhibits 
1.16 and 1.20. Does it go onto his property?  

 
They did not show the alley that came out of his parking lot on their plan.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE PLAN COMMISSION 

     
5.1 Ms. Urban asked if the cyber café and fitness center are open to the public or are 

they strictly for building residents.  
 

Mr. Patron said they are for exclusive use of the residents. They are non-public 
spaces. They are a plus for marketing the development. They are designed for the 
number of residents who based on their experience will comfortably use that 
space.  

 
5.11 Mr. Bailey said the Village Plan talks a lot about linkages of this project to other 

buildings, to the other side of the Village Center, to the community to walkability. 
He did not hear anything about how the proposed development links to the rest of 
the VC and how it relates to other buildings.  

 
Mr. Francke said they believe it relates to the Village Hall side of the tracks. It 
will be a typical transit oriented development and the residents of the building will 
walk across Green Bay Road and take advantage of all the restaurants in that area. 
Regarding linkage to the west, they went through a lot of plan iterations on this 
project. One plan had a pedestrian linkage at the north end of the site with a 
walkway from Green Bay to the west. Through discussions, they determined that 
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this passageway would become a security and safety issue. The Village realized 
that if this was done, some retail space would be sacrificed. Determination was 
made to keep the curtain wall along Green Bay Road and that northern walkway 
went off the plan.  

 
Mr. Adler said that staff did not indicate that retail was more important than 
linkage. The applicant came in and said that if there was a walkway they would 
have to give up some retail. This was discussed with the Village Board and staff.  

 
5.12 Mr. Bailey said the master plan contemplates two buildings with a walkway 

between them. He felt that to be one of the lynch pins of the Master Plan. There 
would be this walkability and space between the buildings. Why has that been 
abandoned?  

 
Mr. Adler said that there were nine iterations in this round and four iterations prior 
to this round when Lexington was in. There were four development proposals 
prior to this including a drive through CVS, a medical office with CVS drive 
through, a five story and a six story building both with curb cuts on Green Bay 
Road. It became clear during the Lexington process and their about year-long 
attempt to put together additional property that the large walkway between the 2 
buildings probably would not happen in the short run. During the last marketing 
round the Village made it clear to prospective developers that it wanted a project 
proposed only for the property it controls at 607-617 Green Bay Road. The 
Village was very happy to give Lexington time to try to deliver what would be a 
better overall development on the property but that did not come to be. The 
Village Board made a decision that there are many other benefits to doing a 
development of the proposed type on this piece of property with an understanding 
that if there will be public open space, it would come elsewhere. They don’t know 
where that would be. The Village also owns 1225 Central on the same block. It 
might not happen. From staff’s point of view, that is why we are here with this 
proposal.   

 
5.13 Mr. Bailey said when one looks at what the master plan says, the proposed project 

looks nothing like the master plan. The master plan indicated an opening in the 
middle of the block and now this is like a big wall.  

 
5.14 Mr. Goldstein said to have enough area would need the additional properties.  
 
5.15 Ms. Urban said they would need to wrap the corner at both ends to achieve the 

preferred plan.  
 
5.16 Mr. Bailey said the Village has a unique opportunity to reserve some land for the 

walkway. They own the property. That is a mistake to give that up. The Village 
can require this. Regarding the six and seven stories, there was a lot of discussion 
in the community when the master plan was being developed about five stories. 
There was concern. He thought that was a key point in the master plan that the 
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community was assured that the buildings would not be higher than five stories. 
Now it is six to seven stories.  

 
Mr. Adler did not see the master plan process that way. He saw that there was a 
consensus of five stories by right and this height was supported. There was no 
prohibition of someone coming in with something higher. This is the center of the 
block and if there is a place to do a higher building, this is probably the place. 
After going through 17 iterations and none being built, including a 6-story rental 
building proposed by Lexington, it was felt that if something was to happen here 
today, the proposed is what they probably would see height-wise. The Village 
Board believes it is important to help our Village Center businesses by increasing 
density in the Village Center, both residential and day population. They have seen 
good things happen in the VC recently and this is furthering those goals.  

 
5.17 Mr. Bailey asked if the Central Station development was four stories.  
 

Mr. Patron answered yes, it is four stories.  
 
5.18 Mr. Bailey said it is a big building and this one would be 50% taller than that. It 

will not be an insubstantial presence on the street.  
 
5.19 Chairman Goldstein said that is at the heart of the issue. There is no single family 

immediately adjacent to the site. There are institutional and retail uses. From the 
ARC, they wanted to enhance the stature of the property with the central element 
to show a substantial building. This can be revisited when talking about standards.  

 
5.20 Mr. DeLeo asked if there were studies done in regards to stacking in the alley 

going south and trying to make a left turn onto Wilmette.  
 

Mr. Aboona said they studied both ends of the alley at Wilmette and at Central. 
While it is a difficult movement people are doing the above during the peak hours. 
They counted five cars in the AM and eight in the PM. Some of the residents may 
do this. They have the option of going north and making a right on Central to 
avoid congestion. This goes back to their recommendation of putting in a sign for 
queued vehicles not to block the alley. It is impacted by traffic queueing especially 
when there is a train crossing.  

 
5.21 Mr. DeLeo thought the Village should consider making that alley one way, going 

north. It is a busy area with the library, post office and Village lots. If the alley is 
made one way there will not be stacking at Wilmette Avenue. He said with cars 
going west on Wilmette Avenue and the parking spaces on Wilmette Avenue to 
the east of the alley, it is very difficult to exit the alley at Wilmette Avenue. 

 
Mr. Aboona said there are no sight line issues coming out of the alley onto 
Wilmette Avenue. Buildings are set back. There are sidewalks and a wide area for 
green space. He does not want to place restrictions on the alley because you would 
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force all the traffic onto Central Avenue. His suggestion would be to monitor the 
situation and perhaps prohibiting left turns during certain hours of the day with 
signage.  
 

5.22 Mr. DeLeo asked if the loading dock berth will be deep enough given the dock is 
proposed to be 25’ deep but the study was done showing a 30’ truck using the 
dock. Will the loading dock berth be deep enough? Should it be 30’?  

 
Mr. Aboona said that the standard in the Village is 10’ x 25’. There will be a 5’ 
overhang. There is additional depth so it can become 30’. Mr. DeLeo asked if that 
would prevent trucks from extending into the alley. Mr. Aboona said if there is 
30’ for the loading dock the trucks would not block the alley. 

 
5.23 Mr. DeLeo asked if the garage parking is for employee parking and if there is a 

restaurant with delivery, how would we control that. Is there a restriction to put 
in place?  

 
Mr. Adler said that depending on the type of restaurant, they might have to go 
through the special use process to get approval. A restaurant that does mostly 
delivery would need a special use but delivery associated with a sit-down 
restaurant would be consider ancillary and permitted because it is at a lesser rate.  

 
5.24 Chairman Goldstein asked the applicant to show the slide of the first floor plan 

showing the parking layout. He asked if it possible from a physical point of view 
to move the controlled entry further into the garage to allow shared parking spaces 
for the commercial tenants as staff recommended.  

 
Mr. Schwarz answered that it was possible to move the garage door elsewhere.  

 
5.25 Mr. DeLeo asked what the trash access for the retail use was and whether it was 

a shared trash access. 
 

Mr. Schwarz said depending on how the retail was developed there could be a 
back corridor. It depends on how many retailers there are. The garbage refuse 
space is enclosed. It is just below the ramp at the alley. The residents have their 
own trash and recycling with trash chutes. From the loading docks, there is 
additional room to the door of the building. Retail would have access through the 
garage for loading/deliveries.  

 
5.26 Mr. DeLeo asked in regards to the trash room for the residents, will there be a 

truck in the alley? 
 

Mr. Schwarz answered yes, someone from the garbage company would roll out 
the trash on a cart.  

 
5.27 Mr. DeLeo asked if they considered locating the trash areas closer to the loading 
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docks.  
 
Mr. Schwarz said the ramp and the dock area does not have building above. It is 
parking and green space above that area. They tried to do trash over there but there 
were conflicts of trash crossing the path of residents coming from parking to 
elevators. It would be more convenient to have trash off of the alley. The 
containers are all stored inside and move out when truck comes.  

 
5.28 Mr. DeLeo asked when the anticipated trash pickup days would be. Mr. Schwarz 

answered that he didn’t know.  
 
5.29 Mr. DeLeo asked the traffic engineer what his assumptions were about trash pick-

up and impact on alley traffic.  
 

Mr. Aboona said it is possible there could be traffic and trash at the same time. It 
is happening in the alley and not on a major arterial. When that happens, the time 
period will be short. Residents will have option of going in the other direction if 
the alley is blocked.  

 
5.30 Mr. DeLeo asked if there were any considerations to having a green roof on top 

of the building.  
 

Mr. Weinbach said a green roof was not discussed. There are a lot of mechanicals 
on the roof. It was not a consideration. There is a lot of green space on the roof of 
the building in general.  

 
5.31 Mr. DeLeo asked if there was an area for a green roof.  
 

Mr. Schwarz said for LEED they will have a white versus green roof. There are 
95 ac units running down the middle and two big units for the common areas. 
There is not a lot of space left. It would be difficult to access and maintain.  

 
5.32 Mr. DeLeo asked how they plan on controlling residents coming in and out of the 

building. Is it keyed entry? Intercom?  
 

Mr. Schwarz said on other projects, most doors are controlled by fobs. There is 
an intercom system. The front door is open so people can go to the leasing center. 
Once one is beyond the lobby, the area is secure. People coming in off the street 
cannot access elevators. Same thing with back doors and bike areas – they are all 
controlled. There are cameras.  

 
5.33 Mr. DeLeo asked if the south elevation is a solid wall up to the property line. 
 

Mr. Schwarz said that the front portion of the south elevation is up to the property 
line. There are no windows or doors. That is the main reason why the building is 
set back 60’ by the court yard area. At the north and south ends, there are faux 
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windows. Another building could go in adjacent and be just as tall. On the north 
the parcel is almost the same size. On the south the parcel is smaller.  
 
Mr. Schwarz said on both sides of the building they have buffers to the property 
line so they can have windows and balconies. When they are too close to a 
property line they are restricted on the number of windows and the wall’s fire 
rating. To the front of the building they are orienting out to the east and to the 
west and there are no windows looking to the south. The stairwell is at the south 
end.  

 
Mr. DeLeo asked if they were asking for a 20’ first floor, instead of the minimum 
required 14’, to allow the vehicle ramp and two levels of parking.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said the ordinance is 14’ minimum and you can’t get two levels of 
parking in 14’. There is not enough room on the site to have ramps that long. They 
have a ramp that leads up to the second floor that takes up a lot of space. That is 
why they have 20’ on the front retail and two levels of parking on the back.  

 
Mr. DeLeo asked what the height to the head of the window was at street level.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said that they left 5.5’ to 6’ at the top for signage. With stonework, 
they are about 14’ to 14.5’ to the top of the transom. Some of the transoms might 
be grills or louvers.  

 
Mr. DeLeo said that on adjacent properties, the head of the windows is at about 
8-10’. They are not that high. Part of the master plan is a continuous storefront.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said retail uses want as many windows as possible. They originally 
had the glass going all the way to the ground. After listening to public works on 
how they salt and shovel the street, they put in 2’ of brick at the bottom.  

 
5.34 Ms. Urban asked what was happening in the penthouse. There has been no 

discussion regarding this. 
 

Mr. Schwarz said there will be an elevator that overrides into the upper limits of 
the building that is about 12’. They might have an equipment room up there. They 
were trying to make it look symmetrical. They will reduce it as much as possible. 
They might have a central boiler for the hot water system up there. There is no 
living space up there. There is a single stair going up there. Only maintenance and 
management can go up there.  

 
5.35 Mr. Bailey asked if they considered underground parking.  
 

Mr. Schwarz said that did not consider that due to the cost and storm water 
management. The tank they proposed for managing the storm water is already 8’ 
deep and if down even further, it would need to be pumped.  
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5.36 Mr. Bailey said other developments in the Village, like the Optima development, 
have underground parking. The zoning ordinance generally does not allow for at 
grade parking and that is one of the exceptions being requested. He asked Mr. 
Adler what the general reason was for not favoring at grade parking. The master 
plan talks about underground parking and parking above grade.  

 
Mr. Adler said when they looked prohibiting residential at the first floor, they did 
so because they did not want to see a fully residential building being proposed. If 
parking wasn’t limited, a developer could then put the 600 square feet of common 
space on the first floor and have the rest of the first floor being parking. 
Constructing the building on silts. They wanted to prohibit that. There is one 
building on 12th Street in the VC district where it has a small office and depressed 
parking and it is a basically a fully residential building. They also thought there 
was more flexibility by going go down with parking. It would create an easier 
east/west connectivity by not having a parking structure to go through.  

 
5.37 Mr. Bailey said if the parking was below grade than the building would only be 

five stories, as contemplated by the Zoning Ordinance.  
 

Mr. Adler said that the building still would be six stories because it is five stories 
above and one story of commercial. It would be lesser in height by approximately 
5’ to 6’. 

 
5.38 Ms. Urban said it appeared that the developer was proposing more residential 

parking than the code requires. How much parking is required for the mix of units?  
 

Mr. Adler said that 99 spaces are required. He explained how they arrived at this 
number.  

 
5.39 Mr. Bailey asked about the office space and the fitness center on the grade level, 

which wouldn’t be accessible to the public. One of the principles of the master 
plan is to encourage retail at ground level. Why couldn’t they move the office to 
another level and have public space accessible at grade level? 

 
Mr. Patrun said that they have seen in their experience with these types of 
properties, that is an important area of use. It is important that the public has easy 
access into their marketing window. That is why they group the amenities there. 
They can experience the impact immediately in terms of amenities. If they were 
to remotely locate that they would take away from some of the sex appeal and that 
would hurt their effort to market the project. Even though these uses are for the 
exclusive use of the residents, they are attractive functions to have at the 
streetscape. They are used considerably and at all times. It all goes back to 
marketing. It is important to have management centralized. It is better for security.  

 
5.40 Mr. Bailey asked if they anticipated any problems in marketing the units. 
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Mr. Patrun said the combination of the amenities and leasing staff creates a 
synergy and should be in one area and at grade level. They don’t market one time 
like a condominium development. They are marketing and reaching out to attain 
as close to 100% occupancy as possible.  

 
5.41 Mr. Bailey said the master plan shows two buildings, each with 10,000 square feet 

of retail. This one is bigger than either one of those but it has much smaller retail 
space.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said the point of the building is to be interdependent with the 
VC and not be exclusive to residents of one building. This is a pivotal block.  

 
5.42 Chairman Goldstein suggested that the applicant consider moving the lobby to 

where the fitness center is located which gives more direct access to the lobby 
bank. That allows for a corner retail space. He agrees with the applicant on the 
synergy but you can do the synergy with a public use instead of a private use. 
Depending on the type of retail use in the building it can be an amenity to the 
residents. In the spirit of the master plan, he agrees with Mr. Bailey that having 
public use on the first floor is important.  

 
Mr. Patrun said that is something they can consider and will continue that 
discussion with staff.  

 
5.43 Ms. Norrick said that the applicant spoke about adding brick elements on the rear 

of the building at the upper floors but she was unclear on what the treatment for 
the parking garage portion was.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said the intent was to keep the same materials running all the way 
around the building so the lower level would have a manufactured stone that looks 
like limestone. It is nicer than what they have used in the past. They will have 
manufactured stone, then the brick veneer and then a reveal Hardy system above 
that. There will probably be additional louvers added for exhausting. There will 
be a louver above the door for fresh air.  

 
5.44 Ms. Urban said if she read the materials correctly there will be ivy planted on the 

back of the building to soften it. Is that on the first floor as well as upper stories?  
 

Mr. Weinbach said there would be ivy planted on the west elevation and portion 
of the north and south elevations. It is Boston Ivy and will add a lot of greenery 
to the space. It will go up to the top of the second level of parking.  

 
5.45 Ms. Norrick asked where the fire hydrant was being moved.  
 

Mr. Adler asked the applicant to show the drawing indicating how they will 
change the fire hydrant location.  
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Mr. Lewis showed the new location on the plan. It will be moved further to the 
south but still in the front. This will allow for an additional parking space. The no 
parking requirements for a hydrant are 15’ on either side, 30’ total.  
 

5.46 Chairman Goldstein asked what would be the total change in parking spaces. 
 

Mr. Lewis said would be no change in parking spaces. Mr. Adler pointed out that 
the old abandoned curb cut for the car dealer wasn’t counted as existing parking. 
Mr. Lewis said that was correct, when the original development was in place that 
was an entry to the driveway to the parking lot and not stripped for parking. That 
is being eliminated and they are using the area for a loading/drop-off zone and 
maintaining the same amount of street parking.  

 
5.47 Chairman Goldstein asked staff to comment about Mr. DeLeo’s comments about 

making the alley one way and the traffic flow in the alley.  
 

Mr. Mattson said regarding traffic flow, specifically left turning out onto Wilmette 
Avenue, it is a valid concern. They will need to look more closely at additional 
alley signage. Rather than making alley one way, it could be right turn only at that 
intersection. Regarding general alley circulation, there are a few movements that 
the site creates such trucks backing into the loading dock. During final review 
they will need to refine the alley signage for people coming into the building and 
people doing special deliveries in the alley. Making the alley one way may cause 
circulation restrictions.  

 
5.48 Mr. DeLeo said a lot of people get packages – Amazon, Peapod, and FedEx. How 

will that work and not impact traffic on Green Bay Road? Is there a loading zone 
in front of the building and does that reduce parking? Or should something be 
done in the back? 

 
Mr. Mattson said there is a loading zone shown in the front. There may have to 
be some considerations by management on what is allowed in the back alley. 
There should be some restrictions on what can go back in the alley. There needs 
to be some refinement on signage and access control in the back. 

 
5.49 Mr. DeLeo asked if the alley at the loading dock was a public alley. Mr. Adler 

answered yes.  
 
5.50 Mr. DeLeo asked if it was to be vacated. Mr. Adler said that the alley would not 

be vacated. The 25’ loading zone is on private property.  
 
5.51 Mr. Bailey said that the master plan showed a big parking facility coupled with 

the residential rental or condo project. It seems that the master plan contemplated 
traffic backing up on the north side where the parking facility would be but not 
necessarily all of this traffic in the alley way.  
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Mr. Mattson said that when looking at the alley KLOA talked about a level of 
service grade and then they regarded based on new capacities. They showed 
negligible change in that level of service. Movement to the north went from A to 
B level of service and both are good levels.  
 

5.52 Mr. Bailey said it seems that what is being proposed is a more intense use of alley 
that is different from master plan.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said there has been direction from the PC that they did not 
want a driveway onto Green Bay Road because of potential conflicts with 
pedestrians.  

 
Mr. Schwab said the traffic study mentioned the negligible impact to the alley. 
They only looked at peak times, like rush hour. Someone from the library 
mentioned that the usage of the alley is heavier during off-peak times. That 
coupled with the potential garbage issue, should a study be done about usage of 
the alley during non-peak times? 

 
Mr. Mattson said Mr. Schwab was correct that the traffic study did not talk about 
off-peak. The residents would be active more at peak time. But the library has a 
different circulation. It may be warranted to touch on this during the study.  

 
5.53 Mr. Schwab said it wasn’t necessarily a resident issue but things like deliveries to 

a 95-unit building. 
 
5.54 Chairman Goldstein asked if there were slides showing proposed signage. He does 

not think that the ARC saw proposed signage.  
 

Mr. Francke said that they didn’t have the signage slides with them at the meeting. 
They have general signage but wanted to work on them before presenting them.  

 
5.55 Chairman Goldstein asked them to review sign dimensions and quantity.  
 

Mr. Francke said the front façade shows signage they are talking about but cannot 
present details tonight.  

 
Mr. Adler said that part of the process is relief for the residential signage. Each 
tenant space is allowed one primary sign and one secondary sign. He said that 
they are asking for relief for projecting signage to be slightly larger and slightly 
farther out. There is a potential sign above the canopy. It may or may not be 
attached to the wall.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said in the original submittal, tab 11, option 5, shows the canopy 
signage. It shows the projecting sign at 4’ x 4’. Zoning limits size to 2’ x 3’ for 
projecting signage. The other sign would either go on the canopy or a wall sign 
above. The next page shows a sign for a tenant and that is the maximum size. 
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Those go in two locations. Their projecting sign is the smaller sign that meets the 
ordinance.  
 
Mr. Adler said that the sign might not be conforming due to coverage. It is limited 
to 30% of the signable area. The signable areas might be less where the 
architecture breaks up the building. Depending on the outcome of this meeting, 
they will address signage.  

 
5.56 Chairman Goldstein asked what signage exceptions are they asking for.  
 

Mr. Schwarz said they thought they were only allowed one primary sign for each 
frontage but Mr. Adler clarified that they are allowed one sign per tenant. The 
signage would be needed for Wilshore and two tenants.  

 
Mr. Adler said that staff interprets the ordinance allowing one primary and one 
secondary sign for each tenant space.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said then they are only asking for one projecting sign to be larger 
than ordinance allows. 4’ x 4’ instead of 2’ x 3’. 

 
5.57 Ms. Urban asked if one of the recommendations of the commission is that more 

retail be added in the cyber café/lobby space, is that space entitled to signage?  
 

Mr. Adler said that space would be entitled to signage.  
 
5.58 Chairman Goldstein followed up on Mr. DeLeo’s question about green roofing. 

They are proposing a fairly large amount of green roof area, which is wonderful 
but what about the sustainability of those materials? 

 
5.59 Mr. Weinbach said they generally use as sustainable plantings as possible. They 

are doing that. A green roof is considered seed and trays and they are proposing a 
step above that. They plan on native plants and drought tolerant plants. They are 
proposing a drip irrigation system for establishment.  

 
5.60 Chairman Goldstein asked if they could point to any specific plantings that are 

native or producing water retention. He understood that on a roof you might not 
want water retention because of weight. 

 
Mr. Weinbach said for this type of planting, they do not water retention so there 
is a drainage mat to eliminate water. He referenced the north court yard area which 
is predominantly plantings. Other than the hedges, the rest are native plantings. 
Grasses, flowers, orbs. It is sustainable. The south garden is an attempt to use 
more drought tolerant plants, but not necessarily all native plants.  

 
5.61 Chairman Goldstein asked if they getting credits for any of these elements as part 

of LEED certification.  
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Mr. Weinbach answered yes, they are getting credits by both plant selection and 
irrigation system.  
 

5.62 Chairman Goldstein said the applicant needs to get more direction so the 
Chairman asked commissioners to continue discussion. Given the late hour, the 
subject proposal would most likely need to be continued until a future Plan 
Commission meeting. 

 
He referenced the various standards and the petitioner’s responses. Start with Site 
Plan Review standards. Is there any discussion about consistency or concerns with 
those standards?  

 
5.63 Ms. Urban had a concern that insufficient parking is being provided for retail 

tenant customers or residential visitors. She suggested that the developer look at 
the parking situation. If they want potential for a restaurant, then they need to 
think about adequate parking. She is not sure that they need to hit that 53 number, 
which would mean food concessions in each tenant space. What type of parking 
does a sit down restaurant require? Can there be public parking on the ground 
floor of the garage?  

 
Chairman Goldstein asked if it would it be okay if there were less dedicated spaces 
for the employees and residential to increase the public use of some of the parking. 

 
Ms. Urban answered yes. She said that she wasn’t concerned about the fact that 
parking is at ground level because the building design does a great job of screening 
the parking from the street and keeping the street active with all of the commercial 
frontage.  

 
5.64 Mr. DeLeo said if they open up the parking garage to the public, then security has 

to be addressed.  
 

Chairman Goldstein said that is why he asked if the secure garage door could be 
move over to the next bay so that the first aisle on the south would permit shared 
use of parking. He said the other communities that the applicant has developed in 
are different than the proposed site. He is not sure there is a security issues for the 
residential spaces.  

 
5.65 Mr. DeLeo said a lot of this depends on how far people will walk to go to a 

restaurant. There is parking on Green Bay, Wilmette, and Central.   
 

Chairman Goldstein said that sometimes employee parking is located somewhere 
else and best spaces are for customers, which is not the way it is proposed in this 
development. That seemed a little odd. 

 
5.66 Mr. Bailey said that parenthetically it is difficult to see how the alley in the long 

run would sustain traffic. There will be additional buildings in the future. Maybe 
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that is unavoidable unless they can they expand the size of the alley?  
 

Regarding parking, this is a private project but the master plan saw this property 
as the keystone to bring in the public. He has the sense that it is like a gated 
community. The public cannot go into the building to park or into the fitness 
center or other residential spaces. It is inconsistent with the master plan because 
the plan intended some of the space on this property to be public space. That 
would at least be mitigated if the parking and retail were made available to the 
public. That would be more consistent with the master plan.  

 
5.67 Chairman Goldstein said it appears that the Plan Commission is okay with the 

parking to the front on Green Bay. We might be losing one space but we get the 
loading area, which is probably important for deliveries. 

 
He explained that the PUD rules have changed. They will not see the final plat. 
One of the recommendations might be to continue to study the use of the alley. 
Can there be a contribution to improve the alley? It is functioning as a quasi-street. 
There are still some outstanding alley issues that need to be resolved with staff.  

 
5.68 Mr. DeLeo asked if there has been any discussion about doing something with the 

alley to deal with storm water or run off.  
 

Ms. Berger answered yes, they are looking at permeable pavers similar to what 
Chicago uses. There would be concrete ribbons on the outside of the pavers with 
an inverted V to collect drainage, with a permeable product between. The 
challenge is cost. The capital program is underfunded. They cannot build green 
alleys at this point. They are looking at various options including grants.  

 
5.69 Mr. DeLeo asked if that has been discussed with this project. What is replacement 

timing for this alley and who is responsible?  
 

Ms. Berger said nothing has been determined as to who will pay for the alley. The 
Plan Commission and Village Board can request that the developer participate in 
a cost share, at least to cover the transition from impervious to a pervious alley. 
The alley is in terrible shape.  

 
5.70 Chairman Goldstein asked for a cost estimate for the alley. 
 

Ms. Berger said she didn’t have that information but can get it for the 
commissioners.  

 
5.71 Chairman Goldstein said since there are no other comments regarding site plan 

review standards, they will take a look at the Appearance Review standards. Staff 
provided a report on the advisory Appearance Review Commission meeting and 
the changes that were made based on the ARC’s input. There is minimal 
exceptions for signage except for a larger sign for residential portion and the sign 
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projection.  
 

He asked for comments on the south wall. That wall has high quality materials 
proposed but it is essentially a blank wall. Was that because this is a lot line 
development and in the future that wall may be blocked? Mr. Adler answered yes.  
 
Chairman Goldstein said there will be less transparency through the windows than 
required by code, though not a lot less. Are there any comments or concerns about 
this? There are better materials but not as much transparency. Mr. Adler said that 
historically they have done the calculations including the mullions. It does get 
close to 40% at that point. The applicant measured in a more restrictive way so 
that number was used.  

 
5.72 Mr. Bailey discussed the standard that deals with excessive similarity or 

dissimilarity in design in relation to surrounding structures. He believes the 
proposed development is too big. He knows the master plan was aspirational but 
the plan talks about allowing taller structures up to five stories. The new building 
will dwarf the older buildings and that is exacerbated by the increased scale of the 
building. The Village will not be able to say no to the next developer if they want 
to build a building of this size. In effect the proposed development says that the 
master plan standard has gone up to seven stories on this block. Mr. Adler said he 
didn’t necessarily agree. Mr. Bailey said he understood but as a practical matter it 
is inevitable that five stories is going to be dissimilar from other properties and 
the additional height is just exasperating that. 

 
5.73 Chairman Goldstein said five stories is by-right and they are going in under a 

PUD. Part of the role of the Plan Commission is determining whether or not the 
public benefits outweigh the exceptions.  

 
5.74 Ms. Urban said there is no better place in the Village to go this high. It is a major 

arterial and there are no single family homes next door.  There are other 
communities that do much taller and much denser buildings.  

 
5.75 Mr. Bailey asked if there was any structure of this size on Green Bay Road on the 

entire span all the way up to Lake Forest. He thought that the residents who lived 
in back of the library would be at tonight’s meeting to voice their opposition to 
such a large building.  

 
5.76 Chairman Goldstein said the developer has provided generous setbacks, 25’, on 

either side of the terraces. In his view, if they are going to do a taller building, 
they have gone the extra mile to soften the effect through roof terraces particularly 
on the upper level. The ARC actually asked the applicant to enhance the verticality 
of the building. You can make the argument that this building is reflecting off the 
Village Hall and is a more civic structure. He would agree with Mr. Bailey that 
he would like to see more public use of the building. He wanted to get the opinion 
of the other Commissioners regarding height and a taller building on this block, 
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understanding that the Village Board provided guidance of 77’ in the purchase 
contract. Again, the Plan Commission is still interpreting the height from a 
commission point of view to understand just what that means.  

 
5.77 Mr. DeLeo said he thinks that the building is appropriate at the proposed height. 

He would have a problem if it was just a block building. The petitioner has been 
creative in how they have broken up the mass with parapets and setbacks. Views 
and sight lines are optimized. He asked if a shade study was done.  Mr. Adler said 
that staff is not aware of a shade study being completed.  

 
Mr. DeLeo agreed that the building is a little higher than indicated in the master 
plan. There is no negative to go high on this site. The more one can build the better 
the cost basis. The more units on the site, the better for VC businesses and tax 
revenue. The PC should not fight about the height as the 77’ was already set by 
the Village Board.  

 
5.78 Mr. Bailey doesn’t think that is true. There is a contract that was entered into. 

Maybe the village has expressed a willingness to consider those terms. He does 
not know what to make about the Village entering into the contract. The contract 
says that the applicant will buy the property if they get to build a certain type of 
building. The big question is whether the proposal is consistent with the master 
plan. The Plan Commission is supposed to review whether or not a development 
meets the spirit of the master plan.  

 
5.79 Chairman Goldstein said the zoning ordinance specifically allows for exceptions 

to be granted as part of PUDs if enough public benefit is being provided. That is 
why the Plan Commission is reviewing the request. 

 
5.80 Ms. Urban said that this is a nicely designed mixed use project that captures the 

spirit of the master plan. It may not capture the letter of the master plan in the 
sense that the plan anticipated two buildings, both of which would wrap the 
corners. It anticipated a large open space. Prior requests for proposals have not 
moved forward. With Lexington, they tried to assemble more property and could 
not do so. This is a handsome project that achieves the density, the variation in 
the type of housing that the Village is able to offer in a prime location.  

 
5.81 Mr. Zimmermann said regarding the contract, one of the areas where the Village 

Board speaks to the public is through its ordinances. The contract was approved 
by an ordinance. He read a portion of the first page of the ordinance. “The Village 
Board finds that the project as proposed and if approved as part of a Planned Unit 
Development meets many of the goals of the Village Center master plan and is 
therefore a substantial public benefit to the Village.” That is consistent with what 
Ms. Urban just said.  It is not necessarily the letter of the master plan but the 
Village Board speaking through its ordinances has said to the public that this 
project meets many of the goals.  
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5.82 Mr. Bailey asked what that said about the role of the Plan Commission.  
 

Mr. Zimmermann said the Plan Commission’s role is exactly as Chairman 
Goldstein indicated. To evaluate the project, measure it against the goals of the 
comprehensive plan, and more importantly measure it against the standards in the 
zoning ordinance. The Village Board made a statement about the project. The role 
of the Plan Commission is no different than outlined in the zoning code.  

 
5.83 Commissioner Schwab had no issue with the height. He agrees that if it is going 

to be in the Village, the proposed location is an appropriate spot. The front façade 
does a nice job breaking up the height. The west facing side is the more monolithic 
view. No residents are present to talk about this so does that mean they don’t have 
any issues?  

 
5.84 Mr. DeLeo asked if 77’ was to the top of the parapet.  
 

Mr. Schwarz answered that 77’ is to the top of the roof slab. It does not take into 
consideration the insulation and the membrane. It is 78’ to the top of the roof.  

 
Mr. DeLeo asked if it was 88’ to the top of the penthouse override. Is that the 
highest point of the building? 

 
Mr. Schwarz answered that would be the highest point of the building.  

 
Mr. Adler said that the height in the contract is to the slab. When the roof is 
finished it would be 78’. What is in the proposal is consistent with the contract. 
While the contract did not go into detail about parapets, height encroachments 
and/or overruns, it was understood that those items would be exceeding the 77’ 
height because that is how the zoning ordinance is written.  

 
Mr. Schwarz clarified that the parapet, mechanical screening and elevator 
overruns are keeping within the height encroachments amounts allowed in the 
zoning ordinance.  They are just starting at a higher point. 
 

5.85 Ms. Urban said that in return they are getting a development that has more 
generous first floor ceiling heights and more generous ceiling heights on each 
residential level.  

 
5.86 Mr. Bailey said the first floor height is because of the parking.  
 

Ms. Urban said parking is an important public benefit.  
 

Mr. Bailey said residential parking on the first floor is another exception.  
 

Ms. Urban said it is an exception because we didn’t want to diminish the activity 
along the street front.  
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Chairman Goldstein said another reason was there was a prior project that was a 
single use with a large parking lot.  The Plan Commission does not want to see a 
single use with large ground floor parking lot. They did a nice job of putting 
decent depth for retail in front of the parking. Often times you see a very narrow 
ribbon of retail that is completely dysfunctional and you can’t rent it out. This gets 
to the special use issue and it seems appropriate to have parking on the first floor.  

 
5.87 Ms. Norrick said she shared some of the concerns versus overall height regarding 

five versus seven stories.  
 

Chairman Goldstein said it as six stories of occupied space and seven stories with 
parking.  
 
Mr. DeLeo said that is with 10’ ceilings in the units versus 9’.  

 
5.88 Chairman Goldstein said regarding use the main issue that has come up is 

encouraging the developer to create more public use on the first floor for retail 
use and perhaps moving the lobby to allow for a corner space. They would need 
to move the health club and cyber café elsewhere in the building. There are 
common spaces on other floors for those uses.  

 
5.89 Mr. DeLeo agreed that the ground floor retail space should be maximized on 

Green Bay Road. The fitness center could be moved to be off the street.  
 
5.90 Mr. Bailey said for him one of the things that would be a special benefit is not just 

the building but also doing something for the community. Making more space 
available for the community. It doesn’t do anything for the community to walk by 
and see the residents exercising.  

 
Chairman Goldstein agreed. There should be an image on the ground floor of 
anyone being able to use those spaces and not just residents of the building.  

 
5.91 Chairman Goldstein said the fact that they do not have a curb cut is beneficial. 

That was a major issue with past proposals. There was conflict between pedestrian 
movement and traffic going in and out of the curb cut. They also did a 5’ setback. 
They are not asking for an exception to that requirement.  

 
5.92 Chairman Goldstein asked if the applicant considered allowing outdoor café 

seating.  
 

Mr. Adler said that could be done it would just depend on the level of comfort 
that could be provided. The landscaping they propose and the 5’ width should 
allow for outdoor seating.  

 
5.93 Chairman Goldstein said regarding the Planned Unit Development standards, 

some are repetitive with previous discussion.  
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Regarding public benefits, they are offering retail. This has been a major issue in 
the master plan. This block should be fully functional retail block. The variety of 
housing is needed. There is some rental housing in this area.  

 
Mr. Adler said there are some rental apartments on Greenleaf, but there is little 
rental housing available and noted that this is arguably a luxury building which is 
a market that has not served in the Village.  

 
5.94 Mr. Goldstein said they are offering $80,000 for affordable housing purposes and 

that has been accepted by the Village Board as a public benefit. They are seeking 
LEED gold certification.  

 
5.95 Ms. Urban said that not providing affordable at this location is a missed 

opportunity mostly from the perspective of giving someone of more modest 
means the chance to live in a very convenient location for many reasons. One 
could live in this location without a car and that is a significant cost savings. She 
does not know how much housing $80,000 buys but it doesn’t seem like very 
much.  

 
Mr. Adler said that $80,000 equates to approximately two years of funding for the 
Village’s housing assistance program. It is being privatized. The $80,000 would 
be for 19-20 people and that would be at $150 or $200/month. $200 month is for 
rental assistance and $900 twice a year is for property tax assistance.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said there was testimony that the cost of setting aside a unit 
would be a $125,000 loss per unit. $80,000 does not seem commensurate with the 
impact. There is a lot of additional density on the site. He would try to offer a 
more substantial amount that is more commensurate with the impact. He wouldn’t 
go as far to say inclusionary units because of the nature of the project He 
understand that the Village Board accepted the $80,000 and deemed it a 
substantial benefit but in his view, in terms of the density he would like to see a 
little more in that direction.  

 
Mr. Schwab said he would support the above comment.  

 
Ms. Norrick said she would support the above comment.  

 
5.96 Chairman Goldstein that everyone was happy with the LEED gold and it is a 

public benefit. He asked the petitioner if it was a guarantee that they will get this 
certification. Do they have a LEED consultant? 

 
Mr. Patrun said there will be a LEED consultant. The consultant has worked with 
them on other buildings. They have gotten LEED gold on their last three projects. 
Central Station is LEED gold.  

 
Mr. Bailey asked if this was aspirational or is it contractual? 
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Chairman Goldstein said they cannot guarantee LEED certification because they 
have not gone through the process yet. He asked the petitioner if they were 
committed to reach the same standard as their project a couple miles away.  Mr. 
Patrun answered yes.  
 
Mr. Adler clarified that the LEED consultant took a preliminary look at this 
proposed project.  

 
5.97 Ms. Urban said the ARC recommended having some landscaping on the east side 

of the Village parking lot to screen the west façade of the building and she felt 
that was a low cost suggestion that will enhance the proposal.  

 
5.98 Mr. Bailey said the alley issue is still open. A cost to the Village may be wear and 

tear of the alley, which will be used more extensively. Is there provision in the 
plan to have a requirement that the alley be improved to accommodate this traffic? 
It is not unusual for a developer to add this element.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said that the Plan Commission could ask staff to work with 
the developer to come up with a proposal for the alley. They are not the only user 
of the alley so they cannot be responsible for the full redevelopment.  

 
Mr. Bailey said they could be responsible for full redevelopment of the alley as a 
public benefit.  

 
Mr. Patrun said they are committed to improving the east/west alley, roughly 60’ 
long, with a return to the north. Right now it is gravel and grass. It is difficult to 
maneuver. They are working with engineering and have committed to alley 
repairs and make it new. The design is not completed. They understand that the 
primary alley is in horrible shape and a shared program could be entertained. The 
alley is public right now.  

 
5.99 Mr. DeLeo said that when they start construction they will have to close the alley. 

The alley use will be limited during construction.  
 

Mr. Patrun said they have not figured that out yet but will work closely with 
Village departments on this. The closure could be partial or minimal. They have 
to go through a construction logistics plan for these types of projects. They want 
to ensure minimal disturbance to the public. They will need some element of 
temporary construction, i.e. quasi easement may be needed. It will be well planned 
and well-coordinated with the Village.  

 
5.100  Chairman Goldstein said that the Commission should continue the case to a date 

certain and April 7th, the regularly scheduled PC meeting date is election night so 
they should choose another date.  It was determined that Wednesday, April 8 was 
a date that work for all members of the Plan Commission. The agenda for that 
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evening would be that the applicant respond to the Plan Commission’s comments 
and concerns. The Plan Commission would review the exceptions and move 
towards a vote.  

 
Mr. Zimmermann said typically public comment should be limited to changes in 
the plan.  

 
6.0 DECISION   

 
Ms. Urban moved to continue the case to the April 8th meeting at 7:00 pm. Mr. DeLeo 
Seconded the motion. The voice vote was all ayes and no nays. Motion carried.  
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STAFF INFORMATION AS PRESENTED TO THE PLAN COMMISSION 
 
Description of Property 
 
The Subject Property is located on the west side of Green Bay Road, approximately 64’ north of 
Wilmette Avenue.  The property has 174.6’ of frontage on Green Bay Road and is 240.74’ in 
depth. The property is approximately 40,076 square feet (.92 acres) in area. 
 
To the north are one- and two-story commercial buildings zoned VC, Village Center.  To the south 
are two-story commercial buildings zoned VC, Village Center.  To the west is a public parking lot 
zoned VC, Village Center.  To the east are the Metra tracks and beyond the tracks is the Village 
Hall, also zoned VC, Village Center.  The property was most recently occupied by the North Shore 
Ford auto dealership and auto service, which was demolished in February of 2006. The property 
was sub sequentially approved for a five story mixed-use building that was never constructed.  The 
approval for this mixed-use PUD was rescinded in 2008.  
 
In 2011 the Village purchased the property from the developer of the unbuilt five story mixed-use 
building. In late 2012 the Village reached agreement with Lexington Homes to sell the property for 
the development of a six (6) story mixed-use building. After Lexington was unable to assemble 
additional property on the block, they let the contract expire in 2013. In 2014, after reviewing 
numerous purchase proposals the Village selected M&R Development to enter into a sales contract 
with. 
 
Description of Request 
 
The petitioner is requesting approval of a Planned Unit Development Preliminary Plan and Special 
Use to permit the construction of a mixed-use building containing commercial space and 
approximately 95 rental apartments located in the VC, Village Center, zoning district - Pedestrian 
Commercial West Street Frontage. 
 
The petitioner is proposing to construct a new approximately 185,006 gross square foot mixed-use 
building under the provisions of a Planned Unit Development (PUD).  On the front elevation 
(facing Green Bay Road), the proposed development consists of five (5) stories of residential 
above one (1) story of commercial space.  At the rear of the building are proposed five (5) stories 
of residential above two (2) stories of parking. The proposed development has approximately 95 
rental apartments, 6,316 square feet of first floor commercial space, 3,295 square feet of first floor 
residential amenity space, 945 square feet of first floor leasing/management office space and 
parking for 129 vehicles. 
 
The proposed unit count is as follows: 
Convertible   5  
One Bedroom   37 
One Bedroom + Den  5 
Two Bedroom   41 
Three Bedroom  7 
Total    95 
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The building is proposed to be 78’ in height to the top of the roof. The parapets will extend another 
2’ higher, except at the center of the front façade where the parapet will be an additional 5’ higher. 
The elevator housing is proposed at 11.83’ above the top of the roof to a height of 89.83’. The 
ventilation and heating and air-conditioning equipment and screening are proposed at 6’ above the 
top of the roof to a height of 84’. Because the Zoning Ordinance establishes a maximum height of 
65’ and five (5) stories for the top of the roof, a maximum height of 71’ for the top of the 
ventilation and heating and air-conditioning equipment, and a maximum height of 77’ for the 
elevator housing, height relief is required.   
 
The building is proposed to maintain a five (5) foot front yard setback as required by the zoning 
ordinance. The building is proposed to setback approximately three (3) feet additional for a total of 
eight (8) feet at the second floor, which is the first floor of residences atop the 20’ tall commercial 
base. At the sixth floor the building sets back approximately two (2) feet additional for a total 
setback of ten (10) feet. Also at the sixth floor the corners of the building are setback between 16’ 
and 18’ further from the Green Bay Road facades and 27’ and 43’ from the north and south lot 
lines.   
 
The 129 parking spaces are located to the rear of the commercial space with access provided from 
the 20’ north-south public alley that runs between Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue. Sixty-
one of the parking spaces are located at ground level and are accessed from a secured garage door 
approximately 20’ north of the southwest corner of the building. One of the 61 parking spaces is 
identified as a compact space with a width of 8’ instead of the required 8.5, thus requiring relief. 
Sixty-eight of the parking spaces are located on the second floor and are accessed from a secure 
garage door approximately 5’ south of the northwest corner of the building.  
 
The 129 parking spaces are proposed to be secured and only for the use of residents of the building 
or employees of the commercial tenant space. No off-street customer or visitor parking is 
proposed.  As part of the redevelopment the petitioner is proposing a drop-off/pick-up area in front 
of the building. The proposed drop-off/pick-up area reduces the on-street parking in front of the 
building to approximately three (3) spaces.  In addition to the provided off-street parking, the 
zoning ordinance allows the parking spaces located in front of the subject property to count 
towards required parking, for a total of 132 parking spaces provided for the proposed development.  
 
While the proposed parking will meet the required parking, assuming the building’s commercial 
space is occupied by retail uses, the petitioner is asking for parking relief to allow leasing of the 
commercial space to limited service/full service restaurants.    
 
Staff would prefer to have the commercial and leasing/management office parking spaces open to 
customer use. This could be accomplished by moving the ground floor parking garage door from 
the alley to the inside of the garage, thus separating the south half of the ground floor parking from 
the north half.  Doing so would allow the excess parking to be used on a shared parking basis, 
providing flexibility for not only commercial customers but also guests of the building residents. 
Providing the access for customer parking would also allow the petitioner to provide east-west 
pedestrian connectivity from the unsecured portion of the garage to Green Bay Road. If the 
petitioner is concerned that there will not be enough secured residential parking to meet demand, 
they may want to consider providing the option of vehicle lifts in the secured parking areas. 
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Two, 10’ by 25’ loading spaces are provided on the north side of the building and are accessed 
from a 20’ wide public alley that runs east from the north-south alley. Staff had a number of 
concerns about the turning radiuses in the garage and the loading area. 
 
In order to better understand any issues with the garage and loading area the Village’s engineering 
consultant, The Ciorba Group, reviewed those areas for operational issues and had a number of 
comments that are attached as document 2.16.   
 
The engineering consultant for the petitioner, KLOA, responded to the comments from Ciorba and 
the responses are attached as document 2.17. Ciorba reviewed KLOA’s responses and had the 
following comments:  
 

“We have reviewed the responses by KLOA regarding 611 Green Bay Road.  They have 
now provided responses to outstanding issues.  The responses recognize potential conflicts 
inside the garage that will require yielding and additional maneuvers, and offer possible 
aids such as convex mirrors and warning signals at entry points.  ADA parking has also 
been addressed.   

 
The response also recognizes that some movements to and from the smaller north / south 
alley (east of the main alley) cannot be made with a single unit truck.  We feel that these 
issues can be addressed with directional and entry signage. 

 
In summary, we feel that the final details of the site design can be refined in final 
engineering, and will offer additional comments at that time.” 

 
Given Ciorba’s review, staff is confident that any operational issue can be addressed with the Final 
PUD submittal. 
 
Bicycle parking for the residents of the building is provided on the first floor adjacent to the 
loading zone area and on the second floor of the garage portion of the building. A public use bike 
rack is shown in front of the building on public right-of-way. The petitioner has indicated that the 
number of resident and visitor bicycle parking spaces will meet the zoning ordinance requirement. 
The zoning ordinance requires 10 bicycle spaces for residents, 5 for visitors and 2 for the 
commercial space.  
 
The commercial and residential trash/recycling areas are located in the garage portion of the 
building adjacent to the north-south alley. 
 
Amenities for the residential component of the building includes a first floor cyber café and fitness 
center, which front on Green Bay Road and second floor and sixth floor open space.  
 
The petitioner has indicated that they intend to pursue Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification. LEED certification is listed as a permissible PUD benefit in Section 
20-6.5.E.10 of the zoning ordinance.   
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Included in the sales contract was the following provision: 
  

Substantial Public Benefit to the Village. In the application for planned unit development 
approval described above Purchaser shall pledge Eighty Thousand Dollars ($80,000) as a 
contribution to the Village’s affordable housing program. The affordable housing 
contribution is payable at, and only upon the occurrence of, Closing and is in addition to 
all other amounts due under this Agreement. The Village agrees that this affordable 
housing contribution is a substantial public benefit to the Village as called for in Section 
6.5.E.8 of the Wilmette Zoning Code. 

 
Given this provision, the $80,000 contribution to the Village’s affordable housing program should 
be considered a substantial benefit to the Village as called for in Section 6.5.E.8 of the zoning 
ordinance. 
 
The Ciorba Group has reviewed the petitioner’s preliminary engineering plans and has determined 
that the proposed storm water release rates will be at or better than current site conditions. 
 
Items Requested for Response at the March 3, 2015 Hearing and Petitioner Response 
(Exhibit 1.29) 
 
Increase retail frontage  

“The portion of the Ground Floor Plan Management, Leasing and Amenity areas, 
along with the Retail Floor area, have been slightly reduced in area as a result of the 
inclusion of the 5’-0” passage to Green Bay Road. Several commissioners expressed a 
concern about possibly relocating the Fitness Facilities to the 2nd floor. Our position is 
to retain the plan as originally proposed for the following reasons: 
a) Visual communication to the public and prospective residents through our marketing 
window at street level is a strong effective message demonstrating our commitment to 
the high quality of life that residents will experience. 
b) Management personnel’s close proximity to the marketing window and their focused 
facilitation on all matters of operations. One location containing operations, leasing 
and marketing is the most effective manner to assure success. 
c) The Fitness Facilities design and appeal are now taking advantage of the taller 
ceiling heights achievable at the ground floor. The taller ceiling conditions do not exist 
on the 2nd floor.” 

 
Provide customer parking 

“3) Our revised plans now show 10 designated commercial-retail parking spaces 
accessible from the westerly alley by open access. Signage will be incorporated to 
facilitate usage of these parking spaces. We also have incorporated a pedestrian 
linkage walk under cover to the northerly alley which guides pedestrians to the 
“passage.” This linkage now eliminates the need for people using these parking spaces 
to walk in the westerly North-South Alley.” 
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Allow customer parking – pass-through to Green Bay from parking lot 
“1) The 5’-0” foot passage at the north property line addresses the connection through 
the property and also responds to this concept found in the Village Center Master Plan. 
We will attempt to make this a pleasant pedestrian experience. We also will work with 
our neighbor to the North in creating the most spacious feeling by the utilization of 1’-
0” setback found at the neighbor’s property resulting in further separation and possible 
planting. 
2) The inclusion of “The Passage” reduces the overall massing and volume of the 
building thus generating greater light and air to the neighborhood. 
3) Our revised plans now show 10 designated commercial-retail parking spaces 
accessible from the westerly alley by open access. Signage will be incorporated to 
facilitate usage of these parking spaces. We also have incorporated a pedestrian 
linkage walk under cover to the northerly alley which guides pedestrians to the 
“passage.” This linkage now eliminates the need for people using these parking spaces 
to walk in the westerly North-South Alley.” 

 
Increase affordable housing/donation? 
The applicant provided the following response in an email to staff on April 2, 2015. 
 

“With respect to the revisions, compressing the east portion of the building, and loss of 
revenue generating area we must stay with the $80,000 affordable contribution.” 

 
Will you participate in alley reconstruction cost? 

“The inquiry regarding the condition of the alley as a result of construction was 
brought to our attention. The current condition of the alley is very deteriorated as we 
know. As a result of this existing condition, we would be willing to pay a fair pro-rata 
share for alley replacement and repairs subject to a cost analysis study being 
conducted by the Engineering Staff. The scope of this project will need to be determined 
prior to our formal commitment.” 

 
Planting of landscaping on the Village parking lot to the west 
The applicant provided the following response in an email to staff on April 2, 2015. 
 

“We are willing to plant let’s say 4-6 significant trees (4” caliper) in the Village 
controlled parking area or Park Ave. east ROW to be carefully coordinated with all 
Village  departments. We hope that this is feasible within the existing islands and ROW 
areas.” 

 
Zoning Relief in Connection with the PUD  
 
The PUD process allows a petitioner to propose a development that does not otherwise 
conform to the zoning requirements, including allowing uses not otherwise provided for in the 
Zoning Ordinance.  Below is the relief that is being requested in connection with the proposed 
special use for a PUD: 
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20-12.3.G.2 limits residential common area at grade to a maximum of six hundred (600) 
square feet. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow 3,450 square feet of residential 
common area at grade.  
 
20-12.3.G.3 states that no parking required by dwelling units shall be permitted at grade. The 
petitioner is requesting relief to allow required residential parking to be located at grade. 
 
20-10.5 establishes ground floor office use as a special use on the Subject Property. The 
petitioner is asking for relief to allow the residential leasing and management office to be 
located at ground level. 
 
20-10 Table 10-3 establishes a maximum permitted height in the Core Height District of 65’ & 
five (5) stories. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow a 78’, six (6) story building 
adjacent to Green Bay Road (five (5) stories of residential above one (1) story of 
commercial) and a 78’, seven (7) story building adjacent to the alley (five (5) stories of 
residential above two (2) stories of parking).  
 
20-13.5.C.2 states that ventilation and heating and air conditioning equipment are permitted 
six (6) feet above the height limit to a height of 71’. The petitioner is asking for relief to allow 
ventilation and heating and air conditioning equipment to be 84’ in height, inclusive of a 
s i x  ( 6) foot high mechanical screen wall necessary to conceal the tallest rooftop-mounted 
mechanical element. 
 
20-13.5.C.3 states that elevator and stairway housings are permitted twelve (12) feet above the 
height limit to a height of 77’. The petitioner is asking for relief to allow elevator housings to 
be 89.83’in height.   
 
20-13.5.C.4 states that parapets are permitted two (2) feet above the height limit to a height of 
67’. The petitioner is asking for relief to allow parapets to be 80’ and 83’ (center façade only) 
in height.  
 
20-10.7.A.4.a states that for every twenty-five (25) linear feet of building length, roof lines 
must be either varied with a change in height or with the incorporation of a major focal point 
feature such as a dormer, gable or projected wall feature.  The petitioner is requesting relief to 
permit the varying roof line heights on the east and west building facades at a distance in 
excess of 25 linear feet of building length. 
 
20-10.7.A.4.c states that the horizontal ground floor façade elements shall, to the extent 
possible, align with the horizontal ground floor façade elements of surrounding buildings in 
order to create continuity at the pedestrian level. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow 
misalignment between the horizontal ground floor elements of subject building in 
comparison to those elements of surrounding buildings. 
 
20-10.7.A.4.e states that the upper story horizontal elements should be generally consistent 
with surrounding buildings. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow misalignment between 
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the upper story building façade elements of the subject building in comparison to those 
elements of surrounding buildings. 
 
20-14 – Table 14-2 A reduction in the minimum number of off-street parking spaces 
devoted to the proposed 6,316 square foot commercial space from as many as 53 spaces (in 
the event all of such commercial space is occupied by one or more limited-service 
restaurants) to a total of 13 spaces, 10 of which will be located outside of the secured garage and 
open to the public, and the remaining 3 of which will be on-street parking spaces located along 
the subject property’s front lot line and credited as off-street parking. 
 
20-14.5.A requires parking spaces to be at least 8.5’ in width. The petitioner is asking for relief 
to allow one (1) parking space to be 8’ in width instead of the minimum required 8.5’. 
 
20-10.7.B.5.c requires two pedestrian access paths between the parking area to the public 
sidewalk. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow zero (0) pedestrian access paths.  
 
20-10.7.C requires that ground floor facades maintain a minimum of forty percent (40%) clear 
glass that allows full view into the building. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow the 
ground floor transparency to be 32%. 
 
20-13.4.L.1 states that the chimney height on an outdoor fireplace shall not exceed fifteen (15) 
feet above average abutting grade. The petitioner is requesting permission to construct an 
outdoor fireplace on the roof deck above the proposed parking area. Because that area begins 20’ 
above grade, relief is necessary. 
 
20-16.10.G.1 limits projecting signs to six (6) square feet in area. The petitioner is requesting 
relief to allow a sixteen (16) square foot projecting sign to identify the residential use 
 
20-16.10.G.4 limits the distance a projecting sign may project from the face of a building to four 
(4) feet. The petitioner is requesting relief to allow the residential projecting sign to project up to 
five (5) feet. 
 
The petitioner is also needing relief to allow a sign over the residential entrance that doesn’t fit 
into any permitted sign category. The sign is above the small canopy projection over the 
residential entrance. 
 
The petitioner has also requested an increase in the number of primary signs from one to three 
and an increase in the number of secondary/projecting signs from one to three. Because each 
separate ground floor commercial use in the building is allowed both a primary and secondary 
sign, no relief is necessary. 
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Summary of Development Standards 
 
Development Standard    Minimum/Maximum  Proposed Building  
Lot Area       None   40,076 sf 
Lot Width       None    174.6’ 
Lot Coverage      None   37,008 sf 
Floor Area Ratio     None   184,750 sf 
Front Yard Building Setback    5’     5’ 
Side Yard Building Setback    0’    .39’ to 5.94’ 
Rear Yard Building Setback     0’    .61’ to .68’ 
Building Height – Adjoining Green Bay Road 65’/ 5 Stories Max  78’/6 Stories * 
Building Height – Adjoining Alley   65’/5 Stories Max 78’/7 Stories * 
Parapet       67’ Max   83’ at Peak * 
Elevator Overrun     77’ Max  89.83’ * 
Mechanical Equipment Screening   71’ Max  84’ * 
Total Parking Spaces - Residential   99   114** 
Residential Leasing Office    4   3** 
Commercial Retail     13***   10 On-Site/ 

3 On-Street** 
Loading Spaces - Residential    1    1 
Commercial      1   1 
 
* Modifications being requested to required development standard.  
 
** The petitioner is proposing 10 off-street parking spaces for customer or visitor use. The rest 
of the on-site parking is in the secured structure parking lot for use by resident and residential 
leasing office and commercial tenant space employees only. 
 
*** Additional parking would be required for restaurant uses. 
 
Planned Unit Development Process 
 
The PUD process is intended to allow flexibility in the development of commercial property.  
The PUD process allows a petitioner to request approval for a development that does not 
otherwise conform to the zoning requirements of the underlying zoning district.  The process 
allows the Village to work cooperatively with a petitioner so that the Village may receive some 
public benefit that would not otherwise be provided through a by-right development or through 
the variation process.  In exchange for some public benefit, the Village provides some relief 
from the underlying zoning requirements. 
 
To address the comprehensive nature of a PUD, the Plan Commission reviews all components 
of the development.  In addition to reviewing how the development complies with the zoning 
ordinance, the Plan Commission evaluates the appropriateness of the development for the area 
and the community, how well it conforms to the Comprehensive Plan and other applicable 
plans and studies and reviews the appearance, materials, and landscaping of the proposal. 
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Upon completion of their review, the Plan Commission makes a recommendation to the Village 
Board, who will then consider whether or not to grant approval of a PUD Preliminary Plan and 
Special Use to permit the construction of a mixed-use building containing commercial space 
and approximately 95 rental apartments located in the VC, Village Center, zoning district - 
Pedestrian Commercial West. Because Final PUD approval only requires Village Board 
approval, the Preliminary PUD review is the only time the Plan Commission will review the 
proposed development. 
 
Section 20-6.1 of the Zoning Ordinance states that the purpose of the planned unit development 
regulations is to: 
 

A.  Encourage flexibility in the development of land and in the design of structures. 
 
B. Encourage planned diversification in the location of structures. 

 
C.  Encourage a creative approach to the use of land that results in better 

development and design than might otherwise be accomplished under the strict 
application of other Articles of this Ordinance. 

 
D.  Provide for the efficient use of land to facilitate a more effective arrangement of 

land uses, buildings, circulation systems and utilities. 
 

E.  Provide for more usable and suitably located open space and recreation areas 
than might otherwise be provided under the application of other Articles of this 
Ordinance. 

 
F.  Encourage the construction of appropriate amenities which will enhance the 

character of the site. 
 

G.  Guarantee quality construction commensurate with other developments within the 
community, and compatible with the character of the surrounding area and 
adjoining properties. 

 
H.  Provide an efficient application procedure that is sensitive to the need for 

expeditious development review. 
 

Section 20-6.5.E of the Zoning Ordinance states that no exception to district regulations 
within a PUD may be granted unless the petitioner demonstrates a substantial benefit to 
the Village. The benefits provided are to be balanced with the relief sought. The 
following items are a guide and not an exclusive list of permissible benefits. Additional 
design characteristics and amenities not listed may be considered as part of the approval 
process.  
 
1.  Community amenities including plazas, malls, formal gardens, outdoor seating, 

public art, and car sharing facilities. 
2. Preservation of historically significant structures. 
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3. Adaptive reuse. 
4.  Preservation of environmental features. 
5.  Public open space and recreational amenities such as: 

a.  Swimming pools 
b.  Tennis courts 
c.  Recreational open space accessory buildings 
d.  Athletic fields 
e. Jogging trails and fitness courses 
f. Dog parks 
g.  Playgrounds 
h.  Natural water features and conservation areas 

6.  Innovative storm water management including a reduction of impervious 
surface, use of semi-pervious materials, such as pervious pavers, bio-swales, 
rain gardens and similar techniques. 

7.  Additional public infrastructure improvements in addition to the minimum 
required by the planned unit development, such as new or repaved streets, 
installation of gutters and sewers, repaved streets, bicycle paths and traffic 
control devices to improve traffic flow.  

8.  Affordable or senior housing set-asides. 
9.  Provision of accessible dwelling units with accessible features beyond what is 

required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or any other applicable 
codes. 

10. The use of sustainable design and architecture, such as the use and/or 
incorporation of green or white roofs, solar panels, wind turbines and other 
energy efficient design concepts, new building technologies, and Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) or LEED-equivalent structures. 

 
As mentioned above the applicant will be pursuing LEED certification (number 10 above) and 
has agreed to contribute $80,000 to the Village’s affordable housing fund (number 8 above). 
 
In addition, ordinance 2014-O-52 that entered the village into contract with M&R states “The 
Village Board finds that the Project, as proposed and if approved as part of a planned unit 
development, meets many of the goals of the Village Center Master (sic), and is, therefore, a 
substantial public benefit to the Village.” 
 
In order to recommend approval of a PUD the Plan Commission must make certain findings 
about the proposed development. The required findings include appearance review, special use 
and PUD standards. Included in the PUD standards is the requirement that a PUD, including all 
proposed exceptions, are in conformance with the Village’s Comprehensive Plan, which 
includes the Village Center Master Plan. These standards are attached as document 2.8 and are 
addressed in the petitioner’s responses to the standards of review, attached as document 2.9. 
 
Village Center Master Plan Background 
 
The Village Center Master plan serves as Wilmette’s vision and land use policy of the 
community’s central business district, commonly known as Village Center. It has set forth the 
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revitalization of Village Center into a vibrant hub for retail, dining, and entertainment options that 
meets housing, employment and transportation needs of the community in a way that maintains 
the historic, small town character that is uniquely Wilmette. 
 
Beginning with an Urban Land Institute Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) in 2008 the Village 
has been intently focused on revitalizing its central business district. Among other revitalization 
strategies identified in the TAP was the key recommendation of, “Developing and adopting a 
master plan…one that provides a clear and concise direction for the Village Center in addition to 
predictability of outcomes for the development community.” 
 
In pursuit of this task the Village engaged a consultant in late 2009 to assist in completing a 
master plan. The goal of the master plan was to create a guide and framework for the 
revitalization of Village Center that was both visionary and realistic.  
 
In order to gain support and assure adoption and implementation of the master plan the Village 
felt it was necessary to include a strong community outreach element to the plan.  An extensive 
list of community leaders, civic institutions, property owners, businesses, and residents was 
created from which people were invited to a series of one-on-one and small group interviews.  
Over 70 people were interviewed as part of this initial outreach. 
 
During the time in which the interviews and focus groups were being conducted the planning 
team was analyzing land use, market and transportation conditions of the study area. This data 
collection and analysis was summarized in a State of the Village Center report.  To gain further 
input through community outreach, three open houses were held throughout the Village over the 
span of a week. The open houses were designed to engage the community at a time and in a 
setting more convenient for them to attend. 
 
With the data collection and analysis completed the consultant team began developing land use 
strategies and development concepts.  These concepts were tested for community support at a 
workshop attended by over 80 people.  The preferred concepts from the workshop were then 
analyzed for development feasibility by the consultant team’s market research consultant.  Upon 
further refinements a second workshop was held to develop the strategies and concepts into final 
recommendations. The final master plan received broad community support resulting in the plan’s 
formal adoption by the Village Board on January 25, 2011 as an amendment to the Village’s 
Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Village Center Master Plan Goals and Objectives Being Furthered by this PUD Request 
 

The Master Plan provides a vision for how the Village Center can be enhanced and 
transitioned into a more vibrant, mixed-use, transit- supported commercial district that 
includes a variety of new residential, retail, office, service, civic and institutional uses. 
The fundamentals of this Master Plan are based on balancing preservation of the existing 
community character with appropriate new development that supports an active, 
sustainable Village Center. 

 
The following fundamental principles were outlined and built upon through community 
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participation, further defined by the Planning Advisory Committee and were used in the 
development of the Master Plan: 

 
 • Provide a range of higher density multi-family residential opportunities that 

support current and future resident lifestyle needs. 
 
 • Maintain a balanced retail environment and shopping experience consisting of 

small independent shops, retailers and restaurants along with national retail 
operations. 

 
 • Provide a well-integrated and designed strategy for increased density that buffers 

and has little impact on adjacent traditional single-family neighborhoods. 
 
 • Provide for continued streetscape and open space improvements and additions 

through a coordinated plan. 
 
 Goals and Objectives 

The following overarching goals represent the “big picture” guidelines as derived from 
the planning process, while the objectives are more specific elements that the Master Plan 
has addressed. 

 
 Goal: Land Use Mix/Capacities 

Attract a range of sustainable land uses and development patterns more consistent with 
the transit supported nature, existing infrastructure capacities and community character 
in order to achieve a critical mass of energy and market activity that will support existing 
and future businesses and mixed-use redevelopment in the Village Center. 

 
 MASTER PLAN OBJECTIVES 
 

• Encourage a variety of transit-oriented multi-family housing product types and price 
points that supports current and future resident lifestyle needs. 

 
• Promote development/redevelopment of vacant, underutilized and inefficient properties 
within the Village Center. 

 
• Discourage “mall-style” big box retail, drive-through retail and auto-dominated 
stores/services along Green Bay Road. 

 
• Encourage the formation of a continuous first floor retail frontage along the Green Bay 
Road Corridor and, where achievable, along Central and Wilmette Avenues. 

 
• Provide for a variety of public and private open spaces and streetscape environments 
that improve the physical appearance of the Village Center and Green Bay Road 
Corridor. 
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Goal: Market Position, Promotion and Support  
Create a vibrant and economically sustainable Village Center that serves the needs of 
area residents, business owners, employees and visitors. 

 
 MASTER PLAN OBJECTIVES 
 

• Increase the Village Center’s recognition as a desirable opportunity to live, shop and 
recreate. 

 
• Increase the Village Center’s recognition as a desirable opportunity to develop and 
improve properties. 

 
• Set the stage for high-quality development that preserves and enhances Wilmette’s 
character. 

 
• Promote a mixed-use commercial environment that supports current and future business 
needs and growth. 

 
Goal: Transportation, Traffic and Parking Maximize and improve upon the Village 
Center’s transit-oriented nature by coordinating traffic and parking efficiency, while 
establishing safer and more efficient pedestrian and bicycle linkages. 

 
 MASTER PLAN OBJECTIVES 
 

• Provide continuous improved streetscape and sidewalk connections on both sides of 
Green Bay Road. 

 
The Village Center Master Plan envisions a Green Bay Road Corridor that helps “bridge 
this gap” by providing: 

 
 • New opportunities for higher density multi-family residential housing. 
 

• A commercial/retail environment with larger, more flexible development sites conducive 
to a mix of new restaurants, national retailers, larger format retailers and local shops. 

 
 • An improved streetscape with safer pedestrian amenities and crossings. 
 
 The preferred concept for the 611 Green Bay Road block is described as follows: 
 
 FORD SITE/BLOCK (611 GREEN BAY ROAD) 

The Ford Site/Block was one of three key redevelopment sites targeted by both the Urban 
Land Institute (ULI) study and by the Village Center Master Plan study. Throughout this 
planning process it was largely considered the key development opportunity due to its 
central location, size, visibility, large amount of vacant property and civic presence. Of 
all the study area sites, this block provides the best opportunity to psychologically connect 
both halves of the Village Center. Furthermore, its proximity to the train station, two main 
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Village Center signalized intersections, and existing civic uses, provides an opportunity 
for a new catalytic mixed-use transit-oriented development. 

 
For this block, the Master Plan envisions two new 5-story mixed-use buildings placed 
along Green Bay Road anchoring both Wilmette and Central Avenues, a civic/multi-
purpose parking structure and a landmark commons or open space integrated with the 
existing civic uses of the Library and Post Office on the west. (Also see Figure 5.2: Ford 
Site/Block Master Plan, Figure 5.3: Ford Block Redevelopment Concept and Figure 5.4: 
Ford Block Community Open Space Concept). 

 
The Plan depicts the Green Bay Road frontage consisting of an articulated “street wall” 
of two mixed-use buildings bisected by a central plaza/green space that allows pedestrian 
movement to the interior of the block. The northern mixed-use building would consist of 
approximately 15,000 square feet of retail space on the first floor and 50 multi-family 
residential units on floors two through five. The larger building on the south would locate 
10,500 square feet of retail along Green Bay Road and the corner of Wilmette Avenue 
with the portion of the building along Wilmette Avenue transitioning into a multi-family 
residential use. The upper stories of this building would contain approximately 

 
75 residential apartments or condominiums. Resident parking for both mixed-use 
buildings would be provided in covered at-grade parking or below-grade parking at a 
minimum of 1.25 cars per unit. A 3-story (4 level) parking structure would contain 
approximately 425 spaces and is shown located along Central Avenue east of the existing 
Post Office. Pedestrian access and circulation for this structure would occur on both the 
Central Avenue frontage, as well as internal to the block in the commons area. This 
structure would accommodate shared parking for the Library, Post Office, new retail uses 
and an additional 173 Metra commuter parking spaces (to cover Metra projections and 
any parking spaces lost due to development at the Union Pacific lot). 

 
The structure’s location and integration within this development was based on its close 
proximity and visibility to the train station, as well as the notion that Central Avenue west 
of Green Bay Road is not a feasible retail location. The structure respects the surrounding 
residential neighborhood by using the existing Post Office site as a transitional land use 
buffer to the residential neighborhood along Park Avenue. Multiple vehicular access 
points are provided to the redevelopment and parking structure from Central, Wilmette 
and Park Avenues, thus distributing traffic movements and loads to a variety of streets. To 
activate the frontage along Central, the deck could also potentially incorporate small 
service commercial space on the ground level. 

 
After receiving correspondence from the Library Board regarding the “preferred” Green 
Bay Road concept, a revised plan was developed for the interior of the block to balance 
community needs with those of the Library. This area is envisioned as a large open green 
space or Village commons, ringed by a decoratively paved, one-way service drive, as well 
as 70 diagonal parking spaces, 52 of which would be dedicated to Library patrons, with 
the remaining spaces supporting retail and the Post Office. 
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This signature space would be an ideal location to hold large events, seasonal festivals or 
markets. Potential elements of the commons may include a small shelter or pavilion, open 
space for Library programs, a water feature and multiple passive seating areas. The 
driveways and parking areas would ideally consist of brick or concrete pavers, providing 
the park with a more pedestrian feel and “European character.” Additionally, 14 
diagonal parking spaces are defined along Central Avenue, as well as 11 restricted time 
parallel spaces on Green Bay Road, to support quick trips to the Post Office and shops. 

 
Previous development proposals on the subject property included attempts to extend the 
development beyond the 607-617 Green Bay Road property. Attempts to assemble privately-held 
property on the block have failed, including the recent attempt by Lexington Homes, who had the 
Village’s Green Bay Road property under contract for over a year. Because of this, and the 
Village’s interest in adding to the vitality and energy of the Village Center, during the recent 
solicitation of interest in the 607-617 Green Bay Property, the Village made it clear that it was 
seeking proposals for just the Village owned properties at 607-617 Green Bay Road and 1225 
Central Avenue.  
 
Property Consolidation 
 
As part of the PUD approval the petitioner is requesting the consolidation of the 607-617 Green 
Bay Road property. The Plat of Consolidation is attached as document 1.28. 
 
Appearance Review Commission Advisory Review 
 
On November 3, 2014 the Appearance Review Commission conducted an advisory review of the 
proposed development. The design was fairly well received. The minutes from this meeting are 
attached at document 2.22.  
 
Zoning Ordinance Provisions Involved 
 
Section 5.9 contains the planned unit development process.  
 
Article 6 contains the planned unit development requirements. 
 
Article 10 contains the Village Center district requirements.  
 
Section 10.5 establishes dwelling unit above the first floor as a permitted use on the Subject 
Property. 
 
Section 10.6 contains the Village Center permitted building heights. 
 
Section 10 – Figure 10-7 establishes the Subject Property as being in the Core Height District. 
 
Section 10.7 contains the Village Center building design and location requirements. 
 
Section 10.8 contains the village center off-street parking access and design regulations. 
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Section 14 contains the off-street parking and loading requirements.  
 
Site Plan Review Comments/Conditions: 
 

1) All utilities must follow Village of Wilmette standards. 
2) Native planting materials are strongly encouraged. 
3) Please provide a cross section of the public sidewalk planting areas with Final PUD 

submittal. 
4) Please provide public sidewalk bike rack detail with Final PUD submittal. 
5) Handicapped parking spaces must be provided, striped and signed in accordance with 

the Illinois Accessibility Code. 
6) Retail/excess parking should be made accessible to the general public and not be 

limited to employees of the commercial uses.  This has been addressed with the 
revised submission dated April 2, 2015 

7) Pedestrian access through to Green Bay Road should be provided.  This has been 
addressed with the revised submission dated April 2, 2015 

8) Final engineering review will take place at Final PUD review. 
 
Action Required 
 
Approval of this request entails a recommendation to approve a Planned Unit Development 
Preliminary Plan and Special Use to permit the construction of a mixed use building containing 
approximately 6,316 square feet of commercial space and approximately 95 rental apartments 
located in the VC, Village Center, zoning district - Pedestrian Commercial West Street Frontage 
at 607-617 Green Bay Road, in conformance with the plans submitted. The use to run with the 
use. 
 
(After the vote on the request) 
Move to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and recommendation for the Plan 
Commission for case number 2015-P-01. 
 
CASE FILE DOCUMENTS 
 
     Doc. No.     Documents  
 Location Maps and Plans 
 

1.0 Zoning Map 
1.1 Aerial Map 
1.2 Sidwell Tax Map 
1.3 Plat of Survey 
1.4 Topographic Survey 
1.5 Site Plan 
1.6 Site Location Overlay 
1.7 Vicinity Plan and Site Data 
1.8 Ground Floor Plan 
1.9 Mezzanine Parking Plan 
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1.10 Second Floor Plan 
1.11 Third Floor Plan 
1.12 Fourth Floor Plan 
1.13 Fifth Floor Plan 
1.14 Sixth Floor Plan 
1.15 Roof Plan and Screening Details 
1.16 East Elevation 
1.17 West Elevation 
1.18 South, West Terrace and East Terrace Elevation 
1.19 North, West Green Roof and East Green Roof Elevations 
1.20 Wall Sections 
1.21 Preliminary Engineering Plan 
1.22 Ground Level Landscape Plan 
1.23 Second Floor Landscape Plan 
1.24 Sixth Floor Landscape Plan 
1.25 Fence Detail 
1.26 Lighting Detail 
1.27 Signage Detail 
1.28 Plat of Consolidation 
1.29 Applicant Letter dated April 2, 2015 explaining revision 
1.30 Perspective Rendering 
1.31 Revised Site Plan 
1.32 Revised Ground Floor Plan 
1.33 Revised Ground Level Landscape Plan 
1.34 Revised Site Data 

 
 Written Correspondence and Documentation 
 

2.0 Completed application form dated January 15, 2015 
  2.1 Letter of Application with attachments (exceptions list and 

unit matrix and area use summary) dated January 15, 2015 
  2.2 Proof of ownership 
  2.3 Notice of Public Hearing as prepared for the petitioner, 

February 14, 2015 
  2.4 Notice of Public Hearing as published in the Wilmette 

Beacon, February 12, 2015 
  2.5 Certificate of publication 
  2.6 Certificate of posting, dated February 13, 2015 

2.7 Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements, filed by 
petitioner, February 20, 2015  

2.8 Appearance, Special Use and PUD Standards 
2.9 Responses to the standards of review  
2.10 Responses to staff comments 
2.11 Traffic Impact Study by Kendig, Lindgren, O’Hara, Aboona, 

Inc, dated February 23, 2015 
2.12 Village engineering review completed by Ciorba Group and 
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Village staff, dated January 7, 2015 
2.13 Village traffic impact study review completed by Ciorba 

Group, dated February 4, 2015 
2.14 KLOA’s response to Ciorba Group’s February 4, 2015 traffic 

impact study comments 
2.15 Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis completed by Christopher 

B. Burke Engineering, LTD, dated February 23, 2015 
2.16 Ciorba Group’s review of KLOA’s responses to Village’s 

traffic impact study review, dated February 26, 2015 
2.17 KLOA’s response to Ciorba Group’s February 26, 2015 traffic 

study response review dated February 26, 2015 
2.18 Architectural narrative and theme 
2.19 North Shore apartment submarket overview 
2.20 M&R Development Resume and Relevant Projects 
2.21 Consultant list 
2.22 Minutes of the November 3, 2015 Appearance Review 

Commission 
2.23 Ciorba Group Alley Reconstruction Review dated March 27, 

2015 
2.24 Email from Amy Yulish, 1912 Highland Avenue, dated March 

5, 2015 
2.25 Email from James Elsman, 1702 Wilmette Avenue, dated 

March 11, 2015 
2.26 Email from Rachel Burrell dated March 25, 2015 
2.27 Email from Richard Nugent, 105 Dupee Plance, dated 

February 18, 2013 
2.28 Email from Ava Zoghlin dated March 26, 2015 
2.29 Email from Mande Mischler, 1530 Wilmette Avenue, dated 

March 26, 2015 
2.30 Email from Julie Nelson dated March 26, 2015 
2.31 Email from Dave Mischler, 1530 Wilmette Avenue, dated 

March 26, 2015 
2.32 Email from Deanna Goldman dated March 26, 2015 
2.33 Email from Molly Sullivan dated March 27, 2015 
2.34 Email from Stephani Becker, 2222 Birchwood Avenue, dated 

March 27, 2015 
2.35 Email from Jen Truszkowski dated March 27, 2015 
2.36 Email from Jennie Marshall dated March 27, 2015 
2.37 Email from Meg McDonnell, 1518 Spencer Avenue, dated 

March 27, 2015 
2.38 Email from James and Ruth Schmit, 1319 Wilmette Avenue, 

dated March 27, 2015 
2.39 Email from Hilary Ashlund, 219 17th Street, dated March 29, 

2015 
2.40 Letter with attachments from Gail Schechter, Open 

Communities, dated March 30, 2015 
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2.41 Email from Dana Buckbee, 530 Lake Avenue, dated March 
31, 2015 

2.42 Email from Lali Watt, 811 Chilton Lane, dated March 31, 
2015 

2.43 Email from Lucy Klocksin dated March 31, 2015 
2.44 Email from Gayle G dated March 31, 2015 
2.45 Email from Lorelei McClure, 1135 Wilmette Avenue, to Plan 

Commissioner Maria Choca Urban, dated March 26, 2015 
2.46 Email from Plan Commissioner Maria Choca Urban to Lorelei 

McClure, 1135 Wilmette Avenue, dated April 1, 2015 
2.47 Email from Larry Craig dated April 2, 2015 
2.48 Email from Linda and Mike McKenzie dated April 2, 2015 

 
March 3, 2015 Plan Commission Meeting 
 
3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 

APPLICANT 
 

3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 

3.11 Mr. Hal Francke, Meltzer Purtill & Stelle LLC., attorney 
 

3.12 Mr. Bill Patrun, M & R Development 
 

3.13 Mr. Brad Lewis, Schwarz Lewis Design Group, architect and site planner 
 

3.14 Mr. Bill Schwarz, Schwarz Lewis Design Group, architect 
 

3.15 Mr. Brett Duffy, Spaceco, Inc., civil engineer 
 

3.16 Mr. Luay Aboona, PE, from KLOA, engineer 
 

3.17 Mr. Daniel Weinbach, Daniel Weinbach and Partners. LTD, landscape 
Architect 

          
3.2 Summary of comments 

 
3.21 Chairman Goldstein said that the main subject for the meeting is 607-617 Green 

Bay Road Planned Unit Development proposal. 
 

He discussed the meeting procedure. This is an important block. Planning efforts 
for this block include the Comprehensive Plan, a ULI study, the master plan for 
the Village. The zoning ordinance was rewritten that updated the standards of 
review for the VC.  

 
The Commissioners will look at how tonight’s proposal fits with the standards 
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set out in the ordinance for a planned development. They are looking for overall 
consistency with the standards. The commissioners are weighing the exceptions 
the applicant is requesting from zoning against public benefit and what is a 
benefit to the Village.  

 
People who intend to speak at the hearing will be sworn in. The applicant will 
make a presentation. Public comments are then invited. If people came in 
groups, they should come up to the podium together and have one spokesperson, 
if possible, but others in the group can also make remarks. If any members of 
the public have questions for the applicant they can ask them when they speak. 
After the public hearing is closed, commissioners will discuss the standards and 
exceptions.  

 
3.22 Mr. Adler said this is case 2015-P-01. It is a request by M and R Development 

LLC for approval for a planned unit development preliminary plan and a special 
use to permit the construction of a mixed use building containing approximately 
6,550 square feet of commercial space and approximately 95 rental units on the 
property. The PUD process consolidates the zoning board of appeals, 
appearance review commission, and plan commission reviews into one process. 
Included in the request is zoning relief outlined in the case report on pages 5, 6 
and 7 and approval of the consolidations of the parcels on the site into one lot of 
record. That is document 1.28.  

 
The applicant has submitted responses to the various PUD appearance and 
special use standards. Those responses are attached to the case report as 
document 2.9. The ARC held an advisory review of this development on 
November 3, 2014. The minutes from that meeting are attached as document 
2.22.  

 
He spoke about various areas discussed at the ARC meeting because the report 
does not get into that amount of detail. The ARC provided suggestions at that 
meeting and the applicant responded to the suggestions including providing 
parapet wall detail, on document 1.15 sheet A17; they improved the alignment 
of the first floor to better relate to the upper stories; they reduced the height of 
transom windows at the residential entrance; they reduced the size of the 
projecting sign for residential apartments; they extended the sun shade above the 
fifth floor windows one additional bay towards the center of the building. 
Regarding the rear elevation, they added brick to the fourth floor; they provided 
greater detail of the landscape plans consistent with conceptual plans presented 
at ARC. There were two items that the ARC discussed that were not addressed. 
There was a discussion of the possibility of planting some trees on the east side 
of the Village parking area west of the proposed development and the desire to 
have customer parking and a way to go through the parking area to Green Bay 
Road.  

 
Village staff at tonight’s meeting includes Mr. Adler, Brigitte Berger, Director 
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of Engineering Services; Luke Mattson, Village consulting engineer; Michael 
Zimmermann, Village attorney.  

 
3.23 Mr. Francke said he will make introductory remarks. The property is under 

contract to his client. The seller is the Village. The contract was signed many 
months ago and there have been many meetings with Village staff to create the 
plan before the commissioners. They went to an advisory ARC meeting and will 
discuss this during their presentation.  

 
The contract contemplates what they are presenting this evening to the public 
which is a mid-rise building of no more than 77’ above grade as measured to the 
top of the roof slab, approximately 7,000 square feet of commercial retail space 
on the ground floor on Green Bay Road, 94 to 98 rental units above the ground 
floor with an average square footage of 991 square feet per unit, and at least 125 
accessory parking spaces for commercial and residential. There are a series of 
plans that are attached to the contract that require the developer to come in with 
plans that substantially conform to those. Ultimately to be built is what is 
approved by the Village Board after getting input from tonight’s meeting and 
what is referred to in the contract as municipal approvals.  

 
The contract laid out clear guidelines as to what the Village expected in terms of 
a development that would further the goals and objectives of the comprehensive 
plan and the VC master plan. The property is zoned VC. They are seeking a 
special use for a PUD. They are seeking a combined preliminary and final PUD 
plan approval with exceptions that are within the nature of a PUD. They will 
talk about the exceptions at the meeting. They are asking for a consolidation of 
the existing parcel into a single parcel of record.  

 
He introduced Bill Patron. He and Mr. Patron have worked with the people 
behind M & R Development since the 1980s. M & R Development is a premier 
first class very experienced developer of mixed use developments.  

 
3.24 Mr. Patrun said they are very happy about this opportunity. It does not come 

around too often. They tried to put a program together that is representative of 
their obligations under the contract and to start to build the dialog with the 
Village moving forward.  

 
He gave a history of M & R Development that was founded by Tom Moran and 
Anthony Rossi Sr. in 1986. There were other affiliate partnerships involved 
from the late 1980s. They are one of the largest developers of luxury high-end 
rental properties and communities in the suburbs and in the city of Chicago. 
They developed 14 properties, 3,755 units. This proposal is setting a new 
standard. He talked about high-end amenities and finishes. In this project they 
are proposing a 10’ ceiling, which is something special. There is a lot of 
detailing, computer niches, high-tech wiring throughout units, 42” cabinetry in 
the kitchens, first-class finish materials. They are dedicated to building green 
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and providing sustainable projects. He talked about other projects they recently 
completed. Their three latest projects obtained LEED gold. They strive for that 
on their project in the Village.  

 
They have retail experience and retail space is important for the project in 
Wilmette. They have to capture the right retail tenant. They are working on a 
project in the city with 175,000 square feet of retail. One important element of a 
community like this is property management. They connect with the residents at 
every level. They want to connect their residents with the Village.  

 
He talked about Central Station in Evanston, which is a development that 
recently opened. Village staff visited the site and got a feeling for the level of 
quality. That is also a mixed use development. He talked about the level of 
finishes and amenities at Central Station. A lot of attention is paid to detailing in 
the units. They always keep in mind a sustainable environment.  

 
3.25 Mr. Lewis said they are thrilled to be involved with this project. He has been 

involved in a lot of these projects. Their original concept was to create the 
look/feel of a luxury boutique hotel. The building is casual and relaxed with a 
cyber cafe and sitting rooms. The finishes will be of the best quality. They will 
have a fitness center and yoga rooms on the first floor. On some of the upper 
levels they will have gaming areas, conference rooms, and business centers. He 
talked about garden terraces where residents can look down onto the terraces. 
There is a landscaped area for residents. They created terraces on the upper roof 
that are more private. They are trying to create a sophisticated casual 
contemporary look. There will be a mix of tenants.  

 
They employ a popular transitional architecture. They want to take a 
contemporary interior and combine it with a more traditional exterior. It has a 
triple part building with a strong base, middle and top. The Village was adamant 
that a building be created that had a lot of undulation and moved from the 
bottom to the top. The building has a lot of movement all the way around it. 

 
He showed an aerial of the location. He described the site. They felt strongly 
that they had to create more interior views for the residents. He explained the 
site data including a lot area of 40,107 square feet and lot coverage 37,008 
square feet. There are 95 units and a mixture of one, two and three-bedroom 
units. Approximately 6,550 square feet of space is commercial retail. There are 
129 parking spaces. The height is 78’ to the top of the roof and five stories of 
residential and one story of commercial. There is a two-level parking garage.  

 
He showed the building footprint. There is a 5’ setback in the front. They tried 
to soften the streetscape per the Village’s request. There is a 20’ alley in the 
back. There is a loading zone on the north side. It is a zero lot line building.  

 
He showed the first floor of 6,500 square feet of commercial. There is also a 
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leasing office and parking on the first floor. There will be parking for retail 
tenants. Garbage pick-up is in the back. They like the idea of having the fitness 
center and leasing on the first floor. It shows activity in the building and tenants 
like that and prospective shoppers also like that.  

 
He then showed the second level and parking garage. There is a mezzanine area. 
He exhibited the first level of residential. There are gardens. He showed another 
level. There are large storage areas for tenants. The second floor has the garden 
spaces for residents. The residents can use the whole building. The two largest 
units in the front of the building have their own private terraces. The roof plan 
shows the condensers, screening around the building, penthouse. It is not just a 
big box of a building.  

 
When they met with the ARC, they got some good suggestions and tried to 
follow as many of them as possible. They were looking for a better relationship 
between commercial and residential. They were concerned about some building 
massing. They wanted to enhance the center of the building and make it more 
prominent and so that there was a focal point. They wanted the developer to 
increase the amount of masonry around the building.  

 
He showed the front façade. The relationship of the windows to the first floor 
needed to be a more vertical statement per the ARC. They brought the middle 
portion of the building forward so they have a focal point.  

 
He showed the west side of the building. The ARC wanted them to raise the 
brick another level, and bring the same materials around the sides and the rear.  

 
The south side of the building shows materials and banding returning. There are 
vertical details tying the two top window elements together.  

 
The north side of the building also shows material and banding returning all the 
way around the building.  

 
3.26 Mr. Bill Schwarz explained some of the exceptions they are seeking. There are 

13 of them on the list.  
 

Ground floor office use – the development team wants the leasing office on the 
ground floor. Per zoning that would require a special use.  

 
Parking at grade – the ordinance does not allow for residential parking at grade. 
It is for below or above grade. They will have parking in the garage on the 
ground level. 

 
Increase in maximum permitted height – the core district allows for 65’. They 
are asking for 78’ to the top of the roof system. The contract was at 77’ to the 
top of the roof slab.  
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Maximum permitted encroaching of parapet walls – Once they are above 65’, 
parapet walls can be 2’ above that. They are at 78’ and plan to go up 2’ and 5’. 
They are also using parapet walls to screen mechanicals. They are 18’ above the 
allowed dimension.  

 
Elevator override and stairways going up to the roof and some mechanical 
equipment – they are allowed 12’ above the 65’ height per the ordinance. They 
will be at 11’10” for that space above the 78’ proposed building height, 24’10” 
above the 65’ height limit.  

 
Varying roof line heights on east and west building façade in excess of 25’ 
linear feet – the ordinance looked for a way to break up the mass of the building. 
They did a good job of breaking up that massing, but in some cases they exceed 
25’. They have different intervals.  

 
The misalignment of the horizontal ground floor and upper stories of the façade 
elements in comparison to elements of surrounding buildings – the existing 
streetscape has 18’ to 24’ high buildings. They have a 20’ ground floor. They 
are at 78’ because they need extra height on the ground floor to get to two levels 
of parking. They are 10’ floor to ceiling in the units.  

 
The reduction in the minimum number of off-street parking spaces devoted to 
the proposed commercial space – they looked at different types of uses because 
they don’t know what their final use will be. If they have two fast food type 
places, they need a lot more parking. He doesn’t see that happening and a sit 
down restaurant would have a lesser requirement.  

 
The reduction in the minimum number of dedicated pedestrian access paths – 
they are over 150’ in the length of the property and the code requires 2. They are 
proposing not having any because the path would lead to an alley system which 
is not a safe environment. There is no sidewalk system in the middle of the 
block.  

 
The reduction in the minimum ground floor transparency from 40% to 32% - he 
is not sure how transparency is calculated and if they include window frames 
they are much closer to 40% but they took the glass area.  

 
The increase in the maximum permitted area ground floor residential common 
space from 600’ which is required – they have about 3,400 square feet which a 
lot is back of the house areas. The leasing office and other amenities are 1,200 
square feet. In the back is bike storage and a dog grooming area. They are 
asking for this exception so they can have their leasing office and other spaces 
which would exceed 600 square feet.  

 
The increase in the maximum permitted height of an outdoor fireplace from 15’ 
to 35’ above grade – the ordinance indicates that it cannot be more than 15’ but 
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that is contemplating it being on the ground. They are starting their unit 20’ 
above. They are not sure that they are doing fireplaces and are currently not 
showing that. There are some fire pits but no chimney at this time.  

 
Regarding signage, the ordinance indicates that one primary sign is allowed. 
They have the leasing center and possibly two other tenants so they are looking 
for three signs. They are allowed to have one secondary projecting sign and they 
are asking for three. They are asking for a projecting sign that is 14 square feet, 
which is larger than allowed. They had that sign projecting further so they are 
asking for a 5’ versus a 4’ projection.  

 
3.27 Mr. Duffy showed an aerial of the site. To the east is Green Bay Road, to the 

north is retail and then Central Avenue and to the south there is more retail. The 
Village provides water service to the building through a 12” main that runs 
along Green Bay Road. Sanitary sewer collection will be into the Village’s 18” 
sewer which is in the alley behind the building. It will discharge for storm water 
and sanitary sewer.  

 
Regarding storm water management, the building will be drained through a 
system of roof drains routed to a detention vault located under the first floor of 
the garage. It will then discharge into the combined sewer in the alley. The 
detention meets the Village’s requirements. The Village was concerned that they 
meet the existing release rates for the site in its current condition, which is a 
park with a rain garden. The detention vault was sized to release water at the 
same rate as it does now. The site was previously a fully paved car dealership. 
They will meet the current run off requirements. Access to the building parking 
will be from the rear alley. The entrance to the front of the building is via the 
sidewalk along Green Bay Road.  

 
3.28 Mr. Aboona said his firm provided the traffic study for the project. He 

referenced the aerial and talked about the study area, which included the 
intersections of Green Bay and Wilmette, Green Bay and Central, and Wilmette 
and Park, all which are signal controlled and the intersection of Central and 
Park, which is an all stop control. They looked at the alley intersections of 
Wilmette and Central. Those are six key intersections impacted by the proposed 
development. They took counts during the morning and evening peak periods. 
They considered the impact of the train and the crossing events and how that 
impacts Green Bay Road and the signals at Central and Wilmette. When that 
happens, traffic backs up on Central and on Wilmette. Green Bay Road gets an 
extended green time. There was queuing of traffic on Central and Wilmette and 
it extends beyond the alley during those times. When the gates are up, traffic 
and the queues tend to clear in 2 to 3 cycles. They estimated the traffic that 
would be generated by the development. Given the location and proximity to the 
train, some residents will take the train to work. About 15% of the residents in 
the area currently take the train.  
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Regarding the commercial space, they looked at two scenarios – one with all 
retail and one with all restaurants. Given the location of the site and the ability 
of traffic to go in many directions, there will not be a significant impact on any 
intersection. The maximum amount of increase is less than 2% and that is at 
Green Bay and Central. That is a minimal increase. None of the traffic 
operations, level of service or delays will be increased significantly. The 
intersections will operate at current service levels.  

 
They made some recommendations to help traffic from the alley. There should 
be a sign on Wilmette Avenue at the alley facing west saying do not block 
intersection. Regarding the alley at Central, there is a blind spot because of the 
building being so close to the sidewalk and they recommended that a sign be put 
up saying watch for pedestrians.  

 
The alley is being used now and is active. The residents of this building will 
become familiar with the alley and its constraints.  

 
He showed an exhibit depicting Green Bay Road treatment and striping at the 
intersection of Wilmette and Central. There are left turn lanes on Green Bay as 
well as right turn lanes. There are on-street parking spaces, 12 on Green Bay 
Road on the east side and 9 on the west side. There are not a lot of spaces in 
front of the site, which has 175’ of frontage on Green Bay. There is a depressed 
curb that served the car dealership and there is a fire hydrant. Those spaces are 
limited to two hour parking between 8-5, Monday-Friday.  

 
The exhibit shows the proposed treatment of the curb side on Green Bay along 
the frontage. They maintained the number of on-street parking spaces along 
Green Bay. They eliminated the depressed curb that exists. They relocated the 
hydrant further south and maintained 9 spaces and created a drop off and pick 
up zone about 50’ long. It would allow for two cars.  

 
The exhibit also shows the alley and proposed access. There will be two curb 
cuts into the garage. The southern access point will provide access to ground 
floor parking, 61 spaces, 10 reserved for retail/commercial employees. The 
driveway will allow for two-way movements with exiting traffic under stop sign 
control. There is access to mezzanine parking with 68 spaces. There will be a 
two lane ramp – one up and one down – for serving that level, which is for 
residents. Cars exiting will be under stop sign control but they are also 
recommending mirrors to help and some warning devices for vehicles exiting 
the garage. Through the existing east/west alley, the loading dock to the building 
will be provided. All deliveries will be made through a single unit, 30’ panel 
trucks. They ran some truck turning diagrams. Because of the width of the alley 
and power poles there are some constraints. They will have to come south on the 
alley, back into the loading dock and go south when exiting onto Wilmette 
Avenue. They have been working with Village staff and the Village’s consultant 
regarding the traffic study and the results. They have gone through a few 
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iterations and have provided staff with all requested information. They all agree 
with design with some minor adjustments.  

 
3.29 Mr. Weinbach reviewed the site landscape plan. Currently along Green Bay 

Road there are existing trees in tree grates. They are proposing to put new trees 
into open planters. This is better for the trees. They proposed Honey Locusts, 
shrubs, and perennials in the linear planters. The tree at the bottom is an existing 
tree at the property line that will be maintained.  

 
The second floor shows an amenity deck for all residents. The north side is a 
series of private spaces for the units that open out onto it. Other than the paving 
for the units, the rest of the deck will be entirely planted. It will be planting with 
shrubs, trees, ground cover and perennials. The south deck is the amenity deck. 
There are a few units that have spaces that open out onto this deck, but they will 
be screened. They tried to create semi-private spaces so if one has a small 
gathering there are alcoves for sitting and for privacy. Along the south edge are 
square spaces that will have a pergola above them. They will be surrounded by 
plantings. There are two more spaces on the north side. In the center are more 
communal spaces. On the left side is a fire pit with seating, planters and a built-
in table with a fire element that is in the center of the space. On the right side, 
there is a grilling station with three grills. The rotated square is a specimen tree 
with plantings.  

 
They are required to do a detailed landscape plan and the plan specifies 
everything but the final selection of perennials.  

 
On the sixth floor are two communal spaces. One enters at an angle and there is 
a small fire pit with a planter behind it. These are meant for 2 to 3 small 
gatherings or one larger gathering. The slides show details they will use. There 
is a roof garden. The pergolas are typical of what they do although they might 
not use the exact design. There is a series of alcoves with an open structure.  He 
showed the type of precast pavers they would use and they would be on a 
pedestal system. The walls are a precast block wall with a horizontal linear 
quality.  

 
3.30 Mr. Francke wanted to highlight a few of the goals and objectives of each plan 

that the proposed development accomplishes and furthers. There are unique 
features for the development.  

 
This information is in the packet. The PUD will further the following goals and 
policies of the comprehensive plan.  

 
1-encourage retail facilities that serve the needs of Village residents 
2-provide housing option that compliments the single family character of the 
Village 
3-provide market rate multi-family housing for older residents of the Village 
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who want to remain in the Village 
4-provide for non-single family detached housing options 
5-encourage the redevelopment of underutilized commercial properties 
6-provide an attractive appearance along the public way 
 
Regarding the VC master plan: 
1-this proposal will provide new residential uses that will support and help 
sustain an active VC 
2-it will provide higher density multi-family residential opportunities that 
support current and future lifestyle needs 
3-maintaining a balanced retail environment and experience that consists of 
independent retailers and restaurants 
4-providing a well-integrated and design strategy with increased density with 
little impact on surrounding residential single family neighborhoods 
5-provide for continued streetscape and open space improvements 
6-achieve a critical mass of energy and market activity that will support existing 
and future businesses in the VC 
7-promote the development of a vacant and underutilized parcel of land 
8-create a development that is not a big box and not a drive through 
9-create an opportunity for first floor retail on Green Bay Road 
10-provide open spaces, public and private, and streetscape environments 
11-help create a new vibrant and economically sustainable VC 
12-increase the VC’s recognition as a desirable place to live and shop 
13-help further the development and improvement of other high quality 
development in the VC 
14-it will promote a mixed use commercial environment 
15-provide a new high density opportunity for multi-family housing 
 
He asked the PC to find favor with the plan. They think that the plan is fabulous 
for the Village and look forward to questions and comments.  

 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 

4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 

4.11 Ms. Kathleen O’Laughlin, 341 Greenleaf, President, Wilmette Public 
Library Board 
 

4.12 Ms. Virginia George, Wilmette Public Library Board Trustee 
 

4.13 Ms. Lisa McDonald , Wilmette Public Library Board Trustee 
 

4.14 Ms. Ellen Clark, Director of the Library 
 

4.15 Ms. Lorelei McClure, 1135 Wilmette Avenue, President, Wilmette Cares 
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4.16 Ms. Lisa Braganca, 2125 Washington Avenue, Vice President, Wilmette 
Cares 
 

4.17 Mr. Carter Cleland, 1216 Lake Avenue 
 

4.18 Mr. Jim Griffith, 1210 Glendenning 
 

4.19 Ms. Jennifer Peters, 2427 Pomona Lane 
 

4.20 Ms. Ellen McManus, 705 11th Street 
 

4.21 Mr. Bob Surman, 915 Amherst Lane 
 

4.22 Ms. Christine DiClementi-Harlow, Owner, A La Carte Catering 
 

4.23 Mr. Jim Versino, 1400 Orrington Road, Deerfield, Owner, Wilmette 
Bicycle and Sport Shop 

 
4.24 Mr. Luke Mattson, Ciorba Group, Village consulting engineer 

 
Summary of comments 

 
4.21 Chairman Goldstein asked that questions for the applicant be directed to the PC 

who will then direct questions to the applicant. 
 
4.22 Ms. O’Laughlin said she was the Library Board President and introduced two 

Library Trustees, Virginia George and Lisa McDonald and the Director of the 
Library, Ellen Clark, who were also at the meeting. The Library is the largest 
neighbor of the proposed development so they have a strong interest in the 
property and in the appropriate development of the parcel. They look forward to 
working with the developer in implementing the plan.  

 
There are about 1,100 people who visit the library daily. That was not 
mentioned in the traffic analysis because the studies were done before the 
library opened and during the evening rush hour. There is continual traffic on 
Wilmette and Park and the library parking lot and the Village lot leased by the 
library. They have daily deliveries off of the alley as well as trash and recycling 
pick up.  

 
Regarding construction, they are starting a year-long construction project. The 
library is a heavily used building that requires constant maintenance. Parking 
continues to be a problem. The transportation committee is looking at reducing 
some of the parking along Wilmette Avenue for bike routes.  

 
The traffic study did not look at mid-day activity. There is a certain amount of 
pedestrian traffic across the alley. It is her understanding that there will be no 
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way to walk through the proposed development. She is not sure how that will 
impact traffic coming to and from the library.  

 
Parking is a big issue for the library. They limit programs and sometimes host 
programs off site due to construction. She reiterated that the property is very 
busy.  

 
4.23 Ms. McClure said she was the President of Wilmette Cares. Wilmette Cares 

advocates for affordable, inclusive and accessible housing in the Village. They 
welcome Wilshore and were happy that the development will have younger and 
older residents, but it leaves out those who have needs for accessibility and who 
need affordable units, and asked the developer to speak to that at some point.  

 
They are lacking in knowledge about how one came to this place in the process. 
She does know that the process does include the developer meeting with the 
Village’s Director of Community Development. She does not know about the 
conversations between the applicant and Village officials that have them come 
to the conclusion that having affordable units would not be a good fit for the 
property. Not knowing what was said, she can’t agree or disagree.  

 
In 2009, the Village engaged the Lakota Group, Goodman Williams Group, 
Gewalt Hamilton and Duncan Associates to initiate a planning process to create 
a VC master plan. The project was funded and coordinated through the regional 
transportation authority’s community planning program. One of the RTA 
program principles included planning for improved mobility for seniors and 
people with disabilities. Also included and under the area that talked about 
residential needs, the plan states that a lack of multi-family residential options in 
the VC is felt as a missed opportunity. There is a lack of housing options and 
amenities for the aging population, empty nesters and young professionals in the 
VC. Affordable housing options need to be addressed.  

 
There is a perceived demand for multi-family housing in the VC. VC housing 
should be near transit. There are college students, workers, young professionals 
and teachers that do not live in the community and empty nesters that have 
limited housing options.  She knows from the Village’s affordable housing plan 
that Wilmette is built up and there will not be many more opportunities for 
affordable housing and some were missed earlier on, yet still the Village 
remains committed to affordable housing. She read portions of the Village’s 
2004 Affordable Housing plan. While the Village accepts the Act’s 10% 
standard for the purpose of this plan, it also approaches the issue of affordable 
housing not in a mathematical matter but based on real life experience 
addressing the need for affordable housing in the past and its knowledge of its 
residents and potential residents that give rise to this need. The population of the 
Village is aging and some older residents with fixed or diminishing incomes 
may wish to continue living among their family and friends but in housing 
commiserate with their means. Non-resident parents of current residents may 
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wish to move to the Village to be close to their adult children during their 
golden years. Our community also includes persons with disabilities. Some of 
whom are adult children of long time Wilmette residents whose incomes or 
resources limit their housing options. There are persons with low or moderate 
income who work in or for the Village and whose residency would enhance the 
overall spirit of community. While the Village lacks the ability to accommodate 
all such residents and potential residents with affordable housing needs, it 
intends to continue to address these needs by increasing the number of 
affordable units in the manner set forth in the plan. Later in the plan it lists 
suitable sites, some of which are lost to us now such as the Kohl Children’s 
Museum and National Louis University. The plan recognizes that there are other 
potential development sites particularly in the NR, VC, GC-1 and GC-2 zoning 
districts for multi-family buildings or mixed-use commercial/residential 
buildings with affordable housing units. Each site that presents itself will require 
careful review through the planning and zoning process designed to protect 
neighborhood and community interest.  

 
The plan later on adopts a goal of making 15% of all new residential 
development or redevelopment consist of affordable housing units. This goal 
will be pursued by concentrating attention on multi-family buildings defined in 
paragraph 1.4 and asking developers of such buildings to consider including at 
least 15% affordable housing units in the manner described above. Those are 
just some of the excerpts in the 2004 Village of Wilmette Affordable Housing 
Plan. This proposal presents an ideal opportunity for this to be realized because 
it is traffic and pedestrian oriented, and it has the library, post office, and faith 
institutions nearby.   

 
Personally, her advocacy for affordable housing has a long history. She has 
belonged to several groups that advocate for affordable housing on the North 
Shore. She lives in an affordable housing complex for seniors. She is hopeful 
that affordable housing will be available for many more. She talked about 
Wilmette Cares’ new nine and a half minute video called Embracing Our 
Diversity, Preserving Our Heritage and Keeping Our Promises. In the video they 
look back to when Wilmette had the amount of affordable housing it needed.  
Our needs have changed, our population has changed and we need more. In the 
video you will see ordinary citizens talking about their housing-related 
situations. You will see leaders in the community and local and state officials 
talk about the essential benefits and need of affordable housing in Wilmette.  

 
In a recent interview in the Wilmette Life, Village President Bielinski stated that 
more affordable housing is needed. It deserves discussion. She asked the 
developer and any commissions, boards or staff that are involved in this process 
to go back to the drawing board and deeply consider the needs and benefits of 
affordable, inclusive and accessible housing in Wilmette.  

 
4.24 Ms. Braganca is the Vice President of Wilmette Cares and the mother of a 14-
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year-old with autism. She is connected with the many Wilmette parents of 
children with disabilities who want to see their children grow up and live and 
work and play in the Village. In past years, there was a long history of people 
with disabilities being sent away to institutions to be cared for. We now know 
that is wrong. People flourish when they live in their communities. The way you 
live in your community is to have a support systems around you and the best 
support systems are family and friends. She is not going to live forever so 
having her son live with her is not going to work and she wants him to live on 
his own in this community where we have the best schools. The level of 
improvement and independence that her son has achieved through being in these 
schools is stunning. We also have an outstanding police department that really 
thinks about how to effectively work with people with mental illness, autism, 
different behavioral issues. She doesn’t want her son to have to move away from 
that. That is why see lives in Wilmette. We have a fire department that gets it. 
We have a library that is welcoming. We have a park district that is 
accommodating.  She feels fortunate to live here for many reasons. The 
Village’s retail is open to persons from JJ’s list coming in. Even more 
impressive is that Wilmette’s retail provides jobs for kids as they become young 
adults. It is disappointing that many young adults won’t be able to live and work 
here. If they want to be independent they will need to move far away where 
there is more affordable housing and that means they lose their jobs, they lose 
their support systems, they lose access to the library and the protection of the 
police and all the great things about Wilmette. Many residents appreciate all the 
wonderful things about the Village. Isn’t there room in this development, in a 
perfect location for those who don’t drive, close to where jobs are, for a few 
affordable units so they can stay and live near family and friends and all that is 
wonderful about the Village of Wilmette?  

 
4.25 Mr. Cleland said his late mom, Jean, was an advocate for affordable housing and 

justice rights issues. She fought on the civil rights side in the 1960s. He read 
excerpts of a letter to the editor that his mother wrote about affordable housing 
and diversity when Lexington Homes was looking at this property. “A very 
recent phone call from one of the candidates for Village President in response to 
my question said that he does not support the inclusion of units that would be 
less expensive on the property to be developed on the Ford site on Green Bay 
Road… because it would cost Wilmette money. That means local tax payers, so 
be it. We are already paying for quality schools, police and fire protection, snow 
removal, fine parks, a first class library. Those are what we want in our 
community in Wilmette. Some of us also want diversity even if it costs.  All 
those things are beautiful things but without diversity and equal rights for all” 
those enrich our community and empower our community. None of us wants to 
live in a homogeneous lily white community without any diversity, any ethnic 
diversity, without any religious diversity or without any economic diversity. On 
her behalf, he thinks that she would be in favor of the developer adding some 
affordable housing in the project.  
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4.26 Mr. Griffith said while he didn’t hear all the people who spoke he felt the 
developer did a good job of putting together a plan with great detail and he is 
very interested in seeing the high degree of green construction in the building.  
He was a Village Trustee from 2003 to 2007. They attempted to bring affordable 
housing to the Village during his tenure and they have several precedents to go 
by. The Plan Commission hasn’t divulged their exact thoughts about affordable 
housing. He didn’t think the developer should be beseeched to let us have 
affordable housing in the development, it should be just a question of how it was 
going to be done and how much will it cost. There are precedents like 
Mallinckrodt, which has a number of affordable units and that worked out very 
well. The Red Seal subdivision provided monies towards affordable housing. He 
talked about a building that did not move forward based on the economy at that 
time. He talked about the height of that building and there was disagreement 
about 4 versus 5 stories. At that time they looked at a successful building in 
downtown Glenview that was 3 stories. They also looked at a 4 story building in 
downtown Winnetka that is doing quite well. He thought with 6 stories that 
there might be enough flexibility that a few affordable units, maybe 15%, would 
fit in that building. Affordable housing in the Village is only at 4.1% and has 
been decreasing for some time and is continuing to decrease. There should not 
be an elitist housing situation in the Village. He believes that the Village is in 
good hands with this board, developer and architect and thought affordable 
housing could be worked into the proposed development.  

 
4.27 Ms. Peters commended the developers on the plan. She would be interested in 

having any one of her daughters live there and she is happy it is coming to 
Wilmette. She moved to Wilmette in 1986 and raised 4 daughters in Wilmette. 
When her youngest daughter, now 22 years old, was born with Down syndrome, 
she worried about what she would do. Her eldest daughter who was 13 at the 
time told her that there were other kids at her school with Down syndrome. Her 
daughter was one of the first with Down syndrome to be in the Wilmette public 
schools and at Ronald Knox Montessori. She is proud of this receptive 
community. The entire New Trier Township has earned quite the reputation for 
parents that want to have their children with special needs educated. She wants 
to set an example now and all people need to be welcomed into the community 
in a way that benefits the entire community.  

 
4.28 Ms. McManus said she and her husband have lived in their condo for 8 years. 

There are 54 units in her building. They have all the great benefits within 
walking distance that the proposed development is looking to take advantage of. 
She speaks through 2 hearts. One heart is her daughter who is 38 and has 
Cerebral Palsy and went through the New Trier School system. She has lived in 
the community for 16 years, 7 blocks away from where her parents live. If she 
had not had this experience, the quality and enrichment of her life would have 
been totally different. They have had real experience with our Village standing 
behind them at times when they needed help for her. She also speaks for herself. 
She see herself as being in the senior category and wants for every senior and 
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for every person who has a disability to have affordable housing choices. 
Diversity makes everyone a better person.  

 
4.29 Mr. Surman said he was on the plan commission eight years ago and is currently 

on the ZBA. The project is well done. The previous project had a driveway that 
went right through and he thought that it was a poor solution and would cause 
traffic issues. He is glad that they went with all retail across the first floor and 
had parking go through the alley. In the previous proposal, balconies were on 
the lot line, which was an issue because it affected neighboring property. There 
are no windows on the lot line with this project. However, he felt that there was 
one issue the Plan Commission should consider: looking towards the future, 
how does this development impact the neighboring properties? If the bike store 
and the old Koenig & Strey property owners decided to put up a building of 
similar height, it would pretty much block any light from the south from hitting 
the second floor garden. The second floor garden is a nice feature but when the 
bike shop and Koenig & Strey say they want to put up a similar building, it will 
completely block all the light. It would be a solid wall right on the lot line, 
which they are able to do. What will M&R or the current owner say at that time? 
They are likely to find it injurious to this property. He noted that an adjacent 
project could go right up to the fifth floor balcony of this project.  

 
4.30 Ms. DiClementi-Harlow said her business, A la Carte, had been in Wilmette for 

about 34 years and they recently moved to Highland Park. She would like to be 
in the first floor retail space and be in a prime location. She supports the project.  

 
4.31 Ms. George said she was speaking as a resident and not as Library Board 

trustee. Part of the exceptions include provision of public benefits. She reviewed 
the list of public benefits which includes $80,000 for the affordable housing 
fund and they are attempting to be a LEED certified building. She thinks that the 
project will be an asset. She likes the way they are emphasizing green space for 
their tenants. Her concern is that they are taking a big green swath of land that 
will be covered in pavement. There is no pedestrian walk through and there 
should be two according to the ordinance. Not providing a walkthrough cuts 
done on the livability and walkability for the rest of the Village. She asked for a 
walkway to increase pedestrian access.  

 
4.32 Mr. Versino said he is concerned about parking. He said there are ten spaces for 

employee parking. Is there parking for customers? It seems like all customers 
will come through the front door. It looks like they plan for customers to park on 
Central and Wilmette Avenues. His lot is privately owned for him and the 
corner building. He is concerned that people may encroach onto their parking 
lot. He is little concerned about the alley. He questions the alley width – whether 
it is 20’ or 13’ wide. Which figure is accurate? There is an issue with snow in 
the alley. The building is right against the alley.  

 
In the drawings it shows a roof slab that goes beyond the property line, exhibits 
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1.16 and 1.20. Does it go onto his property?  
 

They did not show the alley that came out of his parking lot on their plan.  
 

5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE PLAN COMMISSION 
     
5.1 Ms. Urban asked if the cyber café and fitness center are open to the public or are 

they strictly for building residents.  
 

Mr. Patron said they are for exclusive use of the residents. They are non-public 
spaces. They are a plus for marketing the development. They are designed for 
the number of residents who based on their experience will comfortably use that 
space.  

 
5.11 Mr. Bailey said the Village Plan talks a lot about linkages of this project to other 

buildings, to the other side of the Village Center, to the community to 
walkability. He did not hear anything about how the proposed development 
links to the rest of the VC and how it relates to other buildings.  

 
Mr. Francke said they believe it relates to the Village Hall side of the tracks. It 
will be a typical transit oriented development and the residents of the building 
will walk across Green Bay Road and take advantage of all the restaurants in 
that area. Regarding linkage to the west, they went through a lot of plan 
iterations on this project. One plan had a pedestrian linkage at the north end of 
the site with a walkway from Green Bay to the west. Through discussions, they 
determined that this passageway would become a security and safety issue. The 
Village realized that if this was done, some retail space would be sacrificed. 
Determination was made to keep the curtain wall along Green Bay Road and 
that northern walkway went off the plan.  

 
Mr. Adler said that staff did not indicate that retail was more important than 
linkage. The applicant came in and said that if there was a walkway they would 
have to give up some retail. This was discussed with the Village Board and staff.  

 
5.12 Mr. Bailey said the master plan contemplates two buildings with a walkway 

between them. He felt that to be one of the lynch pins of the Master Plan. There 
would be this walkability and space between the buildings. Why has that been 
abandoned?  

 
Mr. Adler said that there were nine iterations in this round and four iterations 
prior to this round when Lexington was in. There were four development 
proposals prior to this including a drive through CVS, a medical office with 
CVS drive through, a five story and a six story building both with curb cuts on 
Green Bay Road. It became clear during the Lexington process and their about 
year-long attempt to put together additional property that the large walkway 
between the 2 buildings probably would not happen in the short run. During the 
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last marketing round the Village made it clear to prospective developers that it 
wanted a project proposed only for the property it controls at 607-617 Green 
Bay Road. The Village was very happy to give Lexington time to try to deliver 
what would be a better overall development on the property but that did not 
come to be. The Village Board made a decision that there are many other 
benefits to doing a development of the proposed type on this piece of property 
with an understanding that if there will be public open space, it would come 
elsewhere. They don’t know where that would be. The Village also owns 1225 
Central on the same block. It might not happen. From staff’s point of view, that 
is why we are here with this proposal.   

 
5.13 Mr. Bailey said when one looks at what the master plan says, the proposed 

project looks nothing like the master plan. The master plan indicated an opening 
in the middle of the block and now this is like a big wall.  

 
5.14 Mr. Goldstein said to have enough area would need the additional properties.  
 
5.15 Ms. Urban said they would need to wrap the corner at both ends to achieve the 

preferred plan.  
 
5.16 Mr. Bailey said the Village has a unique opportunity to reserve some land for 

the walkway. They own the property. That is a mistake to give that up. The 
Village can require this. Regarding the six and seven stories, there was a lot of 
discussion in the community when the master plan was being developed about 
five stories. There was concern. He thought that was a key point in the master 
plan that the community was assured that the buildings would not be higher than 
five stories. Now it is six to seven stories.  

 
Mr. Adler did not see the master plan process that way. He saw that there was a 
consensus of five stories by right and this height was supported. There was no 
prohibition of someone coming in with something higher. This is the center of 
the block and if there is a place to do a higher building, this is probably the 
place. After going through 17 iterations and none being built, including a 6-story 
rental building proposed by Lexington, it was felt that if something was to 
happen here today, the proposed is what they probably would see height-wise. 
The Village Board believes it is important to help our Village Center businesses 
by increasing density in the Village Center, both residential and day population. 
They have seen good things happen in the VC recently and this is furthering 
those goals.  

 
5.17 Mr. Bailey asked if the Central Station development was four stories.  
 

Mr. Patron answered yes, it is four stories.  
 
5.18 Mr. Bailey said it is a big building and this one would be 50% taller than that. It 

will not be an insubstantial presence on the street.  
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5.19 Chairman Goldstein said that is at the heart of the issue. There is no single 
family immediately adjacent to the site. There are institutional and retail uses. 
From the ARC, they wanted to enhance the stature of the property with the 
central element to show a substantial building. This can be revisited when 
talking about standards.  

 
5.20 Mr. DeLeo asked if there were studies done in regards to stacking in the alley 

going south and trying to make a left turn onto Wilmette.  
 

Mr. Aboona said they studied both ends of the alley at Wilmette and at Central. 
While it is a difficult movement people are doing the above during the peak 
hours. They counted five cars in the AM and eight in the PM. Some of the 
residents may do this. They have the option of going north and making a right 
on Central to avoid congestion. This goes back to their recommendation of 
putting in a sign for queued vehicles not to block the alley. It is impacted by 
traffic queueing especially when there is a train crossing.  

 
5.21 Mr. DeLeo thought the Village should consider making that alley one way, 

going north. It is a busy area with the library, post office and Village lots. If the 
alley is made one way there will not be stacking at Wilmette Avenue. He said 
with cars going west on Wilmette Avenue and the parking spaces on Wilmette 
Avenue to the east of the alley, it is very difficult to exit the alley at Wilmette 
Avenue. 

 
Mr. Aboona said there are no sight line issues coming out of the alley onto 
Wilmette Avenue. Buildings are set back. There are sidewalks and a wide area 
for green space. He does not want to place restrictions on the alley because you 
would force all the traffic onto Central Avenue. His suggestion would be to 
monitor the situation and perhaps prohibiting left turns during certain hours of 
the day with signage.  
 

5.22 Mr. DeLeo asked if the loading dock berth will be deep enough given the dock 
is proposed to be 25’ deep but the study was done showing a 30’ truck using the 
dock. Will the loading dock berth be deep enough? Should it be 30’?  

 
Mr. Aboona said that the standard in the Village is 10’ x 25’. There will be a 5’ 
overhang. There is additional depth so it can become 30’. Mr. DeLeo asked if 
that would prevent trucks from extending into the alley. Mr. Aboona said if 
there is 30’ for the loading dock the trucks would not block the alley. 

 
5.23 Mr. DeLeo asked if the garage parking is for employee parking and if there is a 

restaurant with delivery, how would we control that. Is there a restriction to put 
in place?  

 
Mr. Adler said that depending on the type of restaurant, they might have to go 
through the special use process to get approval. A restaurant that does mostly 
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delivery would need a special use but delivery associated with a sit-down 
restaurant would be consider ancillary and permitted because it is at a lesser 
rate.  

 
5.24 Chairman Goldstein asked the applicant to show the slide of the first floor plan 

showing the parking layout. He asked if it possible from a physical point of view 
to move the controlled entry further into the garage to allow shared parking 
spaces for the commercial tenants as staff recommended.  

 
Mr. Schwarz answered that it was possible to move the garage door elsewhere.  

 
5.25 Mr. DeLeo asked what the trash access for the retail use was and whether it was 

a shared trash access. 
 

Mr. Schwarz said depending on how the retail was developed there could be a 
back corridor. It depends on how many retailers there are. The garbage refuse 
space is enclosed. It is just below the ramp at the alley. The residents have their 
own trash and recycling with trash chutes. From the loading docks, there is 
additional room to the door of the building. Retail would have access through 
the garage for loading/deliveries.  

 
5.26 Mr. DeLeo asked in regards to the trash room for the residents, will there be a 

truck in the alley? 
 

Mr. Schwarz answered yes, someone from the garbage company would roll out 
the trash on a cart.  

 
5.27 Mr. DeLeo asked if they considered locating the trash areas closer to the loading 

docks.  
Mr. Schwarz said the ramp and the dock area does not have building above. It is 
parking and green space above that area. They tried to do trash over there but 
there were conflicts of trash crossing the path of residents coming from parking 
to elevators. It would be more convenient to have trash off of the alley. The 
containers are all stored inside and move out when truck comes.  

 
5.28 Mr. DeLeo asked when the anticipated trash pickup days would be. Mr. Schwarz 

answered that he didn’t know.  
 
5.29 Mr. DeLeo asked the traffic engineer what his assumptions were about trash 

pick-up and impact on alley traffic.  
 

Mr. Aboona said it is possible there could be traffic and trash at the same time. 
It is happening in the alley and not on a major arterial. When that happens, the 
time period will be short. Residents will have option of going in the other 
direction if the alley is blocked.  
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5.30 Mr. DeLeo asked if there were any considerations to having a green roof on top 
of the building.  

 
Mr. Weinbach said a green roof was not discussed. There are a lot of 
mechanicals on the roof. It was not a consideration. There is a lot of green space 
on the roof of the building in general.  

 
5.31 Mr. DeLeo asked if there was an area for a green roof.  
 

Mr. Schwarz said for LEED they will have a white versus green roof. There are 
95 ac units running down the middle and two big units for the common areas. 
There is not a lot of space left. It would be difficult to access and maintain.  

 
5.32 Mr. DeLeo asked how they plan on controlling residents coming in and out of 

the building. Is it keyed entry? Intercom?  
 

Mr. Schwarz said on other projects, most doors are controlled by fobs. There is 
an intercom system. The front door is open so people can go to the leasing 
center. Once one is beyond the lobby, the area is secure. People coming in off 
the street cannot access elevators. Same thing with back doors and bike areas – 
they are all controlled. There are cameras.  

 
5.33 Mr. DeLeo asked if the south elevation is a solid wall up to the property line. 
 

Mr. Schwarz said that the front portion of the south elevation is up to the 
property line. There are no windows or doors. That is the main reason why the 
building is set back 60’ by the court yard area. At the north and south ends, there 
are faux windows. Another building could go in adjacent and be just as tall. On 
the north the parcel is almost the same size. On the south the parcel is smaller.  
Mr. Schwarz said on both sides of the building they have buffers to the property 
line so they can have windows and balconies. When they are too close to a 
property line they are restricted on the number of windows and the wall’s fire 
rating. To the front of the building they are orienting out to the east and to the 
west and there are no windows looking to the south. The stairwell is at the south 
end.  

 
Mr. DeLeo asked if they were asking for a 20’ first floor, instead of the 
minimum required 14’, to allow the vehicle ramp and two levels of parking.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said the ordinance is 14’ minimum and you can’t get two levels of 
parking in 14’. There is not enough room on the site to have ramps that long. 
They have a ramp that leads up to the second floor that takes up a lot of space. 
That is why they have 20’ on the front retail and two levels of parking on the 
back.  

 
Mr. DeLeo asked what the height to the head of the window was at street level.  
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Mr. Schwarz said that they left 5.5’ to 6’ at the top for signage. With stonework, 
they are about 14’ to 14.5’ to the top of the transom. Some of the transoms 
might be grills or louvers.  

 
Mr. DeLeo said that on adjacent properties, the head of the windows is at about 
8-10’. They are not that high. Part of the master plan is a continuous storefront.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said retail uses want as many windows as possible. They originally 
had the glass going all the way to the ground. After listening to public works on 
how they salt and shovel the street, they put in 2’ of brick at the bottom.  

 
5.34 Ms. Urban asked what was happening in the penthouse. There has been no 

discussion regarding this. 
 

Mr. Schwarz said there will be an elevator that overrides into the upper limits of 
the building that is about 12’. They might have an equipment room up there. 
They were trying to make it look symmetrical. They will reduce it as much as 
possible. They might have a central boiler for the hot water system up there. 
There is no living space up there. There is a single stair going up there. Only 
maintenance and management can go up there.  

 
5.35 Mr. Bailey asked if they considered underground parking.  
 

Mr. Schwarz said that did not consider that due to the cost and storm water 
management. The tank they proposed for managing the storm water is already 8’ 
deep and if down even further, it would need to be pumped.  

 
5.36 Mr. Bailey said other developments in the Village, like the Optima 

development, have underground parking. The zoning ordinance generally does 
not allow for at grade parking and that is one of the exceptions being requested. 
He asked Mr. Adler what the general reason was for not favoring at grade 
parking. The master plan talks about underground parking and parking above 
grade.  

 
Mr. Adler said when they looked prohibiting residential at the first floor, they 
did so because they did not want to see a fully residential building being 
proposed. If parking wasn’t limited, a developer could then put the 600 square 
feet of common space on the first floor and have the rest of the first floor being 
parking. Constructing the building on silts. They wanted to prohibit that. There 
is one building on 12th Street in the VC district where it has a small office and 
depressed parking and it is a basically a fully residential building. They also 
thought there was more flexibility by going go down with parking. It would 
create an easier east/west connectivity by not having a parking structure to go 
through.  
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5.37 Mr. Bailey said if the parking was below grade than the building would only be 
five stories, as contemplated by the Zoning Ordinance.  

 
Mr. Adler said that the building still would be six stories because it is five 
stories above and one story of commercial. It would be lesser in height by 
approximately 5’ to 6’. 

 
5.38 Ms. Urban said it appeared that the developer was proposing more residential 

parking than the code requires. How much parking is required for the mix of 
units?  

 
Mr. Adler said that 99 spaces are required. He explained how they arrived at this 
number.  

 
5.39 Mr. Bailey asked about the office space and the fitness center on the grade level, 

which wouldn’t be accessible to the public. One of the principles of the master 
plan is to encourage retail at ground level. Why couldn’t they move the office to 
another level and have public space accessible at grade level? 

 
Mr. Patrun said that they have seen in their experience with these types of 
properties, that is an important area of use. It is important that the public has 
easy access into their marketing window. That is why they group the amenities 
there. They can experience the impact immediately in terms of amenities. If they 
were to remotely locate that they would take away from some of the sex appeal 
and that would hurt their effort to market the project. Even though these uses are 
for the exclusive use of the residents, they are attractive functions to have at the 
streetscape. They are used considerably and at all times. It all goes back to 
marketing. It is important to have management centralized. It is better for 
security.  

 
5.40 Mr. Bailey asked if they anticipated any problems in marketing the units. 
 

Mr. Patrun said the combination of the amenities and leasing staff creates a 
synergy and should be in one area and at grade level. They don’t market one 
time like a condominium development. They are marketing and reaching out to 
attain as close to 100% occupancy as possible.  

 
5.41 Mr. Bailey said the master plan shows two buildings, each with 10,000 square 

feet of retail. This one is bigger than either one of those but it has much smaller 
retail space.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said the point of the building is to be interdependent with 
the VC and not be exclusive to residents of one building. This is a pivotal block.  

 
5.42 Chairman Goldstein suggested that the applicant consider moving the lobby to 

where the fitness center is located which gives more direct access to the lobby 
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bank. That allows for a corner retail space. He agrees with the applicant on the 
synergy but you can do the synergy with a public use instead of a private use. 
Depending on the type of retail use in the building it can be an amenity to the 
residents. In the spirit of the master plan, he agrees with Mr. Bailey that having 
public use on the first floor is important.  

 
Mr. Patrun said that is something they can consider and will continue that 
discussion with staff.  

 
5.43 Ms. Norrick said that the applicant spoke about adding brick elements on the 

rear of the building at the upper floors but she was unclear on what the treatment 
for the parking garage portion was.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said the intent was to keep the same materials running all the way 
around the building so the lower level would have a manufactured stone that 
looks like limestone. It is nicer than what they have used in the past. They will 
have manufactured stone, then the brick veneer and then a reveal Hardy system 
above that. There will probably be additional louvers added for exhausting. 
There will be a louver above the door for fresh air.  

 
5.44 Ms. Urban said if she read the materials correctly there will be ivy planted on 

the back of the building to soften it. Is that on the first floor as well as upper 
stories?  

 
Mr. Weinbach said there would be ivy planted on the west elevation and portion 
of the north and south elevations. It is Boston Ivy and will add a lot of greenery 
to the space. It will go up to the top of the second level of parking.  

 
5.45 Ms. Norrick asked where the fire hydrant was being moved.  
 

Mr. Adler asked the applicant to show the drawing indicating how they will 
change the fire hydrant location.  

 
Mr. Lewis showed the new location on the plan. It will be moved further to the 
south but still in the front. This will allow for an additional parking space. The 
no parking requirements for a hydrant are 15’ on either side, 30’ total.  
 

5.46 Chairman Goldstein asked what would be the total change in parking spaces. 
 

Mr. Lewis said would be no change in parking spaces. Mr. Adler pointed out 
that the old abandoned curb cut for the car dealer wasn’t counted as existing 
parking. Mr. Lewis said that was correct, when the original development was in 
place that was an entry to the driveway to the parking lot and not stripped for 
parking. That is being eliminated and they are using the area for a loading/drop-
off zone and maintaining the same amount of street parking.  
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5.47 Chairman Goldstein asked staff to comment about Mr. DeLeo’s comments about 
making the alley one way and the traffic flow in the alley.  

 
Mr. Mattson said regarding traffic flow, specifically left turning out onto 
Wilmette Avenue, it is a valid concern. They will need to look more closely at 
additional alley signage. Rather than making alley one way, it could be right 
turn only at that intersection. Regarding general alley circulation, there are a few 
movements that the site creates such trucks backing into the loading dock. 
During final review they will need to refine the alley signage for people coming 
into the building and people doing special deliveries in the alley. Making the 
alley one way may cause circulation restrictions.  

 
5.48 Mr. DeLeo said a lot of people get packages – Amazon, Peapod, and FedEx. 

How will that work and not impact traffic on Green Bay Road? Is there a 
loading zone in front of the building and does that reduce parking? Or should 
something be done in the back? 

 
Mr. Mattson said there is a loading zone shown in the front. There may have to 
be some considerations by management on what is allowed in the back alley. 
There should be some restrictions on what can go back in the alley. There needs 
to be some refinement on signage and access control in the back. 

 
5.49 Mr. DeLeo asked if the alley at the loading dock was a public alley. Mr. Adler 

answered yes.  
 
5.50 Mr. DeLeo asked if it was to be vacated. Mr. Adler said that the alley would not 

be vacated. The 25’ loading zone is on private property.  
 
5.51 Mr. Bailey said that the master plan showed a big parking facility coupled with 

the residential rental or condo project. It seems that the master plan 
contemplated traffic backing up on the north side where the parking facility 
would be but not necessarily all of this traffic in the alley way.  

 
Mr. Mattson said that when looking at the alley KLOA talked about a level of 
service grade and then they regarded based on new capacities. They showed 
negligible change in that level of service. Movement to the north went from A to 
B level of service and both are good levels.  
 

5.52 Mr. Bailey said it seems that what is being proposed is a more intense use of 
alley that is different from master plan.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said there has been direction from the PC that they did not 
want a driveway onto Green Bay Road because of potential conflicts with 
pedestrians.  

 
Mr. Schwab said the traffic study mentioned the negligible impact to the alley. 
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They only looked at peak times, like rush hour. Someone from the library 
mentioned that the usage of the alley is heavier during off-peak times. That 
coupled with the potential garbage issue, should a study be done about usage of 
the alley during non-peak times? 

 
Mr. Mattson said Mr. Schwab was correct that the traffic study did not talk 
about off-peak. The residents would be active more at peak time. But the library 
has a different circulation. It may be warranted to touch on this during the study.  

 
5.53 Mr. Schwab said it wasn’t necessarily a resident issue but things like deliveries 

to a 95-unit building. 
 
5.54 Chairman Goldstein asked if there were slides showing proposed signage. He 

does not think that the ARC saw proposed signage.  
 

Mr. Francke said that they didn’t have the signage slides with them at the 
meeting. They have general signage but wanted to work on them before 
presenting them.  

 
5.55 Chairman Goldstein asked them to review sign dimensions and quantity.  
 

Mr. Francke said the front façade shows signage they are talking about but 
cannot present details tonight.  

 
Mr. Adler said that part of the process is relief for the residential signage. Each 
tenant space is allowed one primary sign and one secondary sign. He said that 
they are asking for relief for projecting signage to be slightly larger and slightly 
farther out. There is a potential sign above the canopy. It may or may not be 
attached to the wall.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said in the original submittal, tab 11, option 5, shows the canopy 
signage. It shows the projecting sign at 4’ x 4’. Zoning limits size to 2’ x 3’ for 
projecting signage. The other sign would either go on the canopy or a wall sign 
above. The next page shows a sign for a tenant and that is the maximum size. 
Those go in two locations. Their projecting sign is the smaller sign that meets 
the ordinance.  
 
Mr. Adler said that the sign might not be conforming due to coverage. It is 
limited to 30% of the signable area. The signable areas might be less where the 
architecture breaks up the building. Depending on the outcome of this meeting, 
they will address signage.  

 
5.56 Chairman Goldstein asked what signage exceptions are they asking for.  
 

Mr. Schwarz said they thought they were only allowed one primary sign for 
each frontage but Mr. Adler clarified that they are allowed one sign per tenant. 
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The signage would be needed for Wilshore and two tenants.  
 

Mr. Adler said that staff interprets the ordinance allowing one primary and one 
secondary sign for each tenant space.  

 
Mr. Schwarz said then they are only asking for one projecting sign to be larger 
than ordinance allows. 4’ x 4’ instead of 2’ x 3’. 

 
5.57 Ms. Urban asked if one of the recommendations of the commission is that more 

retail be added in the cyber café/lobby space, is that space entitled to signage?  
 

Mr. Adler said that space would be entitled to signage.  
 
5.58 Chairman Goldstein followed up on Mr. DeLeo’s question about green roofing. 

They are proposing a fairly large amount of green roof area, which is wonderful 
but what about the sustainability of those materials? 

 
5.59 Mr. Weinbach said they generally use as sustainable plantings as possible. They 

are doing that. A green roof is considered seed and trays and they are proposing 
a step above that. They plan on native plants and drought tolerant plants. They 
are proposing a drip irrigation system for establishment.  

 
5.60 Chairman Goldstein asked if they could point to any specific plantings that are 

native or producing water retention. He understood that on a roof you might not 
want water retention because of weight. 

 
Mr. Weinbach said for this type of planting, they do not water retention so there 
is a drainage mat to eliminate water. He referenced the north court yard area 
which is predominantly plantings. Other than the hedges, the rest are native 
plantings. Grasses, flowers, orbs. It is sustainable. The south garden is an 
attempt to use more drought tolerant plants, but not necessarily all native plants.  

 
5.61 Chairman Goldstein asked if they getting credits for any of these elements as 

part of LEED certification.  
 

Mr. Weinbach answered yes, they are getting credits by both plant selection and 
irrigation system.  
 

5.62 Chairman Goldstein said the applicant needs to get more direction so the 
Chairman asked commissioners to continue discussion. Given the late hour, the 
subject proposal would most likely need to be continued until a future Plan 
Commission meeting. 

 
He referenced the various standards and the petitioner’s responses. Start with 
Site Plan Review standards. Is there any discussion about consistency or 
concerns with those standards?  
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5.63 Ms. Urban had a concern that insufficient parking is being provided for retail 
tenant customers or residential visitors. She suggested that the developer look at 
the parking situation. If they want potential for a restaurant, then they need to 
think about adequate parking. She is not sure that they need to hit that 53 
number, which would mean food concessions in each tenant space. What type of 
parking does a sit down restaurant require? Can there be public parking on the 
ground floor of the garage?  

 
Chairman Goldstein asked if it would it be okay if there were less dedicated 
spaces for the employees and residential to increase the public use of some of 
the parking. 

 
Ms. Urban answered yes. She said that she wasn’t concerned about the fact that 
parking is at ground level because the building design does a great job of 
screening the parking from the street and keeping the street active with all of the 
commercial frontage.  

 
5.64 Mr. DeLeo said if they open up the parking garage to the public, then security 

has to be addressed.  
 

Chairman Goldstein said that is why he asked if the secure garage door could be 
move over to the next bay so that the first aisle on the south would permit shared 
use of parking. He said the other communities that the applicant has developed 
in are different than the proposed site. He is not sure there is a security issues for 
the residential spaces.  

 
5.65 Mr. DeLeo said a lot of this depends on how far people will walk to go to a 

restaurant. There is parking on Green Bay, Wilmette, and Central.   
 

Chairman Goldstein said that sometimes employee parking is located 
somewhere else and best spaces are for customers, which is not the way it is 
proposed in this development. That seemed a little odd. 

 
5.66 Mr. Bailey said that parenthetically it is difficult to see how the alley in the long 

run would sustain traffic. There will be additional buildings in the future. Maybe 
that is unavoidable unless they can they expand the size of the alley?  

 
Regarding parking, this is a private project but the master plan saw this property 
as the keystone to bring in the public. He has the sense that it is like a gated 
community. The public cannot go into the building to park or into the fitness 
center or other residential spaces. It is inconsistent with the master plan because 
the plan intended some of the space on this property to be public space. That 
would at least be mitigated if the parking and retail were made available to the 
public. That would be more consistent with the master plan.  
 

5.67 Chairman Goldstein said it appears that the Plan Commission is okay with the 
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parking to the front on Green Bay. We might be losing one space but we get the 
loading area, which is probably important for deliveries. 

 
He explained that the PUD rules have changed. They will not see the final plat. 
One of the recommendations might be to continue to study the use of the alley. 
Can there be a contribution to improve the alley? It is functioning as a quasi-
street. There are still some outstanding alley issues that need to be resolved with 
staff.  

 
5.68 Mr. DeLeo asked if there has been any discussion about doing something with 

the alley to deal with storm water or run off.  
 

Ms. Berger answered yes, they are looking at permeable pavers similar to what 
Chicago uses. There would be concrete ribbons on the outside of the pavers with 
an inverted V to collect drainage, with a permeable product between. The 
challenge is cost. The capital program is underfunded. They cannot build green 
alleys at this point. They are looking at various options including grants.  

 
5.69 Mr. DeLeo asked if that has been discussed with this project. What is 

replacement timing for this alley and who is responsible?  
 

Ms. Berger said nothing has been determined as to who will pay for the alley. 
The Plan Commission and Village Board can request that the developer 
participate in a cost share, at least to cover the transition from impervious to a 
pervious alley. The alley is in terrible shape.  

 
5.70 Chairman Goldstein asked for a cost estimate for the alley. 
 

Ms. Berger said she didn’t have that information but can get it for the 
commissioners.  

 
5.71 Chairman Goldstein said since there are no other comments regarding site plan 

review standards, they will take a look at the Appearance Review standards. 
Staff provided a report on the advisory Appearance Review Commission 
meeting and the changes that were made based on the ARC’s input. There is 
minimal exceptions for signage except for a larger sign for residential portion 
and the sign projection.  

 
He asked for comments on the south wall. That wall has high quality materials 
proposed but it is essentially a blank wall. Was that because this is a lot line 
development and in the future that wall may be blocked? Mr. Adler answered 
yes.  
 
Chairman Goldstein said there will be less transparency through the windows 
than required by code, though not a lot less. Are there any comments or 
concerns about this? There are better materials but not as much transparency. 
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Mr. Adler said that historically they have done the calculations including the 
mullions. It does get close to 40% at that point. The applicant measured in a 
more restrictive way so that number was used.  

 
5.72 Mr. Bailey discussed the standard that deals with excessive similarity or 

dissimilarity in design in relation to surrounding structures. He believes the 
proposed development is too big. He knows the master plan was aspirational but 
the plan talks about allowing taller structures up to five stories. The new 
building will dwarf the older buildings and that is exacerbated by the increased 
scale of the building. The Village will not be able to say no to the next 
developer if they want to build a building of this size. In effect the proposed 
development says that the master plan standard has gone up to seven stories on 
this block. Mr. Adler said he didn’t necessarily agree. Mr. Bailey said he 
understood but as a practical matter it is inevitable that five stories is going to be 
dissimilar from other properties and the additional height is just exasperating 
that. 

 
5.73 Chairman Goldstein said five stories is by-right and they are going in under a 

PUD. Part of the role of the Plan Commission is determining whether or not the 
public benefits outweigh the exceptions.  

 
5.74 Ms. Urban said there is no better place in the Village to go this high. It is a 

major arterial and there are no single family homes next door.  There are other 
communities that do much taller and much denser buildings.  

 
5.75 Mr. Bailey asked if there was any structure of this size on Green Bay Road on 

the entire span all the way up to Lake Forest. He thought that the residents who 
lived in back of the library would be at tonight’s meeting to voice their 
opposition to such a large building.  

 
5.76 Chairman Goldstein said the developer has provided generous setbacks, 25’, on 

either side of the terraces. In his view, if they are going to do a taller building, 
they have gone the extra mile to soften the effect through roof terraces 
particularly on the upper level. The ARC actually asked the applicant to enhance 
the verticality of the building. You can make the argument that this building is 
reflecting off the Village Hall and is a more civic structure. He would agree with 
Mr. Bailey that he would like to see more public use of the building. He wanted 
to get the opinion of the other Commissioners regarding height and a taller 
building on this block, understanding that the Village Board provided guidance 
of 77’ in the purchase contract. Again, the Plan Commission is still interpreting 
the height from a commission point of view to understand just what that means.  

 
5.77 Mr. DeLeo said he thinks that the building is appropriate at the proposed height. 

He would have a problem if it was just a block building. The petitioner has been 
creative in how they have broken up the mass with parapets and setbacks. Views 
and sight lines are optimized. He asked if a shade study was done.  Mr. Adler 
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said that staff is not aware of a shade study being completed.  
 

Mr. DeLeo agreed that the building is a little higher than indicated in the master 
plan. There is no negative to go high on this site. The more one can build the 
better the cost basis. The more units on the site, the better for VC businesses and 
tax revenue. The PC should not fight about the height as the 77’ was already set 
by the Village Board.  

 
5.78 Mr. Bailey doesn’t think that is true. There is a contract that was entered into. 

Maybe the village has expressed a willingness to consider those terms. He does 
not know what to make about the Village entering into the contract. The contract 
says that the applicant will buy the property if they get to build a certain type of 
building. The big question is whether the proposal is consistent with the master 
plan. The Plan Commission is supposed to review whether or not a development 
meets the spirit of the master plan.  

 
5.79 Chairman Goldstein said the zoning ordinance specifically allows for exceptions 

to be granted as part of PUDs if enough public benefit is being provided. That is 
why the Plan Commission is reviewing the request. 

 
5.80 Ms. Urban said that this is a nicely designed mixed use project that captures the 

spirit of the master plan. It may not capture the letter of the master plan in the 
sense that the plan anticipated two buildings, both of which would wrap the 
corners. It anticipated a large open space. Prior requests for proposals have not 
moved forward. With Lexington, they tried to assemble more property and could 
not do so. This is a handsome project that achieves the density, the variation in 
the type of housing that the Village is able to offer in a prime location.  

 
5.81 Mr. Zimmermann said regarding the contract, one of the areas where the Village 

Board speaks to the public is through its ordinances. The contract was approved 
by an ordinance. He read a portion of the first page of the ordinance. “The 
Village Board finds that the project as proposed and if approved as part of a 
Planned Unit Development meets many of the goals of the Village Center 
master plan and is therefore a substantial public benefit to the Village.” That is 
consistent with what Ms. Urban just said.  It is not necessarily the letter of the 
master plan but the Village Board speaking through its ordinances has said to 
the public that this project meets many of the goals.  

 
5.82 Mr. Bailey asked what that said about the role of the Plan Commission.  
 

Mr. Zimmermann said the Plan Commission’s role is exactly as Chairman 
Goldstein indicated. To evaluate the project, measure it against the goals of the 
comprehensive plan, and more importantly measure it against the standards in 
the zoning ordinance. The Village Board made a statement about the project. 
The role of the Plan Commission is no different than outlined in the zoning 
code.  
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5.83 Commissioner Schwab had no issue with the height. He agrees that if it is going 
to be in the Village, the proposed location is an appropriate spot. The front 
façade does a nice job breaking up the height. The west facing side is the more 
monolithic view. No residents are present to talk about this so does that mean 
they don’t have any issues?  

 
5.84 Mr. DeLeo asked if 77’ was to the top of the parapet.  
 

Mr. Schwarz answered that 77’ is to the top of the roof slab. It does not take into 
consideration the insulation and the membrane. It is 78’ to the top of the roof.  

 
Mr. DeLeo asked if it was 88’ to the top of the penthouse override. Is that the 
highest point of the building? 

 
Mr. Schwarz answered that would be the highest point of the building.  

 
Mr. Adler said that the height in the contract is to the slab. When the roof is 
finished it would be 78’. What is in the proposal is consistent with the contract. 
While the contract did not go into detail about parapets, height encroachments 
and/or overruns, it was understood that those items would be exceeding the 77’ 
height because that is how the zoning ordinance is written.  

 
Mr. Schwarz clarified that the parapet, mechanical screening and elevator 
overruns are keeping within the height encroachments amounts allowed in the 
zoning ordinance.  They are just starting at a higher point. 
 

5.85 Ms. Urban said that in return they are getting a development that has more 
generous first floor ceiling heights and more generous ceiling heights on each 
residential level.  

 
5.86 Mr. Bailey said the first floor height is because of the parking.  
 

Ms. Urban said parking is an important public benefit.  
 

Mr. Bailey said residential parking on the first floor is another exception.  
 

Ms. Urban said it is an exception because we didn’t want to diminish the 
activity along the street front.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said another reason was there was a prior project that was a 
single use with a large parking lot.  The Plan Commission does not want to see a 
single use with large ground floor parking lot. They did a nice job of putting 
decent depth for retail in front of the parking. Often times you see a very narrow 
ribbon of retail that is completely dysfunctional and you can’t rent it out. This 
gets to the special use issue and it seems appropriate to have parking on the first 
floor.  
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5.87 Ms. Norrick said she shared some of the concerns versus overall height 
regarding five versus seven stories.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said it as six stories of occupied space and seven stories 
with parking.  
 
Mr. DeLeo said that is with 10’ ceilings in the units versus 9’.  

 
5.88 Chairman Goldstein said regarding use the main issue that has come up is 

encouraging the developer to create more public use on the first floor for retail 
use and perhaps moving the lobby to allow for a corner space. They would need 
to move the health club and cyber café elsewhere in the building. There are 
common spaces on other floors for those uses.  

 
5.89 Mr. DeLeo agreed that the ground floor retail space should be maximized on 

Green Bay Road. The fitness center could be moved to be off the street.  
 
5.90 Mr. Bailey said for him one of the things that would be a special benefit is not 

just the building but also doing something for the community. Making more 
space available for the community. It doesn’t do anything for the community to 
walk by and see the residents exercising.  

 
Chairman Goldstein agreed. There should be an image on the ground floor of 
anyone being able to use those spaces and not just residents of the building.  

 
5.91 Chairman Goldstein said the fact that they do not have a curb cut is beneficial. 

That was a major issue with past proposals. There was conflict between 
pedestrian movement and traffic going in and out of the curb cut. They also did 
a 5’ setback. They are not asking for an exception to that requirement.  

 
5.92 Chairman Goldstein asked if the applicant considered allowing outdoor café 

seating.  
 

Mr. Adler said that could be done it would just depend on the level of comfort 
that could be provided. The landscaping they propose and the 5’ width should 
allow for outdoor seating.  

 
5.93 Chairman Goldstein said regarding the Planned Unit Development standards, 

some are repetitive with previous discussion.  
 

Regarding public benefits, they are offering retail. This has been a major issue in 
the master plan. This block should be fully functional retail block. The variety of 
housing is needed. There is some rental housing in this area.  

 
Mr. Adler said there are some rental apartments on Greenleaf, but there is little 
rental housing available and noted that this is arguably a luxury building which 
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is a market that has not served in the Village.  
 
5.94 Mr. Goldstein said they are offering $80,000 for affordable housing purposes 

and that has been accepted by the Village Board as a public benefit. They are 
seeking LEED gold certification.  

 
5.95 Ms. Urban said that not providing affordable at this location is a missed 

opportunity mostly from the perspective of giving someone of more modest 
means the chance to live in a very convenient location for many reasons. One 
could live in this location without a car and that is a significant cost savings. She 
does not know how much housing $80,000 buys but it doesn’t seem like very 
much.  

 
Mr. Adler said that $80,000 equates to approximately two years of funding for 
the Village’s housing assistance program. It is being privatized. The $80,000 
would be for 19-20 people and that would be at $150 or $200/month. $200 
month is for rental assistance and $900 twice a year is for property tax 
assistance.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said there was testimony that the cost of setting aside a unit 
would be a $125,000 loss per unit. $80,000 does not seem commensurate with 
the impact. There is a lot of additional density on the site. He would try to offer 
a more substantial amount that is more commensurate with the impact. He 
wouldn’t go as far to say inclusionary units because of the nature of the project 
He understand that the Village Board accepted the $80,000 and deemed it a 
substantial benefit but in his view, in terms of the density he would like to see a 
little more in that direction.  

 
Mr. Schwab said he would support the above comment.  

 
Ms. Norrick said she would support the above comment.  

 
5.96 Chairman Goldstein that everyone was happy with the LEED gold and it is a 

public benefit. He asked the petitioner if it was a guarantee that they will get this 
certification. Do they have a LEED consultant? 

 
Mr. Patrun said there will be a LEED consultant. The consultant has worked 
with them on other buildings. They have gotten LEED gold on their last three 
projects. Central Station is LEED gold.  

 
Mr. Bailey asked if this was aspirational or is it contractual? 

 
Chairman Goldstein said they cannot guarantee LEED certification because they 
have not gone through the process yet. He asked the petitioner if they were 
committed to reach the same standard as their project a couple miles away.  Mr. 
Patrun answered yes.  
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Mr. Adler clarified that the LEED consultant took a preliminary look at this 
proposed project.  

 
5.97 Ms. Urban said the ARC recommended having some landscaping on the east 

side of the Village parking lot to screen the west façade of the building and she 
felt that was a low cost suggestion that will enhance the proposal.  

 
5.98 Mr. Bailey said the alley issue is still open. A cost to the Village may be wear 

and tear of the alley, which will be used more extensively. Is there provision in 
the plan to have a requirement that the alley be improved to accommodate this 
traffic? It is not unusual for a developer to add this element.  

 
Chairman Goldstein said that the Plan Commission could ask staff to work with 
the developer to come up with a proposal for the alley. They are not the only 
user of the alley so they cannot be responsible for the full redevelopment.  

 
Mr. Bailey said they could be responsible for full redevelopment of the alley as 
a public benefit.  

 
Mr. Patrun said they are committed to improving the east/west alley, roughly 
60’ long, with a return to the north. Right now it is gravel and grass. It is 
difficult to maneuver. They are working with engineering and have committed 
to alley repairs and make it new. The design is not completed. They understand 
that the primary alley is in horrible shape and a shared program could be 
entertained. The alley is public right now.  

 
5.99 Mr. DeLeo said that when they start construction they will have to close the 

alley. The alley use will be limited during construction.  
 

Mr. Patrun said they have not figured that out yet but will work closely with 
Village departments on this. The closure could be partial or minimal. They have 
to go through a construction logistics plan for these types of projects. They want 
to ensure minimal disturbance to the public. They will need some element of 
temporary construction, i.e. quasi easement may be needed. It will be well 
planned and well-coordinated with the Village.  

 
5.100  Chairman Goldstein said that the Commission should continue the case to a date 

certain and April 7th, the regularly scheduled PC meeting date is election night 
so they should choose another date.  It was determined that Wednesday, April 8 
was a date that work for all members of the Plan Commission. The agenda for 
that evening would be that the applicant respond to the Plan Commission’s 
comments and concerns. The Plan Commission would review the exceptions 
and move towards a vote.  

 
Mr. Zimmermann said typically public comment should be limited to changes in 
the plan.  
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6.0 DECISION   
 
Ms. Urban moved to continue the case to the April 8th meeting at 7:00 pm. Mr. DeLeo 
Seconded the motion. The voice vote was all ayes and no nays. Motion carried.  
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PLANT LIST 
CODE I BOTANICAL NAME 

DECID\JOUS TREES - SHADE 
AF I ACER � FREEMANII 'JEFFER&RED' 

GT I GLEDIT&IA T. VAR INERMIS '&KYLINE' 

DECID\JOUS TREES- Of'!NAMENTAL 

I � NAME 
AUTUMN BLAZE MAPLE 
&KYLINE �NEYLOCUST 

A6 I AMELANC�IER � G. 'AUTUMN BRILLIANCE' APPLE SERVICEBERRY &R I &YRING:A RETICULATA 'IVORY SILK' IVORY &ILK TREE LILAC 

CA COTONEASTER APICULATUS CRANBERRY COTONEASTER 

FOTf.IERUILLA GARDENII DWAF<f FOTf.IERUILLA 

RA Rf.IUS AROMATICA 'GRO-LOUI' GRO-LOUI SUMAC 

I &IZE 

I 4' CALIPER I 4' CALIPER 

I 3" CALIPER I 3" CALIPER 

18" �T � 24' W 

24' f-IT X 24" w 
18" f-IT x 24' W 

&B SPIRAEA BETULIFOLIA 'TOR GOLD' GLOW GIRL BIRC�LEAF SPIREA 24' �T x 24" W 

&YRING:A MEYER! 'PALIBIN' DWAF<f KOREAN LILAC 30' f-IT � 30' W 

VB VIBURNUM DETATUM 'Cf.IRISTOM' BLUE MUFFIN VIBURNUM 30" f-IT � 24' W 

vc VIBURNUM CARLE&II 'CAYU6A' CAYU6A KOREANSPICE 30' f-IT x 30' W 

I QUAN I ADDITICWJ.. NOTES 

I I BRANC�ED UP 6' 
4 I BRANC�ED UP 1' 

b I BRANC�ED UP 4' 

':1 I BRANCf.IED UP 4' 

18 

54 

38 

JC I JUNIPERUS Cf.IIN. 'KALLAY COMPACTA' COMPACT KALLAY JUNIPER I 18" �T X 24' w I ':lb I 
TM 

PT 

PE 

I TAXUS �MEDIA 'TAUNTON!' TAUNTON DENSE YEW [ 24' �T x 24" W [ 31 
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�TA 'Jt.NE' 

NEPETA x FAA&&ENII 'WALKERS LOW' 

FEAT�ER REED GRAS& I GALLON 

STRIATUM BLOODY CRANE&BILL I GALLON 

PARDON ME DAYLIL Y I GALLON 

�APPY RETURN& DAYLIL Y !GALLON 

FRANCEE f.lO& TA I GALLON 

JUNE �TA I GALLON 

WALKERS LOW CATMINT I GALLON 

1 14 

I I 

l 
I SPACED 30' OC. 

SPACED 12' OC. 

SPACED 12' O.C. 
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&PACED 18' O.C. 

&PACED 18' O.C. 
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DESCRIPTION 

674 Luminous Wall Sconce features horizontal I rim bars wilh a vertical 
fin detail and is ADA compliant. Design options, such as perforated 
metal, colored acrylic, and different trim bar configurations are available. 

S P E C I FICATION FEATURES 

Material 
Painted solid aluminum with a 
matte white acrylic diffuser with a 
regressed aluminum perf shield. 
Wet location lamp and ballast 
housing with 1/8" clear acrylic 
diffuser. 

Finish 
Premium TGIC polyester powder 
coat paint, 2.5 mil nominal 
thickness for superior protection 
against fade and wear. 
Standard: Aluminum Paint (ALP). 
Premium: Black Paint (BK). Bronze 
Metallic Paint (BM), Dark Platinum 
Paint (DP). Gold Metallic Paint 
(GM), Graphite Metallic Paint 
(GRM), Grey Paint (GY), White 
Paint or Custom Color (CC). 

O ptics 
Refer to www.shaperlighting.com 
for complete photometries. 

B a l l ast  
Integral electronic H P F  multi-volt 
1 20/277V (347V Canada}, thermally 
protected with end-of-life circuitry 
to accommodate the specified 
lamp wattage. 

Cooper Lighting 
by F..:.T•N 

Lamp/Socket 
3 1  " : Two (2) 14W T5 linear 
miniature bi-pin fluorescent lamps. 
43": Two (2) 21W T5 linear 
miniature bi-pin fluorescent lamps. 
55": Two {2) 28W T5 linear 
miniature bi-pin fluorescent lamps. 
Fluorescent socket injection 
molded plastic. Lamps furnished 
by others. 

LEO 
3 1 "  L3:2000 nominal lumens at 
max 19W 
43" L4:3000 nominal lumens at 
max 28W 
55" L5:4000 nominal lumens at 
max 37W 

Long-life LED system coupled with 
electrical driver to deliver optimal 
performance. Electronic drivers are 
available for 1 20-277 applications.A 
0-10V dimming control is available 
(Standard) on all models. 

Instal lation 
Supplied with a mounting back for 
a standard 4" J-box or stucco ring. 

674-WP SERIES EXTERIOR WALL 

Options 
Modified Length - Contact factory, 
Alternative Trim Bars or Perf 
Accent Design - Contact factory, 
Green Glass Acrylic (GGA). 

Labels 
U.L. and C.U.L. listed for wet 
location. ADA compliant. 

Modifications 
Shaper's skilled craftspeople with 
their depth of experience offer the 
designer the flexibility to modify 
standard exterior wall luminaires 
for project specific solutions. 
Contact the factory regarding scale 
options, unique finishes, mounting, 
additional materials/colors, or 
decorative detailing. 

674-WP SERIES 
E x t e r i o r  W a l l  L u m i n a i r e  

L u m i n o u s  S c o n ce 

e ARRA 
Snaper l•ghtlng cert•f•ea that tts products I 

IIJI .s"v thlt fOQU f("me,ls ocSecfon 1605 of I t.,e .A.m�r•Cill\ Recovery and Rei'lv�tmer,t 
Act Ia so knowfl ols 11\e ARRo\ Buv Amt!r (d� 
ptOv S 0'11 8 AMERICAN 

DISABILITIES 
ACT (ADA) 

Shaper oHers 3 large se•oction of ADA 
inter:or and exter•or wall luminaires. 
AOA req .. ,rn all fu.:�ures celow 68 to 
hav• a malC:mum p rolect.on of a� 

ADS042804 
2014-05-20 09:31:08 



ORDERING I N F O RMATION 

Sample Number: 674-55·WP-TS/2/28-277V-ALP 

Series Size Mounting Type Lamp Voltage 

674 = Luminous Wall 31" WP = Exterior Wall T512/14 1 120V 

Sconce 43" 

55" 

1 Available in 31", 

2 Available in 43", 

3 Available in 55". 

4 Premium TGIC polyester powder coat paint, 
2.5 mil nominal thickness for superior protection 
agatnst fade and wear. 

5 For T5 1amping only 

Cooper Lighting 
by t: �T·N 

T5/2121• 

T512128' 

LED 
LJ/827 t 
L4/827 2 
L5/827 • 
L3/830 1 
L4/830 2 
L5/830 3 
LJ/835 1 
L4/835 • 

L5/835 3 
L3/840 ' 

L4/840 • 

L51840 • 

Eaton 
1000 Eaton Boulevard 
Cleveland. OH 4d 122 
Umted States 
Eaton.com 

277V 

347V5 

Finish 4 
� 
ALP = Alumirum Paint 

fWniluD_ 
BK = Black 

BM = Bronze Metallic Paint 

CC = Custom Color 

DP = Dark Platinum Paint 

GM = Gold Metallic Paint 

GRM = Graphite Metallic Paint 

GY = Grey 

WH= White 

Eaton't Cooper Lighting Business 
1121 Htghwav 7-t South 
Poachtree City. GA 30269 

P: 770-486-4600 

www.coopGr�ghtlng com 

674-WP SERIES EXTERIOR WALL 

Options 

GGA =Green Glass Acrylic 

Specifications and 
d1mensions sub)ect to 
dlange without nouce 

�1 Shaper 
sh"perltghtmg.com 

ADS042804 

2014·05-20 09:31 :08 



MOUNTING TYPE 

31 " 
29" 25" 

(78.7 em) (73.6 em) (63.5 em) 

55" 

(139.7 em 

53" 

) (134.6 em) 

49" 

(124.4 em) 

8-318" 

(21.3 em) 

4" 
(10.2 em) 

674-31-WP STANDARD 

8-3/8" 

T 11 r--

'- .L w 
674-55-WP STANDARD 

Eaton 

674-WP SERIES EXTERIOR WALL 

8-3/8" 4" 

43" 41" 37" 

(109.2 em) (104 em) (94 em) 

674-43-WP STANDARD 

4" 

�
----!- 314" -r (2em) 

Cooper Lighting 1000 Eaton Boulovatd 
Cleveland. OH 44122 
UBted States 

Eaton's Cooper Lighting Buslnon 
1121 Highway PI South 
Peachueo Cuy. GA 30269 
P; 770-486-4900 

Speohcat10ns and 
d�mensiOf\s subtect to 
change Without notiCe by f'�T·N Eaton com W'INW coopethghttnQ com 

ADS042804 
2014·05·20 09:31:08 



DESCRIPTION 

Entri LED features a classic and stylish design with the added benefits 
of solid state lighting technology, offering outstanding uniformity and 
energy savings. Using Cooper Lighting's proprietary LED LightBAR'M 
technology and AccuLED optical systems, Entri LED offers designers vast 
versatility in system design, function and performance. Use Entri LED 
for wall mount architectural lighting applications and egress lighting 
requirements. UUcUL listed for use in wet locations. 

S P E C I FICATION FEATURES 

C o n s t r u c t i o n  

HOUSING: Heavy wall, one-piece, 
die-cast aluminum construction 
for precise tolerance control and 
repeatability in manufacturing. 
Integral extruded aluminum heat 
sink provides superior thermal 
heat transfer in +40°C ambient 
environments. Housing and heat 
sink are designed to offer various 
options for down lighting, up 
lighting or a combination of both 
up and down. FACEPLATE I DOOR: 
One-piece die-cast aluminum 
construction. Captive, side hinged 
faceplate swings open via release 
of one { 1 )  flush mount die-cast 
aluminum latch on housing side 
panel. Door closure and seal is 
ensured through a robust and 
positive retention bale latch 
which upon closing can be heard 
through distinct sound. GASKET: 
One-piece molded silicone gasket 
mates perfectly between the door 
and housing for repeatable seal. 
Silicone wire way plug on housing 
back wall seals incoming electrical 
leads to prevent moisture and 
dust entry. LENS: Uplight lens 
is impact resistant, 5/32" thick 
tempered frosted glass sealed to 
housing with continuous bead 
silicone gasket. Downlight lens is 
LED board integrated acrylic over
optics, each individually sealed for 
IP66 rating. HARDWARE: Stainless 
steel mounting screws and latch 
hardware allow access to electrical 
components for installation and 
servicing. 

O p t i c s  

DISTRIBUTION: Primary 
down light distribution offers a 
choice of six {6) patented, high
efficiency AccuLED Optics rM, that 
maximize light collection and 
direction distribution onto the 
application region. Each optical 
lens is precision manufactured via 
injection-molding, then precisely 
arranged and sealed on the board 
media. Optional uplight LED 
distribution features a diffuse soft 
glow for enhancing architectural 
scenes or accentuating structural 
features. LEOs: High output LEOs, 
50,000+ hours life at >70% lumen 
maintenance, offered standard in 
4000K {+/- 275K) CCT and nominal 
70 CRI. 

Electrical 

DRIVER: LED drivers are potted and 
heat sunk for optimal performance 
and prolonged life. Standard 
drivers feature electronic u niversal 
voltage {1 20-277V/50-60hz), greater 
than 0.9 power factor, less than 
20% harmonic distortion and 
feature ambient temperature 
range of +4o•c { 1 04•F) down to 
minimum starting temperature of 
-3o•c {-22•F). Shipped standard 
with Cooper Lighting proprietary 
circuit module designed to 
withstand 10kV of transient line 
surge. Options to control light 
levels, energy savings and egress 
capabilities {battery pack and 
separate circuit) are available. All 
LED LightBARs'M and drivers are 
mounted to a primary mounting 
plate and are easily replaced by 
use of quick disconnects for ease 
of wiring. 

ltt:ll<ll• !U 
..; . 
� . It::.'! 
. . . . , . 

M o u n t i n g  

JU NCTION BOX: Standard with 
zinc plated quick-mount junction 
box plate that mounts directly to 
4" J-Box. LightBARS mount facing 
downward. Fixture slides over 
mounting plate and is secured with 
two {2) stainless steel fasteners. 
Mounting plate features a one
piece EPDM gasket on back side 
of plate to firmly seal fixture to 
wall surface, forbidding entry of 
moisture and particulates. Optional 
mounting arrangements utilize a 
die-cast mounting adaptor box to 
allow for LED battery pack, surface 
conduit and through branch wiring. 
Entri LED is approved for mounting 
on combustible surfaces. 

Finish 
Housing i s  finished in 5-stage 
Super TGIC polyester powder coat 
paint, 2.5 mil nominal thickness 
for superior protection against 
fade and wear. LightBAR'M cover 
plates are standard white and 
may be specified to match finish 
of luminaire housing. Standard 
colors include black, bronze, grey, 
white, dark platinum and graphite 
metallic. RAL and custom color 
matches available. Consult Outdoor 
Architectural Colors brochure for a 
complete selection. 

Warranty 

Entri LED features a five-year 
limited warranty. 

DIMENSIONS CONDUIT MOUNT I BATTERY BACK BOX 

[:J-[]J 1._ 15·3/4" ___�---t-t:: 8-1/8" _j 
(400mm) 7-3/4" (206mml 

(196mm) 

""" COOPER Lighting 
www.cooperlightlng.com 

� I 
1 1 "  

)279mmi 

"iB 

� 

ENV E NTRI LED 
ROU N D  REVEALS 

1 • 2 LightBARs 

Solid State LED 

ARCHITECTURAL WALL 
LUMINAIRE 

D B I G H l i G H H  
C O N S O R T I U M  

C E RT I F I C A T I O N  DATA 
UUcUL Listed 

ISO 9001 
IP66 LightBARs 

ARRA Compliant 
LM79/ LMBO Compliant 

E N E R G Y  D A T A  
Electronic LED Driver 

>0.9 Power Factor 
<20% Total Harmonic Distortion 
120-277V/50 & 60hz, 347V/60hz, 
480V/60hz 
-30°C Minimum Temperature 

40'C Ambiont Temperature Rating 

S H I P P I N G  DATA 
Approximate Net Weight: 

16 lbs. (7.3 kgs.) 

AVU092078 
2013-02-27 17:45:21 



ENV ENTRI LED ROUND REVEALS 

POWER AND L U M E N S  BY BAR COUNT L U M EN M U LTI P L I ER 

DISTRIBUTION 
Number of 

BL2 I I LlghtBARs Power I Current @ I Current @ I BL4 I GZW I SLR/ 

Ambient 
Temperature 

Lumen 
Multiplier 

!Watts) 120V !AI 277V [A) 
BL3 

7 LED LIGHTBAR 

C01 27 I 0.23 I 0.13 1 1,no 1 1,625 1 
C02 54 I 0.46 I 0.21 1 3,s4o 1 3,249 1 

21 LED LIGHTBAR 

801 27 I 0.23 I 0.13 1 2.m 1 1,998 1 
802 51 I 0.43 I 0.20 1 4,354 1 3.996 1 

1,120 1 1.m 1 
3,44o 1 3,450 1 
2.ns 1 2.122 1 
4.231 1 4,244 1 

SLL 

1,571 

3,142 

1.932 

3.865 

10'C 
15'C 
25'C 
40'C 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Number of ltghtbara 7• 11 

801=11) 21 LED Ligh!BAR 

802=[2] 21 LEO LighiBARs 

C01=[1) 7 LED LighiBARs 
C02=[2] 7 LEO LighiBARs 

Voltage 

E1 =Eieclronic 
(120-277V) 

347=347V 

480=480V 

Distribution 

8L2' Type II w/Back Light 
Conlrol 

BL3' Type Ill w/Back 
Light Control 

8L4=Type IV w/Back 
Light Control 

GZW=Wall Grazer Wide 

SLL =90 Degfee Spill 
Light Eliminator Left 

SLR=90 Degree Spill 
Lighl Eliminator 
Righi 

Finish • 

BK' Black 

AP'Grey 

BZ' Bronze 

WH=While 

DP=Dark Platinum 

GM=Gtaphile Metallic 

Notos: 1 Oesignlighta"" Contortlum Ouolilied. Refer to www.deilgrtl!ghu.org Qualified Products list under Family Mode It for details. 

2 Standard 4000 K CCT and greater than 70 CRI. Light BARS for downright uto only. 

21 LED Light8AR powered at 350mA, 7 LEO light8A.R powered at lA. 

Custom and RAL color matching available upon request Contull your cuttomer service representative for further information. 

Add as suffhc in the ordtt thown. 
Low·level output v.ri11 by bar count. consult factory. Not availabla with 347V or 480V. Avaih1bto with 2 Bara iB02 or C02t only. 

Consult cuatomar servico for lead times and lumen multiplier. 

Availabte with 802 or C02, only CU UghtBAR on aueot aide w1ll be wirlld to unsor. Time Delay factory 11tting 15 minutes. When 
ordered with Option PC, both light bars will connected to photocell •• primary &witching meana. Standatd ""'or lana covett 
B-foot mount height, 360-dagree coverage, maximum 48·foot diamtllt. Not available in all configuration• or with BBB or CWB 
options, 

Specify 120 or 277V. LEO Jtandard integral battery pack I• rated for minimum operating temperahue J2•F (O•C). Operates tU 
lightbar for 90 minuttl. Not available in all configurations or with OSB option. Consult factory. 

10 Specify 120 or 277V. LEO cold weather integral baHary peck it rated for minimum operating temptrature ·4•F (·20•C). Operates (l) 
lightbar for 90 minutes. Not available in a11 configurations or with 058 option, 

11 Order uparatsly, replacs XX with color suffix. 

Options 1 

1.04 
1.03 
1.00 
0.96 

ULG' Upllghl Glow 

PC' Buuon Type Photocell 
(Available In 120V, 208V, 
240V, and 277V) 

WG=Wire Guard 

2L=TwoCircuils• 

TP=Tamper Resistant 
Hardwate 

lCF=LighiBAR Cover Plate 
Matches Housing Finish 

7oso=70 CRI/GOOOK CCT7 
8030=80 CRII3000K CO 

OS8=0ccupancy Sensor With• 
Back Box 

888=BaUery Pack wilh Back• 
Box (Specify 120 or 
277) 

CW8=Cold Weather BaUeryiO 
Pack wilh Bact< Box 
(Specify 120 or 277) 

""' COOPER Lighting NOTE: Spedficalions and dimensions subject to chango without notice. 

www.c:ooperlighting.c:om 
Visit our web site at www.cooperlighting.com 

Customer First Center 1 1 2 1  Highway 74 South Peachtree City, GA 30269 770.486.4800 FAX 770.486.4801 

Accessories 11 
VA2001·XX: Thru-Way Conduit 

Adaptor Box 
VA6172t 1Nhe Guard 

VA6173=Tomper Resistant Driver 
Bitt 

MA1253=10kV CirOJit Module 
Replacement 

AVU092078 
2013·02-27 17:45:21 

2013·02-28 16:02:35 



3/8" = 1  '-0" 

4'-0" 

LUXURY APART M E N T S  (t/ W I L M E T T E  

(1) D/F ILLUM. BLADE SIGN 
.3/8" = 1 '-0" 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM 
WILSHORE & LOGO -

ROUTED W/ PLEX PUSH THRU 
REMAINING COPY -

ROUTED W/ PLEX BACK UP 
LED ILLUMINATION 

1 6'-0" 

ILLUMINATED LETTER DISPLAY OVER ENTRANCE 

BACK-LIT LETTERS (SILHOUETTE ILLUM.) 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM - BLACK 
LED ILLUMINATION - WHITE 

BCKG'D - FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL RACEWAY 
WI #4 BRUSHED FINISH 

NON-ILLUM. RAISED BORDER - BLACK 

APPROVED:--------- DATE: ____ _ 

CHICAGO 
THE WILSHORE OF WILMETTE 

WILMETIE, IL 
Colors represented in this drawing are lo r  presentation purposes only. 

They will not match your finished product exactly. 
Actual color samples can be obtained from your sales representative. 

This design is the original and unpublished work of MK SIGNS and may not be 
reproduced. copied or exhibited in any fashion without the expressed writ1en 

consent of MK SIGNS. The rights to this may be purchased. 

OPTION #1 

3/32" = 1  '-0" 

DATE 

NOTED 12-8-14 

SALES 

LM RC 
FILE DRAWING NUMBER 

The Wilshore 1 2363-1 
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3/8" = 1  '-0" 

4'-0" 

L U X U R Y  A P A R T M E N T S  

tl/ W I L M E T T E  

·I 

(1) D/F ILLUM. BLADE SIGN 
3/8 " = 1 '-0" 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM 
WILSHORE & LOGO -

ROUTED W/ PLEX PUSH THRU 
REMAINING COPY -

ROUTED W/ PLEX BACK UP 
LED ILLUMINATION 

1 4'-3" 

ILLUMINATED LETTER DISPLAY OVER ENTRANCE 

BACK-LIT LETTERS (SILHOUETTE ILLUM.) 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM - BLACK 
LED ILLUMINATION - WHITE 

BCKG'D - FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL RACEWAY 
W/ #4 BRUSHED FINISH 

OPTION #2 

APPROVED:--------- DATE: ____ _ 

THE WILSHORE OF WILMETTE 
WILMETTE, IL 

Co!ors represented in this drawing are for presentation purposes onty. 
They will not match your finished product exactly. 

Actual color samples can be obtained !rom your sales representative. 

This design is the original and unpublished work of MK SIGNS and may not be 
reproduced. copied or exhibited in any fashion without the expressed wntten 

consent ot MK SIGNS. The rights to this design may be purchased. 

NOTED 

LM 
1--+------I FILE 

The Wilshore 1 

3/32" = 1 '-0" 

DATE 

1 2-8-14 
SALES 

RC 
DRAWING NUMBER 

2363-1 
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4'-0" 

L U X U R Y  APARTM E N T S  

OJ W i t  M E T T E  

I 

·I 

(1) DLF ILLUM. BLADE SIGN 
3/8"= 1 '-0" 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM 
WILSHORE & LOGO -

I· 

3/8"=1  '-0" 

ROUTED W/ PLEX PUSH THRU 
REMAINING COPY -

ROUTED W/ PLEX BACK UP 
LED ILLUMINATION 

1 2'-0" 

ILLUMINATED LETTER DISPLAY OVER ENTRANCE 

BACK-LIT LETTERS/LOGO (SILHOUETTE ILLUM.) 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM - BLACK 
LED ILLUMINATION - WHITE 

BCKG'D - FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL RACEWAY 
WI #4 BRUSHED FINISH 

I 

·I 
OPTION #3 

� 

§ § 
APPROVED:--------- DATE: -----

CHICAGO 
THE WILSHORE OF WILMETTE 

WILMETTE, IL 

Colors roprcsented in this drawing are for presentation purposes only. 
They wltl not match your finished product exactly. 

Actual color samples can be obtained from your sales representative. 

This design is the original and unpublished work of MK SIGNS and may not be 
reproduced. copied or exhibited in any fashion without the expressed wntten 

consent ol MK SIGNS. The rights to this design may be purchased. 

1--+------1 FILE 

NOTED 

LM 

The Wilshore 1 

3L32" = 1 '-0" 

DATE 
1 2-8-14 

SALES 
RC 

DRAWING NUMBER 

2363-1 
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4'-0" 

L U X U R Y  A P A R T M E N T S  

oj W I L M ETTf 

' 

(1) D/F ILLUM. BLADE SIGN 
3/8"=1 '-0" 

ALUM. FACE & DRUM 
WILSHORE & LOGO -

3/8"=1 '-0" 

ROUTED W/ PLEX PUSH THRU 
REMAINING COPY -

ROUTED W/ PLEX BACK UP 
LED ILLUMINATION 

1 2'-0" 

T H E  

ILLUMINATED LETTER DISPLAY OVER ENTRANCE 

BACK-LIT LETTERS/LOGO (SILHOUETTE ILLUM.) 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM - BLACK 
LED ILLUMINATION - WHITE 

BCKG'D - FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL RACEWAY 
WI #4 BRUSHED FINISH 

OPTION #4 

APPROVED: --------- DATE: ____ _ 

THE WILSHORE O F  WILMETTE 

--c;;;;;;;;;;,:�;;:;W�I�LM�E�TT�E�,�IL�:;;;-;,;�-;;;;;:---1:==t====== DESIGNER 
�- Colors represented in this drawing are for presentation purposes only. 

They will not match your finished product exactly. 
Actual color samples can be obtained from your sales representative. 

This design is the original SIGNS and may not be 1---t------ FILE 

NOTED 
LM 

reprOduced. copied or the expressed wntten 
consent of M K The Wilshore 1 

3/32" = 1 '  -0" 

DATE 
1 2-8-14 

SALES 

RC 
DRAWING NUMBER 

2363-1 
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_____.__ 

0 
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3/8"=1 '-0" 

4'-0" 

LUXURY APARTMENTS 
•'/ W I L M � T T E  

(1) D/F ILLUM. BLADE SIGN 
3/8"=1 '-0" 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM 
WILSHORE & LOGO -

ROUTED W/ PLEX PUSH THRU 
REMAINING COPY -

ROUTED W/ PLEX BACK UP 
LED ILLUMINATION 

1 5'-9" 

ILLUMINATED LETTER DISPLAY OVER ENTRANCE 

BACK-LIT LETTERS (SILHOUETTE ILLUM.) 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM - BLACK 
LED ILLUMINATION - WHITE 

BCKG'D LETTERFORMS - FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL 
W/ #4 BRUSHED FINISH 

APPROVED: --------- DATE: ____ _ 

THE WILSHORE OF WILMETTE 
WILMETTE, IL 

Cok>rs represented in this drawing are for presentation purposes onty. 
They will not match your finished product exactly. 

Actual color samples can be obtained from your sales representative. 

This design is the original and unpublished work of MK SIGNS and not be 
reproduce<!, copied or exhibited In 

· 

consent of MK SI GNS. The 
. 

OPTION #5 

3/32" = 1 '-0" 

SCALE DATE 
NOTED 1 2-8-14 

DESIGNER SALES 

LM RC 
FILE DRAWING NUMBER 

The Wilshore 1 2363-1 



<.0 I 

0 
I 

3/8" = 1  '-0" 

I· 2'-0" 

(1) D/F ILLUM. BLADE SIGN 
,3/4"= 1 '-0" 
ALUM. FACE & DRUM 
ROUTED COPY BACKED W/ PLEX 
LED ILLUMINATION 

24'-S" 

S/F ILLUMINATED WALL DISPLAY 

ALUCOBOND SIGN PANEL 
IMMEDIATE MD - FABRICATED ILLUM. LETTERS 
SECONDARY COPY - APPLIED VINYL 

APPROVED:---------- DATE: ____ _ 

THE WILSHORE OF WILMETTE 

----;:;;;;;;;;;,;;;;:;;;;;;::�W�I�LM�ETT�E�,;,IL�;;;;;::;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;:----t==t====== DESIGNER .- Colors represented In this drawing are for p resentation purposes only. 
They will not match your f.nished product exactly. 

Actual color samples can be obtained !rom your sales representattve. 

This design ts the original and unpublished work of MK SIGNS and not be 
1---+------ FILE 

NOTED 
LM 

reproduced, copied or OKhibilod In 
consent of MK SIGNS. The The Wilshore 2 

3/32" = 1  '-0" 

DATE 

1 2-8-14 
SALES 
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DRAWING NUMBER 
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In&r 
D I� V E LO P M  E T 

April 2, 2015 

M r. John K. Adler 

Director of Community Development 

Village of Wilmette 

1200 Wil mette Avenue 

Wilmette, I L  60091 

Re: 611 Green Bay Road 

Dear Mr. Adler: 

Revisions and Responses to Comments Received 

at March 3, 2015 Plan Commission Public Hearing 

M & R Development is pleased to submit select revised exhibits and responses to 

comments received at the March 3, 2015 Plan Commission publ ic hearing from 

Com mission members and the public .  Our revised plans address what we believe to be the 

su bstantive and critical inq uiries rega rding the commercial-retail parking and the 

pedestrian com m u n ity passage from the west to Green Bay Road. 

As you review our substantive proposed revisions, it wil l  become evident that we have 

accomplished the following: 

1) The 5'-0" foot passage at the north property line addresses the connection through 

the property a nd also responds to this concept found in the Village Center Master 

P lan.  We will attempt to make this a pleasant pedestrian experience. We also will 

work with our neighbor to the North in creating the most spacious feeling by the 

util ization of 1'-0" setback found at the neighbor's property resulting in further 

separation and possible planting. 

2) The inclusion of "The Passage" reduces the overall massing and volume of the 

building thus generating greater light and a ir  to the neighborhood. 

3) Our revised plans now show 10 designated commercial-retail parking spaces 

accessible from the westerly a l ley by open access. Signage wil l  be incorporated to 

facilitate usage of these parking spaces. We also have incorporated a pedestrian 

555 Pierce Road, Suite 180 • Itasca, Illinois 60143 
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l inkage wa lk under cover to the northerly al ley which guides pedestrians to the 

"passage." This linkage now el im inates the need for people using these parking 

spaces to walk in the westerly North-South Alley. 

The portion of the Ground Floor Plan Management, Leasing and Amenity areas, along with 

the Retail Floor area, have been slightly reduced in area as a result of the inclusion of the 

5'-0" passage to Green Bay Road. Several commissioners expressed a concern a bout 

possibly relocating the Fitness Facilities to the 2nd floor. Our position is to retain the plan 

a s  originally proposed for the following reasons: 

a} Visual communication to the public a nd prospective residents through our 

marketing window at street level is a strong effective message demonstrating our 

commitment to the high qual ity of life that residents will  experience. 

b) Ma nagement personnel's close proximity to the marketing window a n d  their 

focused facilitation on al l  matters of operations. One location containing 

operations, leasing and m a rketing is the most effective manner to assure success. 

c) The Fitness Facilities design and appeal are now taking advantage of the tal ler 

cei l ing heights achievable at the ground floor. The tal ler cei l ing conditions do not 

exist on the 2nd floor. 

The inquiry regarding the condition of the alley as a result of construction was brought to 

our attention. The current condition of the alley is  very deteriorated as we know. As a 

result of this existing condition, we would be will ing to pay a fair pro-rata share for al ley 

replacement and repairs subject to a cost ana lysis study being conducted by the 

Engineering Staff. The scope of this project wil l  need to be determined prior to our formal 

commitment. 

The PowerPoint presentation planned for the Plan Com m ission Hearing of April 8th, 2015 
will provide added support and clarity to the Revisions and Responses. 

We hope that M & R Development's plan revisions and responses demonstrate our  

continued strong commitment to make this development a critically i m portant long-term 

Village asset. 

555 Pierce Road, Suite 180 • Itasca, I l l inois 60143 
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We appreciate your ongoing cooperation and look forward to receiving your staff report 

and to a n swering a ny questions you may have. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Rossi, Jr.  

Executive Vice President 

M & R Development, LLC 

cc: Anthony Rossi, Sr., M & R Development 

Bi l l  Patrun, M & R Development 

Steven Bauer, Meltzer, Purtill & Stelle LLC 

H a rold Francke, Meltzer, Purtill & Stelle LLC 

555 Pierce Road, Suite 180 • Itasca, Illinois 60143 

Telephone (847) 397-7171 • Fax (847) 397-8597 
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January 1 5 ,  20 1 5  

Mr. John K. Adler 
Director of Community Development 
Village of Wilmette 
1 200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wi lmette, IL 60091 

RE: 6 1 1 Green Bay Road 

m&r 
D EV E LOPM ENT 

The Wilshore Luxury Residential and Commercial Mixed-Use Development 
Application for Planned Unit Development, Site Plan and Subdivision Approval 

Dear Mr. Adler: 

M&R Development, LLC is pleased to present its request for preliminary and final planned unit 
development, site plan and subdivision approval for The Wilshore Luxury Residential and 
Commercial Mixed-Use Development. The Wilshore will be a balanced and carefully designed 
development consisting of 95 luxury apartments and approximately 6,550 gross square feet of 
prime commercial space. 

We have prepared our development plans for the subject property with an eye towards advancing 
the goals and policies of the Village's Comprehensive Plan and the Village Center Master Plan, as 
more fully described in the responses to the standards of review included with this submittal. As 
our application proceeds through the review process, we look forward to working with the 
Village's boards, commissions, staff and consultants in a collaborative effort to ensure that The 
Wilshore becomes one of the community's great assets. 

As you review this proposal, we hope you come to appreciate the efforts we have undertaken to 
craft a development program that promotes balance amongst priorities--including design 
aesthetics, market demand, land value, density, compatibility with surrounding neighborhoods and 
development feasibility. 

Our proposed mix of rental residences is based on significant experience in working with infill 
locations and our evaluation of the Village 's  demographics and existing housing options. The 
Wilshore's luxury rental program offers residents a 'rent by choice' option including diversified 
floor plans that do not require the sacrifice of quality, finishes or amenities commonly found in 
newly constructed detached single-family and condominium units on the North Shore. These 
rental units will provide options that are responsive to lifestyle, technology, financial and life 
transition considerations. The unit interiors will be designed and will contain features that are in 
keeping with both current market demand and the Village's high standards and traditions. 

555 Pierce Road, Suite 180, Itasca, Illinois 60143 
Telephone (847) 397-7 1 7 1  Fax (847) 397-8597 
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Our intent with respect to The Wilshore's well-positioned commercial component is to find 
business tenants with strong financial statements that will serve the needs of both The Wilshore's 
residents and the residents of Wi lmette and its neighboring communities. To this end, we intend 
to employ Sperry Van Ness as the development's broker. With its strong success and expertise in 
the northern suburbs, we view Sperry Van Ness as an important member of our team. 

As you are aware, our team appeared before the Appearance Review Commission on November 3 ,  
2014 to  present our development proposal. The dialogue resulting from that meeting and the 
comments we received from the Commissioners that evening are reflected in the plans we are now 
submitting to you. 

The Table of Contents portion of our submittal packet itemizes the materials and exhibits included 
with our application. These include an M&R Resume and an M&R produced Market Analysis, 
which documents demonstrate and confirm our ability to execute this development, the 
appropriateness of constructing this community at this location and the general sustainability of 
what we are proposing to construct. 

M&R considers this project to be a remarkably unique opportunity. Accordingly, we have 
carefully responded to the Village's comments to date in demonstration of our strong commitment 
to make The Wilshore an important long-term Village asset. 

We appreciate your ongoing cooperation and look forward to receiving your staff report and to 
answering any questions you may have. 

Sincerely, 

� �  
Anthony Rossi, Jr. 
Executive Vice President 
M & R Development, LLC 

cc: Anthony Rossi, Sr., M & R Development 
Bill Patrun, M & R Development 
Steven Bauer, Meltzer, Purtill & Stelle LLC 

Harold Francke, Meltzer, Purtill & Stelle LLC 

555 Pierce Road, Suite 180 • Itasca, Jllinois 60143 
Telephone (847) 397-7 171  Fax (847) 397-8597 



The petitioner seeks exceptions to allow the following relief in connection with the 
proposed special use for a planned unit development: 

1 .  A ground floor office use in the nature of a multi-family housing management and 
leasing office; 

2. Parking at grade, but located entirely within The Wilshore's parking garage; 

3 .  An increase i n  the maximum permitted building height from 65' and five stories to 
(a) 78' and six stories adj acent to Green Bay Road and (b) 78' and seven stories 
adjacent to the alley located immediately west of, and parallel to, Green Bay Road, 
all as measured from average abutting grade to the highest point of the roof; 

4. An increase in the maximum permitted encroachment of a parapet wall from 2 '  
above the district height limit t o  1 8' above said limit, inclusive o f  a 6 '  high 
mechanical screen wall necessary to conceal the tallest rooftop-mounted 
mechanical element; 

5 .  An increase in the maximum pennitted encroachment of an elevator housing 
penthouse from 1 2 '  about the district height limit to 23.83'  about said limit; 

6. Varying roof line heights on the east and west building facades at a distance in 
excess of 25 linear feet of building length in accordance with The Wilshore's 
proposed building elevations; 

7. Misalignment between the horizontal ground floor and upper story building far;;ade 
elements of The Wilshore in comparison to those elements of surrounding 
buildings; 

8 .  A reduction in the minimum number of off-street parking spaces devoted to  the 
proposed 6,550 square foot commercial space from as many as 53 spaces (in the 
event all of such commercial space is occupied by one or more limited-service 
restaurants) to a total of 1 3  spaces, ten of which will be located within the proposed 
parking garage and dedicated solely to employee use, and the remaining three of 
which will be on-street parking spaces located along the subject property's front lot 
line and credited as off-street parking; 

9. A reduction in  the minimum number of dedicated pedestrian access paths from two 
to zero; 

1 0. A reduction in the minimum ground floor transparency from 40% to 32%; 

1 1 . An increase in the maximum permitted area of ground floor residential common 
space from 600 square feet to 3,450 square feet; 

{34259: 002: 0 l5268l3.DOCX :2 } 



1 2 .  An increase in  the maximum permitted height of an outdoor fireplace chinmey from 
1 5 '  to 3 5 '  above average abutting grade (due to the proposed construction of such 
outdoor fireplace on the second floor of The W ilshore, which will be 20' above 
abutting grade); and 

1 3 .  An increase in the number of primary signs from one to three; an increase in the 
number of secondary/projecting signs from one to three; an increase in the 
maximum permitted sign area of the projecting sign for the residential building 
component from six square feet to 1 4  square feet; and an increase in the maximum 
projection of the projecting sign for the residential building component from four 
feet to not more than five feet. 

{34259: 002: 0 1526813.DOCX :2 } 
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THE WILSHORE, Wilmette, IL 
Unit Matrix & Area Use Summary 
95 Total Units 
UNIT TYPES 

A, Convertible 
B, One Bedroom 
C, One Bedroom 
D, One Bedroom 
E, One Bedroom/Den 
F, Two Bedroom 

G, Two Bedroom 
H2 &3, Two Bedroom 
H4, Two Bedroom 
HS, Two Bedroom 
H2,3 & 4, Two Bedroom Corner 
HS, Two Bedroom Corner 
I, Two Bedroom 
J, Two Bedroom 
K1, Three Bedroom 
K, Three Bedroom 

L, Three Bedroom 
TOTAL 
UNIT AVG. = 1018sf 

Parking on Street 
Parking in Garage 
Total Parking Provided: 
Required Retail Parking 6550/1000 x 2 = 
Required Leasing Parking 1 1 50/1000 x 3 = 

Residential Parking 
7 x 1 .5  spacses/3 bedrooms = 
41 x 1 spaces/2 bedrooms = 
47 x 1 /1 bedrooms = 
Total Required =  

Gross Square Footage 
Ground floor 
Mezzanine including ramp 25x120 
Floor 2 
Floor 3 
Floor 4 
Floor 5 
Floor 6 
Penthouse 
Total SF 

Rentable S. F. Amount Total S. F. 
649 5 
742 24 
750 8 
784 5 
846 5 

1 , 1 1 3  1 0  
1,203 5 
1,339 4 
1,320 2 
1,256 2 
1,331 6 
1 ,263 2 
1 ,247 5 
1,269 5 
1,496 1 
1,480 1 
1,555 5 

95 

3 spaces plus 2 car drop-off space 
129 spaces 
132 spaces 
1 3  spaces 
4 spaces 

1 1  spaces 

41 spaces required, provided 56 spaces 
47 spaces 
99 required residential spaces, 
provided 1 1 5  spaces 

Parking 

21,736 
25,215 

46,95 1 

Retail 

6,904 

6,904 

3245 
1 7 808 
6000 
3,920 
4,230 
1 1 ,130 
6,015 
5,356 
2,512 

2,640 
7,986 
2,526 
6,235 
6,345 
1 ,496 
1 ,480 
7,775 

96,699 

M&R 
8,589 
1,128 
4,274 
4,217 
4,217 
4,217 
4,225 
1 ,400 

32,267 

Amenity Apa1tments Total 

37,229 
26,343 

2,185 1 8,087 24,546 
20,329 24,546 
20,291 24,508 
20,027 24,244 
17,965 22,190 

1,400 
2, 1 85 96,699 185,006 



CERTIFICATE OF PUBLI CATION 

LEGAL NOTICE 

Village of \-Vilmette 

N P H  3/3/1 5  

2 2 n d  Centur1' Media 

does hereby certify that it is the publisher of 

The Wilmette Beacon, 
that said The Wilmette Beacon is 

a secular newspaper that has been published 
weekly in the City of Wilmette, County of Cook, 
State of Il linois, continuously for more than one 
year prior to the first date of publication of the 
notice, appended, that it is of general circulation 
throughout said County and State, that it is a 
newspaper as defined in "An Act to revise the 
law in relation to notices." as amended. I l linois 
Compiled Statutes (7 1 5  ILCS 5/1 & 5/5), and 
that the notice appended was published in the 
said The Wilmette Beacon on 
February 12, 2 0 1 5  

First publication date: 
February 12,  20 1 5  
Final publication date: 
February 1 2 , 20 1 5  

I n  witness thereof, the undersigned has caused 
this certificate to be signed and its corporate 
seal affixed at Orland Park, I l l inois. 

Dated: 

I I  

'l . S  

• 

Nl/tJCE OF PUBLIC HEAIUN<i 
Notice is hereby given that on 
Tuesday, March 3, 2015 at'7:00 
P.M. the Plan Commission of the 
Village of Wilmette will conduct 
public hearings in the Council 
Room of Wilmette Village Hall, 
1200 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, 
Illinois at which time the following 
matter will be considered: 
2015-�-01 607-61 7  
Green Bay Road - �tanned Unit 
Development 
A request by M & R Development, 
LLC for approval of a Planned 
Unit Development Preliminary 
Plan and Special Use to permit the 
construction of a mixed use build
ing containing commercial space 
and approximately 95 rental apart
ments on the property identified as 
Property Index Numbers 
05-34-109-01 1-0000, 
05-34-109-012-0000, 
0 5 - 3 4 - 1 09-0 1 3 -0000,  a n d  
05-34-109-0 14-0000. 

Scott Goldstein, Chairman 
Gray Kohn 
Michael Bailey 
Steven Schwab 
Rich DeLeo 
Maria Choca Urban 
(Constituting the Pl.an Comm�ssi?n 
of the Village ofWtlmette, [!hootS) 
If you are u person with a disability 
and need special accommodations 
to participate

. 
in aocllor �ttcnd a 

Village of Wtlmette pubbc meet
ing, please notify tbc..Mnnagemeot 
Services Department at (847) 
251-2700 (TOO# (847) 853-7634) 
as soon as possible. 
Published this 12th day of F ebru
ary 2015 in the WilmeUC' 13eaeon. 



Appearance Review Approval Standards 

No appearance review certificate will be granted unless the Appearance Review Commissions makes 

specific written findings based on the standards imposed by this section. These standards are: 

1. All sides of a structure receive design consideration. 

2. If the side or rear of the structure faces a street, a residential use, or a property located 

in a residential zoning district, the exterior materials used on the side or rear are comparable in 

character and qua lity to the exterior materials used on the facade of the structure. 

3. Materials used in the construction and design of the structure are of durable quality. 

4. Mechanical equipment is located or screened so as not to be visible from surrounding 

streets and properties. 

5. The scale and placement of the structure on the site is appropriate to the proportion of 

the site covered by the structure and the location of the structure in relation to its lot lines. 

6 .  Building design a n d  placement must take into consideration natural grade conditions, 

existing vegetation, and other natural features. 

7 .  Excessive similarity o r  dissimilarity i n  design in relation to surrounding or adjoining 

structures is discouraged, including but not limited to building height, exterior materials, 

building mass, roof line, and architectural features. 

8 .  Design takes into consideration the relationship to the street and the pedestrian 

environment. 

9. Parking, storage, and refuse areas are located and screened so as not to negatively 

affect neighboring properties. 

10. Landscape is designed to maintain existing mature trees and shrubs to the maximum 

extent possible. 

11.  Landscape provides an aesthetically pleasing design and, where applicable, provides for 

the screening of parking, storage, refuse, and utility areas from the street and adjacent 

residential properties. 

12.  Selected plant materials shall be suitable to Wilmette's climate and to their location on 

the site. The use of invasive species is prohibited. Invasive species shall  be those included in the 

"Chicago Botanic Garden" list of "I nvasive Plants in the Chicago Region." 

13. Parking areas are designed to achieve efficient traffic flow and minimize da ngerous 

traffic movements. 

14. Signs are of the appropriate design, color and placement to the structure, site and adjoining 

properties, in terms of materials, height, setback from the street, and proportion. 

15. Accessory structures, exterior lighting and fences, complement the overall structure and 

site design, in  terms of materials, size, and architectural character. 

1 
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16. For new two-unit dwellings, review is limited to whether or not the proposed structure 

maintains the external appearance of a single-family dwelling. 

Special Use Approval Standards 

1 .  N o  special use may b e  recommended for approval by the Zoning Board o f  Appeals a n d  approved 

by the Village Board un less findings have been made, based upon the evidence presented at the public 

hearing, to support each of the following conclusions: 

a.  The proposed use in the specific location wil l  be consistent with the goals and policies of 

the Comprehensive Plan. 

b. The establishment, maintenance, or operation of the proposed use i n  the specific 

location will not be detrimental to or endanger the public health, safety and welfare. 

c .  The proposed use in the specific location will not be injurious to the use or enjoyment of 

other property in the neighborhood for the purposes permitted in the district. 

d. The establishment of the special use in the specific location will not impede the normal 

and orderly development and improvement of surrounding properties for uses permitted in the 

zoning district. 

e. The proposed use in the specific location will not substantially diminish property values 

in  the neighborhood. 

f. Adequate utilities, road access, drainage, and other necessary facilities a lready exist o r  

will b e  provided t o  serve the proposed use. 

g. Adequate measures a lready exist or will be taken to provide ingress and egress to the 

proposed use in a manner that minimizes traffic congestion in the public streets. 

h. The proposed use in the specific location will be consistent with the community 

character of the neighborhood of the parcel proposed for the special use. 

i. Development of the proposed use wil l  not substantially adversely affect a known 

archaeological, historical, or cultural resource located on or off the proposed site. 

j. The applicant has made adequate legal provision to guarantee the provision and 

development of any buffers, landscaping, public open space and other improvements associated 

with the proposed use. 

k. The proposed use will meet any and a l l  additional use standards specified in Article 12 

of the Zoning Ordinance for such a use. 
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Planned Unit Development General Standards 

A. The site of the planned unit development must be under common ownership and/or unified 

control. If there are two (2) or more owners, the application for the planned unit development must be 

jointly filed by a l l  such owners. 

B. The ordinance authorizing the special use for a planned unit development may grant exceptions 

to the regulations contained in this Ordinance including, but not limited to, use, density, area, bulk, 

design, setbacks, off-street parking and loading, and signs, as may be desirable to achieve the objectives 

of the proposed planned unit development, provided that such exceptions are fully consistent with and 

authorized by this Article. 

C. Planned unit developments must be compatible with the purpose and intent of this Ordinance 

and the Village's Comprehensive Plan. A planned unit development must not substantially diminish the 

ma rket value of surrounding properties, and it must cause no substantial impairment of the use of those 

properties. 

D. Planned unit developments must not adversely affect the natural environment of the 

community as a whole. Natural assets and features, such as existing trees and native vegetation, must 

be protected and preserved to the greatest extent practical. 

E.  The site must be accessible to public streets that are adequate to carry the traffic that will be 

generated by the proposed development. The streets and driveways within the proposed development 

must be adequate to serve the uses within the development. The applicant is responsible for the cost 

and installation of additional traffic controls and regulating devices that are required. 

F. All proposed streets, a l leys and driveways must be adequate to serve the residents, occupants, 

visitors or other anticipated traffic. Access points to public streets and the location of private streets, 

alleys and driveways are subject to the approval of the Village Board when granting the special use. 

G. The pedestrian circulation system and its related walkways must be located to provide for 

separation of pedestrian and vehicular movement and for maximum pedestrian safety. 

H. All planned unit developments must provide for underground installation of utilities, including 

electricity, cable and telephone. Provisions must be made for acceptable design and construction of 

storm sewer facil ities and appropriate storm retention and/or detention devices. The construction and 

maintenance of al l  utilities, roadways, parking facilities and other site improvements must be in 

accordance with the requirements of this Ordinance and other regulations of the Village. 
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Planned Unit Development Preliminary Plan Approval Standards 

The Plan Commission recommendation and Village Board decision must set forth in what respects the 

planned unit development is or is not in the public interest includ ing, but not limited to, evaluation of 

the approval standards for a special use and the following preliminary plan approval standards: 

i .  Is the site or zoning lot upon which the planned unit development is to be located adaptable to 

the unified development proposed? 

ii. Will the proposed planned unit development be detrimental to or endanger the public health, 

safety and welfare of any portion of the community? 

i i i .  Will the proposed planned unit development be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other 

property in the vicinity for the purposes a lready permitted? 

iv. Will the proposed planned unit development diminish or impair property values within the 

neighborhood? 

v. Will the proposed planned unit development impede the normal and orderly development and 

improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in the zoning district? 

vi. Is there provision for adequate uti l ities, drainage, off-street parking and loading, pedestrian 

access and a l l  other necessary facilities? 

vii. Is there provision for adequate vehicular ingress and egress designed to minimize traffic 

congestion upon public streets? 

viii. Are the location and arrangement of structures, parking areas, wal ks, lighting and appurtenant 

facilities, compatible with the surrounding neighborhood and adjacent land uses? 

ix. Is any part of the proposed planned unit development which is not to be used for structures, 

parking and loading areas, or access ways, suitably landscaped? 

x. Is the planned unit development in the specific location proposed consistent with the spirit and 

intent of this Ordinance and the adopted Comprehensive Plan? 

xi. Does any part of the proposed planned unit development substantially adversely affect a known 

archaeological, historical, or cultural? 

xii. Has the applicant successful ly completed one or more recent projects of comparable value and 

complexity to provide the Village with reasonable assurance that the proposed planned unit 

development can be completed according to schedule and as designed? 

xiii . Will the proposed planned unit development meet the standards of appearance review? 

4 



Planned U n it Development Exception Standards 

A. The Plan Commission may recom mend and the Village Board may grant exceptions to the 

district bulk regulations where a planned unit development is located. The planned unit development is 

subject to the underlying district regulations unless an exception is specifically granted. Exceptions from 

district regulations may be granted for planned unit developments, if the Village Board finds that such 

exceptions meet all of the following standards: 

1. The planned unit development, including all proposed exceptions, is in conformance 

with the Comprehensive Plan, and the character and nature of existing and future development 

in the vicinity of the proposed planned unit development. 

2. For use exceptions, the uses a l lowed are aligned with the intent of the planned unit 

development, are compatible with uses existing or anticipated to occur upon the adjacent sites, 

and will be properly screened or buffered from adjacent properties as needed to minimize 

potential negative impacts. 

3. The exceptions a l low the planned unit development to preserve unusual topographic or 

natural features of the land. In addition, the exceptions provide more usable and suitably 

located open space and natural amenities than would otherwise be provided under the strict 

application of district standards. 

4. The exceptions a l low the planned unit development to implement innovative design 

features that would not be possible by application of the basic district regulations. This includes 

sustainable development techniques, green building and adaptive reuse of existing structures. 

5. The physical characteristics of the planned unit development, including al l  proposed 

exceptions, wil l  not adversely affect the future development of adjacent areas. 

6. The planned unit development, including all proposed exceptions, will continue to 

provide the same protection as the underlying d istrict regulations in regard to fire, health 

hazards and other dangers. 

7. The planned unit development provides a public benefit to the Village, as  described i n  

Paragraph E below. 

B. The underlying zoning district use regulations apply, unless an exception is granted by ordinance 

as part of the approved special use. Other specified uses, not permitted by the use regulations of the 

district in  which the planned unit development is located may be a l lowed provided that the Village 

Board finds that the uses being requested by such exceptions are necessary or desirable, and are 

appropriate with respect to the primary purpose of the development. 

C. The underlying zoning district requirements apply, unless an exception is granted by ordinance 

as part of the approved special use. Exceptions to district regulations may be granted by the Village 

Board where it is determined that such modifications do not negatively affect the value and enjoyment 

of surrounding property, the provision of municipal services, or the flow of traffic. 
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D. However, in no case are the following exceptions permitted: 

1. Exceptions that mod ify the requi rements of Chapter 15 of the Village Code concerning 

the min imum design, qual ity and construction sta ndards for public improvements and 

infrastructure. 

2 .  Exceptions t o  the environmental performance standards o f  this Ordinance. 

3 .  Exceptions that mod ify the bui lding, electrical, plumbing, fire prevention, o r  any other 

code o r  requirement of Chapter 9 of the Vil lage Code. 

4. Exceptions that mod ify the requirements of Section 16-9.3 of the Village Code 

concerning fences which obstruct views and create safety hazards. 

E. No exception to district regulations within a planned unit development may be granted un less 

the applicant demonstrates a substantial benefit to the Village. The benefits provided are to be balanced 

with the relief sought. The following items are a guide and not an exclusive list of permissible benefits. 

Additional design characteristics and amenities not listed may be considered as part of the approval 

process. 

1. Community amen ities including plazas, malls, formal gardens, outdoor seating, public 

art, and car sharing facilities. 

2 .  Preservation o f  historically significant structures. 

3 .  Adaptive reuse. 

4. Preservation of environmental features. 

5. P u blic open space and recreational amen ities such as: 

a. Swimming pools 

b .  Tennis courts 

c. Recreational open space accessory bui ld ings 

d.  Athletic fields 

e. Jogging trails and fitness courses 

f. Dog parks 

g .  Playgrounds 

h .  Natural water features and conservation areas 

6. Innovative storm water management including a reduction of impervious surface, use of 

semi-pervious materials, such as pervious pavers, bio-swales, rain gardens and similar 

techniques. 
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7. Additional public infrastructure improvements in addition to the minimum required by 

the planned unit development, such as new or repaved streets, installation of gutters and 

sewers, repaved streets, bicycle paths and traffic control devices to improve traffic flow. 

8. Affordable or senior housing set-asides. 

9. Provision of accessible dwelling units with accessible features beyond what is required 

by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or any other applicable codes. 

10. The use of sustainable design and architecture, such as the use and/or incorporation of 

green or white roofs, solar panels, wind turbines and other energy efficient design concepts, 

new building technologies, and Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) or LEED

equivalent structures. 
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Responses to Standards of Review 

The petitioner provides the responses set fotth below relative to the standards of review 
for (i) site plan review, (ii) appearance review, (iii) a special use for a planned unit 
development, (iv) preliminary and final planned unit development plan approval and (v) 
all associated exceptions from the Village Center District regulations. 

Site Plan Review 

1) Minimize dangerous traffic movements 

All vehicular traffic circulation to and from the proposed development will be 
provided via the two-way alley located on the westem boundary of the subject 
property, which affords direct access to and from Wilmette Avenue and Central 
A venue. All pedestrian circulation to and from the proposed development will be 
provided via the public sidewalk within the Green Bay Road right-of-way, which 
will serve to avoid any conflict between pedestrian and vehicular circulation to 
and from the proposed development. 

2) Achieve efficient traffic flow in accordance with the standards in the Institute of 
Traffic Engineers' "Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook" and 
the "Village of Wilmette Guidelines for Traffic Studies" 

As indicated by the traffic study prepared by the petitioner's traffic engineer and 
planner, Kenig, Lindgren, O'Hara, Aboona, Inc., traffic flow to and from the 
subject propetty will operate in accordance with the Institute of Traffic Engineers' 
"Transp01tation and Traffic Engineering Handbook" and the "Village of Wilmette 
Guidelines for Traffic Studies." A copy of that study is submitted with and made 
of part of this petition. 

3) Provide for the optimum number of parking spaces, while maintaining village 
design standards 

The proposed development includes 129  dedicated off-street parking spaces, 
which will be located within a secure parking garage limited to residents of the 
95-unit luxury apartment building and employees of each the ground-floor 
commercial use(s) and the apattment leasing office to be established and operated 
at the subject property. 

4) Provide for the appropriate vehicular ingress and egress, including the 
establishment and location of driveways 

All vehicular ingress and egress to and from the subject propetty will be provided 
via the two-way alley located on the westem boundary of the subject propetty, 
which affords direct access to and from Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue. 
Vehicular ingress and egress into and out of the proposed parking garage to be 
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located on the first and mezzanine floors of the proposed development will be 
provided via separately-designated points of vehicular entry and exit on the north 
and south ends, respectively, of the westem building fac;ade. 

5) Buffer adjacent incompatible uses 

The proposed use is not in any way incompatible with adjacent uses. The 
proposed use will be principally composed of luxury rental dwelling units above 
the ground level and a commercial use(s) at the ground level, which uses are all 
permitted or special uses within the Village Center - Pedestrian Commercial West 
zoning district in which the subject propetiy is located. Those uses and the 
related accessory off-street parking needed to satisfy the residential parking 
demand and commercial space employee needs will be self-contained within the 
proposed parking garage to be located within the proposed six-story building. As 
a result, the uses contemplated by the proposed development will not be 
incompatible with adjacent propetiies located within the Village Center District. 

6) Screen unsightly activities from public view 

All activities that may be constmed or detetmined to be unsightly in connection 
with the proposed use and development of the subject property will be screened 
from public view. In pa1ticular, refuse and recycling will be located within 
designated first-floor portions of the proposed development. Loading and 
unloading activities associated with the proposed development will be conducted 
via a designated loading zone consisting of two loading stalls visible and 
accessible only from the alley located on the western boundary of the subject 
property. A six-foot tall vinyl panel fence to be constmcted along a p01tion of the 
subject property's northern boundary will further screen the loading zone from 
public view. 

7) Break up large expanses of asphalt with plant material 

No p01tion of the subject propetty will be constmcted with asphalt. All required 
off-street parking for the proposed development will be provided within the 
proposed six-story building. 

8) Provide an aesthetically pleasing landscaping design 

Four shade trees and four planters with shrubs and seasonal flowers are proposed 
within the Green Bay Road public right-of-way adj acent to the eastem fac;ade of 
the proposed building. Two additional planters with seasonal flowers are 
proposed to be located on the subject property at each side of the apatiment lobby 
pedesnian enn·ance and exit. Boston ivy is proposed on the west fac;ade of the 
proposed building and a p01tion of each the n01th and south building facades. 
Sluubs are proposed along a portion of the north building fac;ade, adjacent to the 
proposed loading zone. 
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In  addition, outdoor gathering and seating patios for residents of the proposed 
luxury apartment building will be located on the second and sixth floors. Those 
areas will include various amenities such as a pergola, bar area, outdoor dining 
facilities, cabanas, barbeque grills and fire pits amongst sluubs, hedges, ground 
cover, perennial flowers, ornamental trees and shade trees. 

9) Provide plant materials and landscaping designs that can withstand Wilmette's 
climate, and the microclimate on the property 

All plant materials and landscape design contemplated as pmt of the proposed 
development are suitable for the local climate and microclimate at the subject 
property. 

Appearance Review 

1) All sides of a structure receive design consideration. 

All facades of the proposed building received equal design consideration for the 
purpose intended. The same durable manufactured stone, modular brick, fiber 
cement panels and manufactured stone band, sill, cap and surround will be 
utilized on all sides of the proposed building. Boston ivy will  be utilized on the 
rear or west side of the building to soften the first floor mass, given that portion of 
the building's function. 

2) If the side or rear of the structure faces a street, a residential use, or a property 
located in a residential zoning district, the exterior materials used on the side or 
rear are comparable in character and quality to the exterior materials used on 
the farade of the structure. 

Although the sides and rear of the proposed building do not face a street, 
residential use or a propetty located within a residential zoning district, the 
exterior materials used on the side and rear of the proposed building are identical 
in character and quality to the exterior materials used on the front fa<;:ade of the 
proposed building. As previously stated, the same durable manufactured stone, 
modular brick, fiber cement panels and manufactured stone band, sill, cap and 
surround will be utilized on all sides of the proposed building. 

3) Materials used in the construction and design of the structure are of durable 
quality. 

The manufactured stone, modular brick, fiber cement panels and manufactured 
stone band, sill, cap and sunound that will be utilized on all sides of the proposed 
building are highly durable, appropriate for the local climate and aesthetically 
pleasing materials. 
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4) Mechanical equipment is located or screened so as not to be visible from 
surrounding streets and properties. 

All mechanical equipment associated with the proposed building and the uses to 
be located therein will be located on the sixth floor roof and screened from 
visibility from surrounding streets and properties through the use of mechanical 
equipment screening walls designed with a height that meets that of the tallest 
mechanical equipment to be screened thereby. 

5) The scale and placement of the structure on the site is appropriate to the 
proportion of the site covered by the structure and the location of the structure 
in relation to its lot lines. 

The proposed building is generally designed in accordance with the building 
design and location regulations of the Village Center District. More specifically, 
all facades of proposed building evidence a design that illustrates a bottom, 
middle and top tlu·ough the use of varied building materials and colors to 
distinguish each section of the building from the rest, and all building fa9ades are 
broken up by windows, balconies and varied building material color, texture and 
pattem to create visual interest and avoid the appearance of large, blank walls. 
The proposed building's  architect also employs fa9ade articulation as a means of 
softening the building mass and providing attractive building silhouettes. 

6) Building design and placement must take into consideration natural grade 
conditions, existing vegetation, and other natural features. 

The subject propetty does not possess any topographic, vegetative or natural 
feature significance in that it is generally flat, composed of very limited 
landscaping and devoid of any natural features due to its status as a previously 
developed site. 

7) Excessive similarity or dissimilarity in design in relation to surrounding or 
adjoining structures is discouraged, including but not limited to building 
height, exterior materials, building mass, roof line, and architectural features. 

The proposed building design strikes a balance between similarity and 
dissimilarity to sutTounding or adjoining structures tlu·ough the proposed 
building's use of exterior brick consistent with existing structures within the 
Village Center District while providing architectural features that are more 
commonly utilized in newer structures such as that proposed at the subject 
propetty. The proposed building height and mass are in hatmony with Village 
Center Master Plan, which encourages taller building stmctures within the core 
Village Center areas. 
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8) Design takes into consideration the relationship to the street and the pedestrian 
environment. 

The proposed development includes streetscape improvements consrstmg of 
parkway trees and planters to positively impact the pedestrian environment. The 
proposed development will also serve to fill a void in the "street wall" along 
Green Bay Road in accordance with the Village Center Master Plan. 

9) Parking, storage, and refuse areas are located and screened so as not to 
negatively affect neighboring properties. 

The proposed development incorporates all parking, storage and refuse areas 
within the building such that they are neither visible to, nor have the ability to 
impact, neighboring properties. 

1 0) Landscape is designed to maintain existing mature trees and shrubs to the 
maximum extent possible. 

The subject proper1y is devoid of mature trees and shrubs. The proposed 
development provides a number of new landscape elements at the street level to 
be visible to the public and on the roof of the second and sixth floors of the 
building to be visible to residents of the proposed lux my apartments. 

11) Landscape provides an aesthetically pleasing design and, where applicable, 
provides for the screening of parking, storage, refuse, and utility areas from the 
street and adjacent residential properties. 

As previously stated, the proposed development's landscape features are designed 
to provide a visually pleasing experience for both the public-at-large and residents 
of the proposed luxury apar1ments. All parking, storage, refuse and utility areas 
associated with the proposed development will be located within the proposed 
building such that they are screened from public view. 

12) Selected plant materials shall be suitable to Wilmette's climate and to their 
location on the site. The use of invasive species is prohibited. Invasive species 
shall be those included in the "Chicago Botanic Garden " list of "Invasive 
Plants in the Chicago Region. " 

All proposed plant materials associated with the proposed development will be 
suitable for Wilmette's climate. No invasive species are proposed as par·t of the 
project landscape plan. 
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13) Parking areas are designed to achieve efficient traffic flow and minimize 
dangerous traffic movements. 

As previously stated, the proposed development includes 1 29 dedicated off-street 
parking spaces, which will be accessed via the two-way alley located on the 
western boundary of the subject propetty. That alley affords direct access to and 
from the subject property from and to Wilmette A venue and Central A venue. As 
also previously stated, vehicular ingress and egress into and out of the proposed 
parking garage to be located on the first and mezzanine floors of the proposed 
development will be provided via separately-designated points of vehicular entry 
and exit on the n01th and south ends, respectively, of the western building fa9ade. 

14) Signs are of the appropriate design, color ami placement to the structure, site 
and adjoining properties, in terms of materials, height, setback from the street, 
ami proportion. 

The proposed development contemplates five distinct sign package options, which 
are submitted herewith for the Village's review and consideration. All of which 
have been carefully designed with respect to color and placement for the proposed 
building and adjoining prope1ties. 

15) Accessory structures, exterior lighting am! fences, complement the overall 
structure am! site design, in terms of materials, size, and architectural 
character. 

The proposed development does not include any accessory structures. The 
proposed six-foot high vinyl fence used to screen the loading zone provides a 
highly durable material consistent with the durability of the proposed building 
materials. Wall sconces and wall packs are appropriately sized and strategically 
placed on the building fa9ades to provide attractive silhouettes and an element of 
safety. 

Special Use 

1) The proposed use in the specific location will be consistent with the goals and 
policies of the Comprehensive Plan. 

The proposed planned unit development will be consistent with the applicable 
goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan. In patticular, the proposed use 
will, among other things, (i) encourage retail facilities that serve the needs of 
village residents, (ii) provide a housing option that complements the traditional 
single-family character of Wilmette, (iii) provide market rate multi-family 
housing required or desired for elderly persons who cannot or no longer wish to 
maintain a larger home; (iv) provide for non-single-family detached housing 
options, (iv) encourage redevelopment ofunderutilized commercial properties and 
(v) provide an attractive appearance along public ways. 
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In addition, the proposed use is to be developed as a planned unit development in 
accordance with the Comprehensive Plan's determination that the planned unit 
development process should be utilized to develop or redevelop significant 
commercial properties such as the subject property. 

The proposed use will also advance various objectives of the Village Center 
Master Plan such as (i) providing new residential uses that support an active and 
sustainable Village Center, (ii) providing higher density multi-family residential 
opportunities that support current and future resident lifestyle needs, (iii) 
maintaining a balanced retail environment and experience that consists of 
independents shops, retailers and restaurants along with national retail operations, 
(iv) providing a well-integrated and designed strategy for increased density that 
has little impact upon adjacent single-family neighborhoods, (v) providing for 
continued streetscape and open space improvements and additions, (vi) achieving 
a critical mass of energy and market activity that will support existing and future 
businesses and mixed use redevelopment within the Village Center, (vii) 
promoting development/redevelopment of vacant, underutilized and inefficient 
properties within the Village Center, (viii) discouraging "mall-style" big box 
retail, drive-through retail and auto-dominated stores/services along Green Bay 
Road, (ix) forming first-floor retail frontage along the Green Bay Road conidor, 
(x) providing public and private open spaces and streetscape environments such 
as the five-foot setback and public planter and landscape improvements adjacent 
to the Green Bay Road right-of-way, and the private roof top terraces on the 
second and sixth floors of the proposed building, (xi) assisting in creating a 
vibrant and economically sustainable Village Center (xii) increasing the Village 
Center's recognition as a desirable opportunity to l ive, shop and recreate, as well 
as develop and improve properties that set the stage for high-quality development 
that preserves and enhances the Village's  character, (xiii) promoting a mixed-use 
commercial environment and (xiv) providing new high-density multi-family 
housing. 

2) The establishment, maintenance, or operation of the proposed use in the 
specific location will not be detrimental to or endanger the public health, safety 
ami welfare. 

The establislunent, maintenance or operation of the proposed planned unit 
development will not be detrimental to or endanger the public health, safety and 
welfare. The proposed use will further the interests of public welfare by 
providing a much-needed housing option for current and future residents of the 
village who do want to own a single-family detached home or be responsible for 
the routine maintenance required by a single-family home. The proposed use will 
also advance the interests of public welfare by increasing the property tax base 
within the village, which is a stated goal of the Village's Comprehensive Plan. 
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3) The proposed use in the specific location will not be injurious to the use or 
enjoyment of other property in the neighborhood for the pmposes permitted in 
the district. 

The proposed planned unit development will not be injurious to the use or 
enjoyment of other property in the neighborhood. To the contrary, the proposed 
mixed use will enhance the use and enjoyment of the propetties within the 
surrounding neighborhood by providing an increased number of residents within 
the Village Center District to patronize area businesses and enhance the District's 
vibrancy through increased business and pedestrian activity. 

4) The establishment of the special use in the specific location will not impede the 
normal and orderly development ami improvement of surrounding properties 
for uses permitted in the zoning district. 

The establishment of the special use will not impede the n01mal and orderly 
development and improvement of sunounding propetties. As a high-end, mixed 
use development, the proposed planned unit development will catalyze further 
investment and reinvestment in sunounding propetties and the Village Center 
District as a whole. 

5) The proposed use in the specific location will not substantially diminish 
property values in the neighborhood. 

The proposed use will not substantially diminish propetty values in the 
neighborhood in which the subject property is located. To the contrary, the 
proposed planned unit development will demonstrate new investment within the 
neighborhood and the Village Center District, which will enhance propetty values 
therein. 

6) Adequate utilities, road access, drainage, and other necessary facilities already 
exist or will be provided to serve the proposed use. 

All utilities necessary to serve the proposed planned unit development either 
presently exist or will be provided. As previously stated, road access to and from 
the proposed development will be provided via the two-way alley located on the 
western boundary of the subject propetty, which affords direct access to and from 
Wilmette A venue and Central A venue. St01mwater management will be provided 
via a combination of (i) onsite detention within a below-grade stormwater storage 
vault to be constructed under the proposed ground-floor parking garage and (ii) 
stormwater infrastmcture that will convey stormwater mnoff from the subject 
property and adjacent properties to the storm sewer that exists within the 
Wilmette Avenue right-of-way. 
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7) Adequate measures already e..t:ist or will be taken to provide ingress and egress 
to the proposed use in a manner that minimizes traffic congestion in the public 
streets. 

Adequate measures already exist to provide ingress and egress to and from the 
proposed planned unit development in a manner that minimizes traffic congestion 
in the public streets. As previously stated, vehicular access to and from the 
proposed development will be provided via the two-way alley located on the 
westem boundary of the subject property, which affords direct access to and fi'om 
Wilmette A venue and Central A venue. 

8) The proposed use in the specific location will be consistent with the community 
character of the neighborhood of the parcel proposed for the special use. 

The proposed planned unit development will be consistent with the community 
character of the neighborhood as a transit-oriented, mixed-use building, which 
will help to enhance the Village Center District's walkability and build upon the 
Village Center District's overall vibrancy. Additionally, the development's 
proposed streetscape improvements will further the streetscape improvement 
efforts previously made by the Village within the District to enhance its visual 
attractiveness. The proposed development will also serve to fill a void in the 
"street wall" along Green Bay Road in accordance with the Village Center Master 
Plan. 

9) Development of the proposed use will not substantially adversely affect a known 
archaeological, historical, or cultural resource located on or off the proposed 
site. 

The subject propetty was previously developed with a Ford dealership that has 
since been removed from the subject prope1ty with demolition of all associated 
site improvements. As a result, the subject prope1ty does not contain any 
archaeological, historical or cultural resources. The proposed planned unit 
development will have no impact upon any such resources existing off the subject 
propetty. 

10) The applicant has made adequate legal provision to guarantee the provision 
and development of any buffers, landscaping, public open space and other 
improvements associated with the proposed use. 

The proposed planned unit development is a zero-lot-line development, as 
contemplated by the Village Center District regulations and the Village's 
Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master Plan. As a result, buffers, public 
landscaping and public open space is limited to the Green Bay Road streetscape 
improvements proposed to be constructed along the east side of the subject 
prope1ty. The in1provements associated with the proposed planned unit 
development are designed and intended to be integrated with adjacent uses within 
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the Village Center District in accordance with the Village's Comprehensive Plan 
and the Village Center Master Plan. 

11) The proposed use will meet any and all additional use standards specified in 
Article 20-12 of the Zoning Ordinance for such a use. 

The proposed use will adhere to the use standards specified in Article 20- 1 2  of the 
Zoning Ordinance, as modified by all exceptions to such standards proposed in 
conjunction with the planned unit development in accordance with Section 6.5 of 
the Zoning Ordinance. 

Planned Unit Development 

1) The site of the planned unit development must be under common ownership 
and/or unified control. If there are two (2) or more owners, the application for 
the planned unit development must be jointly filed by all such owners. 

The subject property is owned in fee by the Village of Wilmette. The petitioner is 
the contract purchaser of the subject property. 

2) The ordinance authorizing the special use for a planned unit development may 
grant exceptions to the regulations contained in the zoning code including, but 
not limited to, use, density, area, bulk, design, setbacks, off-street parking and 
loading, and signs, as may be desirable to achieve the objectives of the proposed 
planned unit development, provided that such exceptions are fully consistent 
with and authorized by Article 20-6 the zoning code. 

In conjunction with the proposed special use for a planned unit development, the 
petitioner seeks certain exceptions from the bulk, design and signage regulations 
contained in the zoning code. 

3) Planned unit developments must be compatible with the purpose and intent of 
the zoning code and the Village 's Comprehensive Plan. A planned unit 
development must not substantially diminish the market value of surrounding 
properties, and it must cause no substantial impairment of the use of those 
properties. 

The proposed planned unit development will be compatible with the purpose and 
intent of the zoning code in that it will adhere to the provisions of Sections 1 .2 
(intent) and 1 .3 (purpose) thereof by, among other things, promoting the public 
welfare; conserving the value of land and improvements in the Village Center 
District; providing an alternative housing opportunity to the Village's 
predominantly single-family character; maintaining and promoting high-quality 
housing stock; providing an attractive conunercial space(s); redeveloping the 
underutilized subject property to increase the village's tax base; providing 
attractive design of a private, partially commercial structure; enhancing the 
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aesthetic quality of the Village Center District; mmrmrzmg congestion in the 
public streets; ensuring efficient traffic circulation to and from the subject 
property, and providing adequate and efficient off-street parking and loading 
facilities. 

The proposed planned unit will be compatible with the purpose and intent of the 
Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master Plan by, among other 
things, enhancing the Village Center District's vibrancy and pedestrian scale; 
building upon the District's existing residential dwelling unit base located above 
first-floor commercial uses with quick access to public transportation facilities; 
maintaining an attractive appearance along public ways; providing higher density, 
transit-oriented, multi-family residential opportunities and continued streetscape 
improvements; promoting reinvestment in the District; and promoting 
redevelopment of vacant, underutilized and inefficient propetties with taller 
building structures. 

The proposed planned unit development will not diminish the market value of 
surrounding properties or cause impairment of the use of those properties. To the 
contrary, the proposed planned unit development will demonstrate new 
investment within the neighborhood and Village Center District, which will 
enhance property values therein. Additionally, the proposed planned unit 
development will enhance the use and enjoyment of propetties within the 
surrounding neighborhood by providing an increased number of residents within 
the Village Center District to patronize area businesses and improving the 
District's vibrancy through increased business and pedestrian activity. 
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4) Planned unit developments must not adversely affect the natural environment 
of the community as a whole. Natural assets and features, such as existing trees 
and native vegetation, must be protected mul preserved to the greatest extent 
practical. 

The planned unit development will in no way adversely affect the natural 
environment of the community. As previously stated, the proposed development 
will be a redevelopment of the subject propetty, which was previously developed 
with a Ford dealership that has since been removed from the subject property with 
demolition of all associated site improvements. As a result, the subject property 
contains a limited number of trees and no native vegetation. 

5) The site must be accessible to public streets that are adequate to carry the traffic 
that will be generated by the proposed development. The streets and driveways 
within the proposed development must be adequate to serve the uses within the 
development The applicant is responsible for the cost and installation of 
additional traffic controls and regulating devices that are required. 

The subject propetty is accessible to public streets that are adequate to carry the 
traffic that will be generated by the proposed development. As previously stated, 
all vehicular traffic circulation to and from the proposed development will be 
provided via the two-way alley located on the western boundary of the subject 
propetty, which affords direct access to and from Wilmette A venue and Central 
Avenue. No traffic controls or regulating devices are required or contemplated by 
the proposed planned unit development. 

6) All proposed streets, alleys ami driveways must be adequate to serve the 
residents, occupants, visitors or other antic ipated traffic. Access points to public 
streets and the location of private streets, alleys £md driveways are subject to the 
approval of the Village Board when granting the special use. 

No new streets, alleys or driveways are proposed to serve the proposed planned 
unit development. As previously stated, all vehicular traffic circulation to and 
from the proposed development will be provided via the two-way alley located on 
the western boundary of the subject propetty, which affords direct access to and 
from Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue. 

7) The pedestrian circulation system ami its related walkways must be located to 
provide for separation of pedestrian and vehicu far movement and for maximum 
pedestrian safety. 

All pedestrian circulation to and from the proposed planned unit development will 
be provided via the public sidewalk within the Green Bay Road right-of-way. All 
vehicular movement to and from the proposed planned unit development will be 
provided via the two-way alley located on the western boundary of the subject 
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property, which will serve to avoid any conflict between pedestrian and vehicular 
circulation to and from the proposed development. 

8) All planned unit developments must provide for underground installation of 
utilities, including electricity, cable and telephone. Provisions must be made for 
acceptable design and construction of storm sewer facilities and appropriate 
storm retention and/or detention devices. The construction and maintenance of 
all utilities, roadways, parking facilities and other site improvements must be in 
accordance with the requirements of the zoning code and other regulations of 
the Village. 

All utilities necessary for the planned unit development's  establishment and 
operation will be installed underground. Stormwater management will be 
provided via a combination of (i) onsite detention within a below-grade 
stormwater storage vault to be constructed under the proposed ground-floor 
parking garage and (ii) stormwater infrastructure that will convey stormwater 
runoff from the subject property to the stmm sewer that exists within the 
Wilmette Avenue right-of-way. The construction and maintenance of all utilities, 
parking facilities and other site improvements will be made in accordance with 
the requirements of the zoning code and other regulations of the Village. No new 
roadways are proposed in conjunction with the proposed planned unit 
development. 

Planned Unit Development Preliminary Plan 

1) Is the site or zoning lot upon which the planned unit development is to be 
located adaptable to the unified development proposed? 

The subject propetty is well suited for the development proposed. Pursuant to the 
Village Center District regulations, the Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village 
Center Master Plan, the subject property should be developed with a zero-lot-line 
development of a mixed-use nature consistent with that proposed. 

2) Will the proposed planned unit development be detrimental to or endanger the 
public health, safety am/ welfare of any portion of the community? 

The proposed planned unit development will not be detrimental to or endanger the 
public health, safety and welfare. The proposed use will fi.11ther the interests of 
public welfare by providing a much-needed housing option for current and future 
residents of the village who do want to own a single-family detached home or be 
responsible for the routine maintenance required by a single-family home. The 
proposed use will also advance the interests of public welfare by increasing the 
property tax base within the village, which is a stated goal of the Village's 
Comprehensive Plan. 
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3) Will the proposed planned unit development be injurious to the use and 
enjoyment of other property in the vicinity for the purposes already permitted? 

The proposed planned unit development will not be injurious to the use or 
enjoyment of other prope1ty in the vicinity of the subject prope1ty. To the 
contrary, the proposed planned unit development will enhance the use and 
enjoyment of the properties within the sunounding neighborhood by providing an 
increased number of residents within the Village Center District to patronize area 
businesses and enhance the District's vibrancy through increased business and 
pedestrian activity. 

4) Will the proposed planned unit development diminish or impair property values 
within the neighborhood? 

The proposed planned unit development will not diminish or impair property 
values in the neighborhood in which the subject prope1ty is located. To the 
contrary, the proposed planned unit development will demonstrate new 
investment within the neighborhood and Village Center District, which will 
enhance prope1ty values therein. 

5) Will the proposed planned unit development impede the normal and orderly 
development and improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in 
the zoning district? 

The establishment of the proposed planned unit development will not impede the 
normal and orderly development and improvement of surrounding prope1ties. As 
a high-end mixed use development, the proposed planned unit development will 
catalyze further investment and reinvestment in surrounding prope1ties and the 
Village Center District as a whole. 

6) Is there provision for adequate utilities, drainage, off-street parking and 
loading, pedestrian access and all other necessary facilities? 

All utilities necessary to serve the proposed planned unit development either 
presently exist or will be provided. Stormwater management will be provided via 
a combination of (i) onsite detention within a below-grade stormwater storage 
vault to be conshucted under the proposed ground-floor parking garage and (ii) 
stmmwater infrastructure that will convey stonnwater runoff from the subject 
property and adjacent prope1ties to the storm sewer that exists within the 
Wilmette Avenue right-of-way. 

The proposed development includes 129  dedicated off-street parking spaces, 
which will be located within a secme parking garage limited to residents of the 
95-unit luxury apartment building and employees of each the ground-floor 
commercial use(s) and the apa1tment leasing office to be established and operated 
at the subject property. 
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Loading and unloading activities associated with the proposed development will 
be conducted via a designated loading zone consisting of two loading stalls visible 
and accessible only from the alley located on the western boundary of the subject 
property. 

Pedestrian access to and from the proposed planned unit development will be 
provided via the public sidewalk within the Green Bay Road right-of-way. Road 
access to and from the proposed development will be provided via the two-way 
alley located on the western boundary of the subject property, which affords 
direct access to and from Wilmette A venue and Central A venue. 

7) Is there provision for adequate vehicular ingress and egress designed to 
minimize traffic congestion upon public streets? 

Adequate measures already exist to provide ingress and egress to and from the 
proposed planned unit development in a manner that minimizes traffic congestion 
in the public streets. As previously stated, vehicular access to and from the 
proposed development will be provided via the two-way alley located on the 
western boundary of the subject propetty, which affords direct access to and from 
Wilmette A venue and Central A venue. 

8) Are the location ami arrangement of structures, parking areas, walks, lighting 
and appurtenant facilities, compatible with the surrounding neighborhood and 
adjacent land uses? 

The proposed planned unit development is a zero-lot-line development, as 
contemplated by the Village Center District regulations and the Village's 
Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master Plan. The proposed development 
is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood in that it will serve to fill a void 
in the "street wall" along Green Bay Road in accordance with the Village Center 
Master Plan. Fmthennore, the proposed mixed use development will enhance the 
residential and conunercial land uses existing within the Village Center District. 

9) Is any part of the proposed planned unit development which is not to be used 
for structures, parking am! loading areas, or access ways, suitably landscaped? 

As previously stated, the proposed plmmed unit development is a zero-lot-line 
development, as contemplated by the Village Center D istrict regulations, the 
Village's Comprehensive Plan and the Village Center Master Plan. As a result, 
landscaping visible to the public is limited to the (i) the Green Bay Road 
streetscape improvements proposed to be constructed along the east side of the 
subject property, (ii) planters proposed to be located on the subject propetty at 
each side of the apartment lobby pedestrian entrance and exit, (iii) Boston ivy 
proposed on the west fayade of the proposed building and a portion of each the 
n01th and south building facades and (iv) shrubs proposed along a portion of the 
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north building fac;:ade, adjacent to the proposed loading zone. Additional 
landscaping will be provided for residents of the proposed luxury apattment 
building as patt of the outdoor gathering and seating patios located on the second 
and sixth floors of the building. 

1 0) Is the planned unit development in the specific location proposed consistent 
with the spirit and intent of this Ordinance ami the adopted Comprehensive 
Plan.? 

The proposed planned unit development is consistent with the spirit and intent of 
the Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master Plan by, among 
other things, enhancing the Village Center District's vibrancy and pedestrian 
scale; building upon the District's existing residential dwelling unit base located 
above first-floor commercial uses with quick access to public transp01tation 
facilities; maintaining an attractive appearance along public ways; providing 
higher density, transit-oriented, multi-family residential opportunities and 
continued streetscape improvements; promoting reinvestment in the District; and 
promoting redevelopment of vacant, undemtilized and inefficient propetties with 
taller building stmctures. 

11) Does any part of the proposed planned unit development substantially adversely 
affect a known archaeological, historical, or cultural? 

The subject propetty was previously developed with a Ford dealership that has 
since been removed from the subject propetty with demolition of all associated 
site improvements. As a result, the subject property does not contain any 
archaeological, historical, or cultural resources. The proposed planned unit 
development will have no impact upon any such resources existing off the subject 
pro petty. 

12) Has the applicant successfully completed one (1) or more recent projects of 
comparable value and complexity to provide the Village with reasonable 
assurance that the proposed planned unit development can be completed 
according to schedule ami as designed? 

The petitioner has a long-standing history of completing projects of  comparable 
value and complexity to that proposed by this planned unit development within 
the City of Chicago and throughout the Chicago metropolitan area, as 
demonstrated by the applicant's resume previously submitted as a part of its July 
18 ,  20 1 4 letter to Conununity Development Director John Adler. 
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13) Will the proposed planned unit development meet the standards of appearance 
review? 

As indicated by the responses to the standards of appearance review submitted 
herewith, the proposed planned unit development will meet the standards of 
appearance review. 

Exceptions 

1) The planned unit development, including all proposed exceptions, is in 
conformance with the Comprehensive Plan, and the character and nature of 
existing and future development in the vicinity of the proposed planned unit 
development. 

The petitioner seeks ce1tain use, parking, building height, architectural and 
signage-related exceptions from the Village Center District regulations as more 
fully described by the list of exceptions included with this submittal. Those 
exceptions, in the context of the proposed planned unit development, are in 
conformance with the Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master 
Plan. In particular, the proposed use will, among other things, (i) encourage retail 
facilities that serve the needs of village residents, (ii) provide a housing option 
that complements the traditional single-family character of Wilmette, (iii) provide 
market rate multi-family housing required or desired for elderly persons who 
cannot or no longer wish to maintain a larger home; (iv) provide for non-single
family detached housing options, (iv) encourage redevelopment of underutilized 
commercial propetties and (v) provide an attractive appearance along public 
ways. In addition, the proposed use is to be developed as a planned unit 
development in accordance with the Comprehensive Plan's determination that the 
planned unit development process should be utilized to develop or redevelop 
significant commercial propetties such as the subject propetty. 

The proposed use will also advance various objectives of the Village Center 
Master Plan such as (i) providing new residential uses that support an active and 
sustainable Village Center, (ii) providing higher density multi-family residential 
oppmtunities that support current and future resident lifestyle needs, (iii) 
maintaining a balanced retail environment and experience that consists of 
independents shops, retailers and restaurants along with national retail operations, 
(iv) providing a well-integrated and designed strategy for increased density that 
has little impact upon adjacent single-family neighborhoods, (v) providing for 
continued streetscape and open space improvements and additions, (vi) achieving 
a critical mass of energy and market activity that will suppmt existing and future 
businesses and mixed use redevelopment within the Village Center, (vii) 
promoting development/redevelopment of vacant, undemtilized and inefficient 
properties within the Village Center, (viii) discouraging "mall -style" big box 
retail, drive-through retail and auto-dominated stores/services along Green Bay 
Road, (ix) forming first-floor retail frontage along the Green Bay Road corridor, 
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(x) providing public and private open spaces and streetscape environments such 
as the five-foot setback and public planter and landscape improvements adjacent 
to the Green Bay Road right-of-way, and the private roof top terraces on the 
second and sixth floors of the proposed building, (xi) assisting in creating a 
vibrant and economically sustainable Village Center (xii) increasing the Village 
Center's recognition as a desirable opportunity to live, shop and recreate, as well 
as develop and improve properties that set the stage for high-quality development 
that preserves and enhances the Village's character, (xiii) promoting a mixed-use 
commercial environment and (xiv) providing new high-density multi-family 
housing. 

The proposed planned unit development and associated exceptions will be 
consistent with the character and nature of existing and future development in the 
vicinity of the subject propetty. The proposed exceptions are required to blend 
existing development adjacent to the subject prope1ty with more contemporary 
building use and design common place to the mixed-use buildings and market 
demands of the 2 1 51 century. 

As a transit-oriented, mixed-use building, the proposed planned unit development 
will help to enhance the Village Center District's walkability and build upon the 
Village Center District's  overall vibrancy. Additionally, the development's 
proposed streetscape improvements will futther the streetscape improvement 
effo1ts previously made by the Village within the District to enhance its visual 
attractiveness. The proposed development will also serve to fill a void in the 
"street wall" along Green Bay Road in accordance with the Village Center Master 
Plan. 

2) For use exceptions, the uses allowed are aligned with the intent of the planned 
unit development, are compatible with uses existing or anticipated to occur 
upon the adjacent sites, and will be properly screened or buffered from adjacent 
properties as needed to minimize potential negative impacts. 

The use exceptions requested in connection with the proposed plmmed unit 
development pe1tain entirely to the residential component of the mixed-use 
building. More specifically, the petitioner seeks to (i) increase the maximum 
petmitted area of ground floor residential common space from 600 square feet to 
3,450 square feet and (ii) provide a ground floor office use for housing 
management and leasing activities associated with the building's proposed 95 
dwelling units. These exceptions are compatible with uses existing or anticipated 
to occur upon adjacent sites based upon permitted and special uses allowed within 
the Village Center District. 

The increased ground floor residential common space will enable an increased 
number of residential dwelling units to be located on the building's  upper stories, 
which will both enhance residential housing oppmtunities for persons desiring to 
reside within the Village Center and patronize area businesses. The residential 
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act1v1t1es occurring within the proposed building's lobby, cyber cafe, fitness 
center and fitness studio will enhance the overall vibrancy of the Village Center, 
given the visibility of those areas to both pedestrian and vehicular traffic within 
the Green Bay Road corridor. 

3) The exceptions allow the planned unit development to preserve unusual 
topographic or natural features of the land. In addition, the exceptions provide 
more usable and suitably located open space and natural amenities than would 
otherwise be provided under the strict application of district standards. 

The exceptions sought in connection with the proposed plmmed unit development 
do not pe11ain to topographic or natural features. No such features exist at the 
subject property. The requested exceptions also do not provide more usable and 
suitably located open space and natural amenities because the proposed planned 
unit development is a zero-lot-line development, as contemplated by the Village 
Center District regulations and the Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village 
Center Master Plan. 

4) The exceptions allow the planned unit development to implement innovative 
design features that would not be possible by application of the basic district 
regulations. This includes sustainable development techniques, green building 
and adaptive reuse of existing structures. 

The exceptions sought in connection with the proposed planned unit development 
allow the project to implement innovative design features not commonly found 
within suburban developments, such as (i) a 20-foot ground floor ceiling height, 
(ii) a ten-foot ceiling height for the residential dwelling units, (iii) a multi-level 
parking garage internal to the mixed-use building, (iv) various lifestyle amenities 
such as communal outdoor patio spaces, including outdoor fireplaces. Those 
patio spaces, along with high-performance glazing, are amongst the building's 
design components intended to afford it LEED gold certification. 

5) The physical characteristics of the phtnned unit development, including all 
proposed exceptions, will not adversely affect the future development of 
adjacent areas. 

The physical characteristics of the planned unit development and associated 
exceptions will in no way adversely affect the future development of adjacent 
areas. To the contrary, the proposed development will enhance the use and 
enjoyment of properties in adjacent areas by providing an increased number of 
residents within the Village Center District to patronize area businesses and 
enhance the District's vibrancy through increased business and pedestrian 
activity. Furthermore, the proposed planned unit development's nature as a high
end, mixed-use development will catalyze further investment and reinvestment in 
surrounding prope11ies and the Village Center District as a whole. 
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6) The planned unit development, including all proposed exceptions, will continue 
to provide the same protection as the underlying district regulations in regard to 
fire, health hazards and other dangers. 

The proposed planned unit development and associated exceptions will not in any 
way compromise safety or protection from fire, health hazards and other dangers. 
Moreover, the village's fire and police departments have not expressed any 
concem with the proposed planned development. 

7) The planned unit development provides a public benefit to the Village. 

The proposed planned unit development provides a public benefit to the Village 
by advancing the goals and policies of the Village's Comprehensive Plan and 
Village Center Master Plan. In patticular, the proposed development will, among 
other things, (i) encourage retail facilities that serve the needs of village residents, 
(ii) provide a housing option that complements the traditional single-family 
character of Wilmette, (iii) provide for non-single family detached housing, (iv) 
encourage redevelopment of underutilized commercial propetties, (v) provide an 
attractive appearance along public ways, (vi) enhance the Village Center 
District's vibrancy and pedestrian scale, (vii) build upon the District 's  existing 
residential dwelling unit base located above first-floor commercial uses with 
quick access to public transp01tation facilities, (viii) maintain an attractive 
appearance along public ways, (ix) provide higher density, transit-oriented, multi
family residential opportunities and continued streetscape improvements, (x) 
promote reinvestment in the District; and (xi) promote redevelopment of vacant, 
undemtilized and inefficient propetties with taller building structures. 

The proposed planned unit development will also provide an $80,000 contribution 
to the Village's affordable housing program. 

8) The underlying zoning district use regulations apply, unless an exception is 
granted by ordinance as part of the approved special use. Other specified uses, 
not permitted by the use regulations of the district in which the planned unit 
development is located may be allowed provided that tlze Village Board finds 
that the uses being requested by such exceptions are necessary or desirable, and 
are appropriate with respect to the primary purpose of the development. 

The applicant understands the underlying Village Center district regulations apply 
in the absence of exceptions therefrom as part of an approved special use for a 
planned unit development. All proposed uses are allowed as permitted or special 
uses within the Village Center zoning district. 
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9) The underlying zoning district requirements apply, unless an exception is 
granted by ordinance as part of the approved special use. Exceptions to district 
regulations may be granted by the Village Board where it is determined that 
such modifications do not negatively affect the value and enjoyment of 
surrounding property, the provision of municipal services, or the flow of traffic. 

The applicant understands the requirements of the underlying Village Center 
district apply in the absence of exceptions therefrom as pa11 of an approved 
special use for a planned unit development. As indicated by the responses 
provided to the foregoing standards of review, the proposed exceptions will not 
negatively affect the value and enjoyment of prope11y sunounding the subject 
propet1y, the provision of municipal services or the flow of traffic. 

10) In no case are the following exceptions permitted: 
• Exceptions that modify the requirements of Chapter 15 ofthe Village Code 

concerning the minimum design, quality and construction standards for 
public improvements and infrastructure. 

• Exceptions to the environmental performance standards of this Ordinance. 

• Exceptions that modify the building, electrical, plumbing, fire prevention, or 
any other code or requirement of Chapter 9 of the Village Code. 

• Exceptions that modify the requirements of Section 1 6-9.3 of the Village 
Code concerning fences which obstruct views and create safety hazards. 

The applicant understands the types of exceptions identified in this standard of 
review are not allowed. The applicant does not seek any of these types of 
exceptions. 

11) No exception to district regulations within a planned unit development may be 
granted unless the applicant demonstrates a substantial benefit to the Village. 
The benefits provided are to be balanced with the relief sought. The following 
items are a guide and not an exclusive list of permissible benefits. Additional 
design characteristics and amenities not listed may be considered as part of the 
approval process. 

(1) Community amenities including plazas, malls, formal gardens, 
outdoor seating, public art, and car sharing facilities. 

(2) Preservation of historically significant structures. 

(3) Adaptive reuse. 

(4) Preservation of environmental features. 

(5) Public open space and recreational amenities such as swimming 
pools, tennis courts, recreational open space access01y buildings, 
athletic fields, jogging trails and fitness courses, dog parks, playgrounds 
and natural water features and conservation areas. 
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(6) Innovative storm water management including a reduction of 
impervious swface, use of semi-pervious materials, such as pervious 
pavers, bio-swales, rain gardens and similar techniques. 

(7) Additional public infrastructure improvements in addition to the 
minimum required by the planned unit development, such as new or 
repaved streets, installation of gutters and sewers, repaved streets, 
bicycle paths and traffic control devices to improve traffic flow. 

(8) Affordable or senior housing set-asides. 

(9) Provision of accessible dwelling units with accessible features 
beyond what is required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or 
any other applicable codes. 

(10) The use of sustainable design ami architecture, such as the use 
and/or incorporation of green or white roofs, solar panels, wind turbines 
ami other energy efficient design concepts, new building technologies, 
and Leadership in Energy ami Environmental Design (LEED) or 
LEED-equivalent structures. 

The applicant will provide an $80,000 contribution to the Village's 
affordable housing program. In addition, the proposed building includes 
various design components intended to afford the building LEED gold 
certification. 
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607-61 7 Green Bay Road - M&R Development 

RESPONSES: 

Below please find our team responses to Preliminary Staff PUD comments contained in the 

Village email dated February 6, 2015. 

1 .  Retail/excess parking should be made accessible to the general public and not 
be l im ited to employees of the commercial uses. Also, pedestrian access through 
to Green Bay Road should be provided. The Plan Commission believes east
west connectivity is an important part of the Village Center Master Plan and will 
be expecting this to be addressed . 

M & R Development - Response 

M & R Development is pleased to present this development proposal in furtherance of 

the policies, goals and objectives of the Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village 

Center Master Plan. In doing so, we look forward to adhering to the same standards 

of quality and professionalism that have made M & R a forerunner in the 

establishment of luxury, rental multifamily housing opportunities throughout the 

Chicago metropolitan statistical area. 

As an experienced developer of luxury, rental multifamily housing, M & R is keenly 

aware of the considerations necessary to construct a successful project of the type 

proposed for the subject property. Safety, security and general functionality are 

amongst the highest of those considerations. Deviation from those necessary 

principles will severely hinder and jeopardize this project's success. 

The proposed project's primary residential use must be afforded every opportunity and 

design feature necessary to be highly successful. Property management's experience 

reveals that residents of facilities such as that proposed command a premium living 

environment uncompromised by factors external to the development 

itself. Introducing and allowing public access to building components required for 

proper building function is likely to generate a conflict between private and public 

needs that will undermine the desirability of the proposed project to its prospective 

residents. This conflict is not conducive to the quality of life that prospective residents 

of The Wilshore will require under market conditions. More specifically, the rental 

structure needed to ensure this project's success as a highly amenitized housing 

option, inclusive of ample parking availability, will be greatly impeded by any 

deficiencies in property management's ability to market and deliver prospective 

residents' desired amenities. 
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Notwithstanding the Village zoning code's requirement that one and two bedroom 

units provide only one parking space and three bedroom units provide only 1.5 parking 

spaces, M & R's highly proven experience tells us a higher parking ratio is required for 

a project of this caliber. Anything less will present a significant obstacle to the 

marketability and general success needed to accommodate prospective resident 

demands and expectations as to parking. 

In addition, M & R sincerely believes any method for public pedestrian access will 

jeopardize the building's safe and secure functionality and create liability concerns 

that may hinder the building's intended operation. Attempting to mix public 

participation with private function will present major operational conflicts for building 

management. 

M & R has been fully transparent in identifying its proposed use of the subject 

property, inclusive of the first floor plan attached to the purchase and sale agreement 

for said property, which does not depict a public access corridor intended to provide 

east-west connectivity through the subject property. We have not wavered in our 

commitment to provide a project that adheres to as many of the policies, goals and 

objectives of the Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master Plan as is 

possible for the subject property and the proposed project. The subject property and 

proposed project compose only a portion of the Village Center. Future development 

opportunities throughout the Village Center may complement the policies, goals and 

objectives provided by the proposed project to satisfy all applicable elements of the 

Village's Comprehensive Plan and Village Center Master Plan. 

2 .  Please be prepared to ind icate which sections, goals and policies of the Village's 
Comprehensive PlanNillage Center Master Plan are being furthered by the 
proposed development. A conference cal l  to discuss this might make sense. 

This comment is addressed in the Revised Responses to Standards of Review which has 

been attached. 

3 .  Under the relief write up, please add a sentence about the rear of the structure 
being 5 residential floors above 2 floors of parking.  Technically the rear of the 
structure is 7 stories because of the two floors of parking. 

M & R Development - Response 
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Schwarz-Lewis Design group has modified the plans and elevations to clarify this 

condition. In essence, the East side of the building will contain six stories, one 

story/floor of retail and five stories/floors above the retail. The West side of the 

building contains a two level parking structure with five stories/floors of residential 

above. 

This clarification has been so noted in the relief table and write-up. 

4 .  A table showing the requested relief, with proposed and required columns would 
be helpful to the Plan Commission. 

M & R Development - Response 

Please refer to the modified table found on Drawing Sheet ST 1.1. 

5. Public benefits that can also be presented include the $80,000 donation to the 
Housing Assistance Program and the pursuit of LEED designation. 

M & R Development - Response 

M & R Development is pleased to agree to donate $80,000 to the Housing Assistance 

Program. We see this as the most effective manner to assist the program. The 

Wilshore will be planned and designed to achieve LEED Gold Certification. The use of 

energy efficient detailing and environmentally sensitive practices and design will be 

incorporated into the property. M & R Development has a successful history of 

attaining LEED Gold Certification as evidenced by the following three recently 

completed properties: 

PARC HURON - Chicago, Jllinois 

CENTRAL STATION - Evanston, Jllinois 

73 EAST LAKE STREET- Chicago, Jllinois 

6 .  Perspectives of the bui lding should be provided under current neighboring 
conditions and possible future neighboring conditions. A perspective looking from 
Park Avenue would also be helpful to the Plan Commission. 

M & R Development - Response 

We will provide for now, one perspective rendering (due to time constraints and other 

matters) looking northwest - westerly, focusing on the Green Bay Road character and 

neighboring context conditions. 
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7 .  Please provide elevations better showing the stepped-back 6th floor and 
equipment screening. 

M & R Development - Response 

We sincerely believe that the Elevations and Section drawings furnished in the original 

PUD Application package show clearly the stepped-back 6th floor roof equipment 

screening and penthouse. Please refer to the modified elevation sheets provided in 

the supplement/response section and the prior furnished sections sheet numbered A-

3.0 and A-3.1. 

We have also added elevation heights in feet for the elements so noted in the Village's 

comment No. 8 below. 

8. Please provide the proposed elevation in feet for each floor, roof, parapet and 
equipment screening/overruns. 

M & R Development - Response 

We have provided in the supplement/response modified elevations adding elevation 

heights in feet to the aforementioned architectural elements. Also please refer to 

Response No. 7 above. 

9. Have you given the name additional thoughts given a condo bui lding in Wilmette 
is already named Wii-Shore? 

M & R Development - Response 

M & R Development LLC will stay with the name "The WILSHORE". Our marketing 

people have considered all related matters and provided their findings to us. 

1 0 . Please provide one copy of the Phase 1 ,  soil test and IDNR/IHPA letters. 

M & R Development - Response 

The following reports, test and governmental agencies letters have been provided by 

hand delivery to the Village on February 13th, 2015. The documents were received by 

Lisa Roberts at the reception counter. 
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Phase I ESA as prepared by EGSL Ltd., Dated - September 9, 2014 

Phase II ESA as prepared by EGSL Ltd., Dated - November 7, 2014 

Report of Soils Exploration as prepared by TSC, Dated - September 10, 2014 

IHPA Clearance letter, Dated - November 6, 2014 

IDNR Consultation Letter, Dated - October 24, 2014 

1 1 .  The parking/traffic study should address if a restaurant is proposed in the 
commercial space. 

The traffic/parking study has been revised to include a section discussing the 

possibility of a 6,550 square feet restaurant within the development. Based on the 

capacity analyses, all of the intersections will continue operating at acceptable levels 

of service. 

1 2 .  The parking/traffic consultant should be prepared to answer questions the Plan 
Commission may have regarding current usage of the on-street public parking 
spaces. 

Noted. 

1 3 . The parking study has an error in the required residential parking. The Village 
requirement is 1 per 1 or  2 bedroom unit and 1 .5 per 3 bedroom or  larger for a 
total of 98.5 required spaces not 1 1 9. 

M & R Development - Response 

Please refer to Item No. 1 Response as contained above. 

KLOA - Response 

The required number of parking spaces has been corrected in the revised traffic study. 

1 4 .  The parking/traffic study also contains an  error in paragraph 5 on page 22. The 
parking credit cited, spaces within 500 feet, applies to public off-street parking 
only. The provision regarding on-street spaces only applies to those spaces that 
located along a front or side lot l ine. 

This has been addressed in the revised traffic study. 

15. Staff recommends that the excess parking not required by the zoning ordinance 
for residential parking be open to the public users of the businesses/residential 
units at 61 1 Green Bay on a shared parking basis. This would also allow the 
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provision of car sharing for building and nearby resident, thus providing another 
pu bl ic benefit per 6.5.E .1.  

M & R Development - Response 

Please refer to Item No. 1 Response as contained above. 

1 6. A  turning radius drawing for vehicles entering the upper deck should be provided. 

This has been addressed in the revised traffic study. 

1 7. More detail regarding the proposed residential d rop-off along Green Bay Road 
should be provided. 

Please refer to Green Bay Road Exhibits A and 8 for drop-off zone and on-street 

parking. 

1 8 .  Preliminary engineering comments were already shared at joint meeting. 

The following responses address the comments found in the Pre-App and General 

Engineering Village Memo dated January 9, 2015. The engineering comments below 

have been addressed by Spaceco, Inc. The General and General Site Plan comments 

have been addressed by M & R Development. 

General 

Comment 1: If the parking/traffic study supports restaurant uses in the commercial space, staff 

recommends asking for parking relief to locate a restaurant(s) i n  the commercial 

space. If the separate number of tenants wi l l  number 3 or more (including the leasing 

office/residential amenity space as a separate tenant), such relief can be requested 

by calculating required parking using the mu lti-tenant requirement of 3 space per 

1,000 sf. 

Response 1: So requested, please refer to Exceptions List Item No. 7 for requested relief. 

Comment 2 :  Relief to  allow a ground floor office (apartment leasing) should be  requested. 

Response 2: So requested, please refer to Site Data Table found on ST-1.1 and Exceptions 

List Item No. 10 for requested relief. 
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General Site Plan 

Comment 1: Retail/excess parking must be made accessible to the general public and access 

through to Green Bay Road must be provided. 

Response 1: Please refer to Comment No. 1 and Response Page 1 of this Document. 

Comment 2 :  Will a designated bicycle area for visitor/public use be provided? I f  not zoning relief 

wil l  need to be requested. 

Response 1: Bicycle rack for visitor/public use will be provided at Green Bay Road, 

Streetscape. Please refer to Site Plan previously submitted for location. 

Comment 3 :  Parking spaces must be  at  least 8.5' in  width, 18' in depth and  have vertical clearance 

of at least 7'. 

Response 3 :  Please refer to Ground Floor Plan A-1.0 and Mezzanine Parking Floor Plan A-

1.1 for parking plan and space dimensioning provided in accordance with 

comment. 

Comment 4: The parking aisles must be at least 22' wide. 

Response 4: Please refer to Response 3, above. 

Comment 5 :  The turning ra dius diagrams should be provided to show that parking and 

loading facilities wil l  work properly. 

Response 5: This has been addressed in the revised traffic study. 

General Engineering- Responses as provided by Spaceco, Inc. 

Comment 1: The submitted documents are conceptual in nature, and have been reviewed 

primarily to identify changes that may be required to the location and sizes of 

util ities, floor layouts, and building footprints in order to comply with Vil lage and 

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC) 
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requirements. Additional information required for future submittals for the 

purposes of engineering review include, but are not limited to the following: 

a) Traffic ana lysis and pedestrian I vehicular access reports. 

b) Preliminary engineering drawings showing utility materials and design 

information. 

c) Storm water management plan in accordance with Section 9-3.4.4.4 of the 

Village code. 

d) Typical details for pavements, curbs, ramps, sidewalks, utilities, drainage and 

other site improvements. 

e) Preliminary building plans showing interface with site uti l ities, floor and footing 

elevations tied to site datum, roof drain and downspout connections to the 

volume control basin. 

f) Storm water, sanitary, and potable water calculations used for sizing pipes, 

basins, and restrictors. 

Response 1: 

g) Capacity calculations of receiving combined sewer systems. 

h) Proposed landscape plan. 

a) Please refer to the revised traffic study as prepared by KLOA, Inc. 

b) The revised preliminary engineering plans include some additional 

information. As discussed in our 1/26/2015 meeting, more detailed 

information will be provided as the project progresses into final building 

plans and final engineering. 

c) As discussed in our 1/26/2015 meeting, additional detailed information will 
be provided as the project progresses into final building plans and final 

engineering. 

d) As discussed in our 1/26/2015 meeting, additional detailed information will 
be provided as the project progresses into final building plans and final 

engineering. 
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e) As discussed in our 1/26/2015 meeting, additional detailed information will 

be provided as the project progresses into final building plans and final 

engineering. 

f) As discussed in our 1/26/2015 meeting, additional detailed information will 

be provided as the project progresses into final building plans and final 

engineering. 

g) See the enclosed memorandum prepared by Christopher B. Burke 

Engineering LTD. dated February 11, 2015 regarding the existing 18" sewer 

in the ally. 

h) Please refer to proposed landscape plans that were part of the original PUD 

application dated January 15, 2015. 

Existing Conditions Plan 

Comment 1: A previously submitted ALTA I ACSM Land Title Survey by Gremley & Biedermann 

showed a drainage structure in the northeastern quadrant of the property, on Parcel 2 
adjacent to the stone path. This structure is not shown on the submitted plan.  Confirm 

this structure and associated drainage pipes. 

Response 1 :  Our survey crew has been on site on two different occasions and have been 

unable to locate the structure. It may have been an inaccurate data point on 

the ALTA survey or it is buried. If there is an existing structure, it will be field 

located and demolished during building construction 

Comment 2: Overhead wires are shown to the northwest and southwest lights along the stone path. 

No wires are shown for the northeast and southwest lights. The four  existing lights are 

connected via buried cable to Village electric at a hand hole near the south end of the 

lot. The lights will be returned to the Public Works Department. Contractor must 

coordinate this work. 

Response 2 :  The plans have been revised to accurately show the overhead 11.1iring. 

Comment 3 :  Atlas sheets indicate an  8 .5 '  x 9.5' MWRDGC interceptor running from northwest to 

southeast on Green Bay Road, parallel with the 10" sewer. Show this on the plan.  

Response 3: The interceptor sewer is noted on the drawings. 
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Preliminary Grading and Utility Plan 

Comment 1: Future grading plan submittals shal l  conform to section 9-3.4.4.3 of the Village code. 

Response 1: Per our 1/26/15 meeting, grading plans conforming to section 9-3.4.4.3 will be 

prepared when the design moves to the final engineering stage. 

Comment 2 :  Preliminary utility plans should indicate that pressure connections on  the Village water 

main shall  be made by the Village. (18-3.4) All materials are to be provided by the 

developer of the property. 

Response 2: The note has been added to the preliminary engineering plans. 

Comment 3 :  Preliminary utility plans should indicate size and material of a l l  pipes, and slopes of a ll 

sewers. 

Response 3: Per our 1/26/15 meeting, this information will be included in the final 

engineering plans for the site. 

Comment 4: The proposed location of water main connection does not appear conducive to meeting 

18-3.6 (c) of the Village Code, which discusses service entry into buildings. The code 

calls for a mechanical connection, valves, and metering at an accessible entry point into 

the building (within 2 feet of building entry). The proposed connection appears to be 

routed under a cyber cafe and leasing office prior to entry into any mechanical room. 

Where is the proposed metering location? 

Response 4: A meter room has been added at the entrance vestibule to meet the code 

requirement. The water service to the building has been moved to this 

location. 

Comment 5: Connection of the fire prevention system must also be shown. The property is a l lowed 

one connection to the Village water main.  The connection must branch into the potable 

and fire prevention services within the public right of way. 

Response 5: The water service has been revised to show the domestic and fire service split 

outside of the building. 

Comment 6: Wil l  the building have separate metering for the individual un its and reta i l  spaces? 

Response 6: M&R to determine. 
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Comment 7: A b-box should be located on the water service, behind the curb l ine. (18-3.7) Closing of 

the b-box should not prevent the fire prevention system from functioning. 

Response 7: A b-box has been added to the plans 

Comment 8: In addition to MWRDGC, a sewer permit is required from the Village. Sewer permits for 

storm, sanitary and combined sewer wil l  be a l lowed if it can be demonstrated that 

downstream sewer facilities have sufficient reserve capacity to handle the additional 

anticipated loads. (18-7.3) 

Response 8: See the enclosed memorandum prepared by CBBEL. The site drainage system has been 

designed to limit flows to the sewer to existing site condition flows by increasing the 

size of the underground storage vault. The underground storage vault has been sized 

to keep site flows to the sewer at the current site runoff rate for the 100 year storm 

sewer. 

Comment 9 :  Future submittal documents should identify location of downspouts and  roof drains, 

which sha l l  be routed through the underground storm vault prior to discharge. (18-7.10) 

Response 9: Per our 1/26/15 meeting, this information will be provided at the time of final 

engineering and further development of the building plans. The building drainage 

systems have not yet been designed. 

Comment 10: Confirm the need for a grease trap based upon the proposed uses of the development. 

(18-7.13) 

Response 10: To be determined as the needs of a potential restaurant tenant develops. 

Comment 11: Surface drainage from the loading zone is shown as being routed into a sump pump 

which discharges to the proposed underground storm vault. An alternative of providing 

a second, smaller storm vault should be reviewed to handle this pavement drainage, 

with a restricted outlet to the public alley sewer extension. An independent sump 

pump, separate from the footing drain, would be required with the pump approach. 

Response 11: Due to the existing grades that will need to be matched in this area, we are proposing 

to not hydraulically connect this drainage area to the existing sewer system. A sump 

pump connection and discharge to the vault will help prevent drainage from entering 

the building in case of a sewer back up. This was discussed at our 1/16/15 meeting. 

Comment 12: Based upon minutes from a previous meeting with the MWRDGC, it appears as if the 

District is a l lowing site detention as a form of volume control. Calculations derived from 

the MWRDGC permit submittal process shall  be provided to the Village. It is anticipated 

that these calculations will require determination of an a l lowable release rate based on 
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a 100-year storm event, as is required in Section 504 of the Watershed Management 

Ordinance. 

Response 12: The MWRD will allow the volume control component of the WMO to be contained 

within the proposed vault. The volume required is calculated at 1" over the entire 

impervious surface of the site, which equated to approximately 3350 cubic feet. The 

underground vault has been revised and upsized to limit the flow rate from the site to 

meet the existing drainage conditions. 

Comment 13: Storm water restrictor I backflow prevention structures should be placed outside of the 

building footprint or at a location that is easily accessible for maintenance within the 

parking area and close to the public alley. 

Response 13: As discussed at our 1/26/15 meeting, the restrictor manhole and back/low preventer 

structures will be located in the ally just outside the building. The building will be 

responsible for maintenance of these structures. 

Comment 14: Emergency overflow paths should be shown on the preliminary engineering plans for 

the restrictor/backflow manhole. Emergency overflow should provide a path to 

eliminate flooding which will cause extensive damage to property within the building 

footprint should the combined sewer be surcharged. Consideration should be given to 

utilizing the open loading zone area for the underground storm vault to ach ieve this. 

Response 14: The overland flow paths are shown on the preliminary plans. The overland flow paths 

match the existing overland flow paths for the area. The analysis of the combined 

sewer in the ally prepared by CBBEL shows the combined sewer does not surcharge 

above the existing rim grades in the 100 year storm event. 

Comment 15: The underground storm vault may also be located within the parking area and located in 

a manner that would not cause damage to private property in the event of the 

combination sewer surcharging. 

Response 15: The proposed vault wi/1 be water tight with water tight bolt down lids. A structure 

with an open grate has been added to the plan to allow any surcharging of the system 

into the ally and then flow overland to the south towards Wilmette Avenue as it 

currently does in the existing condition. 

Comment 16: The proposed catch basin within the 11L" shaped public alley west of the loading zone 

must have trap to prevent foul odors leaving due to the proposed connection to the 

combined sewer. 

Response 16: A note has been added to the plans to calf for a half trap in the catch basin. 

Comment 17: The property can only have one connection to the combination sewer. The proposed 

sanitary and storm outfa l l  connection must be accomplished through one pipe leaving 

the property. An additional manhole within the building may be required. 
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Response 17: The plan has been revised to show only one connection to the combined sewer. 
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Introduction 

Tllis memorandwn swnmarizes the methodologies, results, and findings of a traffic impact study 
and parking evaluation conducted by Kenig, Lindgren, O'Hara, Aboona, Inc. (KLOA, Inc.) 
for the proposed development of a mixed-use transit oriented development (TOD) in Wilmette, 
Illinois. The site is located on the west side of Green Bay Road between Central Avenue and 
Wilmette A venue. The site which is CutTently occupied by a vacant lot is proposed to contain a 
95-unit apartment building, 6,550 square-feet of ground floor conunerciaVretail space and a parking 
garage with 1 19 spaces for the residents and ten spaces for the employees of the commercial/retail space 
( 129 total spaces). In addition, two on-street parking spaces on Green Bay Road adjacent to the 
proposed building will be dedicated for residential drop-off/pick-up. Access is proposed to be provided 
via two full ingress/egress access chives off the existing north-south alley that mns along the west 
property line. 

The pmpose of this study is to examine existing traffic conditions, assess the impact that the 
proposed development will have on traffic conditions in the area, and detetmine the most efficient 
access scheme to accommodate the traffic to be generated by the proposed development. 

The sections of this report present the following: 

• Existing roadway conditions 
• A description of the proposed development 
• Directional distribution of the development -generated traffic 
• Vehicle trip generation for the proposed development 
• Traffic analyses for the weekday moming and evening peak hours 
• Future traffic conditions, including access to the site 
• Recommendations with respect to adequacy of the site access roads, adjacent roadway 

network and intemal roadway network 
• Detennine the adequacy of the parking supply 



Existing Conditions 

Existing transp01tation conditions in the vicinity of the site were documented based on a field visit 
conducted by KLOA, Inc. in order to obtain a database for projecting future conditions. 
The following provides a description of the geographical location of the site, physical characteristics 
of the area roadway system including lane usage and traffic control devices, and existing peak hour 
traffic volumes. 

Site Location 

As previously mentioned, the site is located on the west side of Green Bay Road between Central 
A venue and Wilmette A venue and is cwTently a vacant lot. Adjacent land-uses include 
commerciaVretail to the nmth, the Wilmette Bicycle and Sport Shop to the south, the Wilmette Public 
Library and the Post Office to the west and the Union Pacific Nmth-Metra railroad tracks to the east. 
Figure 1 illustrates the location of the proposed development with respect to the area roadway 
system. Figure 2 shows an aerial view of the site and surrounding area. 

Existing Roadway System Characteristics 

A description of the roadways in the vicinity ofthe site follows. 

Green Bay Road is a n01thwest-southeast atterial roadway with a three-lane cross section and is 
one of the Village of Wilmette's major north-south arterials. The roadway is under the jw-isdiction 
of the Village of Wilmette and carries an average daily traffic (ADT) of approximately 1 0,300 
vehicles per day. The posted speed limit is 30 mph in the vicinity of the site. Two hour parking is 
generally permitted on the both sides of the road. The intersections of Green Bay Road with 
Wilmette A venue and Central Avenue are signalized and pmt of an interconnect signal system that 
extends along Green Bay Road from Lake A venue to Linden A venue. At its signalized intersections 
with Wilmette Avenue and Central A venue, Green Bay Road provides a separate left-tum lane and 
separate right-lane on each approach. 

Wilmette Avenue is a nottheast-southwest two-lane minor atterial southwest of Green Bay Road and 
a major collector northeast of Green Bay Road that is under the jw-isdiction of the Village of 
Wilmette and canies and ADT of approximately 1 2,000 vehicles per day. At its signalized 
intersection with Green Bay Road, Wilmette A venue provides an exclusive left-turn lane, a through 
lane and an exclusive right-turn lane on both approaches. At its signalized intersection with Park 
Avenue, the east approach provides an exclusive left-turn lane and a combined through/right-tum 
lane. It should be noted that the combined through/right-turn lane is wide enough that it currently 
operates as a through lane and an exclusive right-turn lane. The west approach ofWilmette Avenue 
at its intersection with Park Avenue provides an exclusive left-tum lane and a combined 
through/right-tum lane. No eastbound to southbound right-tum movements are allowed from 7:00 to 
9:00 A.M. on school days except buses. No exclusive tum lanes are provided at its unsignalized 
intersection with the north-south alley. The posted speed limit is 30 mph and two hour parking is 
generally pennitted on both sides of the road. 
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Aerial View of Site Figure 2 
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Central Avenue is an east-west two-lane local road that is under the jurisdiction of the Village of 
Wilmette and carries an ADT of approximately 3,350 vehicles per day east of Wilmette Avenue. 
The posted speed limit is 25 mph in the vicinity of the site and 30-minute and three hour parking are 
generally permitted on both sides of the road. At its signalized intersection with Green Bay Road, 
Central Avenue provides an exclusive left-tum lane, a through lane and an exclusive right-tum lane 
on the east approach. The west approach provides an exclusive left-tum lane and a combined 
through/right-tum lane. At its all-way stop control intersection with Park A venue, Central A venue 
provides a combined left/through/right-tum lane on both approaches. The west approach of 
Central A venue at its unsignalized intersection with Park A venue is signed for one-way traffic 
eastbound only on school days from 8:00 to 9:30 A.M. and from 2:30 to 3 :3 0 P.M. 

Park Avenue is a northwest-southeast local road that is under the jurisdiction of the Village of 
Wilmette. At its signalized intersection with Wilmette A venue, Park A venue provides a combined 
left/tlu·ough lane and an exclusive right-turn lane on the n01thwest approach while the southeast 
approach provides a combined left/through/right-tum lane. No exclusive tuming lanes are provided 
on either approach at its unsignalized all-way stop control intersection with Central A venue. 
Park A venue has a posted speed limit of25 mph with 30-minute parking generally petmitted on the 
east side of the road. 

North-South Alley is located on the west side of the site with a posted speed limit of 1 5  mph. 
The alley serves the businesses n01th and south of the site, parking lot D (parking petmit stickers for 
the librmy and the post office), and the parking spaces serving the library and the post office. The 
alley ranges in width from 1 6  feet to 1 8  feet and is under stop sign control at its unsignalized 
intersections with Central A venue and Wilmette A venue. 

I t  should be noted that crosswalks are provided on all approaches of the studied intersections with 
the exception of the east approaches of Central Avenue and Wilmette Avenue at their respective 
intersection with Green Bay Road. In addition pedestrian signals are provided at all of the 
signalized intersections. The existing lane configurations and traffic controls are i llustrated in  
Figure 3 .  

Public Transportation 

The area is served by two modes of public transportation: The Metra commuter rail and the 
Pace Bus line. The following sununarizes the services provided by both modes to the area. 

• The Union Pacific/North Line-Wilmette Metra station is located northeast of the site 
and provides service from Kenosha, Wisconsin to Ogilvie Transp01tation Center in 
Chicago. The line provides 34 inbound trains (3 1 stop in Wilmette) and 3 3  outbound 
trains (25 stop in Wilmette) daily. The first inbound train depmts Waukegan at 4:20 A.M. 
with the last train depa1ting Kenosha at 1 1 :3 5  P.M. 
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• Pace Bus Route 421 - Wilmette Avenue serves the Wilmette Metra Station, Edens Plaza, 
Regina Dominican High School, Loyola Academy and New Trier Northfield High School 
Campus, N011hfield Village Hall and Northfield Plaza. This line provides service Monday 
through Friday. 

• Pace Bus Route 213 - Green Bay Road provides service from Northbrook Cout1 to the Davis 
Street CTA Purple Line Station in Evanston making stops near New Trier High School, 
Ravinia Festival, the Wilmette Metra Station and the Chicago Botanic Gardens . This route 
parallels a pot1ion of the Metra Union Pacific North Line. 

Existing Traffic and Pedestrian Volumes 

In order to determine cutTent traffic conditions on the existing roadways, KLOA, Inc. conducted 
manual peak period traffic and pedestrian counts at the following intersections. 

• Green Bay Road and Wilmette A venue 
• Green Bay Road and Central A venue 
• Wilmette A venue and Park A venue 
• Park A venue and Central A venue 
• Central A venue and n011h-south alley 
• Wilmette A venue and not1h-south alley 
• Central A venue and the Post Office access drive 
• Central A venue and the access drive east of the not1h-south alley 

The traffic counts were conducted on Wednesday January ih dming the evening ( 4:00 to 6:00 P.M.) 
peak period and on Thmsday Januaty 8t11, 20 15  during the moming (7:00 to 9:00 A.M.) peak period. 
The results of the traffic counts showed that the weekday moming peak hom occurs from 7:45 to 
8:45 A.M., the weekday evening peak hour occurs from 4:30 to 5:30 P.M. 

It should be noted that the McKenzie Elementaty School located at 649 Prairie A venue was closed 
on Wednesday due to inclement weather but was open on Thursday. As such, the results of the 
traffic counts were compared with previous counts conducted by KLOA, Inc. in 20 1 2  and the 
counts that yielded the highest traffic volumes for each location were utilized. At the locations 
where 2012  counts were utilized, the traffic volumes were increased to reflect 20 1 5  traffic 
conditions. 

Figure 4A illustrates the existing peak hom traffic volumes. Figure 4B illustrates the peak hour 
pedestrian volumes. 
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Existing Traffic Observations 

In addition to the traffic and pedestrian counts, KLOA, Inc. also observed the number of trains 
crossing Wilmette A venue and Central A venue. Below is a summary of our observations. 

)> Approximately 1 5  Metra trains crossed Wilmette A venue and Central A venue during the 
A.M. peak period 

)> Five of the 1 5  trains crossed during the A.M. peak hour 

)> Gate down times for inbound trains were typically longer than for outbound trains due to 
the location of the station 

Approximately 1 3  Metra trains crossed Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue during the 
P.M. peak period 

)> Six of the 1 3  trains crossed during the P.M. peak hour 

)> Average gate down time was 77 seconds during the A.M. peak period and 86 seconds during 
the P.M. peak period 

Observations of traffic indicated that the eastbound traffic on Wilmette A venue periodically backs 
up beyond the notth-south alley (seven to eight vehicles) during the A.M. and P.M. peak periods. 
However, it was also observed that most of these backups cleared with the green ball on evety cycle. 
These backups are substantially longer when the railroad track gates go down, extending 

sometimes beyond Park Avenue (over 20 vehicles). During these times, some of the observed 
backups required two cycles to dissipate. 

On Central Avenue and during n01mal conditions, eastbound traffic did not back up to the alley. 
However, it was observed that during a few train stops eastbound traffic queued beyond the alley. 
It should be noted that these observed backups cleared with the green ball on evety cycle length. 

Green Bay Road adjacent to the site operated fairly efficiently given the volume of traffic it canies. 
However, during the weekday A.M. and P.M. peak homs, Green Bay Road periodically experiences 
long queues in both directions. These queues increase in length when the railroad track gates 
are down. Based on our observations, while Green Bay Road gets the green ball when the gates 
are down (preemption), the notthbound queue on Green Bay Road at its intersection with 
Central Avenue occasionally extends to and sometimes past Wilmette Avenue. Similarly, the 
southbound queues on Green Bay Road at its intersection with Wilmette A venue extended 
past Central A venue. Despite those long queues on Green Bay Road, the majority of the traffic 
clears with the green ball on the next cycle. 
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Park A venue was observed to operate efficiently during the peak hours with minimal backups 
in both directions at its signalized intersection with Wilmette Avenue and at its all-way stop control 
intersection with Central A venue. 

As previously indicated, the north-south alley (within the site) ranges in width between 1 6  feet and 
1 8  feet primarily due to the location of some utility poles. Based on our observations, two-way 
traffic is accommodated for the most part except in the few areas where the width is narrower. In 
these areas, opposing vehicles yield to each other. 

Traffic Characteristics of the Proposed Development 

In order to properly evaluate future traffic conditions in the sunounding area, it was necessary to 
determine the traffic characteristics of the proposed development, including the directional 
distribution and volumes of traffic that it will generate. 

Proposed Site and Development Plan 

The proposed development will contain 95 apartment units, 6,550 square feet of ground floor 
conunercial/retail and a parking garage providing 129 spaces. The apartment unit composition will 
be as follows: 

• 5 conve11ible units 
• 37 one bedroom units 
• 5 one bedroom with den units 
• 4 1  two bedrooms units 
• 7 three bedroom units 

Access to the development is proposed to be provided via two full ingress/egress access drives off 
the north/south alley approximately 270 feet n01th of Wilmette A venue. The southern access drive 
will serve 6 1  parking spaces of which ten will be dedicated to employees of the commerciaVretail 
space while the n01ihern access drive will serve 68 parking spaces. Two-way circulation will be 
provided within both parking areas. 

Directional Distribution of Site Traffic 

The directions from which traffic will approach and depart the site are a function of several 
variables, including the operational characteristics of the roadway system and the ease with which 
motorists can travel over various sections of the system without encountering congestion. 
Based on the above, as well as cwTent traffic patterns in the area, the estimated directional 
distribution of site-generated traffic is illustrated in Figure 5 and shown in Table 1 .  
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Table 1 
ESTIMATED DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF S ITE-GENERATED TRAFFIC 

Direction Percentage ofTraffic 

To and from the no1th on Green Bay Road 24% 

To and from the south on Green Bay Road 25% 

To and from the n01th on Park A venue 

To and from the south on Park Avenue 7% 

To and from the east on Wilmette Avenue 5% 

To and from the west on Wilmette A venue 24% 

To and from the east on Central A venue 

Total 1 00% 

( I ) - Applies to P.M. peak hour due to the restriction of eastbound right-turn on Lake Street at Park Avenue during 
the morning peak period traffic 

Site Traffic Generation 

The volume of traffic generated by a development is based on the type ofland use and the size of the 
development. The number of peak hour vehicle trips estimated to be generated by the proposed 
development was based on vehicle trip generation rates contained in Trip Generation, 9th Edition, 
published by the Institute ofTransp01tation Engineers (ITE). However, the trip rates assume that the 
prima1y mode of transportation is the automobile. The location of the site within close proximity to 
the Wilmette downtown area, its proximity to the train station and the Pace Bus Routes, results in 
less dependence on the automobile. Based on an inspection of Census 2010  data and the National 
TOD Database prepared by the Center for Transit Oriented Development in cooperation with the 
Federal Transit Administration, approximately 1 6  percent of the residents in the immediate area use 
other means of transportation. As such, the estimated hips by the future residents of the proposed 
development were reduced by 1 6  percent. Similarly, not all commercial/retail trips will be new due 
to interaction with the proposed apartments and proximity to the downtown area and train station. 
However, for the purpose of the analyses, no reductions were applied to the commercial/retail trips. 
Table 2 shows the estimated peak hour traffic to be generated by the proposed mixed-use 
development. 
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Table 2 
PROJECTED SITE GENERATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES 

ITE Weekday A.M. Weekday P.M. Daily Two-
Land- Peak Hour Peak Hour Way_ Traffic 

Use 
Land Use Code Density_ In Out Total In Out Total In Out Total 

Apartment 220 95 units 1 0  40 50 46 24 70 350 350 700 

Commercial/ 826 6,550 s.f. 3 2 5 1 7  2 1  38 145 145 290 
Retail 

Less 1 6  percent1 -2 -6 -8 -7 -4 � -56 -56 - 1 1 2  

New Trips 1 1  36 47 56 4 1  97 439 439 878 

11 6 2ercent reduction aEElied only_ to residential triEs to reflect other means of transEOJ1ation 

As a comparison and at the request of Village staff, KLOA, Inc. also estimated the trips to be 
generated by the proposed development assuming the retail spaces to be occupied by a limited 
service restaurant. Table 3 shows the estimated peak hour traffic to be generated by this assumed 
land use composition. 

Table 3 
ALTERNATE SITE GENERATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES 

ITE Weekday A.M. Weekday P.M. 
Land- Peak Hour Peak Hour 

Use 
Land Use Code DensitY.. In Out Total In Out Total 

Aparhnent 220 95 units 1 0  40 50 46 24 70 

Restaurant 932 6,550 s.f. 38 26 64 

Less 1 6  percent1 -2 -6 -8 -7 -4 � 
New Trips 1 1  36 47 77 46 1 23 

116 2ercent reduction aEEiied only_ to residential trips to reflect other means of transEoJ1ation 

Traffic Assignment 

Daily Two-
Wa'i. 

Traffic 

In Out Total 

350 350 700 

4 1 6  4 1 6  832 

-56 -56 - 1 1 2  

7 1 0  7 1 0  1 ,420 

The peak hour traffic volwnes projected to be generated by the proposed development were assigned 
to the roadway system based on the directional distribution shown in Table l .  Figure 6A shows the 
assignment of the site-generated peak hour traffic volwnes assuming the proposed development. 
Figure 6B shows the assignment of the site-generated peak hour traffic volumes assuming the 
alternate plan. 
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Projected Traffic Conditions 

In addition to the h·affic generated by the proposed development, the study also included traffic that 
will be generated by ambient growth in the area. To account for other development in the area until 
buildout of the proposed site and based on the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) 
Year 2040 Population and Employment Forecast, an ambient growth factor of one percent per year 
for five years was applied to the adjusted existing traffic volumes shown on Figure 4. 

The traffic volumes generated by the proposed development were combined with the existing traffic 
volumes and the ambient growth in h·affic to determine the projected traffic volumes which are 
shown in Figure 7 A. Figure 7B shows the projected traffic volumes assuming the alternate plan. 

Traffic Analysis 

Traffic analyses were performed for the intersections within the study area to detennine the 
operation of the existing roadway system, evaluate the impact of the proposed development 
and determine the ability of the existing roadway system to accornn1odate projected traffic 
demands. Analyses were perf01med for the weekday morning and evening peak hours for the 
existing traffic volumes and the projected traffic volumes. 

The traffic analyses were performed using the Synchro/SimTraffic 9 Software, which is based 
on the methodologies outlined in the Transp011ation Research Board's Highway Capacity Manual 
(HCM), 2010. The ability of an intersection to accommodate traffic flow is expressed in tetms of 
level of service, which is assigned a letter grade from A to F based on the average control delay 
experienced by vehicles passing through the intersection. Control delay is that pot1ion of the total 
delay attributed to the h·affic signal or stop sign control operation and includes initial deceleration 
delay, queue move-up time, stopped delay and final acceleration delay. Level of Service A is the 
highest grade (best traffic flow and least delay), Level of Service E represents saturated or 
at-capacity conditions and Level of Service F is the lowest grade (oversaturated conditions, 
extensive delays). 

The Highway Capacity Manual definitions for levels of service and the corresponding control 
delay for signalized and un-signalized intersections are shown in the Appendix. The results of the 
capacity analysis are summarized in Tables 4, and 5 for the existing and Year 2020 projected traffic 
volumes (Figures 7 A and 7B), respectively. 

As can be seen from Table 4, all of the studied intersection are operating at acceptable levels 
of service and delay during the two studied peak hours. However, as previously indicated, 
when the train gates are down, traffic on Wilmette Avenue, Central Avenue and Green Bay Road 
experience long delays and backups. The following is a discussion of the studied intersections. 

1 7  
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Table 3 
CAPACITY ANALYSIS RESULTS-EXISTING TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 

Intersection 
Signalized Intersections 

Green Bay Road and Wilmette A venue 

Green Bay Road and Central A venue 

Wilmette A venue and Park A venue 

Unsignalized Intersections 

Park Avenue and Central Avenue1 

Central A venue and nmth-south alley 
Wilmette A venue and nmth-south alley 
Central A venue and alley east of north-south alley 
Central A venue and Post Office drive2 

LOS - Level of Service 
Delay is measured in seconds. 
1 All-way stop controlled (A WSC) intersection 
2Two-way stop controlled (TWSC) intersection 

20 

Weekday A.M. 
Peak Hour 

LOS Delay 

c 28.8 

c 20.5 

c 25 . 1  

A 8.2 

A 1 0.0 

B 1 2 . 1  

A 9.3 

A 9.7 

Weekday P.M. 
Peak Hour 

LOS Delay 

c 33.8 

c 27.4 

c 26.0 

A 9 . 1  

B 1 1 .0 

B 1 2.8 

A 9.2 

A 0.0 



Table 4 
CAPACITY ANALYSIS RESULTS-FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 

Weekday A.M. Weekday P.M. 
Peak Hour Peak Hour 

Intersection LOS Delay LOS Delay 
Signalized Intersections 

c 3 1 .7 c (C) 34.9 
Green Bay Road and Wilmette A venue (35.0) 

c 2 1 . 1  c (C) 27.9 
Green Bay Road and Central A venue (27.9) 

Wilmette A venue and Park A venue c 26.0 c 27.4 

Unsignalized Intersections 

Park Avenue and Central Avenue1 A 8.3 A 9.3 

Central A venue and north-south alle/ B 1 0.0 B 1 1 .6 

Wilmette A venue and n011h-south aile/ B 1 2.6 B 1 3 .5 

Central A venue and alley east of north-south alley2 A 9.4 A 9.3 

Central A venue and Post Office drive2 A 9.8 A 0.0 

LOS - Level of Service 
Delay is measured in seconds. 
1 All-way stop controlled (A WSC) intersection 
2Two-way stop controlled (TWSC) intersection 
( )  Level of Service and Delay under the Altemate Plan Projected Volumes 
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Green Bay Road with Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue 

The intersections of Green Bay Road with Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue are and will 
continue operating at acceptable levels of service with queues of tmffic in the eastbound direction 
not extending to the n01th-south alley under nom1al traffic conditions. As previously indicated, 
when the railroad gates are down, eastbound traffic periodically will back up beyond the 
notth-south alley. However, these backups will also dissipate on the green ball thus allowing 
exiting traffic to tum out of the north-south alley. In order to ensure efficient ingress/egress 
accessibility, a "Do Not Block Intersection" sign should be posted on Wilmette Avenue and Central 
A venue facing west at their respective intersection with the north-south alley. Based on a review of 
the projected traffic volumes, the proposed development will be adding less than two percent to the 
peak hour traffic volumes at these two intersections therefore having minimal impact on traffic 
conditions. Based on the results of the capacity analyses, no roadway or traffic control 
improvements are needed at these intersections to accommodate the projected traffic volumes. 

Wilmette Avenue with Park Avenue 

The intersection ofWilmette A venue with Park A venue is and will continue operating at acceptable 
levels of service with minimal increases in delay. As such, no roadway or traffic control 
improvements are needed at these intersections to accommodate the projected traffic volumes. 

Central A venue with Park A venue 

The intersection of Central Avenue with Park Avenue is and will continue operating at acceptable 
levels of service with minimal increases in delay. As such, no roadway or traffic control 
improvements are needed at these intersections to accommodate the projected traffic volumes. 

North-South Alley with Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue 

The intersections of the n01th-south alley with Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue are and will 
continue to operate at acceptable levels of service with minin1al delays for inbound and outbound 
traffic. However, as previously indicated, when the train gates are down, long queues typically 
developed and outbound traffic desiring to tum left onto Wilmette A venue or right onto Central 
Avenue will experience longer delays. In order to ensure efficient ingress/egress accessibility and as 
previously indicated, a "Do Not Block Intersection" sign should be posted on Wilmette Avenue 
and Central A venue facing west at its intersection with the n01th-south alley. It is important to note 
that as vehicles travel notthbound on the alley and approach Central A venue, there is limited sight 
distance to the east due to the location of the existing commercial/retail building. In order to 
enhance traffic operations at this intersection, it is recommended that a "Watch for Pedestrians" sign 
be installed on the alley facing southbound at its intersection with Central Avenue. Based on the 
results of the capacity analyses, no roadway or traffic control improvements are needed at these 
intersections to acconm1odate the projected traffic volumes. 
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Alley Evaluation 

The provision of access to the site via the alley eliminates the need for an access drive on Green Bay 
Road which would introduce a new conflict point and will result in maintaining the number of on
street parking spaces along Green Bay Road. 

Based on a review of the traffic counts, the alley canies a limited amount of traffic. No trucks were 
counted nor there were any vehicles blocking the alley. The alley, as it currently exists, ranges from 
16 to 1 8  feet in width along the site's frontage narrowing down not1h of the site to a "pinch" point of 
approximately 1 3  feet. Given the limited amount of traffic that the proposed development will 
generate coupled with the fact that the use is complimentary to the existing adjacent land uses, the 
alley width will be adequate in accommodating existing and future traffic volumes. 

Based on KLOA, Inc's observations, the easterly not1h-south alley that runs parallel to the main 
north-south alley carries a low amount of traffic mostly limited to the approximately 32 parking 
spaces serving the businesses just north of the site. As such, very little interaction between site 
traffic and the easterly north-south alley will occur, if any. 

As indicated earlier, two access drives are proposed to serve the parking garage. Each access drive 
will provide one inbound lane and one outbound lane with outbound movements under stop sign 
control. Based on a review of various Auto Turn runs, the access drives and the alley will be able to 
accommodate inbound and outbound maneuvers. Copies of the Auto Turn runs are included in the 
Appendix. 

Loading Zone 

Two loading bays will be provided at the not1hwest corner of the building. The loading bays will 
aligned with the east-west alley that connects with the easterly north-south alley. Given the type of 
uses proposed, it is anticipated that deliveries will be made by single unit tlucks. No multi-unit 
huck will therefore be allowed to use the loading zone. Furthermore, given the limited amount of 
traffic currently experienced on the east-west alley coupled with the limited amount oftt·affic that 
will be generated by the loading bays, the development will not have a negative impact on the alley 
operation. 

Based on the Auto Turn runs, a single unit truck can maneuver efficiently in and out of the loading 
zone with trucks approaching from the north and departing to the south. The restriction in direction 
of travel is primarily due to the constraints of the building, width of the alley and conflict with utility 
poles. The Auto Tum runs are included in the Appendix. It is recommended that, in order to 
minimize the impact on customers and area traffic, truck deliveries be scheduled during off peak 
hours. 
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Parking Evaluation 

Approximately 1 1 9 off-street parking spaces for the proposed apartment units will be provided. 
This translates into a parking ratio of 1 .25 spaces per unit. 

The Village of Wilmette parking ordinance requires that the proposed development provide the 
following number of parking spaces per type of unit: 

• 1 .0 parking space per 1 or 2 bedroom unit 
• 1 . 5 parking spaces per 3 bedroom unit or more 

Based on these requirements and the number and type of units being proposed, the development 
should provide by code 99 parking spaces. This averages to 1 .04 parking spaces per unit. 
As such, the number of off-street parking spaces for the residential portion of the development 
exceeds the Village's parking requirements. 

Under existing conditions, there are tlu·ee on-street parking spaces on Green Bay Road along the 
site's frontage. Under future conditions and based on the proposed plans, tlu·ee on-street parking 
spaces will be maintained and an approximate 47 feet wide loading zone will be provided (proposed 
striping plan exhibit is included in the Appendix). As allowed in the Village of Wilmette Zoning 
Ordinance Section 1 4.9 D, the on-street parking spaces along the site's frontage can be counted 
towards the required off-street parking spaces for commercial uses. As previously indicated, 
approximately ten dedicated off-street parking spaces will be provided within the proposed garage 
for employees of the commercial/retail use. Based on this, the commercial/retail portion of the 
development will be providing a parking ratio 1 .98 parking spaces per 1 ,000 square feet. 

It should also be noted that the Village Hall public parking lot has approximately 5 1  off-street 
parking spaces and the 1 1 99 Wilmette Lot has approximately 2 8  off-street parking spaces, both of 
which can be used by the commercial/retail customers. The spaces at the Village Hall public 
parking lot are restricted to two hours from 8:30 A.M. to 5 :00 P.M. Monday tlu·ough Friday with no 
restrictions on nights and weekends and the spaces at the 1 1 99 Wilmette lot are restricted to 90 
minutes. Per the Village of Wilmette Zoning Ordinance section 1 4.9F, these off-street parking 
spaces which are within 500 feet of the propetty line can be credited towards the parking 
requirement at a rate of one space per every three public parking spaces. This will increase the 
parking ratio for the commercial/retail use to 6.0 spaces per 1 ,000 square feet. 

In addition, there are over 30 on-street parking spaces within close proximity to the site (along 
Green Bay Road, Wilmette Avenue and Central Avenue) as well as approximately 23 on-street 
parking spaces on Wilmette Avenue east of the tracks. All of these spaces can also be used by the 
future customers of the commercial space. It should be noted that based on a spot check conducted 
by KLOA, Inc. on Wednesday January 7, 2 0 1 5  at 9 :00 A.M., 3 :45 P.M. and 6:00 P.M. there were 
over on-street 1 5  parking spaces available during all three survey times. 
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Best Parking Practices 

As it was previously mentioned, the proximity of the Wilmette Metra train station and the Pace Bus 
Route 2 1 3  and 421 stops within close proximity to the site as well as its location within downtown 
Wilmette qualifies the project as a TOD. 

Best practices with respect to parking policies that are supportive of Smart Growth and TOD's 
include strategies that promote walking, biking and the use of public transit while reducing or 
eliminating the need for private automobiles. These strategies include the following: 

• Manage/limit the amount of parking provided 
• Reserve parking space for carsharing services 
• Provide enclosed, secured storage facilities for bicycles 
• Unbundle parking by separating parking costs from unit leases, which provides economic 

incentives for tenants to opt out of parking and make better use of altemative travel modes 

Carsharing programs provide participants with convenient and flexible access to centrally-owned 
and maintained vehicles. Cm·sharing offers an altemative to individual car ownership, which 
effectively increases the number of users per vehicle and contributes to lower auto ownership 
rates and reduced parking demand. According to recent North American studies and cm·sharing 
member surveys, each cat·sharing vehicle removes an average of 1 5  privately-owned cars from the 
community. 

The incorporation of the above-noted strategies into a development is recognized by the U.S. Green 
Building Council in the form of credits towards LEED certification of the project. 
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Conclusion 

Based on the proposed development and preceding evaluation, the following conclusions and 
recommendations are made. 

• The volume of traffic to be generated by the proposed development will be reduced due to 
proximity to public transp01tation and downtown Wilmette. 

• The results of the capacity analyses have shown that the existing roadway system has 
adequate reserve capacity to accommodate the projected traffic volumes and, as such, 
no external roadway improvements and/or modifications are required. 

• It is recommended that "Do Not Block Intersection" signs be posted of Wilmette A venue and 
Central A venue facing west at its intersection with the notth-south alley be posted. 

• A "Watch for Pedestrians" sign should be provided on the n01th-south alley facing south at 
its intersection with Central A venue. 

• The proposed site access system will be adequate to serve the traffic that will be generated 
by the proposed development. 

• Vehicular circulation within the parking garage will be adequate. Lane width within the 
alley and the loading zone area will be adequate to accommodate the projected traffic 
volumes and the anticipated type of trucks. 

• The proposed number of parking spaces for the proposed apartments will be adequate in 
accommodating the projected peak parking demand and will exceed the Village ofWilmette 
parking requirement. 

• The parking needs of the proposed commercial/retail use will be accommodated by the 
designated parking spaces within the garage as well as by the available on-street and off
street parking in the area. 
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Appendix 

• Proposed Striping Plan 

• Capacity Analyses 

• Auto Turn Runs 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3: Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 1/13/2015 

_,;. _., � � � ' � t � '. + � 
EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBt.: BT NBR SBt.: SBT SBR 

Lane Configurations 'tj � "\ + r "\ t r 'tj + r 
Volume (vph) 30 87 13  21 49 52 5 441 9 37 454 26 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 45 0 104 104 182 59 131 131 
Storage Lanes 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 51 55 77 179 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.99 0.82 0.94 0.91 
Frt 0.980 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 1770 1 806 0 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1 583 
Fit Permitted 0.950 0.950 0.479 0.950 
Satd. Flow (perm) 1770 1806 0 1770 1863 1300 892 1863 1482 1770 1863 1445 
Right Turn on Red Yes No No Yes 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 6 92 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 202 176 480 259 
Travel Time (s) 4.6 4.0 10.9 5.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 1 5  40 17  1 1  17  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 32 106 0 22 52 55 5 464 9 39 478 27 
Turn Type Prot NA Prot NA Perm pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 1 6 
Permitted Phases 8 2 2 6 
Detector Phase 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 2 6 6 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 21.0 38.0 21.0 38.0 38.0 14.0 57.0 57.0 14.0 57.0 57.0 
Total Split (%) 16.2% 29.2% 16.2% 29.2% 29.2% 10.8% 43.8% 43.8% 10.8% 43.8% 43.8% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None None None None None None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max 
Act Effct Green (s) 7.8 12.6 7.2 12.0 12.0 94.3 87.7 87.7 8.3 96.2 96.2 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.73 0.67 0.67 0.06 0.74 0.74 
v/c Ratio 0.30 0.59 0.23 0.30 0.46 0.01 0.37 0.01 0.35 0.35 0.02 
Control Delay 65.0 65.6 63.6 58.4 67.2 3.2 5.2 5.3 65.8 8.7 0.0 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 65.0 65.6 63.6 58.4 67.2 3.2 5.2 5.3 65.8 8.7 0.0 
LOS E E E E E A A A E A A 
Approach Delay 65.5 63.0 5.2 12.4 
Approach LOS E E A B 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 26 82 18  42 45 0 52 32 132 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 60 139 47 82 87 m1 65 m2 69 287 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3: Green Bal Road & Central Avenue 

,f ..... .,. f" +- "-
ane Grou� EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 122 96 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 45 104 104 
Base Capacity (vph) 231 449 231 458 320 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.14 0.24 0 . 10 0 . 11  0 . 17 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 130 
Actuated Cycle Length: 130 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 60 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.59 
Intersection Signal Delay: 20.5 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 52.4% ICU Level of Service A 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

Splits and Phases: 3: Green Bay Road & Central Avenue 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6:  Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba� Road 1/13/2015 

� t r l..t + � ) Jf /l ( Jl t/ 
f\JB[ f\JBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT sw , 

Lane Configurations "i t 7' 'i + 7' 'i + 7' "i + 7' 
Volume (vph) 91 428 37 17 450 21 18 294 137 28 236 9 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 100 93 85 85 
Storage Lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 178 76 143 125 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.99 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.94 
Frt 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.333 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (perm) 613 1863 1533 1770 1863 1489 1770 1863 1381 1770 1863 1495 
Right Turn on Red No Yes Yes No 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 126 159 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 464 480 283 171 
Travel Time (s) 10.5 10.9 6.4 3.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 1 0  3 10  27 9 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 96 451 39 1 8  474 22 19  309 144 29 248 9 
Turn Type pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 5 2 1 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 2 6 4 8 
Detector Phase 5 2 2 6 6 7 4 4 3 8 8 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 17.0 55.0 55.0 23.0 61.0 61.0 17.0 26.0 26.0 26.0 35.0 35.0 
Total Split (%) 13 .1% 42.3% 42.3% 17.7% 46.9% 46.9% 13 . 1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 26.9% 26.9% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0  1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max None None None None None None 
Act Effct Green (s) 79.6 73.5 73.5 6.9 65.9 65.9 7.0 32.0 32.0 7.6 34.7 34.7 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.61 0.57 0.57 0.05 0.51 0.51 0.05 0.25 0.25 0.06 0.27 0.27 
v/c Ratio 0.21 0.43 0.05 0 . 19 0.50 0.03 0.20 0.67 0.31 0.28 0.50 0.02 
Control Delay 12.5 20.3 16.9 74.8 19.9 0 . 1  63.1 52.8 6.3 64.6 44.4 35.6 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 12.5 20.3 16.9 74.8 20.3 0.1 63.1 52.8 6.3 64.6 44.4 35.6 
LOS B c B E c A E D A E D D 
Approach Delay 18.8 21.3 39.0 46.2 
Approach LOS B c D D 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 33 201 14 1 1  284 0 16  239 0 24 162 5 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 62 372 40 44 423 0 42 342 43 56 269 21 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6: Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba� Road 

Jr.) 
ane Grou� NBL 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 158 
Base Capacity (vph) 494 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.19 

ntersec!lon Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 130 
Actuated Cycle Length: 130 

t r 
NBT NBR 
384 

60 
1053 866 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.43 0.05 

l.:., + 
SBL SBT 

400 
135 
258 943 

0 131 
0 0 
0 0 

0.07 0.58 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 60 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.67 

; 
SBR 

60 
8 16  

0 
0 
0 

0.03 

Intersection Signal Delay: 28.8 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 64.2% ICU Level of Service C 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6 :  Wilmette Avenue & Green Road 

1/13/2015 

) Jf /l ( J(' t/ 
NEL NET NER SWL: SWT SWR 

203 91 
100 93 85 85 
177 458 459 299 497 399 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 .11  0.67 0.31 0.10 0.50 0.02 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 1/13/2015 

� t r � � � ) Jf /l ( Jl 't/ 
�ane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEt.: NE NER SWL: SWT sw� 
Lane Configurations 4+ 4' ., "'i � "i t ., 
Volume (vph) 91 67 20 14 52 86 1 10  420 32 12  305 25 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 
Storage Length (ft) 0 0 0 85 105 0 86 120 
Storage Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 25 25 30 61 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 1 .00 1 .00 0.98 1.00 1 .00 0.95 
Frt 0.985 0.850 0.989 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.975 0.989 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 0 1781 0 0 1842 1583 1770 1838 0 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.802 0.921 0.464 0.287 
Satd. Flow (perm) 0 1465 0 0 171 1 1583 849 1838 0 533 1863 1499 
Right Turn on Red Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 6 91 5 73 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 289 324 333 312 
Travel Time (s) 6.6 7.4 7.6 7.1 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 8 8 12  4 4 12  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 0 188 0 0 70 91 1 1 6  476 0 13  321 26 
Turn Type Perm NA Perm NA Perm pm+pt NA pm+pt NA Perm 
Protected Phases 2 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 6 6 4 8 8 
Minimum Split (s) 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 40.0 25.0 40.0 40.0 
Total Split (%) 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 44.4% 27.8% 44.4% 44.4% 
Yellow Time (s) 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 . 5  1 .5 1 .5 1 . 5  1 .5 0.0 1 .5 0.0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Act Effct Green (s) 19.0 19.0 19.0 59.0 34.0 59.0 34.0 34.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.66 0.38 0.66 0.38 0.38 
v/c Ratio 0.60 0.19 0.22 0 . 15 0.68 0.02 0.46 0.04 
Control Delay 40.0 3 1 .0 8.3 5.2 29.3 4.5 23.7 0.1 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 40.0 31.0 8.3 5.2 29.3 4.5 23.7 0.1 
LOS D c A A c A c A 
Approach Delay 40.0 18.1 24.6 21 .3 
Approach LOS D B c c 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 94 33 0 19 220 2 135 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 165 69 38 35 332 7 210 0 
Internal Link Dist (ft) 209 244 253 232 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 85 105 86 120 
Base Capacity (vph) 314 361 405 781 697 651 703 6 1 1  
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 

� 
hane Grou� NBL 
Spillback Cap Reductn 
Storage Cap Reductn 
Reduced v/c Ratio 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 90 
Actuated Cycle Length: 90 

t r 
NBT NBR 

0 
0 

0.60 

I.:J( + 
SBL SBT 

0 
0 

0 . 19 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBTL, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 55 
Control Type: Pretimed 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.68 

� 
SBR 

0 
0 

0.22 

Intersection Signal Delay: 25.1 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 57.3% ICU Level of Service 8 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 A.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

) J( /l ( 
NEL NET NER SWL 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 . 15 0.68 0.02 

1/13/2015 

Jl v 
SWT SWB 

0 0 
0 0 

0.46 0.04 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
9: Park Avenue & Central Avenue 

.,J __., "'). .. ,._ '-
�ovement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 
Lane Configurations 4+ 4t-
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Volume (vph) 30 33 24 60 2 22 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 32 35 25 63 2 23 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total (vph) 92 88 173 83 
Volume Left (vph) 32 63 2 25 
Volume Right (vph) 25 23 74 0 
Hadj (s) -0.06 0.02 -0.22 0.09 
Departure Headway (s) 4.5 4.6 4.2 4.6 
Degree Utilization, x 0.12 0.11 0.20 0.11 
Capacity (veh/h) 738 727 815 733 
Control Delay (s) 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.2 
Approach Delay (s) 8.1 8.2 8.3 8.2 
Approach LOS A A A A 

Intersection Summa 
Delay 8.2 
Level of Service A 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 36.0% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  A.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

"" t � 
NBL NBT NBR 

4+ 
Stop 

2 92 70 
0.95 0.95 0.95 

2 97 74 

A 

'. 
SBL 

24 
0.95 

25 

1/13/2015 

+ .; 
SBT SBR 

4t-
Stop 

55 0 
0.95 0.95 

58 0 
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HCM Unsignalized I ntersection Capacity Analysis 
1 3 :  N-S Alle;t & Central Avenue 

� __...,. "t .. +- '-
ovement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Lane Configurations * * 
Volume (veh/h) 8 1 1 6  3 2 69 6 
Sign Control Free Free 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 8 122 3 2 73 6 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 289 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.98 
vC, conflicting volume 109 134 
vC 1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 87 134 
tC, single (s) 4.1 4.1 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 2.2 
pO queue free % 99 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1448 1439 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total 134 81 21 12  
Volume Left 8 2 1 1  3 
Volume Right 3 6 7 5 
cSH 1448 1439 743 748 
Volume to Capacity 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.02 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 2 1 
Control Delay (s) 0.5 0.2 10.0 9.9 
Lane LOS A A A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.5 0.2 10.0 9.9 
Approach LOS A A 

ntersection Summa!J: 
Average Delay 1 . 7  
Intersection Capacity Utilization 21.0% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/201 2  A.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

� t I" 
NBL NBT NBR 

* 
10  3 7 

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
1 1  3 7 

9 
12.0 
4.0 

1 

0.98 0.98 
236 263 133 

216 243 133 
7.1 6.5 6.2 

3.5 4.0 3.3 
98 99 99 

695 623 910 

A 

'-. 
SBL 

3 

0.95 
3 

0.98 
259 

240 
7.1 

3.5 
100 
657 

1/13/2015 

+ .,; 
SBT SB� 

* 
3 5 

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
3 5 

30 
12.0 
4.0 

3 

0.98 0.98 
261 106 

241 84 
6.5 6.2 

4.0 3.3 
99 99 

624 936 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 6: Wilmette Avenue & N-S Aile� 

� "' ) Jl:"' ' ( 
ovement S L SET SER NWL NWT NWR 

Lane Configurations 4+ 4+ 
Volume (veh/h) 5 0 8 0 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 5 0 8 1 0 1 
Pedestrians 9 28 
Lane Width {ft) 12.0 12.0 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 4.0 4.0 
Percent Blockage 1 2 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.78 
vC, conflicting volume 856 889 363 883 886 500 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 396 433 191  427 431 224 
tC, single (s) 7.1 6.5 6.2 7.1 6.5 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 3.5 4.0 3.3 3.5 4.0 3.3 
pO queue free % 99 100 99 100 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 460 420 734 428 422 624 

Qirection, Lane # SE 1 NW 1 NE 1 sw 1 
Volume Total 14 2 478 366 
Volume Left 5 1 1 9 
Volume Right 8 1 1 1  6 
cSH 597 508 1 1 89 1024 
Volume to Capacity 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 2 0 0 1 
Control Delay (s) 1 1 .2 12 . 1  0.0 0.3 
Lane LOS B B A A 
Approach Delay (s) 1 1 .2 12 . 1  0.0 0.3 
Approach LOS B B 

ntersection Summa!l 
Average Delay 0.4 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 34.7% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/201 2 A.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

' J( � 
NEL NET NER 

4+ 
443 10 
Free 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
1 466 1 1  

None 

312 
0.87 
366 

195 
4.1 

2.2 
100 

1 189 

A 

� 
SWC 

9 

0.95 
9 

0.78 
505 

231 
4.1 

2.2 
99 

1024 

1/13/2015 

Jl "tt..J 

SWT SW!3 

4+ 
333 6 

Free 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
351 6 

None 

283 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 9: Access Drive & Central Avenue 

-+ "'). � ,..__ � !" 
ovement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 

Lane Configurations � +1 v 
Volume (veh/h) 126 0 6 74 3 4 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 133 0 6 78 3 4 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 202 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.98 
vC, conflicting volume 1 33 223 133 
vC 1 ,  stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 133 194 133 
tC, single (s) 4.1 6.4 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 100 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1452 774 917 

EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
133 84 7 

0 6 3 
0 0 4 

1700 1452 849 
Volume to Capacity 0.08 0.00 0.01 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 1 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.6 9.3 
Lane LOS A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.6 9.3 
Approach LOS A 

, ntersection Summa!Y 
Average Delay 0.5 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 18.8% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 15 

6/13/2012 A.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

A 

1/13/2015 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
2 1 :  Post Office Drive & Central Avenue 

--+ ,. � ,.__ � � 
ovement EBT EBR WB[ WBT BR 

Lane Configurations t. +f 
Volume (veh/h) 127 0 0 84 0 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 134 0 0 88 1 0 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width {ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal {ft) 348 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.99 
vC, conflicting volume 1 34 222 134 
vC 1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 134 214 134 
IC, single (s) 4.1 6.4 6.2 
IC, 2 stage (s) 
IF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 100 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1451 769 915 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 134 88 1 
Volume Left 0 0 1 
Volume Right 0 0 0 
cSH 1700 1451 769 
Volume to Capacity 0.08 0.00 0.00 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 0 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 9.7 
Lane LOS A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 9.7 
Approach LOS A 

,Intersection Summa!}: 
Average Delay 0.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 1 6.7% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  A.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

A 

1/13/2015 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3 :  Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 1/13/2015 

_,J- -+ ... .( +- -\.. "" t � \. + � 
ane Grou� EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SB!J 

Lane Configurations l'j � � t ., � t ., l'j t ., 
Volume (vph) 41 82 30 43 127 77 9 525 16 74 588 33 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 45 0 104 104 182 59 131 131 
Storage Lanes 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 51 55 77 179 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.98 0.84 0.82 0.86 
Frt 0.959 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 1770 1758 0 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.950 0.950 0.397 0.950 
Satd. Flow (perm) 1770 1758 0 1770 1863 1328 740 1863 1300 1770 1863 1355 
Right Turn on Red Yes No No Yes 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 13  86 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 202 176 480 259 
Travel Time (s) 4.6 4.0 10.9 5.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 9 33 29 37 29 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 43 1 1 8  0 45 134 81 9 553 17  78 619 35 
Turn Type Prot NA Prot NA Perm pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 1 6 
Permitted Phases 8 2 2 6 
Detector Phase 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 2 6 6 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 21.0 42.0 21.0 42.0 42.0 13.0 64.0 64.0 13.0 64.0 64.0 
Total Split (%) 1 5.0% 30.0% 15.0% 30.0% 30.0% 9.3% 45.7% 45.7% 9.3% 45.7% 45.7% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0  1 .5  1 .0  1 .5  1 .5  1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0  1 .5  1 .5  
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None None None None None None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max 
Act Effct Green (s) 8.8 15.3 8.9 15.4 15.4 93.6 85.8 85.8 1 1 .8 99.6 99.6 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.06 0 .11  0.06 0.1 1 0 .11  0.67 0.61 0.61 0.08 0.71 0.71 
v/c Ratio 0.39 0.58 0.40 0.65 0.55 0.02 0.48 0.02 0.52 0.47 0.04 
Control Delay 72.2 63.3 72.5 74.1 72.4 3.8 7.5 6.8 73.2 12.3 0.1 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 
Total Delay 72.2 63.3 72.5 74.1 72.4 3.8 7.5 6.8 73.2 1 2.5 0.1 
LOS E E E E E A A A E B A 
Approach Delay 65.7 73.3 7.4 1 8.4 
Approach LOS E E A B 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 38 92 40 1 1 9  71 73 2 69 220 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 78 153 8 1  184 123 m2 87 m5 122 459 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3 :  Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 

,)- __... .,. � +- '- "\ 
ane Grou� EBL 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 45 
Base Capacity (vph) 214 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.20 

ntersecbon Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 140 
Actuated Cycle Length: 140 

EBT EBR WBL WBT 
122 96 

104 
461 214 479 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.26 0.21 0.28 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 70 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.65 

WBR 

104 
341 

0 
0 
0 

0.24 

Intersection Signal Delay: 27.4 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 65.4% ICU Level of Service C 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

NBL 

182 
578 

0 
0 
0 

0.02 

t I" '. 
NBT NBR SBL 
400 

59 131 
1 141 797 153 

30 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.50 0.02 0.51 

1/13/2015 

+ .; 
SBT SBB 
179 

131 
1325 989 

0 0 
182 0 

0 0 
0.54 0.04 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6 :  Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba:i Road 1/13/2015 

� t r � + � ) J( /t ( Jl t/ 
ane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT sw� 

Lane Configurations 'trj t ., "" t 7' "" t ., 'trj t ., 
Volume (vph) 164 494 48 24 602 35 40 241 1 1 7  60 232 16  
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 100 93 85 85 
Storage Lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 178 76 143 125 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.97 0.93 0.83 0.93 
Frt 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (prot) 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.244 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (perm) 455 1863 1531 1770 1863 1477 1770 1863 1321 1770 1863 1470 
Right Turn on Red No Yes Yes No 
Said. Flow (RTOR) 86 1 1 7  
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 464 480 283 171 
Travel Time (s) 10.5 10.9 6.4 3.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 1 1  3 1 1  34 12  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 1 73 520 51 25 634 37 42 254 123 63 244 17 
Turn Type pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 5 2 1 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 2 6 4 8 
Detector Phase 5 2 2 6 6 7 4 4 3 8 8 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 18.0 58.0 58.0 26.0 66.0 66.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 
Total Split (%) 12.9% 41.4% 41 .4% 18.6% 47.1% 47.1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5  1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max None None None None None None 
Act Effct Green (s) 92.3 82.8 82.8 7.5 75.6 75.6 8.7 25.3 25.3 10.3 26.8 26.8 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.66 0.59 0.59 0.05 0.54 0.54 0.06 0.18 0.18 0.07 0.19 0 . 19 
v/c Ratio 0.43 0.47 0.06 0.26 0.63 0.04 0.38 0.75 0.37 0.48 0.69 0.06 
Control Delay 14.3 21.6 17.4 92.9 22.4 0.3 72.1 68.3 1 1 . 9  73.8 62.1 43.8 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 14.3 21.6 17.4 92.9 22.6 0.3 72.1 68.3 1 1 . 9  73.8 62.1 43.8 
LOS B c B F c A E E 8 E E D 
Approach Delay 19.6 24.0 52.1 63.4 
Approach LOS B c D E 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 59 288 21 23 441 37 221 5 56 208 13 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 1 1 2  473 52 m54 673 77 304 59 103 286 33 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6:  Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba� Road 

� 
ane Grou f\JB[ 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 158 
Base Capacity (vph) 431 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.40 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 140 
Actuated Cycle Length: 140 

t r 
NBT NBR 
384 

60 
1 101 905 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.47 0.06 

� + 
SBL SBT 

400 
135 
278 1006 

0 67 
0 0 
0 0 

0.09 0.68 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 70 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.75 

� 
SBR 

60 
837 

0 
0 
0 

0.04 

Intersection Signal Delay: 33.8 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 73.9% ICU Level of Service D 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
m Volume for 95th percentile queue i s  metered by upstream signal. 

Splits and Phases: 

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

) J( /l 
NEL NET NER 

203 
100 93 
303 347 341 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.14 0.73 0.36 

( 
SWL 

85 
303 

0 
0 
0 

0.21 

1/13/2015 

Jl 't/ 
SWT sw 

91 
85 

366 289 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.67 0.06 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 1/13/2015 

� t r � + � ) ;t /l ( Jl' t/ 
ane GrouE NB[ NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT sw� 

Lane Configurations 4+ +t r "'i � 't!j t r 
Volume (vph) 109 54 16  37 109 121 1 1 1  347 93 18  376 54 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 
Storage Length (ft) 0 0 0 85 105 0 86 120 
Storage Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 25 25 30 61 
Lane Uti I .  Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 0.99 1 .00 0.97 
Frt 0.988 0.850 0.968 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.970 0.987 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 0 1781 0 0 1839 1 583 1 770 1790 0 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.702 0.881 0.376 0.301 
Satd. Flow (perm) 0 1289 0 0 1639 1583 698 1790 0 558 1863 1539 
Right Turn on Red Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 5 127 17  73 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 289 324 333 312 
Travel Time (s) 6.6 7.4 7.6 7.1 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 3 3 3 5 5 3 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 0 189 0 0 154 127 1 1 7  463 0 19  396 57 
Turn Type Perm NA Perm NA Perm pm+pt NA pm+pt NA Perm 
Protected Phases 2 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 6 6 4 8 8 
Minimum Split (s) 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 40.0 25.0 40.0 40.0 
Total Split (%) 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 44.4% 27.8% 44.4% 44.4% 
Yellow Time (s) 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1.5 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Act Effct Green (s) 19.0 19.0 19.0 59.0 34.0 59.0 34.0 34.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.66 0.38 0.66 0.38 0.38 
v/c Ratio 0.68 0.45 0.29 0.16 0.67 0.03 0.56 0.09 
Control Delay 46.2 35.7 7.7 5.3 28.4 4.6 25.9 3.6 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 46.2 35.7 7.7 5.3 28.4 4.6 25.9 3.6 
LOS D D A A c A c A 
Approach Delay 46.2 23.0 23.7 22.4 
Approach LOS D c c c 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 97 77 0 19 208 3 175 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) #191 136 45 36 318 9 266 18  
Internal Link Dist (ft) 209 244 253 232 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 85 105 86 120 
Base Capacity (vph) 276 346 434 719 686 662 703 626 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 : Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 

� 
NBL 

ntersection Summary 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 90 
Actuated Cycle Length: 90 

t r 
NBT NBR 

0 
0 

0.68 

� + 
SBL SBT 

0 
0 

0.45 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBTL, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 55 
Control Type: Pretimed 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.68 

� 
SBR 

0 
0 

0.29 

Intersection Signal Delay: 26.0 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 57.2% ICU Level of Service B 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer. 

Queue shown is maximum after two cycles. 

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

) Jl /l 
NEL NET NER 

0 0 
0 0 

0.16 0.67 

( 
SWL 

0 
0 

0.03 

1/13/2015 

¥ -!/ 
SWT SWR 

0 0 
0 0 

0.56 0.09 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
9: Park Avenue & Central Avenue 

,. -+ .. • ,._ "-
.Movement EBL EBT EBR WB[ WBT WBR 
Lane Configurations * *' 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Volume (vph) 4 18  17  132 14 28 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 4 19  18  139 15  29 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total (vph) 41  183 185 176 
Volume Left (vph) 4 139 6 29 
Volume Right (vph) 18  29 88 2 
Hadj (s) -0.21 0.09 -0.25 0.06 
Departure Headway (s) 4.8 4.9 4.5 4.8 
Degree Utilization, x 0.05 0.25 0.23 0.23 
Capacity (veh/h) 671 684 763 71 2 
Control Delay (s) 8.1 9.5 8.8 9.2 
Approach Delay (s) 8.1 9.5 8.8 9.2 
Approach LOS A A A A 

Intersection Summa� 
Delay 9.1 
Level of Service A 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 43.4% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

"\ t I" 
BT NBR 

* 
Stop 

6 86 84 
0.95 0.95 0.95 

6 91 88 

A 

\. 
SB 

28 
0.95 

29 

1/13/2015 

+ � 
SBT SB!3 

4+ 
Stop 
137 2 

0.95 0.95 
144 2 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 3 :  N-S Aile� & Central Avenue 

,)- __. ,. .. +- '-
ovement EBL EST EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Lane Configurations 4+ 4+ 
Volume (veh/h) 5 1 1 9  4 6 160 0 
Sign Control Free Free 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 5 125 4 6 168 0 
Pedestrians 2 1 
Lane Width (ft) 1 2.0 12.0 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 4.0 4.0 
Percent Blockage 0 0 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 289 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.93 
vC, conflicting volume 180 137 
vC 1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 87 137 
tC, single (s) 4.1 4 . 1  
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 2.2 
pO queue free % 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1395 1437 

Direction, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total 135 175 35 18 
Volume Left 5 6 19  1 1  
Volume Right 4 0 1 2  1 
cSH 1395 1437 697 615 
Volume to Capacity 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.03 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 4 2 
Control Delay (s) 0.3 0.3 10.4 1 1 .0 
Lane LOS A A B B 
Approach Delay (s) 0.3 0.3 10.4 1 1 .0 
Approach LOS B B 

ntersection Summa 
Average Delay 1 .8 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 22.2% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

"\ t I" 
NBL NBT NBR 

4+ 
1 8  4 1 1  

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
19  4 12  

8 
12.0 
4.0 

1 

0.93 0.93 
333 339 136 

250 257 136 
7.1 6.5 6.2 

3.5 4.0 3.3 
97 99 99 

633 590 905 

A 

'-. 
SBL 

10  

0.95 
1 1  

0.93 
346 

264 
7.1 

3.5 
98 

613 

1/13/2015 

+ � 
SBT SB 

4+ 
6 

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
6 1 

1 2  
12.0 
4.0 

1 

0.93 0.93 
341 182 

259 89 
6.5 6.2 

4.0 3.3 
99 100 

588 894 
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HCM Unsignalized I ntersection Capacity Analysis 
1 6 :  Wilmette Avenue & N-S Aile� 

� � J jl:"". ' � 
ovement SEL SET SER NWL NWT NWR 

Lane Configurations +t. 4+ 
Volume (veh/h) 8 0 14 10  0 3 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 8 0 15  1 1  0 3 
Pedestrians 24 22 
Lane Width {ft) 12.0 12.0 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 4.0 4.0 
Percent Blockage 2 2 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.80 
vC, conflicting volume 912 934 471 921 931 433 
vC 1 ,  stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 420 445 269 431 442 172 
tC, single (s) 7.1 6.5 6.2 7.1 6.5 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
IF (s) 3.5 4.0 3.3 3.5 4.0 3.3 
pO queue free % 98 100 98 98 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 452 427 630 437 429 688 

Direction, Lane # SE 1 NW 1 NE 1 SW 1 
Volume Total 23 14 421 454 
Volume Left 8 1 1  7 6 
Volume Right 15  3 6 1 
cSH 551 477 1060 1 1 05 
Volume to Capacity 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 3 2 1 0 
Control Delay (s) 1 1 .8 12.8 0.2 0.2 
Lane LOS B B A A 
Approach Delay (s) 1 1 . 8  12.8 0.2 0.2 
Approach LOS B B 

ntersection Summa 
Average Delay 0.7 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 35.5% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/1 3/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

' Jf � 
NEL NET NER 

+t. 
7 387 6 

Free 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
7 407 6 

None 

312 
0.84 
471 

270 
4.1 

2.2 
99 

1060 

A 

' 
SWL 

6 

0.95 
6 

0.80 
436 

175 
4.1 

2.2 
99 

1 1 05 
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SWT SWR 

4+ 
424 

Free 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
446 1 

None 

283 
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HCM Unsignal ized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 9: Access Drive & Central Avenue 

--+- ... .f � � !' 
Movement EST EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 
Lane Configurations f+ +f v 
Volume (veh/h) 138 2 4 165 1 14 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 145 2 4 174 1 1 5  
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 202 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.93 
vC, conflicting volume 147 328 146 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 147 243 146 
tC, single (s) 4.1 6.4 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 100 100 98 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1434 693 901 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 147 178 1 6  
Volume Left 0 4 1 
Volume Right 2 0 1 5  
cSH 1700 1 434 883 
Volume to Capacity 0.09 0.00 0.02 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 1 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.2 9.2 
Lane LOS A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.2 9.2 
Approach LOS A 

ntersection Summa� 
Average Delay 0.5 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 21.9% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 
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HCM Unsignalized I ntersection Capacity Analysis 
2 1 : Post Office Drive & Central Avenue 

-+ "'). � +- � � 
ovement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 

Lane Configurations � +t v 
Volume {veh/h) 128 2 7 172 0 0 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate {vph) 135 2 7 181 0 0 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width {ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft} 348 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.94 
vC, conflicting volume 137 332 136 
vC 1 ,  stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 137 252 136 
tC, single (s) 4.1 6.4 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 99 100 100 
eM capacity {veh/h) 1447 686 913 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 137 188 0 
Volume Left 0 7 0 
Volume Right 2 0 0 
cSH 1700 1447 1700 
Volume to Capacity 0.08 0.01 0.00 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 0 
Control Delay {s) 0.0 0.3 0.0 
Lane LOS A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.3 0.0 
Approach LOS A 

Intersection Summa!}: 
Average Delay 0.2 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 18.1% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Existing Traffic 

A 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3: Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 1/13/2015 

_,; _., � .f ,.._ '- � t � '-. + ..; 
ane Grou� EBl EBT EBR WBl WBT WBR NBl NBT NBR SBl SBT SBB 

lane Configurations "i f+ � t r llj t r "i t r 
Volume (vph) 40 94 14 22 52 55 5 464 9 39 479 29 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 1900 1900 
Storage length (ft) 45 0 104 104 182 59 131 131 
Storage Lanes 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft} 51 55 77 179 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.99 0.82 0.94 0.91 
Frt 0.980 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 1770 1806 0 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.950 0.950 0.456 0.950 
Satd. Flow (perm) 1770 1806 0 1770 1863 1300 849 1863 1482 1770 1863 1445 
Right Turn on Red Yes No No Yes 
Said. Flow (RTOR) 6 92 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance {ft} 202 176 480 259 
Travel Time (s) 4.6 4.0 10.9 5.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr} 1 5  40 17 1 1  1 7  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 42 1 1 4  0 23 55 58 5 488 9 41  504 31 
Turn Type Prot NA Prot NA Perm pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 1 6 
Permitted Phases 8 2 2 6 
Detector Phase 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 2 6 6 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 21.0 38.0 21.0 38.0 38.0 14.0 57.0 57.0 14.0 57.0 57.0 
Total Split (%) 16.2% 29.2% 16.2% 29.2% 29.2% 10.8% 43.8% 43.8% 10.8% 43.8% 43.8% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None None None None None None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max 
Act Effct Green (s) 8.5 15.0 7.2 1 1 .7 1 1 .7 91 .7 85.2 85.2 8.4 93.7 93.7 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.07 0 . 12 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.71 0.66 0.66 0.06 0.72 0.72 
v/c Ratio 0.37 0.54 0.23 0.33 0.50 0.01 0.40 0.01 0.36 0.38 0.03 
Control Delay 66.1 60.3 63.8 59.6 69.9 3.2 5.5 5.7 66.0 9.7 0.0 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 66.1 60.3 63.8 59.6 69.9 3.2 5.6 5.7 66.0 9.8 0.0 
LOS E E E E E A A A E A A 
Approach Delay 61.8 64.7 5.5 13.2 
Approach LOS E E A B 
Queue Length 50th (ft} 35 89 19  44 47 0 55 34 145 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 72 146 49 85 92 m1 68 m2 71 314 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3: Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 

.,J ......... � .. +- '-
ane Grou� EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 122 96 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 45 104 104 
Base Capacity (vph) 231 449 231 458 320 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.18 0.25 0.10 0.12 0.18 

ntersect1on Summa!}: 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 130 
Actuated Cycle Length: 130 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 60 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.54 
Intersection Signal Delay: 21 . 1  Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 53.8% ICU Level of Service A 
Analysis Period (min) 15  
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

Splits and Phases: 3: Green Bay Road & Central Avenue 

\!ill • t!ii2(R) , .,lil3 
�� 

"\ pS • + 1:)6 (R) j...J 1:)7 

6/1 3/2012  A.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

"\ t I" 
NBL NBT NBR 

400 
182 59 
692 1 220 970 

0 58 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.01 0.42 0.01 

1--+1:)4 
;� I ...... "'a �"-·� 

\. 
SBL 

131 
140 

0 
0 
0 

0.29 

.�� 

1/13/2015 

+ .,' 
SBT SB!3 
179 

131 
1343 1067 

0 0 
58 0 
0 0 

0.39 0.03 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6: Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba;t Road 1/13/2015 

� t r � + J ) ;K /l ( Jl' t/ 
bane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NE[ NET NER sw SWT SWR 
Lane Configurations .. t 7' � t 7' � t 7' .. t 7' 
Volume (vph) 98 450 39 18  474 22 1 9  401 153 29 248 9 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 100 93 85 85 
Storage Lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 178 76 143 125 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.94 
Frt 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (prot) 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1 583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1 863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.274 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (perm) 510 1 863 1533 1770 1863 1489 1770 1863 1381 1770 1863 1495 
Right Tum on Red No Yes Yes No 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 126 159 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 464 480 283 171  
Travel Time (s) 10.5 10.9 6.4 3.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 1 0  3 10  27 9 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 103 474 41 19  499 23 20 422 161 31 261 9 
Turn Type pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 5 2 1 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 2 6 4 8 
Detector Phase 5 2 2 6 6 7 4 4 3 8 8 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 17.0 55.0 55.0 23.0 61 .0 61 .0 17.0 26.0 26.0 26.0 35.0 35.0 
Total Split (%) 13 .1% 42.3% 42.3% 17.7% 46.9% 46.9% 1 3. 1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 26.9% 26.9% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0  1 .5 1 .5  1 .0  1 .5  1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max None None None None None None 
Act Effct Green (s) 73.3 67.1 67.1 7.0 59.1 59.1 7.0 38.2 38.2 7.8 41 . 1  41 . 1  
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.56 0.52 0.52 0.05 0.45 0.45 0.05 0.29 0.29 0.06 0.32 0.32 
v/c Ratio 0.28 0.49 0.05 0.20 0.59 0.03 0.21 0.77 0.31 0.30 0.44 0.02 
Control Delay 14.8 23.8 18 . 1  75.4 24.3 0.1 63.4 54.0 7.7 64.8 39.9 34.9 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 14.8 23.8 18.1 75.4 24.8 0.1 63.4 54.0 7.7 64.8 39.9 34.9 
LOS B c B E c A E D A E D c 
Approach Delay 21.9 25.6 41 .9 42.3 
Approach LOS c c D D 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 38 230 1 5  1 3  322 0 1 6  340 1 26 164 5 
Queue Length 95th {ft) 66 395 41 m45 451 0 44 #549 58 58 283 21 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6: Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba;i Road 

� t r � + J ) 
ane Grou NB[ NBT NBR SB SBT SBR NEL 

Internal Link Dis! (ft) 384 400 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 100 
Base Capacity (vph) 416 961 791 258 846 745 177 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 101 0 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.25 0.49 0.05 0.07 0.67 0.03 0.1 1 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 130 
Actuated Cycle Length: 130 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 65 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.77 
Intersection Signal Delay: 31.7 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 67.8% ICU Level of Service C 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer. 

Queue shown is maximum after two cycles. 
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

S lits and Phases: 

�Pl ( �3 

)�7 

6/13/2012 A.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

J( /t ( 
NET NER SWL 
203 

93 85 
547 518 299 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.77 0.31 0.10 

,1(�4 
J(' �8 

1/13/2015 

J(' t/ 
SWT sw� 

91 
85 

588 472 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.44 0.02 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0: Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 1/13/2015 

� t r � + � ) Jf � ( J/ t/ 
bane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT SW!3 
Lane Configurations � +t 7' � � � t 7' 
Volume (vph) 96 70 21 13 55 90 116 445 34 15  329 26 
Ideal Flow (vphpl} 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 0 0 0 85 105 0 86 120 
Storage Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Taper Length (ft} 25 25 30 61 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 1 .00 1 .00 0.98 1.00 1 .00 0.95 
Frt 0.985 0.850 0.989 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.975 0.990 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 0 1781 0 0 1844 1583 1770 1838 0 1770 1863 1 583 
Fit Permitted 0.801 0.929 0.434 0.256 
Satd. Flow (perm) 0 1463 0 0 1726 1583 795 1838 0 476 1863 1499 
Right Turn on Red Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 6 95 5 73 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft} 289 324 333 312 
Travel Time (s) 6.6 7.4 7.6 7.1 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 8 8 12  4 4 12  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 0 197 0 0 72 95 122 504 0 16  346 27 
Turn Type Perm NA Perm NA Perm pm+pt NA pm+pt NA Perm 
Protected Phases 2 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 6 6 4 8 8 
Minimum Split (s) 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 40.0 25.0 40.0 40.0 
Total Split (%) 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 44.4% 27.8% 44.4% 44.4% 
Yellow Time (s) 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 0.0 1 .5 0.0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s} 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total LostTime (s) 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Act Effct Green (s) 19.0 19.0 19.0 59.0 34.0 59.0 34.0 34.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.66 0.38 0.66 0.38 0.38 
v/c Ratio 0.63 0.20 0.23 0.16 0.72 0.03 0.49 0.04 
Control Delay 41.4 31.0 8.2 5.3 30.9 4.5 24.4 0.2 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 41.4 31.0 8.2 5.3 30.9 4.5 24.4 0.2 
LOS D c A A c A c A 
Approach Delay 41.4 18.0 25.9 21.9 
Approach LOS D B c c 
Queue Length 50th (ft} 100 34 0 20 238 3 148 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 173 71 39 37 358 8 228 0 
Internal Link Dis! (ft) 209 244 253 232 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 85 105 86 120 
Base Capacity (vph} 313 364 409 759 697 628 703 61 1 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 

� 
NBL 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 90 
Actuated Cycle Length: 90 

t r 
NBT NBR 

0 
0 

0.63 

� + � 
SBL SBT SBR 

0 0 
0 0 

0.20 0.23 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBTL, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 60 
Control Type: Pretimed 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.72 
Intersection Signal Delay: 26.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 59.2% 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

Splits and Phases: 10 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 

6/13/2012 A.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

Intersection LOS: C 
ICU Level of Service B 

) Jf /t ( 
NEL NET NER SWL 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.16 0.72 0.03 

1/13/2015 

Jl t/ 
SWT sw 

0 0 
0 0 

0.49 0.04 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
9: Park Avenue & Central Avenue 

,}- __., ..... � +- '-
ovement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Lane Configurations 4+ 4+ 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Volume (vph) 32 35 25 63 2 24 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 34 37 26 66 2 25 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total (vph) 97 94 182 87 
Volume Left (vph) 34 66 2 26 
Volume Right (vph) 26 25 78 0 
Hadj (s) -0.06 0.01 -0.22 0.09 
Departure Headway (s) 4.6 4.7 4.2 4.7 
Degree Utilization, x 0.12 0.12 0.21 0 . 11  
Capacity (veh/h) 729 719 807 725 
Control Delay (s) 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.3 
Approach Delay (s) 8.2 8.3 8.4 8.3 
Approach LOS A A A A 

Intersection Summa!X 
Delay 8.3 
Level of Service A 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 36.9% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
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� t I'" 
NBL NBT NBR 

4+ 
Stop 

2 97 74 
0.95 0.95 0.95 

2 102 78 

A 

'-. 
SBL 

25 
0.95 

26 

1/13/2015 

+ ..,' 
SBT SB!3 

4+ 
Stop 

58 0 
0.95 0.95 

61 0 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 3 : N-S Alle:i & Central Avenue 

,1 --+ "'). .f +- '-
Movement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 
Lane Configurations � 4-
Volume (veh/h) 8 123 3 5 72 6 
Sign Control Free Free 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 8 129 3 5 76 6 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn fiare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 289 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.98 
vC, conflicting volume 1 1 2  142 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 88 142 
tC, single (s) 4.1 4.1 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
IF (s) 2.2 2.2 
pO queue free % 99 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1445 1430 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total 141 87 34 12 
Volume Left 8 5 12  3 
Volume Right 3 6 19  5 
cSH 1445 1430 778 728 
Volume to Capacity 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.02 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 3 1 
Control Delay (s) 0.5 0.5 9.8 10.0 
Lane LOS A A A B 
Approach Delay (s) 0.5 0.5 9.8 10.0 
Approach LOS A B 

n ersection Summa� 
Average Delay 2.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 20.6% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  A.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

' t ,. 
NBL NBT NBR 

� 
1 1  3 18  

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
12  3 1 9  

9 
12.0 
4.0 

1 

0.98 0.98 
253 280 140 

231 258 140 
7.1 6.5 6.2 

3.5 4.0 3.3 
98 99 98 

677 609 901 

A 

\.. 
SBL 

3 

0.95 
3 

0.98 
288 

267 
7.1 

3.5 
99 

621 

1/13/2015 

� .; 
SBT SB� 

4-
3 5 

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
3 5 

30 
12.0 
4.0 

3 

0.98 0.98 
278 109 

256 84 
6.5 6.2 

4.0 3.3 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 6 :  Wilmette Avenue & N-S Allel 

-...:I( "' � Jt:"' ' ( 
ovement SEL SET SER NWL NWT NWR 

Lane Configurations � � 
Volume (veh/h) 1 6  0 18  0 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 17  0 19  1 0 1 
Pedestrians 9 28 
Lane Width (ft) 12.0 12.0 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 4.0 4.0 
Percent Blockage 1 2 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.83 0.83 0.77 
vC, conflicting volume 905 938 383 942 937 524 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 coni vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 419 457 207 463 457 225 
tC, single (s) 7.1 6.5 6.2 7.1 6.5 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 3.5 4.0 3.3 3.5 4.0 3.3 
pO queue free % 96 100 97 100 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 436 399 715 391 399 609 

irectlon Lane # SE 1 NW 1 NE 1 SW 1 
Volume Total 36 2 504 388 
Volume Left 17 1 3 9 
Volume Right 19  1 1 1  9 
cSH 549 476 1164 999 
Volume to Capacity 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 5 0 0 1 
Control Delay (s) 12.0 12.6 0.1 0.3 
Lane LOS B B A A 
Approach Delay (s) 12.0 12.6 0.1 0.3 
Approach LOS B B 

ntersection Summa 
Average Delay 0.7 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 36.6% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  A.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

' J( � 
NE[ !'lET NER 

� 
3 466 10  

Free 
0% 
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A 

� 
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0.95 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 9 :  Access Drive & Central Avenue 

__.. t • ..__ � I" 
ovement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 

Lane Configurations � 4' v 
Volume (veh/h) 144 0 6 80 3 4 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 152 0 6 84 3 4 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (fils) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 202 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.98 
vC, conflicting volume 1 52 248 152 
vC 1 , stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 152 218 152 
IC, single (s) 4 .1  6.4 6.2 
IC, 2 stage (s) 
IF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 100 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1429 748 895 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 152 91 7 
Volume Left 0 6 3 
Volume Right 0 0 4 
cSH 1700 1429 826 
Volume to Capacity 0.09 0.00 0.01 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 1 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.6 9.4 
Lane LOS A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.6 9.4 
Approach LOS A 

ntersection Summa!): 
Average Delay 0.5 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 1 9.2% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
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HCM Unsignal ized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
21 : Post Office Drive & Central Avenue 

--+ � � +- � � 
ovement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 

Lane Configurations � 4' ¥ 
Volume (veh/h) 134 0 0 88 1 0 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 141 0 0 93 1 0 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 348 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.99 
vC, conflicting volume 141 234 141 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 141 225 141 
tC, single (s) 4.1 6.4 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 100 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1442 758 907 

Direction, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 141 93 1 
Volume Left 0 0 1 
Volume Right 0 0 0 
cSH 1700 1442 758 
Volume to Capacity 0.08 0.00 0.00 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 0 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 9.8 
Lane LOS A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.0 9.8 
Approach LOS A 

ntersection Summa!t 
Average Delay 0.0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 17 .1% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3: Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 1/13/2015 

� --+ ... .. ,.__ '- � t � '-. + .; 
ane Grou� EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SB� 

Lane Configurations ' t. ., t ., ., t ., ' t ., 
Volume (vph) 48 88 32 45 137 81 9 561 17  78 625 44 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 45 0 104 104 182 59 131  131  
Storage Lanes 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 51 55 77 179 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.98 0.84 0.82 0.86 
Frt 0.960 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (prot) 1770 1760 0 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.950 0.950 0.368 0.950 
Said. Flow (perm) 1770 1760 0 1770 1863 1328 685 1863 1300 1770 1863 1355 
Right Turn on Red Yes No No Yes 
Said. Flow (RTOR) 13 86 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 202 176 480 259 
Travel Time (s) 4.6 4.0 10.9 5.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 9 33 29 37 29 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 51 127 0 47 144 85 9 591 18  82 658 46 
Turn Type Prot NA Prot NA Perm pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 1 6 
Permitted Phases 8 2 2 6 
Detector Phase 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 2 6 6 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 21.0 42.0 21.0 42.0 42.0 13.0 64.0 64.0 13.0 64.0 64.0 
Total Split (%) 15.0% 30.0% 15.0% 30.0% 30.0% 9.3% 45.7% 45.7% 9.3% 45.7% 45.7% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0  1 .5  1 .0  1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5  1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None None None None None None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max 
Act Effct Green (s) 9.4 16.4 9.1 1 6.2 16.2 91.9 84.2 84.2 1 2.2 98.3 98.3 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.07 0 . 12 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.09 0.70 0.70 
v/c Ratio 0.43 0.58 0.41 0.67 0.56 0.02 0.53 0.02 0.53 0.50 0.05 
Control Delay 73.0 62.5 72.6 74.0 71.4 4.0 7.8 7.0 73.0 13.7 0.3 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 
Total Delay 73.0 62.5 72.6 74.0 71.4 4.0 7.9 7.0 73.0 14.1 0.3 
LOS E E E E E A A A E B A 
Approach Delay 65.5 73.0 7.8 19.4 
Approach LOS E E A B 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 45 100 42 128 74 76 2 73 252 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 89 162 84 194 128 m2 92 m5 126 521 3 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3 :  Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 

,J ---+ ,. .f � ..... "" 
bane Grou� EBL 
Internal Link Dis! (ft) 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 45 
Base Capacity (vph) 214 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.24 

nterse.ction Summary 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 140 
Actuated Cycle Length: 140 

EBT EBR WBL WBT 
122 96 

104 
462 214 479 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.28 0.22 0.30 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 70 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.67 

WBR 

104 
341 

0 
0 
0 

0.25 

Intersection Signal Delay: 27.9 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 67.5% ICU Level of Service C 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is  metered by upstream signal. 

Splits and Phases: 3: Green Bay Road & Central Avenue 
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400 179 

59 131 131 
1 1 20 781 157 1308 977 

28 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 243 0 
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0.54 0.02 0.52 0.62 0.05 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6: Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba� Road 1/13/2015 

..tt) t r � + � ) ;t /l ( Jl t/ 
ane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT sw� 

Lane Configurations lj t ., � + ., � t ., lj + ., 
Volume (vph) 182 528 50 25 643 37 42 254 128 63 246 17  
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 100 93 85 85 
Storage Lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 178 76 143 125 
Lane Uti l . Factor 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.97 0.93 0.83 0.93 
Frt 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1 863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.201 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (perm) 374 1863 1531 1770 1863 1477 1770 1863 1321 1770 1863 1470 
Right Turn on Red No Yes Yes No 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 86 1 1 7  
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 464 480 283 171 
Travel Time (s) 10.5 10.9 6.4 3.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 1 1  3 1 1  34 12  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 192 556 53 26 677 39 44 267 135 66 259 18  
Turn Type pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 5 2 1 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 2 6 4 8 
Detector Phase 5 2 2 6 6 7 4 4 3 8 8 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 18.0 58.0 58.0 26.0 66.0 66.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 
Total Split (%) 12.9% 41.4% 41.4% 18.6% 47.1% 47.1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0  1 .5 1 .5 1 .0  1 .5  1 .5  1 .0  1 .5  1 .5  1 .0  1 .5  1 .5  
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max None None None None None None 
Act Effct Green (s) 90.8 8 1 . 1  8 1 . 1  7.6 73.3 73.3 8.9 26.7 26.7 10.6 28.3 28.3 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.05 0.52 0.52 0.06 0.19 0.19 0.08 0.20 0.20 
v/c Ratio 0.54 0.52 0.06 0.27 0.69 0.05 0.39 0.75 0.39 0.49 0.69 0.06 
Control Delay 17.3 23.4 18.0 91.5 25.4 0.3 72.3 66.8 14.1 73.8 61.2 43.0 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 17.3 23.4 18.0 91.5 25.6 0.3 72.3 66.8 14.1 73.8 61.2 43.0 
LOS B c B F c A E E B E E D 
Approach Delay 21.6 26.6 5 1 .4 62.6 
Approach LOS c c D E 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 69 328 23 24 502 39 231 14 59 219 13 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 123 518 54 m51 #751 m1 79 322 72 108 304 35 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6:  Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba� Road 

� t r � + � 
ane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR 

Internal Link Dis! (ft) 384 400 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 
Base Capacity (vph) 382 1079 887 278 975 814 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 40 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.50 0.52 0.06 0.09 0.72 0.05 

ntersect1on Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 140 
Actuated Cycle Length: 140 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 75 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0. 75 
Intersection Signal Delay: 34.9 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 77.5% ICU Level of Service D 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer. 

Queue shown is maximum after two cycles. 
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

Road 

'·" . . 

1/13/2015 

) ,;1( /t ( Jl t/ 
NE[ NET NER SWL SWT sw� 

203 91 
100 93 85 85 
303 360 350 303 380 300 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.15 0.74 0.39 0.22 0.68 0.06 

·. ·r . - • , .. • 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 1/13/2015 

..tl) t r � + � ) Jf /l ( ¥ t/ 
NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT sw 

Lane Configurations � +t 7' � f. \lj t 7' 
Volume (vph) 1 1 4  57 20 39 1 1 4  127 1 17  373 98 20 399 57 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 
Storage Length (fl) 0 0 0 85 105 0 86 120 
Storage Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Taper Length (It) 25 25 30 61 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 0.99 1 .00 0.97 
Frt 0.986 0.850 0.969 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.971 0.987 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (prot) 0 1778 0 0 1839 1 583 1 770 1792 0 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.689 0.874 0.349 0.265 
Said. Flow (perm) 0 1262 0 0 1626 1583 648 1792 0 492 1863 1539 
Right Turn on Red Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Said. Flow (RTOR) 6 134 17 73 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (fl) 289 324 333 312 
Travel Time (s) 6.6 7.4 7.6 7.1 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 3 3 3 5 5 3 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 0 201 0 0 161 134 123 496 0 21 420 60 
Turn Type Perm NA Perm NA Perm pm+pt NA pm+pt NA Perm 
Protected Phases 2 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 6 6 4 8 8 
Minimum Split (s) 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 40.0 25.0 40.0 40.0 
Total Split (%) 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 44.4% 27.8% 44.4% 44.4% 
Yellow Time (s) 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1 .5 1.5 0.0 1 .5 0.0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Act Effct Green (s) 1 9.0 19.0 19.0 59.0 34.0 59.0 34.0 34.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.66 0.38 0.66 0.38 0.38 
v/c Ratio 0.74 0.47 0.31 0 .18 0.72 0.03 0.60 0 . 10 
Control Delay 50.5 36.4 7.6 5.4 30.3 4.6 26.8 4.0 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 50.5 36.4 7.6 5.4 30.3 4.6 26.8 4.0 
LOS D D A A c A c A 
Approach Delay 50.5 23.3 25.3 23.2 
Approach LOS D c c c 
Queue Length 50th (fl) 104 81 0 20 229 3 188 0 
Queue Length 95th (fl) #211 142 46 37 348 10  285 19  
Internal Link Dis! (It) 209 244 253 232 
Turn Bay Length (fl) 85 105 86 120 
Base Capacity (vph) 271 343 439 699 687 634 703 626 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0: Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 

� t r � � 
N t.: NBT NBR SBL SBT 

0 0 
0 0 

0.74 0.47 

ntersection Summary 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 90 
Actuated Cycle Length: 90 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBTL, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 60 
Control Type: Pretimed 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.74 

J 
SBR 

0 
0 

0.31 

Intersection Signal Delay: 27.4 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 59.6% 
Analysis Period (min) 15 

Intersection LOS: C 
ICU Level of Service B 

# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer. 
Queue shown is maximum after two cycles. 

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

) ;If /t ( 
NE NET NER SWL 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.18 0.72 0.03 

1/13/2015 

Jl t/ 
SWT sw 

0 0 
0 0 

0.60 0.10 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
9:  Park Avenue & Central Avenue 

.,1 --+ "'). � +- '-
ovement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Lane Configurations � � 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Volume (vph) 4 20 1 8  136 15  30 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 4 21  19 143 16  32 

irection, Cane EB 1 8 1  NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total (vph) 44 191  194 186 
Volume Left (vph) 4 143 6 33 
Volume Right (vph) 19  32 93 2 
Hadj (s) -0.20 0.08 -0.25 0.06 
Departure Headway (s) 4.9 5.0 4.5 4.8 
Degree Utilization, x 0.06 0.26 0.24 0.25 
Capacity (veh/h) 658 675 754 704 
Control Delay (s) 8.2 9.7 8.9 9.4 
Approach Delay (s) 8.2 9.7 8.9 9.4 
Approach LOS A A A A 

ntersection Summa 
Delay 9.3 
Level of Service A 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 45.9% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

� t ,... 
NBL NBT NBR 

� 
Stop 

6 90 88 
0.95 0.95 0.95 

6 95 93 

A 

'. 
SBL 

31 
0.95 

33 

1/13/2015 

+ � 
SBT SB� 

� 
Stop 
144 2 

0.95 0.95 
152 2 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 3: N-S Aile� & Central Avenue 

,1 -+ ,. • .,._ "' 
ovement EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Lane Configurations 4+ 4+-
Volume (veh/h) 5 128 6 19 168 0 
Sign Control Free Free 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 5 135 6 20 177 0 
Pedestrians 2 1 
Lane Width {ft) 12.0 12.0 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 4.0 4.0 
Percent Blockage 0 0 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 289 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.93 
vC, conflicting volume 189 149 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 87 149 
tC, single (s) 4.1 4.1 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 2.2 
pO queue free % 100 99 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1 386 1423 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 SB 1 
Volume Total 146 197 43 18 
Volume Left 5 20 20 1 1  
Volume Right 6 0 19  1 
cSH 1 386 1423 685 565 
Volume to Capacity 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.03 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 1 5 2 
Control Delay (s) 0.3 0.9 10.6 1 1 .6 
Lane LOS A A B 8 
Approach Delay (s) 0.3 0.9 10.6 1 1 .6 
Approach LOS B 8 
ntersection Summa 
Average Delay 2.2 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 27.5% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

� t � 
NBL NBT NBR 

4+ 
1 9  4 18 

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
20 4 19  

8 
12.0 
4.0 

1 

0.93 0.93 
379 385 147 

293 299 147 
7.1 6.5 6.2 

3.5 4.0 3.3 
97 99 98 

585 550 893 

A 

\.. 
SBL 

10  

0.95 
1 1  

0.93 
399 

314 
7.1 

3.5 
98 

556 

1/13/2015  

+ ..; 
SBT SB , 

4+-
6 

Stop 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
6 1 

1 2  
12.0 
4.0 

1 

0.93 0.93 
388 191 

302 90 
6.5 6.2 

4.0 3.3 
99 100 

547 888 
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HCM Unsignalized I ntersection Capacity Analysis 
1 6: Wilmette Avenue & N-S Aile� 

� "' ). Jl:"' ' ( 
Movement SEL SET SER NWL NWT NWR 
Lane Configurations � � 
Volume (veh/h) 14 0 20 10  0 3 
Sign Control Stop Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 15  0 21 1 1  0 3 
Pedestrians 24 22 
Lane Width (ft) 12.0 12.0 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 4.0 4.0 
Percent Blockage 2 2 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.87 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.87 0.78 
vC, conflicting volume 988 1010 500 1004 1013 454 
vC1, stage 1 conf val 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked val 450 475 283 468 480 161 
tC, single (s) 7.1 6.5 6.2 7.1 6.5 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
IF (s) 3.5 4.0 3.3 3.5 4.0 3.3 
pO queue free % 96 100 97 97 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 420 399 609 397 396 678 

irection, Lane # SE 1 NW 1 NE 1 SW 1 
Volume Total 36 14 455 489 
Volume Left 1 5  1 1  20 6 
Volume Right 21 3 6 14 
cSH 514 439 1023 1084 
Volume to Capacity 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 6 2 1 0 
Control Delay (s) 12.5 13.5 0.6 0.2 
Lane LOS 8 8 A A 
Approach Delay (s) 12.5 13.5 0.6 0.2 
Approach LOS 8 8 
ntersection Summa 
Average Delay 1 .0 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 43.1% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

' Jf � 
NEL NET NER 

� 
1 9  407 6 

Free 
0% 

0.95 0.95 0.95 
20 428 6 

None 

312 
0.82 
507 

291 
4.1 

2.2 
98 

1023 

A 

' 
SWL 

6 

0.95 
6 

0.78 
457 

165 
4.1 

2.2 
99 

1084 

1/13/2015 

Jl � 

SWT SWB 

� 
446 13  

Free 
0% 

0.95 0.95 
469 14 

None 

283 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
1 9: Access Drive & Central Avenue 

--+ "'). .f +- � ,.. 
ovement EBT EBR WBL WBT NBL NBR 

Lane Configurations f+ 4' v 
Volume (veh/h) 154 2 4 186 1 14 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 162 2 4 196 1 1 5  
Pedestrians 
Lane Width {ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal {ft) 202 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.93 
vC, conflicting volume 164 367 163 
vC1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 164 278 163 
tC, single (s) 4 .1  6.4 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 100 100 98 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1414 658 882 

irection, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 164 200 16 
Volume Left 0 4 1 
Volume Right 2 0 15  
cSH 1700 1414 862 
Volume to Capacity 0.10 0.00 0.02 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 1 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.2 9.3 
Lane LOS A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.2 9.3 
Approach LOS A 

. ntersection Summa� 
Average Delay 0.5 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 23.0% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

A 
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HCM Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 
21 : Post Office Drive & Central Avenue 

-+ ..... • +- � !" 
ovement EBT EBR BL WBT NB NBR 

Lane Configurations t. +f ¥ 
Volume (veh/h) 139 0 7 181 0 0 
Sign Control Free Free Stop 
Grade 0% 0% 0% 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Hourly flow rate (vph) 146 0 7 191 0 0 
Pedestrians 
Lane Width (ft) 
Walking Speed (ft/s) 
Percent Blockage 
Right turn flare (veh) 
Median type None None 
Median storage veh) 
Upstream signal (ft) 348 
pX, platoon unblocked 0.93 
vC, conflicting volume 146 352 146 
vC 1, stage 1 conf vol 
vC2, stage 2 conf vol 
vCu, unblocked vol 146 270 146 
tC, single (s) 4.1 6.4 6.2 
tC, 2 stage (s) 
tF (s) 2.2 3.5 3.3 
pO queue free % 99 100 100 
eM capacity (veh/h) 1436 668 901 

Direction, Lane # EB 1 WB 1 NB 1 
Volume Total 146 198 0 
Volume Left 0 7 0 
Volume Right 0 0 0 
cSH 1700 1436 1700 
Volume to Capacity 0.09 0.01 0.00 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 0 0 0 
Control Delay (s) 0.0 0.3 0.0 
Lane LOS A A 
Approach Delay (s) 0.0 0.3 0.0 
Approach LOS A 

ntersection Summa 
Average Delay 0.2 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 18.5% ICU Level of Service 
Analysis Period (min) 1 5  

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic 

A 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3 :  Green Ba::z:: Road & Central Avenue 2/23/2015 

,} --+ � .f +- -\... "\ t ,. \. + .; 
ane Grou� EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SB!3 

Lane Configurations "i � "i t 7' "i t 7' "i t 7' 
Volume (vph) 48 88 32 45 137 81 9 563 17  78 636 44 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1 900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 45 0 104 104 182 59 131 131 
Storage Lanes 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 51 55 77 179 
Lane Uti!. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.98 0.84 0.82 0.86 
Frt 0.960 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 1770 1760 0 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.950 0.950 0.361 0.950 
Said. Flow (perm) 1770 1760 0 1770 1863 1328 672 1863 1300 1770 1863 1355 
Right Turn on Red Yes No No Yes 
Said. Flow (RTOR) 13  86 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 202 176 480 259 
Travel Time (s) 4.6 4.0 10.9 5.9 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 9 33 29 37 29 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 51 127 0 47 144 85 9 593 18  82 669 46 
Turn Type Prot NA Prot NA Perm pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 7 4 3 8 5 2 1 6 
Permitted Phases 8 2 2 6 
Detector Phase 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 2 6 6 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 21.0 42.0 21.0 42.0 42.0 13.0 64.0 64.0 13.0 64.0 64.0 
Total Split (%) 15.0% 30.0% 15.0% 30.0% 30.0% 9.3% 45.7% 45.7% 9.3% 45.7% 45.7% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5  1 .0  1 .5  1 .5  1 .0  1 .5  1 .5 1 .0 1 . 5  1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None None None None None None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max 
Act Effct Green (s) 9.4 16.4 9.1 1 6.2 16.2 91.9 84.2 84.2 12.2 98.3 98.3 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.07 0 . 12 0.06 0.12 0.12 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.09 0.70 0.70 
v/c Ratio 0.43 0.58 0.41 0.67 0.56 0.02 0.53 0.02 0.53 0.51 0.05 
Control Delay 73.0 62.5 72.6 74.0 71.4 4.0 7.8 6.9 73.0 1 3.9 0.3 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 
Total Delay 73.0 62.5 72.6 74.0 71.4 4.0 7.8 6.9 73.0 14.3 0.3 
LOS E E E E E A A A E B A 
Approach Delay 65.5 73.0 7.7 19.5 
Approach LOS E E A B 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 45 100 42 128 74 76 2 73 259 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) 89 162 84 194 128 m2 92 m4 126 536 3 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
3: Green Ba� Road & Central Avenue 

.,; --+ • .f +- '- � 
ane Grou� EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 122 96 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 45 104 104 
Base Capacity (vph) 214 462 214 479 341 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 1 0 0 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.24 0.28 0.22 0.30 0.25 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 140 
Actuated Cycle Length: 140 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 70 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.67 
Intersection Signal Delay: 27.9 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 68.1% ICU Level of Service C 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

Road & Central Avenue 

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic (Alternate Plan) 

NBL 
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0 
0 
0 

0.02 

t ,.. \.. 
NBT NBR SBL 
400 

59 131 
1 120 781 157 

35 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.55 0.02 0.52 
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� .; 
SBT SBR 
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13 1  
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0 0 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6: Wilmette Avenue & Green Ba1: Road 2/23/2015 

� t r � + � ) J( /l ( Jl t/ 
NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEL NET NER SWL SWT sw I 

Lane Configurations "'i t 7' � t 7' � t 7' "'i t 7' 
Volume (vph) 182 538 50 25 648 37 42 254 128 63 246 17 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 
Storage Length (ft) 158 60 135 60 100 93 85 85 
Storage Lanes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 178 76 143 1 25 
Lane Util. Factor 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 0.97 0.93 0.83 0.93 
Frt 0.850 0.850 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (prot) 1770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1 583 1 770 1863 1583 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.197 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Said. Flow (perm) 367 1863 1531 1770 1863 1477 1 770 1863 1321 1770 1863 1470 
Right Turn on Red No Yes Yes No 
Said. Flow (RTOR) 86 1 1 7  
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (fl) 464 480 283 171 
Travel Time (s) 10.5 1 0.9 6.4 3.9 
Confi. Peds. (#/hr) 1 1  3 1 1  34 12  
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 192 566 53 26 682 39 44 267 135 66 259 18  
Turn Type pm+pt NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm Prot NA Perm 
Protected Phases 5 2 1 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 2 6 4 8 
Detector Phase 5 2 2 6 6 7 4 4 3 8 8 
Switch Phase 
Minimum Initial (s) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Minimum Split (s) 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 18.0 58.0 58.0 26.0 66.0 66.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 
Total Split (%) 12.9% 41.4% 41.4% 18.6% 47.1% 47.1% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 
Yellow Time (s) 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 1 .0 1 .5 1 . 5  1 .0 1 .5 1 .5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Recall Mode None C-Max C-Max None C-Max C-Max None None None None None None 
Act Effct Green (s) 90.8 81 . 1  8 1 . 1  7.6 73.2 73.2 8.9 26.7 26.7 10.6 28.3 28.3 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.05 0.52 0.52 0.06 0 . 19 0 . 19 0.08 0.20 0.20 
v/c Ratio 0.54 0.52 0.06 0.27 0.70 0.05 0.39 0.75 0.39 0.49 0.69 0.06 
Control Delay 17.5 23.7 18.0 92.4 25.5 0.3 72.3 66.8 14.1 73.8 6 1 .2 43.0 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 17.5 23.7 18.0 92.4 25.7 0.3 72.3 66.8 14.1 73.8 61 .2 43.0 
LOS B c B F c A E E B E E D 
Approach Delay 21.8 26.7 51.4 62.6 
Approach LOS c c D E 
Queue Length 50th (ft) 69 336 23 24 508 39 231 14 59 219 13 
Queue Length 95th (fl) 123 531 54 m50 #783 m1 79 322 72 108 304 35 

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic (Alternate Plan) Synchro 9 Report 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
6: Wilmette Avenue & Green Sal Road 

� 
ane Grou NB[ 

Internal Link Dist (ft) 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 158 
Base Capacity (vph) 378 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 
Spillback Cap Reductn 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.51 

Intersection Summary 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 140 
Actuated Cycle Length: 140 

t r 
NBT NBR 
384 

60 
1079 887 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.52 0.06 

� + 
SBL SBT 

400 
135 
278 974 

0 43 
0 0 
0 0 

0.09 0.73 

Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBT, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 75 
Control Type: Actuated-Coordinated 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.75 

� 
SBR 

60 
813 

0 
0 
0 

0.05 

Intersection Signal Delay: 35.0 Intersection LOS: C 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 77.7% ICU Level of Service D 
Analysis Period (min) 15 
# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer. 

Queue shown is maximum after two cycles. 
m Volume for 95th percentile queue is metered by upstream signal. 

Spl its and Phases: 

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic (Alternate Plan) 

) Jf /l 
NEL NET NER 

203 
100 93 
303 360 350 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.15 0.74 0.39 

( 
SWL 

85 
303 

0 
0 
0 

0.22 

2/23/2015 

j/ t/ 
SWT sw ' 

91 
85 

380 300 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0.68 0.06 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 2/23/2015 

� t r � + � ) Jf /l ( II' t/ 
NBt.: NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR NEt.: NET ER SWt.: SWT sw ' 

Lane Configurations � +t 7' � l+ "i t 7' 
Volume (vph) 1 14 57 20 39 1 1 4  127 1 1 7  373 98 20 399 57 
Ideal Flow (vphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1 900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Storage Length (ft) 0 0 0 85 105 0 86 120 
Storage Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Taper Length (ft) 25 25 30 61 
Lane Util. Factor 1.00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 
Ped Bike Factor 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 0.99 1 .00 0.97 
Frt 0.986 0.850 0.969 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.971 0.987 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow (prot) 0 1778 0 0 1839 1583 1770 1792 0 1770 1863 1583 
Fit Permitted 0.689 0.874 0.349 0.265 
Said. Flow (perm) 0 1262 0 0 1626 1583 648 1792 0 492 1863 1539 
Right Turn on Red Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Satd. Flow (RTOR) 6 134 17  73 
Link Speed (mph) 30 30 30 30 
Link Distance (ft) 289 324 333 312 
Travel Time (s) 6.6 7.4 7.6 7.1 
Confl. Peds. (#/hr) 3 3 3 5 5 3 
Peak Hour Factor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Shared Lane Traffic (%) 
Lane Group Flow (vph) 0 201 0 0 161 134 123 496 0 21 420 60 
Turn Type Perm NA Perm NA Perm pm+pt NA pm+pt NA Perm 
Protected Phases 2 6 7 4 3 8 
Permitted Phases 2 6 6 4 8 8 
Minimum Split (s) 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 8.0 22.0 22.0 
Total Split (s) 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 40.0 25.0 40.0 40.0 
Total Split (%) 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 27.8% 44.4% 27.8% 44.4% 44.4% 
Yellow Time {s) 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5 4.5 
All-Red Time (s) 1.5 1 .5 1 .5 1.5 1 .5 0.0 1.5 0.0 1 .5 1.5 
Lost Time Adjust (s) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Lost Time (s) 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 
Lead/Lag Lead Lag Lead Lag Lag 
Lead-Lag Optimize? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Act Effct Green (s) 19.0 19.0 19.0 59.0 34.0 59.0 34.0 34.0 
Actuated g/C Ratio 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.66 0.38 0.66 0.38 0.38 
v/c Ratio 0.74 0.47 0.31 0.18 0.72 0.03 0.60 0 . 10 
Control Delay 50.5 36.4 7.6 5.4 30.3 4.6 26.8 4.0 
Queue Delay 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total Delay 50.5 36.4 7.6 5.4 30.3 4.6 26.8 4.0 
LOS D D A A c A c A 
Approach Delay 50.5 23.3 25.3 23.2 
Approach LOS D c c c 
Queue Length 50th {ft) 104 81 0 20 229 3 188 0 
Queue Length 95th (ft) #211 142 46 37 348 10  285 19  
Internal Link Dist (ft) 209 244 253 232 
Turn Bay Length (ft) 85 105 86 120 
Base Capacity (vph) 271 343 439 699 687 634 703 626 
Starvation Cap Reductn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6/13/2012  P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic (Alternate Plan) Synchro 9 Report 
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Lanes, Volumes, Timings 
1 0 :  Wilmette Avenue & Park Avenue 

� t r � + 
ane Grou� NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT 

Spillback Cap Reductn 0 0 
Storage Cap Reductn 0 0 
Reduced v/c Ratio 0.74 0.47 

ntersection Summa 
Area Type: Other 
Cycle Length: 90 
Actuated Cycle Length: 90 
Offset: 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2:NBTL and 6:SBTL, Start of Green 
Natural Cycle: 60 
Control Type: Pretimed 
Maximum v/c Ratio: 0.74 

� 
SBR 

0 
0 

0.31 

Intersection Signal Delay: 27.4 
Intersection Capacity Utilization 59.6% 
Analysis Period (min) 15 

Intersection LOS: C 
ICU Level of Service B 

# 95th percentile volume exceeds capacity, queue may be longer. 
Queue shown is maximum after two cycles. 

6/13/2012 P.M. Peak Hour Total Traffic (Alternate Plan) 
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Auto Turn Runs 



I nbound M a ne u ve rs 

PROJECT: 
P roposed Wi lshore 

Development 
Wi lmette, I l l i no is  

TITLE: 

~ .3.00 9.42 
Passenger Vehicle 
Width : 6 . .3.3 
Track : 6 . .3.3 
Lock to Lock Time : 6.0 
Steering Angle : 26.4 

NOT TO SCALE 

Outbou n d  M a n euvers 

Passenger Vehic le  I n bound/Outbound M a n e u vers 
KLOAh 
J o b  No: 14-260 

F i g u re :  A 



I n bound M a n e uvers 

PROJECT: 

P roposed Wilshore 
Development 

Wi lmette,  I l l i no is  

TITLE: 

NOT TO SCALE 

i]Tmlrm-- r -l . �L}------1---'-......L.......J 

~ 
4.00 20.00 

SU-30 teet 
w;dth : 8.00 
Track : 8.00 
Lock to lock Time : 6.0 
Ste-erin(J Angle ; 31.8 

Sing le-U n it Truck M a n uevers 

H=I++H#r-R� 

Outbo u n d  M a n e uvers 

KLO� 
J o b  No:  1 4-260 

F i g u re :  B 



ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT 

F. S I . I tl 7 2 

1200 WILMETTE A VENUE 

WILMETIE, ILL!:'JOIS 6009 1 -0040 

January 7,  201 5  

(847) 853-7660 
FAX (847) 853-7701 

TDD (847) 853-7634 
EMAIL: eng@wilmette.com 

Engineering comments regard ing preliminary plans for 6 1 1 Green Bay Road. 

General 

1 .  The submitted documents are conceptual in nature, and have been reviewed 
primarily to identify changes that may be required to the location and sizes of 
utilities, floor layouts, and building footprints in  order to comply with Village and 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC) 
requirements. Additional information required for future submittals for the 
purposes of engineering review include, but are not limited to the following: 

a) Traffic analysis and pedestrian I vehicular access reports. 
b) Preliminary engineering drawings showing utility materials and design 

information .  
c) Stormwater management plan in accordance with Section 9-3.4.4.4 of the 

Village code. 
d) Typical details for pavements, curbs, ramps, sidewalks, utilities, drainage 

and other site improvements. 
e) Preliminary bui lding plans showing interface with site utilities, floor and 

footing elevations tied to site datum, roof drain and downspout connections 
to the volume control basin.  

f) Stormwater, sanitary, and potable water calculations used for sizing pipes, 
basins, and restrictors. 

g)  Capacity calculations of receiving combined sewer sewer systems. 
h) Proposed landscape plan. 

Existing Conditions Plan 

1 .  A previously submitted ALTA I ACSM Land Title Survey by Gremley & 
Biedermann showed a drainage structure in the northeastern quadrant of the 



property, on Parcel 2 adjacent to the stone path. This structure is not shown on 
the submitted plan. Confirm this structure and associated drainage pipes. 

2. Overhead wires are shown to the northwest and southwest l ights along the stone 
path. No wires are shown for the northeast and southwest lights. The four 
existing lights are connected via buried cable to Village electric at a hand hole 
near the south end of the lot. The lights will be returned to the Public Works 
Department. Contractor must coordinate this work. 

3. Atlas sheets ind icate an 8.5' x 9 .5' MWRDGC interceptor running from northwest 
to southeast on Green Bay Road, parallel with the 1 0" sewer. Show this on the 
plan. 

Preliminary Grading and Util ity Plan 

1 .  Future grading plan submittals shall  conform to section 9-3.4.4.3 of the Village 
code. 

2. Preliminary util ity plans should indicate that pressure connections on the Village 
water main shall  be made by the Village. ( 1 8-3.4) All materials are to be provided 
by the developer of the property. 

3.  Preliminary utility plans should indicate size and material of a l l  pipes, and slopes 
of all sewers. 

4. The proposed location of water main connection does not appear conducive to 
meeting 1 8-3.6 (c) of the Village Code, which discusses service entry into 
buildings. The code calls for a mechanical connection, valves, and metering at 
an accessible entry point into the building (with in 2 feet of bui lding entry). The 
proposed connection appears to be routed under a cyber cafe and leasing office 
prior to entry into any mechanical room. Where is the proposed metering 
location? 

5.  Connection of the fire prevention system must also be shown. The property is 
allowed one connection to the Village watermain.  The connection must branch 
into the potable and fire prevention services within the public right of way. 

6. Will the bui lding have separate metering for the individual units and retail 
spaces? 

7. A b-box should be located on the water service, behind the curbline. ( 1 8-3.7) 
Closing of the b-box should not prevent the fire prevention system from 
functioning. 

2 



8.  I n  addition to MWRDGC, a sewer permit is  required from the Village. Sewer 
permits for storm, sanitary and combined sewer will be al lowed if it can be 
demonstrated that downstream sewer facilities have sufficient reserve capacity to 
handle the additional anticipated loads. ( 1 8-7.3) 

9. Future submittal documents should identify location of downspouts and roof 
drains, which shall  be routed through the underground storm vault prior to 
discharge. (1 8-7. 1 0) 

1 0 .  Confirm the need for a g rease trap based upon the proposed uses of the 
development. ( 1 8-7 . 1 3) 

1 1 .  Surface drainage from the loading zone is shown as being routed into a sump 
pump which d ischarges to the proposed underground storm vault. An alternative 
of providing a second, smaller storm vault should be reviewed to handle this 
pavement drainage, with a restricted outlet to the public alley sewer extension. 
An independent sump pump, separate from the footing drain,  would be required 
with the pump approach. 

1 2 .  Based upon minutes from a previous meeting with the MWRDGC, it appears as if 
the District is al lowing site detention as a form of volume control. Calcu lations 
derived from the MWRDGC permit submittal process shall  be provided to the 
Village. It is anticipated that these calculations will require determination of an 
al lowable release rate based on a 1 00-year storm event, as is required in Section 
504 of the Watershed Management Ordinance. 

1 3 . Stormwater restrictor I backflow prevention structures should be placed outside 
of the building footprint or at a location that is easily accessible for maintenance 
within the parking area and close to the public alley. 

1 4. Emergency overflow paths should be shown on the preliminary engineering plans 
for the restrictor/backflow manhole. Emergency overflow should provide a path 
to eliminate flooding which will cause extensive damage to property within the 
building footprint should the combined sewer be surcharged. Consideration 
should be given to utilizing the open loading zone area for the underground storm 
vault to achieve this. 

1 5. The underground storm vault may also be located within the parking area and 
located in a manner that would not cause damage to private property in  the event 
of the combination sewer surcharging.  

3 



1 6 .  The proposed catch basin within the " L" shaped publ ic alley west of the loading 
zone must have trap to prevent foul odors leaving d ue to the proposed 
connection to the combined sewer. 

1 7. The property can only have one connection to the combination sewer. The 
proposed sanitary and storm outfall  connection must be accomplished through 
one pipe leaving the property. An additional manhole within the building may be 
required. 

1 8 .  Will a designated bicycle area for public use be provided? 

4 



� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Engineers 
Quality engineering solutions for the community 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60656-1471 • Tel 773.775.4009 • Fax 773.775.4014 • www.ciorba.com 

February 04, 201 5 

Ms. Brigitte Berger, P.E. 
Director of Engineering 
Village of Wilmette 
1 200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

Subject: Village of Wilmette 

61 1 Green Bay Road Residential / Commercial Development 

Traffic Impact Study 

Dear Ms. Berger: 

We received the following documents for the above referenced development on January 2 1 ,  

201 5: 

Application for PUD, Site Plan & Subdivision Approval, M&R Development 01/15/2015 

Traffic Impact Study for Proposed Wilshore Development, KLOA Inc., 011151201 5  

The Application for PUD does not offer any revisions to the engineering plans since our 
December 30, 2014 plan review. We have therefore focused this review on the Traffic Impact 
Study for compliance with the Village Code and general engineering design considerations. 
Comments are provided in the attached review memo with references to the Village code either 
called out or listed in parentheses after specific comments. 

Please request the developer to submit a revised Traffic Impact Study along with a response to 
all comments. Additional comments may be generated based on the revised plans. 

Sincerely, 

CIORBA GROUP, INC. 

Luke A. Mattson, PE 
Water Resources Project Engineer 

Cc: Mr. Jorge Cruz, Village of Wilmette 

'l . \� 



� CIORBA GROU P Consulting Engineers 

To: Luke A. Mattson, P.E. 

From: Robert Rado, P.E. 

Date: 2/4/2 0 1 5  

Reference: Village of  Wilmette 61 1 Green Bay Road 
Traffic Impact Study Review 

Project No. :  20337.01 

Luke, 

PROJECT MEMO 

We offer the following comments for the above referenced Traffic Impact Study. The comments 
are broken up by Report Section. 

I ntroduction 

1 .  Is there a difference between the existing and proposed number of parking spaces along 
Green Bay Road directly in front of the development? Are these two spots in addition to 
spots that already exist? Explain how these additional spaces impact taper lengths for the 
southeast-bound to southwest-bound right turn lane from Green Bay Road to Wilmette 
Ave? 

Existing Conditions Plan 

1 .  What are the interconnect signal l im its on Green Bay Road (Lake Ave to what street)? 

2. Wilmette Avenue is a Minor Arterial southwest of Green Bay Rd, and a Major Collector 
northeast of Green Bay Rd based on the lOOT Roadway Functional Class Map, opposed 
to the Collector designation stated in the report. 

3. Under the North-South Alley description, reference is made to Parking Lot D. Ind icate who 
this parking lot serves. 

4. Provide a discussion of the smaller parallel north-south I east-west alley that runs adjacent 
to the northwest portion of the project site. 

5. There are missing signal head icons on Figures 4 and 4A. 

5507 N .  Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www.ciorba.com 



� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Engineers 

Traffic Characteristics of the Proposed Development 

1 .  There are missing signal head icons on Figures 5, 6 ,  and 7. 

PROJECT MEMO 

2 .  How wil l  the development im pact traffic movements through the smaller eastern 
north/south alley and short segment of east/west alley. This analysis is not provided in the 
report for existing or proposed conditions. 

Traffic C haracteristics 

1 .  This section mentions a proposed gas station, but there is no other mention of this in the 
report. Please clarify. 

Parking Evaluation 

1 .  Provide a breakdown of Accessible (or ADA) Parking included in the proposed 
development from both a residential and commercial standpoint (20-1 4.7). 

2 .  How were the 7 on-street parking spaces determined? The Green Bay Road southeast
bound right turn lane storage and taper lengths need to be determined in order to confirm 
the frontage spaces. Parking restrictions in front of the existing hydrant shall also be 
considered. 

3 .  The report credits "on-street" parking spaces within 500-feet of the development property 
lines towards the 3.51 spaces per 1 ,000 square feet while section 1 4.9f of the Zoning 
Ordinance offers an allowance for "off-street" within 500-feet. Recalculate parking space 
density based on the findings of the previous comment (2, Parking Evaluation) and 14.9f 
excluding "on-street" parking. Compare this versus the 3 spaces per 1 ,000 square feet 
requirement of 14.9a (20-14.9a, 20-1 4.9f). 

Conclusion 

1 .  Truck turning movements appear to show clipping of the curb islands on the west side of 
the alley and the northwest corner of the building. Do the turning movements build in any 
clearance to these conflict points? See additional Appendix comments. 

Appendix - Auto Turn Runs 

1 .  Figure A 

a .  There appear to be kinks in the Auto Turns and the dimensions of the passenger 
car design vehicle appear lower than that defined in Chapter 36 (specifically Figure 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www.ciorba.com 



� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Engineers 
PROJECT MEMO 

36-1 .M) of the lOOT BDE manual. Please provide the turning radii used in the 
exhibit and the reference for the design vehicle. 

b. It appears there are conflict points if a vehicle wants to enter the garage while 
another is leaving. Are these movements intended for one direction, or will 
additional assistance (such as mirrors, etc.) be provided? 

c. What is the garage opening width compared to the modeled passenger vehicle? 

d. Is there enough space for two car turning movements simultaneously in the 
garage? For example, can an inbound car turning into the aisle with the ADA spots 
make the turn while an outbound car turns out of the same aisle towards the entry 
door? The purpose of this comment is to determine if the number of parking 
spaces will need to be reduced to al leviate these types of movement conflicts. 

2. Figure B 

a. There appear to be kinks in the Auto Turns. Please provide the turning radii used 
in the exhibit compared to Figure 36-1 .0 of the lOOT BDE Manual. 

b. Can an SU-30 and a Passenger Vehicle use the alley at the same time? If  so, what 
are the vehicle clearances? 

c .  Please provide autoturn radii and dimensions from conflict points. It appears the 
turns are running over gutter and hitting (or almost hitting) building edges. Also 
please confirm realistic turning movements are used, with no kinks in the vehicle 
path. 

d.  Provide the following additional turning movements. 

i .  Outbound maneuver of the single-unit truck north into the main north/south 
alley. 

ii. Maneuver of a southbound truck on the smaller eastern north/south alley, 
turning west onto the short east/west section of alley. 

i i i .  Maneuver of eastbound truck on the short east/west section of alley, turning 
north onto the smaller eastern north/south alley. 

5507 N. Cum berland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.401 4  www.ciorba.com 



Ciorba Group Comments 

At your request, Kenig, Lindgren, O'Hara, Aboona, Inc. (KLOA, Inc.), has reviewed the 
conunents raised by Ciorba Group regarding the traffic and parking study prepared by KLOA, 
Inc. for the proposed mixed use development in Wilmette, Illinois. Our response to their 
comments is in the same order as they appear in their letter dated February 4, 20 15 .  

Introduction 

1 .  Under ex1stmg conditions, there are three on-street parking spaces along the site's 
frontage. Under future conditions, the existing fire hydrant in front of the site will be 
relocated and three parallel on-street parking spaces will be provided without affecting 
the existing taper length and storage length of the southeast-bound to southwest-bound 
right-tum lane. In addition to these spaces a loading zone approximately 47 feet long will 
be provided. 

Existing Conditions Plan 

1 .  It is our understanding that the interconnect signal limits on Green Bay Road are from 
Lake Street south to Linden Street. 

2 .  This has been corrected i n  the revised report. 

3 .  Based on infmmation provided to KLOA, Inc. by the Village of Wilmette, parking lot D 
serves the post office and the Wilmette public library. 

4. A discussion of the smaller parallel nmth-southleast-west alley that runs adjacent to the 
nm1hwest portion of the project site is provided in the revised traffic study. 

5 .  Noted. 

Traffic Characteristics of the Proposed Development 

1 .  Noted. 

2. The proposed development will not have a negative impact on the two smaller alleys 
adjacent to the northwest side as their traffic is mainly limited to the small parking area 
west of the buildings no11h of the site. 

Traffic Characteristics 

l .  Noted. This was a typo and has been corrected in the revised report. 

f. \4 



Parking Evaluation 

1 .  Please see the revised site plan. 

2 .  There are three on-street parking spaces under existing conditions. The same number of 
on-street parking spaces will be maintained under future conditions without impacting the 
existing storage and taper lengths of the right-turn lane. 

3 .  This has been revised i n  the traffic study. 

Conclusion 

1 .  The movement showed "clipping" the curb islands is  the overhang and not the tire 
path. 

Appendix - Auto Turn Runs 

a .  Based on recent surveys of numerous vehicles on the road, the majority of the 
vehicles on the road today are much shorter than the 19 foot vehicle that was the 
standard many years ago. As such, the smaller vehicle was utilized. 

b. Given the width of the garage opening will be approximately 20 feet, convection 
mirrors could be used to provide assistance for inbound and outbound vehicles. 

c. Approximately 20 feet 
d. No. Vehicles will have to yield to each other 

2 .  Revised Auto Turn Runs will be  provided shortly 
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February 23, 201 5  

TO: 

FROM: 

Brett Duffy, PE - SPACECO, Inc. 

Darren T. Olson, PE, CFM, D.WRE 
Luke J. Sherry, PE, CFM 
David E. Vogel ,  PE, CFM 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Hydrologic & Hydraulic Analysis for 61 1 Green Bay Road - Wilmette, I L  
(CBBEL Project No. 1 5-0065) 

This memorandum summarizes the results of a hydrologic and hydraulic analysis completed 
by Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. (CBBEL) as part of the proposed development, 
located at 6 1 1 Green Bay Road in the Village of Wilmette (Village), Cook County, I l l inois. 
The project area currently consists of approximately 0.92 ac of open space. It is  our 
understanding that the proposed development will discharge to the existing 1 8-inch 
diameter combined sewer located in the alley east of Park Avenue between Central and 
Wilmette Avenue. To determine the impacts of the proposed development on the local 
drainage system, a hydrologic and hydraulic analysis was completed that consisted of the 
following two tasks: ( 1 ) a combined sewer system analysis to verify the capacity of the 
existing system, and (2) a site runoff analysis of the property to determ ine the peak 
flowrates for the pre-existing, existing, proposed, and alternative proposed conditions. 

Combined Sewer Analysis 

A Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) of the existing combined sewer system was 
developed by EarthTech in November 2002 for the Village. In 2007, CBBEL modified the 
Earth Tech SWMM models as part of an additional analysis of the system . Using the results 
of the SWMM modeling previously prepared by EarthTech and CBBEL, the following items 
were verified : 

• The capacity of the 1 8-inch diameter combined sewer is 5.91 cfs, which is less than 
a 1 0-year capacity. This sewer segment is surcharged under both the 1 0-year (April 
1 994 storm) and 1 00-year storm events (August 2001 storm),  but the hydraulic 
grade line does not reach the street level in the alley. 

• Using the pipe invert elevations shown on the SPACECO, Inc. plans dated January 
1 5, 2015 ,  the 1 0-year and 1 00-year flood elevations of the existing 1 8-inch diameter 
combined sewer at the location of the proposed connection are 604.57 ft and 609.32 
ft, respectively. The surveyed invert elevation of the existing 1 8-inch diameter pipe is 
597.03 ft, with a rim elevation of 61 0.63 ft. 

CH RISTOPHER B .  BURKE ENGINEERING, LTD. 
9575 W Higgins Road, Suite 600 Rosemont, Illinois 6001 8-4920 Tel (847) 823-0500 Fax (847) 823-0520 
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MEMORAN DUM 

Site Runoff Analysis 

A runoff analysis for the project site was performed using the NRCS TR-20 program for pre
existing, existing, proposed, and revised proposed conditions. A description of each 
scenario and the results are provided in the following sections. 

Pre-Existing Conditions 
Pre-existing conditions was a car dealership that consisted of a developed, paved area. The 
site was assumed to be 1 00% impervious, with a runoff curve number (RCN) of 98. The 
Time of Concentration (tc) for the site was calculated using the methods specified in TR-55. 

The slopes and flow lengths for the tc calculation were assumed to be the same as those in 
existing conditions. The RCN and tc are shown in Table 1 .  The calculated hydrologic 
parameters, the project area, and Bulletin 70 rainfall data for both the 1 0-year and 1 00-year 
storms were then input into the TR-20 model. The TR-20 model was run, and the peak 1 0-
year and 1 00-year flow rates from the site were determined. The results are shown in Table 
1 .  

Existing Conditions 
The project s ite currently consists of a park with a rain garden. The RCN and tc were 
calculated using methods described in TR-55 as 76 and 34.2 minutes, respectively, as 
shown in Table 1 .  The rain garden was modeled in TR-20 as a reservoir and was assumed 
to have a zero-release rate below the overtopping elevation. An HY8 analysis was 
conducted to determine a stage-discharge rating curve for the overflow and the rating curve 
flows were entered into the TR-20 model. Based on the attached plan and profile provided 
by the Village, the rain garden was determined to be approximately 6 inches deep and 
provide approximately 0.01 ac-ft of volume. The site data was entered into the TR-20 model 
and it was run to determine the peak 1 0-year and 1 00-year flowrates from the site, which 
are summarized in Table 1 .  

Proposed Conditions 
The proposed project site consists of retail stores and an associated parking lot and is 
1 00% impervious. The RCN was determined to be 98, and the tc was assumed to be the 
same as for pre-existing conditions (5 minutes). Based on the attached land plan prepared 
by SPACECO, an underground detention vault with a footprint of 35 ft x 20 ft x 5 ft is 
proposed which provides a total storage volume of approximately 0.08 ac-ft. A restrictor for 
the vault was sized to determine the required release rate to completely fill the underground 
vault for the critical 1 00-year storm . The resulting peak 1 0-year and 1 00-year flows are 
shown in Table 1 .  

Revised Proposed Conditions 
The revised proposed conditions analysis determined the storage volume required to 
maintain existing conditions flowrates from the site. A restrictor was sized to meet the peak 
existing conditions flowrate of 1 .89 cfs at five feet of bounce. The underground vault 
footprint was then increased until it would fill up completely during the 1 00-year critical 

.... CH RISTOPHER B. BURKE ENGINEERING, LTD. lliJ:S 9575 W Higgins Road, Suite 600 Rosemont, Illinois 6001 8-4920 Tel (847) 823-0500 Fax (847) 823-0520 



M EMORANDUM 

storm event. The hydrologic parameters remained unchanged from the proposed conditions 
scenario. The TR-20 analysis was then run and the peak flows are summarized in Table 1 .  
It was determined that approximately 0 . 13  ac-ft is required with approximate dimensions of 
44 ft X 25 ft X 5 ft. 

Table 1 :  TR-20 Inputs and Results 

Scenario tc (min) RCN 
Peak Discharge Rate (cfs) Available Storage 
10-Year 100-Year Volume (ac-ft) 

Pre-Existing 5 98 3.31 5.75 NA 
Existing 34.2 76 0.72 1 .89 0.01 

Proposed 5 98 2.16 3 . 1 7  0.08 
Revised Proposed 5 98 1 .27 1 .86 0 . 1 3  

LJS/DEV 
N:\wilmette\ 1 50065\Water\Docs\M1 .SPACEC0.020915.doc 

• C HRISTOPHER B. BURKE ENGINEERING, LTD. 
9575 W Higgins Road, Suite 600 Rosemont, Illinois 6001 8-4920 Tel (847) 823-0500 Fax (847) 823-0520 
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� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Eng ineers 

To: Luke A. Mattson, P.E. 

From: Robert Rado, P.E. 

Date: 2/26/201 5 

Reference: Village of Wilmette 61 1 Green Bay Road 
Traffic Impact Study Review 

Project No.: 20337.01 

Comment Reference 

Black - Original Ciorba Comments of 2/4/2015 
Blue - KLOA Responses of 2123115 

PROJECT MEMO 

Green - Follow up Ciorba Comments of 2126/2015 where issues have been addressed 
Red - Follow up Ciorba Comments of 2126/20 1 5  where issues have not been addressed 

We offer the following comments for the above referenced Traffic Impact Study. The comments 
are broken up by Report Section. 

I ntroduction 

1 .  I s  there a difference between the existing and proposed number of parking spaces along 
Green Bay Road directly in front of the development? Are these two spots in addition to 
spots that already exist? Explain how these additional spaces impact taper lengths for the 
southeast-bound to southwest-bound right turn lane from Green Bay Road to Wilmette 
Ave? 

Under existing conditions, there are three on-street parking spaces along the site 's 

Frontage. Under future conditions, the existing fire hydraQt in front of the site will be 

relocated and three parallel on-street parking spaces will be provided without affecting 

the existing taper length and storage length of the southeast-bound to southwest-bound 

right-tum lane. In addition to these spaces a loading zone approximately 4 7  feet long will 

be provided. 

Concur. 

Existing Conditions Plan 

1 .  What are the interconnect signal lim its on Green Bay Road (Lake Ave to what street)? 

It is our understanding that the interconnect signa/ limits on Green Bay Road are from 

5507 N .  Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www.ciorba.com 



� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Engineers 
PROJECT MEMO 

Lake Street south to Linden Street. 

Concur. Text was added to indicate Lake Street to Linden Street. 

2. Wilmette Avenue is a Minor Arterial southwest of Green Bay Rd, and a Major Collector 
northeast of Green Bay Rd based on the I DOT Roadway Functional Class Map, opposed 
to the Collector designation stated in the report. 

This has been corrected in the revised report. 

Concur. 

3. Under the North-South Alley description, reference is made to Parking Lot D .  Indicate who 
this parking lot serves. 

Based on information provided to KLOA, Inc. by the Village of Wilmette, parking lot D 

serves the post office and the Wilmette public library. 

Concur. Text has been added to the report indicating who Parking Lot D serves. 

4. Provide a discussion of the smaller parallel north-south I east-west alley that runs adjacent 
to the northwest portion of the project site. 

A discussion of the smaller parallel north-south/east-west alley that runs adjacent to the 

northwest portion of the project site is provided in the revised traffic study. 

Concur. Discussed on Page 23 detailing limited interaction with site. 

5 .  There are missing signal head icons on Figures 4 and 4A. 

Noted. 

Concur. Signal heads have been added to the figures. 

Traffic C haracteristics of the Proposed Development 

1 .  There are missing signal head icons on Figures 5, 6, and 7. 

Noted. 

Concur. Signal heads have been added to the figures. 

2.  How will the development impact traffic movements through the smaller eastern 
north/south alley and short segment of east/west alley. This analysis is not provided in the 
report for existing or proposed conditions. 

The proposed development will not have a negative impact on the two smaller alleys 

adjacent to the northwest side as their traffic is mainly limited to the small parking area 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www.ciorba.com 



� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Engineers 
PROJECT MEMO 

west of the buildings north of the site. 

Concur. Discussed on Page 23 detailing limited interaction with site. 

Traffic C haracteristics 

1 .  This section mentions a proposed gas station, but there is no other mention of this in the 
report. Please clarify. 

Noted. This was a typo and has been corrected in the revised report. 

Concur. The correction has been made. 

Parking Evaluation 

1 .  Provide a breakdown of Accessible (or ADA) Parking included in the proposed 
development from both a residential and commercial standpoint (20-14. 7).  

Please see the revised site plan. 

No breakdown has been provided regarding the calculation of the number of ADA parking 

stalls required. Based on our review, we calculate 3 stalls as being required making the 

proposed parking plan short by 1 stall since only 2 are shown. According to the revised 

traffic study, 1 0  dedicated off-street parking spaces will be provided within the proposed 

garage for employees of the commercial I retail use. According to Table 208.2 of the ADA 

Standards, this would require 1 Accessible Parking Space. A dditionally, the report 

indicates that 99 parking spaces should be required for residential use, which would 

require an additional 2 Accessible Parking Spaces according to Section 208. 2. 3. 2 of the 

ADA Standards. 

2 .  How were the 7 on-street parking spaces determined? The Green Bay Road southeast
bound right turn lane storage and taper lengths need to be determined in order to confirm 
the frontage spaces. Parking restrictions in front of the existing hydrant shall also be 
considered. 

There are three on-street parking spaces under existing conditions. The same number of 

on-street parking spaces will be maintained under future conditions without impacting the 

existing storage and taper lengths of the right-turn lane. 

Concur. 

3. The report credits "on-street" parking spaces within 500-feet of the development property 
lines towards the 3.51 spaces per 1 ,000 square feet while section 14.9f of the Zoning 
Ordinance offers an allowance for "off-street" within 500-feet. Recalculate parking space 
density based on the findings of the previous comment (2, Parking Evaluation) and 1 4.9f 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.401 4  www.ciorba.com 



� CIORBA GROUP Consulting Engineers 
PROJ ECT MEMO 

excluding "on-street" parking. Compare this versus the 3 spaces per 1 ,000 square feet 
requirement of 1 4.9a (20-1 4.9a, 20-1 4.9f). 

This has been revised in the traffic study. 

Concur. Revisions acceptable. 

Conclusion 

1 .  Truck turning movements appear to show clipping of the curb islands on the west side of 
the alley and the northwest corner of the building. Do the turning movements build in any 
clearance to these conflict points? See additional Appendix comments. 

The movement showed "clipping" the curb islands is the overhang and not the tire 

path. 

Turning movements programs generate turning paths based on a standard vehicle design 

template. Vehicle overhang past the outside tire turning path may occur, but should not be 

considered as a buffer or something to overlook during design. There is no or negligible 

overhang for the inside turning path. Even if overhang is considered, this does not 

address the issue that the turning movement paths appear to clip the corner of the 

building. 

Appendix - Auto Turn Runs 

1 .  Figure A 

a. There appear to be kinks in the Auto Turns and the dimensions of the passenger 
car design vehicle appear lower than that defined in Chapter 36 (specifically Figure 
36-1 . M )  of the lOOT BDE manual. Please provide the turning radii used in the 
exhibit and the reference for the design vehicle. 

Based on recent surveys of numerous vehicles on the road, the majority of the 

vehicles on the road today are much shorter than the 1 9  foot vehicle that was the 

standard many years ago. As such, the smaller vehicle was utilized. 

Please reference and provide the recent surveys that are being used to create the 

dimensions on the design vehicle you created. A utoturn utilizes dimensions based 

on AASHTO 20 1 1  design vehicles which are a/so used in /DOT design manuals. 

Please address the kinks in the Auto Turn movements. 

b. It appears there are conflict points if a vehicle wants to enter the garage while 
another is leaving. Are these movements intended for one d irection, or wil l 
additional assistance (such as mirrors, etc . )  be provided? 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www.ciorba.com 
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PROJECT MEMO 

Given the width of the garage opening will be approximately 20 feet, convection 

mirrors could be used to provide assistance for inbound and outbound vehicles. 

Specify in report and/or on plans. 

c. What is the garage opening width compared to the modeled passenger vehicle? 

Approximately 20 feet. 

Specify in report and/or on plans. 

d .  Is there enough space for two car turning movements simultaneously in the 
garage? For example, can an inbound car turning into the aisle with the ADA spots 
make the turn while an outbound car turns out of the same aisle towards the entry 
door? The purpose of this comment is to determine if the number of parking 
spaces will need to be reduced to alleviate these types of movement conflicts. 

No. Vehicles will have to yield to each other. 

Noted. 

2 .  Figure B 

a. There appear to be kinks in the Auto Turns. Please provide the turning radii used 
in the exhibit compared to Figure 36- 1 . 0  of the I DOT BDE Manual. 

Revised Auto Turn Runs will be provided shortly. 

Autoturn utilizes dimensions based on AASHTO 2 0 1 1  design vehicles which are 

a/so used in /DOT design manuals. Please address the kinks in the Auto Turn 

movements. 

b. Can an SU-30 and a Passenger Vehicle use the alley at the same time? If so, what 
are the vehicle clearances? 

Revised Auto Turn Runs will be provided shortly 

Comment not addressed. 

c. Please provide autoturn radii and dimensions from conflict points. It appears the 
turns are running over gutter and hitting (or almost hitting) building edges. Also 
please confirm realistic turning movements are used, with no kinks in the vehicle 
path. 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www. ciorba.com 
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Revised A uto Turn Runs will be provided shortly 

Comment not addressed. 

d. Provide the following additional turning movements. 

PROJECT MEMO 

i .  Outbound maneuver of the single-unit truck north into the main north/south 
alley. 

Revised A uto Turn Runs will be provided shortly 

No Auto-Turn was provided for this movement. We assume this is because 

the movement cannot be made without conflicts. If this is the case, signage 

should be incorporated on the final design restricting this movement. 

i i .  Maneuver of a southbound truck on the smaller eastern north/south alley, 
turning west onto the short east/west section of alley. 

Revised Auto Turn Runs will be provided shortly 

No Auto-Turn was provided for this movement. We assume this is because 

the movement cannot be made without conflicts. If this is the case, signage 

should be incorporated on the final design restricting this movement. 

i i i .  Maneuver of eastbound truck on the short east/west section of alley, turning 
north onto the smaller eastern north/south alley. 

Revised A uto Turn Runs will be provided shortly 

No Auto-Turn was provided for this movement. We assume this is because 

the movement cannot be made without conflicts. If this is the case, signage 

should be incorporated on the final design restricting this movement. 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60656 Tel 773.775.4009 Fax 773.775.40 1 4  www.ciorba.com 
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MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Bill Patrun 
M & R Development 

Javier Millan 
Senior Consultant 

Luay Aboona, PE 
Principal 

February 26, 20 1 5  

9575 West Higgins Road, Suite 400 I Rosemont, I l linois 600 1 8  
p :  847-5 1 8-9990 1 1: 847-5 1 8-9987 

Response to Ciorba Group Comments 
6 I I Green Bay Road Development 
Wilmette, Illinois 

At your request, Kenig, Lindgren, O'Hara, Aboona, Inc. (KLOA, Inc.), has reviewed the second set 
of comments raised by Ciorba Group regarding the traffic and parking study prepared by KLOA, 
Inc. for the proposed mixed use development in Wilmette, Illinois. Our response to their comments 
is in the same order as they appear in their letter dated February 26 20 1 5 .  

Parking Evaluation 

1 .  The site plan shows two handicapped spaces on the southern parking lot and two 
handicapped parking spaces on the upper parking area for a total of four parking spaces. One 
additional handicapped space will be added when plans are revised. 

2. No additional response needed. 

3 .  No additional response needed. 

Conclusion 

1 .  Please see Figure B I that shows 4-foot clearance between building and the truck path. 

KLOA, Inc. Transportation and Parking Planning Consultants 

1.11 



Appendix - Auto Turn Runs 

I .  Figure A 

a. Enclosed are revised exhibits (Figures Al through AS) that show the turning path of 
passenger vehicles in/out and around the garage for both sizes ( 1 6.75 and 1 9  feet). Any 
kinks that appear reflect the path of the vehicle overhang and not the tire path. In order to 
aide drivers with these maneuvers, convex mirrors could be installed at each access drive 
and warning lights/buzzers can be installed at the first internal turn within the upper 
parking lot that will alert exiting vehicles when an inbound vehicle is approaching. 

b. As previously indicated, convex mirrors will be provided at each access drive. 

c. The driveway width of both access drives (20 feet) is specified in Figures A I and A2. 

d. No additional response needed 

2. Figure B 

a. Please see previous responses and Figures B 1 and B2. 

b. Based on the Auto Turn Runs (Figure B I )  an SU-30 and a passenger vehicle can travel 
side by side in the alley with approximately 1 .5 feet of clearance between vehicles and 
buildings. 

c. Please see attached Figure B I .  

d. The requested Auto Turn runs are shown in Figure B2. Unlike existing conditions where 
the trucks have the ability to utilize the vacant property to complete their maneuvers, with 
the proposed development the existing parking lot north of the east-west alley will have 
to be modified to accommodate these maneuvers. 

En c. 

2 
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ARCH ITECTU RAL NARRATIVE A N D  T H E M E  

T h e  W i l s h o re, l o cated with i n  t h e  G re e n  Bay Road co r ri d o r  a n d  t h e  V i l l a ge Center District 

of W i l m ette, is a m ixed -u s e  b u i l d i n g  cons isti ng of 6,550 s q u a re feet of gro u n d  fl o o r  

co m m e r c i a l  s p a c e  a n d  9 5  l u x u ry res i d e n ti a l  renta l u n its s u p p o rted b y  a two- level, i n d o o r, 

p rivate p a rk i n g  ga rage. It wi l l  have t h e  style, fe e l  a n d  a m e n ities of a n  u psca l e ,  b o u ti q u e  

h ote l .  

The o n e ,  two, a n d  t h ree b e d ro o m  res i d e n ces a re d e s i g n e d  with t h e  features a n d  fi n i s h e s  

o f  c u st o m  h o m e s, s i m i l a r  t o  t h ose fo u n d  i n  t h e  V i l l age o f  W i l m ette a n d  t h e  N o rth S h o re 

a re a .  They i n c l u d e  g o u r m et i s l a n d  kitc h e n s, p a ntri es, c h ef offices a n d m a ste r s u ites 

c o m p l ete w i t h  h i s  a n d  h e r  c l osets a n d  s p a  b a t h s .  The fi n i s h e s  w i l l  i n c l u d e  h a rdwood 

fl oo rs, gra n ite co u nter tops a n d  l ow VOC p a i nts that w i l l  b e  sta n d a rd t h ro u g h o ut t h e  

b u i l d i ng .  

T h e  res i d e nti a l  com p o n e nt o f  The W i l s h o re w i l l  i n c l u d e  va r i o u s  l ifestyl e  a m e n ities l o cated 

t h ro u g h o ut t h e  fi rst a n d  seco n d  fl o o rs s u c h  as a fit n ess center a n d  st u d i o, s a u n a  a n d  ste a m  

ro o m s ,  cy b e r  cafe, b i cyc l e  storage, pet g ro o m i n g  fa c i l ity, b u s i n ess center with co nfere n c e  

roo m s, c l u b  l o u nge, p rivate b a l c o n i es a n d  m u l t i p l e, co m m u n a l  o ut d o o r  l i v i n g  s p a ces 

l ocated o n  the second a n d  sixth fl o o rs . The s i xth fl o o r  outdoor s p a ces a re sym m et r i ca l ly 

p l a c e d  as v i e w- o r i e ntated terraces that ste p d o w n  t h e  front fa �a d e  at t h e  b u i l d i ng's u p p e r  

c o r n e rs t o  a rti c u l ate its m a s s i n g  w h i l e  p rovi d i ng a street frontage d e s i g n  t h at i l l u strates a 

bottom, m i d d l e  a n d  to p .  

The W i l s h o re w i l l  b e  p l a n n e d  a n d  d e s i g n e d  to a c h i eve L E E D  go l d  c e rtifi cati o n  a n d  be 

a d o r n e d  in h i g h - e n d  m a s o n ry m a te r i a l s  with h i g h - p e rfo r m a n ce g l a z i n g .  The b u i l d i n g 's 

a rc h itect u re w i l l  b e  s e n s i tive to, a n d  respectfu l of, W i l m ette's t ra d iti o n a l  a rc h itect u ra l  

h e ritage w h i l e  t ra n s i ti o n i n g i nto a conte m po ra ry a e st h eti c .  



N O RTH SHORE APARTMENT S U BMARKET OVERVIEW 

The North Shore subma rket is defined by Lake Michigan to the east, 

the city of Chicago on the south, 294 to the west and Lake County to 

the north. 

While some tenants comm ute dai ly to the Chicago CBD given the 

proximity to Metra trains providing access, the employment centers 

of Evanston, and further north in the office m arkets along the North 

Shore, generate significant demand. Consistent with the overall 

education and medical related em ployment remains resilient. 

decline from a year ago. Rents are down 2.9% from two years ago. 

Delivery of three new projects in 2013 and two in 2014 abated rent 

pressure. 

With one bedrooms having a median rent of $1,752 a nd two 

bedrooms at $2,405, the dichotomy with the rest of the suburban 

market becomes apparent. The cost of housing rivals downtown 

Chicago. 

m&r 
DEVELOP�IE�T 

The actual value of the concession {when offered) rose notably i n  

2014 with the cu rrent level a t  one month free rent. Concessions wi l l  

l i kely remain i n  the m a rket as a m arketing tool. 

Occupancy is  at 94.8% compared to 96.4% a year ago. 

We project occupancy will remain stable in  the near term given new 

supply in  the m arket. The i m pact of new supply has been felt in  the 

m a rket. 

Ma rket performa nce is a function of 

the product of net rent and occupa ncy. 

The North Shore submarket has outperformed the overall suburba n 

m arket primarily due to it significantly higher rental rates rather than 

occupancy trends. A steady trend was apparent in  2011 with growth 

in 2012 that has more recently deteriorated in large part due to new 

product in  the market. As of 3013, performance increased notably 

but moderated in 4013 with new supply having a n  impact. Rents 

have risen at the expense of occupancy but overall resulted in  a net 

gain to owners. 

Prepared by Appra isal Research Counselors 3Q14 Apartment Benchmark Report 
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MARKET COM PARABLES 

Rent Compmobla Survey· Summary 
Wllgtvocl Numtwu 

Wtl{lhlod Wolghlod M'"ol!lly Wtlohlocl Wtlghlocl 
Prop11tyN.,.. Alltf1gtGfOII Avlfogt Gross AvtrogoNol Avoraot 

Avorogo If ol Unlit 
Rll� Rtnl / SF 

Adju51mlflls 
Rtnt Nlf Rtnt/SF 

Tht Wlltncre (propose<S) tOIO B5 52 31� $2 27 so 52.31' $2 27 

Evenston Ptace e67 191 $2.327 $2&8 iSlMI $1,939 $:?24 

MtJ Evanston 1020 200 $2.195 S2t5 so S2.t95 s:? 15 

1717 879 115 $2.141 $204 ($141 $2 127 Sl42 

4 Central SltloOIO 965 ao $2.320 $240 so 52320 $240 

Ttpewy Glen"'ew 893 290 $2.049 S229 so S2.049 S2 29  
lle<rield wooe Ac>�o��menrs 1078 56 $2.246 $200 so $2246 S208 

7 R«tatsstnce Pt•ce ApeM\fnts 1169 33 S2 320 sl!le so $:!320 $1 99 

o Al<>t ot llle Gien r..., c...c .. 1216 181 S2 710 $223 so $2.710 S223 
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Rent Comparable Survey· 1B0/1BA 
Wtlgtvocl Hoolbor 

Wtlghlocl Wtlghlocl 
Monthly 

Wtlghlocl Wtlglolocl 
Propttty Name Avttl!ltG<ou Awrage Gfost Awrogo Nif ... _ ...... ""' " ot Unlls "'"' Rto� ISF 

Adjustmlfllt Rtt• Ntl "IIII I  U 
The Wlish<rt !proposed) 749 37 $1 870 $253 $0 $1 970 $283 

EwnstonAeee 736 eG $2.048 $2 78 ($341) $1.701 S232 

3 AMI.I EvoMion 934 13< $2013 S2 15 so S2.013 $215 

1717 &16 119 $1.979 S243 so $1,979 S2 <3 

Central Slllloon 824 32 $1.925 S234 so $1,925 $23< 

Tapes.uy Gtttt\liew 765 136 $ 1 7$4 $2 29 so S1.75< S229 

lle<rietd Volloge Aplol1ments 866 20 $1.916 S2 21 so $1,916 S221 

Rmttssance Pike AQI!rtmms 908 22 $1 9$4 $1 g., so $1,95< $190 

Not at l:he Glen TaM'\ Cenltf 939 39 $2274 SHl so S2.278 S243 
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MARKET COM PARABLES 

Rent Comparnble Survey· 2BD/2BA 
�td Numbtr Wtlghttd Wolghltd 

Monthly 
Wtlghltd WtlgiMtd 

PropollyN-
Avtrago Sf of Unlls 

Avtrago 0<011 AWiliQI G<oss 
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AWiagoNot Awraoo 
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3 Mill Evon<lon 1171 40 52.495 $213 $0 52495 51 13 
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Rent Comparable Survey· 3BD/2BA 
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! M&R Development Resume and Relevant Projects . 
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M & R  Development i s  a registered Limited Liability Corporation in the State of I l l inois. Founded i n  1 996 by 
Tom Moran and Anthony Rossi, M&R Development is a developer of luxury, high-end rental apartment 
buildings ranging in style from garden and mid-rise to urban high-rise. Over the past fifteen years, the company 
has developed 1 4  properties with total value in excess of $600 million. These projects include over 3,755 units, 
making M&R Development the largest developer of suburban rental properties in the area. M&R was among 
the first developers to bring new and innovative thinking to Midwest apartment development. Always striving 
to deliver beyond resident expectations, M&R Development properties feature high-end appliances, nine-foot 
ceiling heights, crown moldings, computer niches, custom paint and upscale cabinetry and hardware in addition 
to granite and marble finishes. 

Portfolio of Selected M & R  Development & Predecessors I Since 1 999:  

Property Nome Equity Portner Completed # Units Location 
73 East Lake UBS 2014 332 Chicago 

Central Station Globe Corporation 2013 80 Evanston 

Pare Huron JP Morgan 2010 221 Chicago 

The Residences of the Grove American Realty Advisors 2008 294 Downers Grove 

Regency Place Individual Partners 2007 112 Oakbrook Terrace 

Coventry Glen at Valley Lakes Kennedy Associates 2005 280 Round Lake 

Prairiebrook At Farmington Lakes ASB Capital Management 2003 304 Oswego 

Bristol Station State Farm 2003 348 Naperville 

Thornberry Woods Lincoln National Life 2002 280 Woodridge 

Butterfield Oaks JP Morgan 2002 336 Aurora 

Orchard VIllage GE Capital 2001 272 Aurora 

Woodlake Lend Lease 2000 260 Gurnee 

Southwest Crossing Lend Lease 1999 440 Naperville 

Randall Hill GE Capital 1999 196 Crystal Lake 

TOTALS UNITS: 3,755 

The following four relevant projects demonstrate a strong example of our current development 
work located in Chicago' s  Loop, Evanston, Downers Grove, and Oakbrook Terrace. It is our 
commitment to bring this same high level of quality demonstrated in these examples to the 
Village of Wilmette. For more information on M&R Development's projects, visit 
www .mandrdevelopment. com. 

�. '1.0 



Project Na me: 
Developer: 
Architect: 
Location: 
Project Type: 

Central Station 
M&R Development, LLC I Dodge Capital, LLC 
OKW Architects 
1 720 Central Street, Evanston, Ill inois 
Mixed Use Tnfill Residential Retail Development 

www. centralstati onapartments. com 
Details: 

Background: 

Use I Product TOTAL 
Total Retail (SF) 1 0,700 

Unit Mix 
Studio 8 

I Bedroom/! Bath 44 
2 Bedroom/2 Bath 1 8  

2 Bedroom+Den/2 Bath 6 
3 Bedroom/2 Bath 4 

Total Rental Units 80 
Avg. Unit Size (SF) 965 
Average Rent Price $2,245/month 
Residential Parking 80 enclosed 

spaces, 1 / 1  

Central Station i s  a strong example o f  an urban i n  fill development which required the architectural style 
to be compatible with the historical style found within its surroundings. This residential/retail 
development addressed the streetscape needs of the community by providing retail and rental residence 
amenity uses that created life and vitality to Central Street. Central Station was planned and designed 
to provide the highest level of luxury rental housing found in this region. Containing highest quality 
finishes including quartz countertops, stainless steel appliances, in unit laundry, and hardwood floors 
makes this new rental development an attractive place to call home. Convenient building amenities 
including a 24 hour state of at1 fitness center and cyber cafe along with property management and 
maintenance services are just more features that add to its appeal. Attention to detail and scale were 
executed with profound care and beneficial results were appreciated by the city of Evanston and the 
Central Street neighborhood. The development demonstrated a well-balanced effective marriage of a 
variety of uses contains in one structure. M&R Development's continued dedication to green initiatives 
is seen at Central Station where we are seeking LEED Gold certification and promoting healthy lifestyle 
programs for our community. 



Project Name: Regency Place 
Developer: 
Design Architect: 

M&R Development, LLC 
B loodgood Sharp & Buster 

Architect of Record: Balsamo Olson Lewis Design Group 
Directions To: Meyers Road at 22"d Street, Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 
Project Type: Mixed Use Multiple Family Rental and Retail Development Community 

www . regencyplaceapa1tments. com 
Details: 

Use I Product TOTAL 

Total Retail (SF) 
2 buildings, 
14,000 

Unit Mix 
l Bedroom/ l Bath 32 

l Bedroom + Den/ l Bath 8 
2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath 48 

2 Bedroom + Den/ 2 Bath 8 
3 Bedroom/ 2 Bath 1 6  

Total Rental Units 1 1 2  
Avg. Unit Size (SF) 1 , 1 99 
Average Rent Price $2,5 70/month 
Residential Parking 232 total 

( 1 80 indoor/52 outdoor) 

Background: Regency Place has proven over time to be a dynamic contribution to the regional area and the city of 
Oakbrook Terrace. Regency has become one of the most desirable rental residences to call home and 
now boasts some of the highest rents found in all of the Chicago land suburbs. This site containing of 
7 . 1  acres was designed strategically as a residential-retail mixed use development consisting of a well
planned retail component, relating to a major arterial street and a 5 story luxury rental component. A 
portion of the retail contains a white tablecloth restaurant, Volare, which has become one of the most 
popular restaurants in all of the western suburbs. Beautiful hard and soft landscaping elements can be 
found throughout the development creating an exterior feeling of high quality. Interior community 
amenities include a luxurious indoor pool and spa, sauna and steam room, 24 hour fitness center, 
business center, and more. This development provided much needed diversified housing for the several 
million square feet of nearby office space. Regency Place has been called Chicago land's premier luxury 
rental address. 



Project Name: 
Developer: 
Architect: 
Location: 
Project Type: 

Background: 

73 East Lake 
M&R Development, LLC/ UBS 
Solomon Cordwell Buenz 
73 East Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Residential High-rise Development 

Use I Product TOTAL 
Unit Mix 

Convertible 1 1 3 
1 Bedroom/ ! Bath 7 1  
2 Bedroorn/2 Bath 148 

Total Rental Units 332 

Avg. Unit Size (SF) 889 
Average Rent Price $3, l 08/month 
Residential Parking 1 83 total 

wvvw.experience73 .com 

73 East Lake's plan was designed in collaboration with the City of Chicago Department of Housing 
and Economic Development to redevelop this former obsolete parking garage and shuttered restaurants. 
Just recently completed and currently in initial lease up, 73 East Lake is setting a new standard in high
rise apartment living with over 40,000 square foot of amenity space and the highest quality of unit 
interiors to date. Featuring venatino quartz counte11ops, custom kitchen backsplashes, Kohler fixtures, 
closet organizers, solar shades and more make this new rental high-rise unique in the market space. 
Building amenities include indoor pool and spa, sauna and steam room, cyber cafe, business center and 
conference room, theater, and 3 separate fitness spaces makes for an urban resort style residence. 
Throughout the development process, we worked diligently and closely with our neighbors to result in 
minimal disturbance to nearby businesses. Seeking LEED Gold certification, 73 East Lake is a non
smoking community and offers a green roof and lush landscaping. With acute attention to detail, this 
development was executed to the highest standards to be successful in a highly competitive market 
place. 



Project Name: 
Developer: 
Project Architect: 
Location: 
Project Type: 

Details: 

Background: 

The Residences at the Grove 
M&R Development, LLC 
Cordogan Clark & Associates 
1-355 & Butterfield Rd Downers Grove, Illinois 
Multiple Family Rental Community 

www.rmk.com/the grove 

Use I Product TOTAL 
Unit Mix 

Studio 2 1  
I Bedroom/ 1 Bath 1 44 
2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath 1 05 

2 Bedroom/ 2.5 Bath 24 

Total Rental Units 294 

A vg. Unit Size (SF) 1 ,003 
Average Rent Price $ 1  ,900/month 
Residential Parking 532 total 

The Residences at the Grove was a very challenging development venture with a Home Depot and 
single family neighborhood as our closest neighbors. The finished results have been highly acclaimed 
by the Village of Downers Grove and other neighboring municipalities. This development is a perfect 
example where all the vested entities worked together to create a desirable place to call home in a 
market that was underserved. The site consisted of 1 6.25 acres with a well-planned abundance of green 
and open space. The centrally located open space was created as a focal active amenity area that 
provided a distinct connection to all three 7 story midrise residential buildings. To buffer the single 
family neighbors we created a rental 2 bedroom/ 2 bathroom row home product which provided a 
unique housing opportunity and an essential land planning element. A centrally located clubhouse 
which provides for leasing, property management and amenity functions was a defining quality of this 
development. Amenities include a 24 hour fitness center, cyber cafe, business center and conference 
room, package receiving room, and outdoor swimming pool, creating a state of art amenity package 
unique to this convenient Downers Grove location. 



M&R Development Retail & RMK Management Retail Experience 

Property Location Square Footage 

Regency Place Oakbrook Terrace 1 4,000 

Pensacola Place Chicago 1 00,000 

Williams Reserve Palatine 20,000 

Pare Huron Chicago 1 ,300 

Addison Park on Clark (in process) 
• Co-developer with Chicago 1 75,000 

Bucksbaum Retail 
Properties 
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LIST OF CONSULTANTS 

tt 

ROLE 

Zoning Attorney 

Surveyor 

Surveyor 

Architect & Land Planner 

Civil Engineering 

Landscape Architect 

Traffic and Transportation 

Environmental Site Assessment 

Geotechnical Technical Engineer (Soils Report) 

LEED Consultant 

Endangered Species (IDNR) 

Illinois Historic Preservation (Archaeology) 

Acoustical Consulting Engineer 

Rental Market Analysis 

CONSULTANT 

Meltzer, Purtill & Stelle, LLC 

Gremley and Biederman 

SPACECO, I nc. 

Schwarz lewis Design Group, Inc. 

SPACECO, I nc. 

Daniel Weinbach and Partners 

KLOA, Inc. 

EGSL 

TSC (Testing Service Corporation) 

dbHMS 

SPACECO, Inc. 

SPACECO, Inc. 

Shiner & Associates 

M & R Development & RMK Management 

m&r 
DEVELOP�IENT 

CONTACT INFO. 
l.Sl.S E. Woodlteld Road, 2nd Floor 
Schaumb...-g. L 601.73 
(847) 330-6068 

franck�#!mP.sl'llN�Com.Lsbau�t@mP_slaw.com 
4505 N. Elston Awnue 
Dlicago, L 60630 

IIDl68S-5102 9575 W. Hofl8JI'S Road, SUote 700 
Rosemont, L 60018 
(847) 969-4060 
�·J �pacesoiD.c.com 
Two Mid America Plaza, Suite 831 
Oakbrook Terrace, ll 601.81 
( 630) S3J.l416 
blewis9schwanlev..;s.com I wschwar�schwanleiMs.com 

;9575 W. Hill8Jils Road, Suite 700 
Rosemont, L 60018 
(847) 969-4060 

·"'·-
S3 W. Jackson Blvd. Slite 2SO 
Olicago, L 60604 
(312)427·2888 
bfe_musool!.<I!M>Jtd.com 
9575 W. H188Jns Road, Suite 400 
Rosemont, L 60018 
(847) 518-9990 
a��loainc.oom. 

SS W. Po k Street 
Dlicago, L 60607 
(312) 447-1200 
b"lt.@.�RS I.com 
360 S. Main Place 
Carol Stream, ll 601.88 
6301. 462,2� 303 W. Erie Slreet:. ll510 

Dlicago, L 60654 
l"tt,, <11�./1��7 
9575 W. Hi8810<Road, Suite 700 
Rosemont, L 60018 
847) 969-4060 

bdJfl'll@.sp "'coinc.com 
9575 W. Hi8810S Roa<l, SUite 700 
Rosemont, L 60018 
(847) 969-4060 
vlu"'· m 
225W. Wasl>ington Street 
Dlicago, L 60606 
131.71 849-3340 
SSS Pierce, SUite 180 
Itasca, ll 60H3 



6 1 1  Green Bay Road 
M & R Development Advisory Design Review 

Mr. Sivertsen introduced Bill Patrun of M & R Development as the developer of proposed 
6 1 1  Green Bay Road project. Mr. Patrun and his team were before the Commission to 
receive an advisory design review of their project prior to submitting a formal Planned Unit 
Development application. 

Mr. Patrun expressed his excitement for beginning the review process of their proposal. The 
project is in a prominent location in Wilmette. They intend to build a development with 
transit oriented design character that will fit in with the architecture of the community. They 
hope the comments voiced by the Commission and the audience will help them to design a 
better project that puts them in a better position to meet community approval. 

The project includes 95 residential apartment units ranging in size from 649 square feet to 
1 ,550 square feet. The retail component will consist of a little less than 7,000 square feet 
with an additional pmiion of first floor space being devoted to the residential leasing office 
and common area. The architects for the project are Schwartz and Lewis Design Group and 
Dan Weinbach and Partners. 

Mr. Lewis provided a presentation of the architectural elements of the proposal including the 
floor plans, elevations, and materials. They are trying to create amenities comparable to what 
you would see in a boutique hotel or custom home. He described the overall style of the 
building as sophisticated, comfortable, and contemporary. 

The main entrance is off Green Bay Road. There will be a drop off in the front near the 
entrance to the residential component. There will also be an entrance in the back off the 
parking garage. The loading docks will be in the back of the building. 

The commercial retail will be on the south end of the first floor. The residential lobby, and 
fitness center will be on the north end. The fitness center was designed to be located on the 
first floor to add activity to the street level. 

The first floor of residential is setback from the side lot lines in consideration of potential 
future development. By setting the building back from the lot lines they created two patio 
spaces on either side. It creates an amenity for the residents and also solves a building code 
issue for light and ventilation. There are also patio spaces on the top floor. The patios on 
the top floor provide some shape to the building. They provide a visual step down on the 
ends to take away some of the bulk of the building. 

The visual step down is shown on the elevations. They tried designing a lot of movement to 
the fayade so as not to create a blank wall. The design is traditional in nature with a bottom, 
middle and top, but they also played around with different materials and created both 
horizontal and vertical lines to the building. All of this helps to break up the fayade and 
create a balance to the building. They chose not to design a building that is too contemporary. 
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Mr. Lewis said the balconies provide further movement to the building. Proposed lighting 
fixtures near the top of the building accent the top floors in a subtle way. The west fac;:ade 
of the building includes much of the same design and materials as the rest of the building. 

Mr. Weinbach presented the proposed landscaping for the project. The ground floor does 
not provide for a great amount of room for landscaping however, the parkway trees will be 
placed in raised planting beds. In the rear of the building they are proposing to install Boston 
Ivy that will eventually climb up the wall. The amenity spaces on the second and six floors 
are where a majority of the landscaping is proposed. Versa cells will make up the floor of 
the amenity spaces. This tile like material provides for drainage underneath the walking 
surface.  Planters and other furniture would then be placed on top of the tiles. 

Mr. Bradford asked if pergolas are proposed on the top floor in the amenity spaces. They 
were shown in the elevations, but not the landscaping plans. 

Mr. Weinbach said they have been removed from the proposal. 

Ms. Woleben-Meade asked about the vines growing on the west side of the building. 

Mr. Weinbach said the vines would be growing from the ground and not necessarily be 
attached to the side of the building as the architectural rendering might suggest. There won't 
be a grid pattern or any structure attached to the wall. 

Mr. Sheridan asked about the private terrace shown on the sixth floor. 

Mr. Patrun said they didn't yet have a plan for how that private terrace would be separated 
from the common area terrace, but they would like to do something like a short planter with 
evergreen plant material rather than a fence. 

Ms. Woleben-Meade understood the lack of room on the west side to plant much of anything, 
but she wondered if they could utilize some of the land west of the alley to plant street trees. 
It would provide much needed screening for those residents living on Park A venue that 
would face the west side of the proposed development. 

Mr. Patrun said he understood the concern and said they want to put their best foot forward. 
They are proposing to use the stone on that side of the building and said the addition of street 
trees was a good suggestion as long as the property owner is  ok with that. 

Mr. Sheridan asked how high the Boston Ivy would grow. 

Mr. Weinbach said the ivy could grow 40-50 feet up the wall. 

Mr. Sheridan said he wanted to explain for those people in the audience the reason for this 
review. The advisory design review was being held because the development proposal will 
be going through the Planned Unit Development process which does not require the review 
of the Appearance Review Commission like typical commercial projects would. He said he 
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appreciated Julie Wolfs and the Village Board's request that M & R Development come to 
the Appearance Review Commission for an advisory review. He hopes the development 
team will welcome the Commission's input and incorporate their comments as they finalize 
their design. Before the Commission discussed the development he invited the audience to 
ask questions and provide comment. 

Ms. Nelson said she had strong opinions of the conceptual designs presented by the previous 
developer who had the property under contract. She was more favorable towards this design 
although she had some concerns. The stucco type material shown on the upper floors of the 
building looked like something that you might see on a chain hotel. She wondered if the 
stucco would be timeless and classic. She felt the word contemporary used by the presenter 
was not necessarily the style of Wilmette. The development should strive to be classic, 
traditional, and timeless. She wanted to know if the brick was red or brown. 

Mr. Sheridan said it was a reddish brown. 

Ms. Nelson said she drives around other places and sees cheap brick used. She wanted to 
make sure the brick was not cheap. 

Mr. Elkins said he has seen king sized brick used in 1/3 running bond. He prefers the sample 
which shows a running bond with 50/50 between joints. He much prefers that over the king 
sized brick. He wanted to know what type of brick and course was proposed. 

Mr. Lewis said the Village Center ordinance prohibits the use of king sized brick. They were 
not proposing to use king brick. He said they are happy with the brick shown in the sample 
board. It was more residential in scale. 

Mr. Sheridan agreed it was not an inexpensive brick. 

Mr. Lewis said it was a sand coated brick so it will provide more texture. 

Mr. Phillips asked why they were proposing veneer brick. 

Mr. Lewis said it was a steel frame building with a full sized brick veneer and precast floors. 
Walls would be metal stud with insulation and waterproofing behind the brick veneer. The 
fiber cement board would be a reveal system. 

Mr. Sheridan asked what size the manufactured stone units would be. 

Mr. Lewis said they hadn't selected a manufacturer yet, but they like to use 1 2x 1 8  's.  
He said when they start to prepare perspective drawings it will help to show how much 
dimension there is on the building. It's not just a flat far;ade. 

Mr. Sheridan said the perspective shown at tonight's meeting was very helpful in gaining a 
better understanding of the far;ade details. For a building of this type there is a lot of 
atiiculation. 
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Mr. Elkins pointed out the west elevation had two stories of stone with two stories of brick, 
while the other elevations had three stories of brick. He wondered if the west fac;ade was 
intended to have three stories of brick to be consistent with the other elevations. 

Mr. Lewis said the west elevation was incorrect and it should be three stories of brick. The 
datum line of the transition from stone to brick and brick to stucco will be the same all the 
way around the building. 

Mr. Bradford asked how trucks would access the loading dock. 

Mr. Lewis said it didn't show on the site plan, but there was an existing alley serving that 
part of the property. 

Mr. Bradford said the perspective drawing was very helpful in understanding the 
movement ofthe building fac;ade. He asked that the architects restudy the spacing of the 
first floor storefront. Currently the openings don't align vertically with the floors above. If 
the spacing of the storefront openings relate better to the balconies and other vertical 
elements it will help the overall design of the building. 

Mr. Bradford asked if the center of the building is recessed back above the first floor. 

Mr. Lewis said the whole building is recessed back from the first floor. 

Mr. Bradford asked them to consider pulling the center bay forward so the center axis 
comes all the way to the ground. I t  will make the center of the building much stronger. 

Mr. Lewis said they can definitely look at doing that. 

Mr. Bradford said he was pleased to see they are using normal sized brick. I t  says a lot 
about the quality of the building they are proposing to build. 

Mr. Sheridan referred to the Village Center design standards and read the prohibited 
materials list for everyone's reference. 

Mr. Bradford asked about the finish of the fiber cement panel. He wondered if there was a 
different finish that could be used. 

Mr. Lewis said they had a smoother finish they could use. 

Mr. Bradford said the smoother finish would be preferred. 

Mr. Phillips asked about the design of the windows. 

Mr. Lewis said the windows would be clear glass with clear anodized frames on the lower 
level. 
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Mr. Patrun said they traditionally work with Shiner and Associates to provide insulation to 
deaden the sound produced by the train. He wasn't sure if they will need to do triple 
glazing. 

Mr. Lewis said they will be applying for LEED Silver certification so they will likely use a 
closed cell insulation. 

Mr. Patrun said they would apply for at least LEED Silver certification, but would strive 
for Gold. 

Mr. Phillips said that will say a lot to the community about the quality of the building they 
are building. 

Mr. Miller said it would help to provide as much depth as possible on the west elevation 
where the windows meet the cement board. It's easier to make the window flush with the 
wall, but it can really detract from the look. 

Mr. Lewis said they had the same concern. 

Mr. Bradford asked if there are any rooftop mechanical equipment. 

Mr. Lewis said they will have 95 separate ale units on the rooftop for each residential unit 
as well as the rooftop units, boilers, and elevator override. There will be screening around 
the units. They will likely provide screens around multiple units rather than screen each 
individual unit separately. 

Ms. Woleben-Meade asked how they were addressing storm water. 

Mr. Patrun said they have been working with the Village Engineer and MWRD on a storm 
water management plan. 

Mr. Phillips asked if they have done a photo rendering showing what the building would 
look like next to the existing buildings. 

Mr. Lewis said they could do that, but it was something they had not produced yet. 

Mr. Sheridan said there are a few zoning code requirements that are not being followed in 
the plans. The maximum height is limited to five stories and 65 feet. He understands the 
reasons why the building is taller, but he just wanted to point that out. For properties with 
greater than 1 50 feet in width, two pedestrian paths are required from the public sidewalk 
to the rear parking area. There are no easy routes from the public sidewalk to the parking 
areas. He asked the architect to try and create an easier path to the rear parking area. 

Mr. Patnm said they had originally proposed a pedestrian path on the north side of the 
building, but because it limited the amount of first floor retail area they decided to remove 
the path. 
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Ms. Woleben-Meade asked if she were a customer going to shop at the retail stores in the 
building if she would be able to park in the garage or if she would need to park on the 
street. 

Mr. Lewis said there are parking spaces in front of the building. 

Mr. Sivertsen said some of the first floor garage parking would need to be dedicated to the 
retail uses. 

Mr. Patrun said it was difficult to combine the retail and residential parking in the same 
garage. There's a security issue with having the residential parking open to the public. 

Ms. Woleben-Meade said it will affect their ability the lease the retail spaces if they don't 
have dedicated on-site parking for employees and customers. 

Mr. Patrun said they will need to work on that issue with the Village. 

Mr. Bradford asked what they planned to do with signage. He hoped the developer would 
establish a master sign plan for the building. 

Mr. Lewis started looking at the signage based off the idea that they would have three retail 
tenants. They defined three separate wall sign areas and three separate locations for 
projecting signs. The code allows 2 feet by 3 feet projecting signs which he feels are too 
small. They were proposing 2 Yz feet by 4 feet projecting signs. There would also be 
signage for the residential apartment component. A sign over the entrance is proposed as 
well as a 1 Yz feet by 9 Yz feet projecting sign. Since the name of the building has not yet 
been determined they weren't sure how the name would fit on a sign, so the plans are 
conceptual. 

Mr. Phillips said while it isn't an appearance issue, he wondered if they had looked at the 
traffic impact of this project. 

Mr. Patrun said they are working on hiring a traffic engineer. At this time they are 
comfortable with the amount of parking that is proposed. They realize it is important to 
understand the parking demand so as not to create a problem down the road. 

Mr. Sheridan said since the review is only advisory there's no vote required. He 
encouraged the petitioners to come back if they had any further questions or revisions. The 
minutes from this meeting would be forwarded to the Village Board. 
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� CIORBA GROUP I Consulting Engineers 
Quality engineering solutions for the com m unity 

5507 N. Cumberland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60656-1471 • Tel 773.775.4009 • Fax 773.775.4014 • www.ciorba.com 

March 27, 20 1 5  

Ms. Brigitte Berger, P.E. 

Director of Engineering 

Village of Wilmette 
1 200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

Subject: 

Dear Ms. Berger: 

Village of Wilmette 
611  Green Bay Road Residential Development 
Alley Reconstruction Review 

MAR 2 7 7015 

Per your request, we have reviewed the existing north-south alley adjacent to the above referenced 
development, for geometry and potential future improvements. 

The existing alley right of way is 20'. However, the practical section for the alley improvements is 1 6' -

1 8' wide due to the location of existing utility poles, landscaping, and curb islands. The length of the alley 

is approximately 490', measured from the south curbline of Central Avenue to the north curbline of 
Wilmette Avenue. The proposed development frontage of 61 1 Green Bay Road is approximately 1 50' 

along the east R.O.W. line of the alley, or 30.6% of the total alley length. 

Two alley improvement alternatives were reviewed for cost estimation purposes. The first alternative is 

the Village of Wilmette's standard typical section for a concrete alley. This cross section is comprised of 

8" PCC pavement on a 6" aggregate base course, sloping to a center v-notch (inverted crown design). 

The second alternative is a green alley design comprised of PCC side strips and a permeable brick paver 
center strip. This green design also includes a porous granular envelope and perched underdrain 

centered beneath the permeable pavers. This granular I underdrain acts as a volume control method, 

used to trap the first inch of rainfall and allow for infiltration back into the lower soils. 

Based on a cursory review of available bid tabs and projects of similar scope as well as other cost factors, 

we have provided a preliminary opinion of construction cost for each alternative. The share of this cost, 
based on the developer's percentage of frontage along the alley, has also been summarized. 

Alternative Preliminary Cost Estimate 30.6% Share 
Standard PCC Alley Alternative $1 68,700 $51 ,700 

Green Alley Alternative $1 98,700 $60,900 

1 .  Cost includes 20% Construction Contingency, 2 year of inOation at 3%. and 20% for Engineering and Administration. 

Please contact with any comments or questions. 

Sincerely, 

CIORBA GROUP, INC. 
Luke A. Mattson, PE 

Water Resources Project Engineer 
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Adler, John 

Subject: FW: Proposed building in Wilmette 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Yulish" <amyyulish@comcast.net> 
Date: March 5, 2015 at 1:22:31 PM CST 

To: <bob.bielinski@gmail.com> 
Subject: Proposed building in Wilmette 

Bob, 
My name is Amy Yulish and I am a resident of Wilmette. I am writing to express my concern about the 
6-7 level building proposal for Green Bay road north of the Wilmette Bicycle and Sports shop. I am 
specifically concerned about the educational system and where the children of 95 rental units will 
attend school. As a McKenzie parent, I am aware that the classroom numbers are already quite large. 
The physical space and teacher ratio could not sustain such a significant increase without the quality of 
education declining significantly. If money is the issue, I strongly suggest you look into other options in 
order to maintain the high educational quality of Wilmette 39 schools. Perhaps there are more 
commercial vs. residential opportunities that would better serve our community or at least a smaller 
version? 
Best, 
Amy Yulish 
1 9 1 2  Highland Ave 
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Adler, John 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Eisman <elsmanj@draperandkramer.com> 
Wednesday, March 1 1 , 201 5 1 0:40 PM 
Adler, John 
Village of Wilmette Contact Staff - 61 1 Green Bay 

Village of Wilmette Contact Staff - 6 1 1 Green Bay 

Address: 1 702 Wilmette Ave 
City: Wilmette 
State: IL 
Zip: 60091 
Phone: 3 1 2-96 1 - 1 304 
Comment: John, We met through Rich Deleo a year ago. I'm deeply concerned about the 7 story proposal for 
6 1 1  Green Bay. I think we are off by 3 stories. Park Ridge has done a nice job keeping their small town feel 
while doing much development and their max height is 4 stories (3 residential over 1 retail). That seems about 
the right mix for Wilmette also, especially on this site which is in line with other historic buildings two story 
buildings. I'm familiar with a developement parcel in Park Ridge right now with a similar sales price and also 
an acre of land and it works economically as single story retail without apartments above. That being said I 
think 6 1 1 should be mixed use, but 7 stories is crazy! And to adding to the height by having parking pushing the 
building up seems even more crazy, multiplying the parking's negative effects. Sorry to vent but this seems like 
a big mistake for the Village's first swing at new development. Would appreciate your thoughts. Best Regards, 
Jim Eisman 

1 
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Adler, John 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rja 7 4@yahoo.com 
Wednesday, March 25, 201 5  6:47 PM 
Adler, John 
7 story structure 

I a m  emailing to hope you vote against the 7 story structure that is being proposed on Green Bay Rd. Not only is that 
area already horribly congested, adding more apartments will make it a traffic nightmare. It will also mean more 

families in  an al ready overcrowded school. Also, they want to add commercial space, when we still have empty 

commercial space in downtown Wilmette and Plaza del Lago. It is not needed. 

I chose to l ive in Wilmette because it's smal l  town look. If I wanted an eyesore and overcrowding I would have moved to 
Evanston. Please oppose this building construction. 

Concerned resident, 

Rachel Burrell 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Adler, John 

From: Canning, Christopher S 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, February 18, 2013 9:07 AM 
Adler, John; Frenzer, Tim; Hirsch, Barb 
FW: housing 

For the record. 

From: Richard Nugent [mailto:richardnugent6@gmail .com] 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 6:09 AM 
To: Canning, Christopher S 
Subject: housing 

HI--I hope you will do everything possible to establish 
affordable housing at 6 1 1 Green Bay and at any other 
developments that come along. 
Thanks. 

Richard Nugent 
1 05 Dupee Place 
Wilmette IL 60091 

1 
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Adler, John 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hello, 

Ava Z < ava.zog hlin@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 26, 201 5 1 :47 PM 
Adler, John 
OPPOSED to new development on Wilmette Ave & Greenbay Road 

I am HIGHLY OPPOSED to the proposed development on the corner of Wilmette Ave and Greenbay Road. I 
can not begin to express my displeasure with the design of the building, but I will say this. Wilmette has a long 
history of being a big town with a quint and charming feel, an escape from the big buildings of neighboring 
Evanston and nearby Chicago. Please dont destroy the charm of the town for financial gain. Bigger is NOT 
always better. 

Sincerely, 

Ava Zoghlin 

1 
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Adler, John 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi John, 

Mande Mischler < mandemischler@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 26, 201 5 3:30 PM 
Adler, John 

Mischler House 
7 -story building on Green Bay Road 

I live at 1530 Wilmette Ave. and am writing to express my concern about the proposed 7-story development on Green 

Bay Road. This is a terrible idea! A bui ld ing this tall is completely out of character with the rest of the village. If there 
must be a condo building along Green Bay, it should be designed to fit with in  the vil lage aesthetic - not create a new 
aesthetic on its own. 

Please let the Village Trustees know that I am strongly opposed to this proposal. 

Thanks. 

M a nde M ischler 
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Adler, John 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi John:  I hope you are well. 

Julie Nelson <juliepnelson@comcast.net> 
Thursday, March 26, 20 1 5  4:09 PM 
Adler, John 
61 1 G B R  

I am writing t o  say that I am disappointed in t h e  611 GBR development. Not only i s  the design disappointing-in my 
opinion it looks a bit too much like a chain hotel-but the size of this development is also bigger than the Lexington 
development, which was a lready too big. A 75+ foot building does not belong in our  Village. I am surprised and upset 

that the Village would a l low for a bui lding of this size. The Master Plan indicates that the "ideal" maximum height is 5 
stories high and a 75+ foot building is over seven stories high. How has the Board allowed for this proposal? 

I was hoping to include some ofthe Plan Commissioners on this email but email  addresses are not on the Wilmette.com 

for them. 

I a m  hoping to attend the next Plan Commission meeting. 

Thanks 
Julie 
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Adler, John 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John, 

Dave & Mande Mischler <mischlerhouse@gmail.com> 
Thursday, March 26, 2015 4:56 PM 
Adler, John 

Building o n  Green Bay Road 

My name is Dave Mischler and I have been a Wilmette resident for 17 years. I understand that there is a 7-story 

structure being considered for the parcel on Green Bay Road where the Ford dealership used to be. 

I would urge you not to move forward with such an idea. A building like that is way too large - it would be out of 

character for our area and create unwanted congestion. 

We have built a wonderful community here. I am sure the tax dollars that such a building would generate sound very 

good to the commission. But, in the most recent edition of 'The Communicator,' the overall Village budget revenues and 

expenses are analyzed in two pie graphs. The graphs show that payments to the village per household average $4,456, 

but the cost of services provided per household average $4,572. We lose money by increasing our population density 

and congestion - for every household we add, we lose $116, on average. This is not an uncommon problem as many 
other small communities in  this country have experienced the same mismatch of revenues and expenses - revenues 

gains from projects are typically more than offset by the long-term expenditure increases due to the unintended 
consequences of those decisions (e.g., service needs, school enhancements, road repair, etc.). 

I am very much opposed to this idea on Green Bay Road and others like it that do not consider the long-term future of 
our village. 

Dave M ischler 
1530 Wilmette Avenue 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Adler, John 
Thursday, March 26, 2015 9:18 PM 
Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael 
Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: Hell no! !  

Fyi . . .  Lisa please print for the P C  report. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Deanna Goldman <deannagoldman@mac.com> 
Date: March 26, 2 0 1 5 at 9: 1 1 : 1 6  PM CDT 
To: "adlerj@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: Hell no!!  

I am dead against this structure. 

Deanna Goldman 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Adler, John 
Friday, March 27, 2015 6:56 AM 
Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael 
Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: 611 Green Bay road 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Molly <sullymolly@yahoo.com> 
Date: March 27, 2 0 1 5  at 6 : 1 0:25 AM CDT 
To: "adled@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: 6 1 1  Green Bay road 

I'm writing to express my opposition to the development of 6 1 1  Green Bay road. The structure 
does not fit our downtown. We need to go back to the drawing board! 
Sincerely 
Molly M Sullivan 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Adler, John 
Friday, March 27, 2015 8:09 AM 
Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael 
Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: Opposition to the 611 Green Bay Road Development 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Stephani Becker <steph@thebeckers.cc> 
Date: March 27, 2015 at 7:53:25 AM CDT 

To: <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: Opposition to the 611 Green Bay Road Development 

Dear John, 

I am o pposed to the development proposed for 611 G reen Bay Road. 

I went to a public meeting many years ago with the first planning ideas for this space and I don't 

remember it looking anything like this. The current proposed development looks completely out of place 
with the "Wilmette" feel .  It looks more like a Northbrook office park than a quaint town. 

Let me be clear, I am not opposed to "development," in general. However, I think the architecture 
should be aligned with current facades and there should be more green space. 

I appreciate the hard work that went into this proposal, however I do not think this would be a positive 
step for our community. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Stephani Becker 
2222 Birchwood Ave. 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Adler, John 
Friday, March 27, 2015 8:09 AM 
Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael 
Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: I am opposed! 

B egin forwarded message: 

From: Jen Truszkowski <truszkowskij@yahoo.com> 
Date: March 27, 2 0 1 5  at 7 :55:35 AM CDT 
To: "adlerj@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: I am opposed! 

Good morning, 
I oppose the 6 1 1 Green Bay Road development. I would love to see it stay green. Thank you! 

J en Truszkowski 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2015 8:17 AM 
To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 
Fwd: 611 Green Bay Rd 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <jennie.marshall@sbcglobal.net> 
Date: March 27, 20 1 5  at 8 : 1 1 :29 AM CDT 
To: "adlerj@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Cc: S arah Condry <condrysarah26@gmail.com> 
Subject: 6 1 1  Green Bay Rd 

I strongly oppose the 6 1 1  Green Bay Road development. The traffic around there is bad enough 
& would prefer not make it even worse. 

Sincerely, 
Jennie Marshall 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 

Sent: Friday, March 27, 2015 8:22 AM 

To: Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: I oppose the 611 Green Bay Road Development 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Meg McDonnell <mcdon828@aol.com> 
Date: March 27, 20 1 5  at 8: 1 9:58 AM CDT 
To: "adlerj@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: I oppose the 6 1 1  Green Bay Road Development 

The propose plan at 6 1 1 Green Bay Road is ridiculously large and would be an awful addition to 
Wilmette. 

Thank You 

Meg McDonnell 
1 5 1 8  Spencer Rd 
Wilmette,Il 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2015 7:14 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 
Fwd: 611 Green Bay Road 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Crane, Ruth" <rcranesc@uic.edu> 

Date: March 27, 2015 at 5:48:20 P M  M DT 
To: "'adlerj@wilmette.com"' <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: 611 Green Bay Road 

We oppose the large development at 611 Green Bay Road. Six stories is too high. The area should be 
used for a village green. Wilmette does not need more traffic or more em pty storefronts. 

James & Ruth Schmit 

1319 Wilmette Ave. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *EMAIL DISCLAIMER* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

This email and any files transmitted with it may be confidential and are 
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the individual 
responsible for delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be 
taken in reliance on it, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
e-mail in error, please delete it and notify the sender or contact Health 
Infonnation Management 3 1 2.4 1 3 .4947. 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 

Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2015 10:38 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 

Fwd: NO to The Wilshore 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Hilary Ashlund <finitable@sbcglobal.net> 
Date: March 29, 20 1 5  at 5 :20:45 AM MDT 
To: "adleri@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: NO to The Wilshore 

Dear John, 
I am contacting you to express our strong opposition to the proposed Wilshore on Green Bay 
Road. 
This is NOT what we signed up for when moving to Wilmette 1 3  years ago. If we wanted 
complexes like this than we would of chosen Evanston. Wilmette is about knowing your 
neighbors and the drivers who are watching our children as they navigate the streets while riding 
their bikes and crossing the streets. 
Traffic is already a huge issue getting our kids to and from school and crossing Wilmette Ave. is 
a nightmare. Please help us vote NO on this development for it will develop us in the wrong 
direction. 

Thank you, 
Hilary Ashlund 
2 1 9 1 7th St. 

Hilary Ashlund 
773 562-7580 
http://www.fini-table.com 
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open-communities.org 

VIA EMAIL: adlerj@wilmette.com 

John Adler, Community Development Director 
Scott Goldstein, Chair 
Winnetka Plan Commission 
1 200 Wilmette Ave. 
Winnetka, IL 60091 

Dear Mr. Adler and Mr. Goldstein: 

March 30, 20 1 5  

MAR i 0 2015 

I am writing to you on behalf of Open Communities. Founded in 1972, we are 
dedicated to fostering economically and culturally diverse n01ihem suburbs. We 
educate, advocate and organize for housing, economic and social justice, working 
collaboratively with current and prospective residents, local groups and 
congregations, and municipalities. 

Open Communities has been actively engaged in advocating for affordable housing 
at the 6 1 1 Green Bay Road site since the Ford dealership announced it would vacate 
the area in 2004. Since then, working closely with members of the Village Board 
and staff, the Village's affordable housing researcher Perkins Eastman, religious 
leaders, and grassroots groups of Wilmette residents (Wilmette Citizens for 
Affordable Housing, Wilmette Cares), we were pleased to have succeeded in 
ensuring that affordable housing is a goal under the Village Center Master Plan, 
which is already a strong transit-oriented development blueprint. Wilmette is within 
its rights - and in fact, would be an appropriate steward of the public good - to 
demand of the developer a stated community benefit. 

Open Communities urges the Village of Wilmette to consider an affordable housing 
set-aside as part of any new housing development at the site. Affordable housing is 
not only economically feasible within a larger development, but such housing meets 
a major community need in Wilmette, one which is recognized in its Affordable 
Housing Plan. Numerous studies have shown that when a community's housing 
stock accommodates a broad level of incomes, it is economically and socially 
healthier. These residents work and shop locally, and are highly vested in the 
community. Moreover, municipalities generally require fewer parking spaces for 
the affordable units. 

Designating at least 15% of the units as affordable would go a long way toward 
meeting the needs of long-time residents or local workers who cannot afford market 
rates but who are nonetheless valuable to the community. As a member of the State 
Housing Appeals Board that oversees the state' s  Affordable Housing Planning and 
Appeal Act, I can state that tllis action would also conform to the Act. 

G:t �t. '1 , Formerly lnterfalt/J /1ousrng Center of t11e NoUhe/11 Suburbs 



Moreover, all units must meet design and constmction requirements for accessibility and 
adaptability under the Fair Housing Act. 

We thank you in advance for doing the right thing and mandating an affordable housing set-aside 
at the 61 1 Green Bay Road development, along with a housing marketing plan that welcomes 
members of all legally protected classes. 

We invite you to read our latest j oint report with the Center for Neighborhood Technology, 
Quality of Life, (e)Quality of Place, on the benefits of transit-oriented development that includes 
mixed-income housing: http://open-
communi ties.org/files/23 27 /File/QualityO fLifeEqualityOfPlace 1 2 1 0  .pdf 

Feel free to contact me at (847) 501 -5760, ext. 406 or gail@open-communities.org with any 
questions or if we can be of assistance with regarding to fair and affordable housing 
requirements. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Schechter 
Executive Director 

Attachments: 

• Minutes, Wilmette Plan Commission, November 22, 20 1 0 (yellow highlighting ours) 
• Draft 2004 Wilmette Affordable Housing Plan, Perkins Eastman (underlining ours) 
• Open Communities handout promoting affordable housing at 61 1 Green Bay Road, 

Febmary 20 1 3  
• Open Communities letter to the Village of Wilmette in support of affordable housing in 

the Village Center, September 1 6, 20 1 0  



Case 201 0-P-03 
Village Center Master Plan - Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

STAFF INFORMATION AS PRESENTED TO THE PLAN COMMISSION 

Background 

In early 2008 a study of Wilmette's Village Center undertaken by an Urban Land Institute 
Teclmical Assistance Panel identified a number of key strategies and initiatives to be undertaken 
to increase the vitality of the Village Center. The key strategies included concentrating on three 
target sites and amending the Village's Comprehensive Plan to incorporate a Village Center 
Master Plan (Master Plan). 

In March of 20 1 0  the Village Center Master Planning process began. After numerous, 
workshops, meetings, stakeholder interviews and focus groups the draft Master Plan was 
presented to the Village Board and Plan Commission at a Committee of the Whole meeting on 
October 5, 20 1 0  and at that meeting the Village Board referred the proposed Comprehensive Plan 
amendment to the Plan Commission for consideration. 

Please see the draft Master Plan's executive sunm1ary for additional detail on the process 

undertaken to create the plan and Appendices 7.55-7.70 for additional information regarding the 
workshops and stakeholder interviews. 

Description of Request 

The request is  to amend the Village's Comprehensive Plan by incorporating the Master Plan into 
the Comprehensive Plan. By incorporating the Master Plan into the Comprehensive Plan the 
recommendations, goals, principles and concepts contained in the Master Plan will be the 
framework for future Village Center land use decisions, including amendments to the Village 
Zoning Ordinance. 

In deciding whether to recommend a proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan, the Plan 

Commission shall consider whether the amendment is necessary based on one or more of the 
following factors: 

(a) There has been a change in projections or assun1ptions (such as regarding 

demographic trends or the availability of public facilities) from those on which the 
Comprehensive Plan is based; or 

(b) Issues or needs have been identified which are not adequately addressed in the 

Comprehensive Plan; or 

(c) New issues or needs have presented themselves to the Village which are not 
adequately addressed in the Comprehensive Plan; or 

(d) The amendment will not adversely affect the character of the area in which the 

proposed development is to be located. 
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Case 201 0-P-03 
Village Center Master Plan -Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

Because of the level of detail contained in the Master Plan it is recommended that the Master Plan 
be adopted in its entirety as an amendment of the Comprehensive Plan. Corporation Counsel said 
that by amending the Comprehensive Plan in this fashion, the Village eliminates any conflicts 
between the documents or which may arise through trying to incorporate the Master Plan into the 
Comprehensive Plan. The ordinance adopting the amendment will make it clear that to the extent 
the amended Comprehensive Plan addresses the areas set forth in the current Comprehensive 
Plan, the amendment supersedes the current Comprehensive Plan. 

Discussion 

Subsequent to the Ad hoc Village Center Master Plan Advisory Committee ("MP AC") 
conducting its public comment process and submitting its report and recommendation to the 
Village Board, the Village received both an email and letter from Ellen Clark, Wilmette Public 
Library Director, and an additional letter from Cinda Axley, Wilmette Public Library Board 

President, expressing concerns regarding the number of parking spaces for Library patrons and 
staff, and additional concerns over the location of the proposed parking structure. Public Library 
Board President Axley also appeared at the November 22, 20 1 0  Plan Commission hearing on the 

proposed Master Plan, and reiterated to the Plan Commission that members of the Library Board 
were concerned with the number of parking spaces provided adjacent to the library building. 

Because of the parking concerns expressed by representatives of the Library, on Friday, December 
3, 20 1 0, Tom Nathan, who was Chairman of MPAC; Kevin Clark of the Lakota Group; John 
Adler, Director of Community Development and Lucas Sivertsen, Business Development Planner 
for the Village of Wilmette met with Ms. Clark and Ms. Axley to discuss the library's concerns 

and what modifications could be made to the proposed Plan to address them. Prior to the meeting, 
Lakota prepared a revised plan (Document 1 . 1  1 )  that increased the number of parking spaces 
located north of the library building from 3 7 to 52. (The Library property currently has 5 1  spaces 
located adjacent to the building). At the meeting, Ms. Clark and Ms. Axley indicated that they 

were appreciative of the changes made to increase the parking, and further indicated that the 
revised plan would be reviewed by the Library Board's Facilities and Equipment Committee. 

On Monday, December 20, 20 1 0, Scott Freres of the Lakota Group, Mr. Adler and Mr. Sivertsen 
attended the Library's Facilities and Equipment Committee meeting. At that Committee meeting, 
all the members of the Library Board were present. Some Library Board members stated that they 
were not supportive of the revised concept plan and would only be satisfied if enough parking was 

located between the Library and post office to serve their patrons (approximately 1 00 spaces -:- 49 
more spaces than the Libraty current has), and that all of the 1 00 spaces of parking for the Library 
should be located either at grade or on a new parking deck to be built on Park Avenue (which 
would be located on Village property as well). Some members of the Library Board also 
expressed the opinion that a parking deck on Central Avenue and the northernmost at- grade 

parking spaces were located too far away for their patrons to use, stating that many of the Library 
users are people carrying books, parents with children and senior citizens. In addition, members of 

the Library Board also expressed the opinion that sufficient green space already exists to the west 
and south of the libraty building at the corner of Wilmette Avenue and Park Avenue and therefore 
they did not see value in additional green space being created to the north of Library building to 

serve as a public park or gathering space. 
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Case 201 0-P-03 

Village Center Master Plan - Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

In addition, since the November 22 hearing staff received a memorandum from Brigitte 
Mayerhofer, Director of Engineering Services. The December 1 6

1 1 1  Master Plan revisions 

completed by the Lakota Group incorporate Ms. Mayerhofer comments, previously submitted 
comments by Metra and the comments made by the Plan Commission at the November 22 

hearing. The attached memo from Kevin Clark (Document 1 . 1 2) outlines the changes that have 
been made to the Master Plan. 

While the entire Master Plan will be considered an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan, as 
requested by the Plan Commission Section 5 of the Plan will be incorporated into a more usable 
document for interested parties to refer to. If the Village Board approves an amendment to the 

Comprehensive Plan, a Special Zoning Committee will need to be convened to review the zoning 
text and map amendments needed to implement the Master Plan. 

Zoning Ordinance Provisions Involved 

Section 20-4.6 outlines the procedures and standards for a Comprehensive Plan text amendment. 

Action Required 

Approval of this request entails a recommendation to amend the comprehensive plan as set forth 

in the Village Center Master Plan dated October 20 1 0, and those portions revised on December 

16,20 1 0. 

CASE FILE DOCUMENTS 

Doc. No. Documents 

Written Correspondence and Documentation 

1 . 1  Draft Village Center Master Plan dated October 2 0 1 0  
I .2 Village Comprehensive Plan 
1 .3 Notice ofPublic Hearing as published in The Wilmette Life, November 4, 20 1 0  
I .4 Certificate of publication 
1 . 5  Email from Ellen Clark, Libra1y Director, dated October 28,  2 0 1 0  

1.6 Metra comments 
1 .7 Letter from spidtual leaders of Wilmette with attached petition 
1 . 8 Memorandum from Brigitte Mayerhofer, P.E., Director of Engineering Services, 

dated November 22, 2010 

1 .9 Letter from Cinda Axley, Library Board President, dated November 22, 2 0 1 0  
I . I O  Email from Cindy Sklare, 1 00 Garrison Avenue, dated November 2 3 ,  2 0 1 0  
I . I  I Revised Ford Site/Block -Library Parking Concept A -Overlay 
1 . 12 Memorandum from Kevin Clark, The Lakota Group, dated December I 6, 2 0 1 0  

with attachments. 
I . I 3  Letter from Cinda Axley, Library Board President, dated December 2 1, 2 0 1 0  
I . I 4  Ordinance 2 0 1  I-0-09 
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Case 201 0-P-03 
Village Center Master Plan - Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

MINUTES FROM THE NOVEMBER 22, 2010 PLAN COMMISSION MEETING 

3.1 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

3.2 Persons appearing for the applicant 

3 . 1 1  Mr. John Adler, Director of Community Development 

3.3 Summary of comments 

3 .  2 1  Chai.Jman Later said the concept plans contained in the draft Village 
Center Master Plan had been discussed in numerous public meetings and 
had been posted on-line for several months. Tonight they wanted to take 
public comment on adopting the Master Plan as an amendment to the 
Village's Comprehensive Plan. 

3 .22 Mr. Adler said there were copies available of the concept plans that were 
discussed during the meetings and workshop, as well as the executive 
summary of the Master Plan. The concepts that were presented at 
Workshop 3 are being considered for adoption as an amendment to the 
Comprehensive Plan. These plans would then reflect the direction of the 
land use on the three main target site and the two additional sites. These 
concepts were also discussed at a Committee of the Whole meeting with 
the Village Board ofTmstees and the Plan Commission. 

3 .23 Chai.Jman Later opened the hearing up for public conunent. 

4.1 PUBLIC COMMENT 

4.2 Persons speaking 

4. 1 1  Ms. Cinda Axley, 1 1 2 Lawndale, Library Tmstee Board President 

4. 1 2  The Reverend Kirk Reed, Senior Pastor, Trinity United Methodist 
Church, and Wilmette Interfaith Religious Leaders ( 1 2  members) 

4 . 1 3  Mr. Rich Lytle, 606 Central Avenue 

4. 1 4  Mr. James Higgins, 204 Ridge Road 

4.3 Summary of comments 

4.3.1  Ms. Axley said she submitted a letter from the Library about their 
concems regarding the prefened west Village Center plan. She wouldn't 
read the letter but summarized the Library's concems as follows: The 
lack of convenient parking, no book drop-off location identified and no 
trash service area identified. She did not know what was happening in 
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Case 201 0-P-03 
Village Center Master Plan- Comprehensive PlanAmendment 

the alley, but was very concemed with the conditions for the Library 
patrons, especially the elderly and the children, who may be in close 
proximity to the alley. She said she would welcome an opportunity for 
continued dialog as the Library wanted to work collaboratively with the 
Village. 

4.3. 1 . 1  Mr. Adler said there would be meeting with the Library on 
December 3rd to discuss the Library's concerns. The Village 
would prefer not to adopt the Comprehensive Plan 
amendment until the Library's concems were resolved. 

4.3.2 Reverend Reed mentioned the 2004 Affordable Housing Plan and noted 
that the policies of the Village of Wilmette had been to accommodate 
and supp01t economic diversity and stressed the importance of continued 
support for a variety of housing options as opp01tunities occur. He 
presented letters and petitions signed by other Wilmette clergy members 
supporting the inclusion of affordability goals in the Village Center 
Master Plan. 

4.3.3 Mr. Lytle asked that the R2 zoning district requirements be reviewed. He 
said the R2 district contains some of the least attractive housing in the 
Village and felt a new transition zoning should be created if 5 story 
buildings will be allowed in ce1tain Village Center locations. 

4.2.3 . 1 . 1  Mr. Adler explained that besides allowing a different 
configuration of townhouse type units, the Zoning Ordinance 
Review Committee was not recommending any significant 
changes to the R2 district zoning regulations. 

4.3.4 Mr. Higgins said he was concemed about some of the financing options 
listed in the plan including Tax Increment Financing (TIF). He believes 
the taxpayers bear the cost of developers' failures and asked what the 
costs would be when times went bad. 

4.2.4. 1 . 1  Mr. Adler said the plan provided a list of funding sources to 
consider but did not say that any of the funding sources had 
to be used. If TIF is used there would be public meetings 
necessary before that could happen. 

4.3.5 Seeing that there were no more comments to be made Chairman Later 
closed the public hearing. 

5 . 1  VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE PLAN COMMISSION 

5.2 Mr. Grossman reconunended that a motion be made before the Plan 
Conunission sta1ted their discussion. 
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Case 201 0-P-03 
Village Center Master Plan - Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

5.3  Mr. Goldstein moved to approve the Village Center Plan for adoption as an 
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan. 

5 .2 . 1  Ms. Friedman seconded the motion. 

5 .4 Mr. Grossman said that he shared the Library's concems about convenient 
parking for the patrons of the library and would not suppmt the Master Plan until 
the parking situation was addressed. 

5.5 Mr. Goldstein questioned if the bicycle linkage plan (Figure 3.3) accurately 
reflected the Village's bike route map. He had hoped to see more about making 
the Village Center more walkable and bikeable. He said the proposed Village 
green would be a great amenity to the Library. There are 5 1  spaces in the cuiTent 
library parking area and between the proposed parking area and garage there 
were be additional parking provided which will be a great benefit to the library 
patrons. He said he would not support reducing the green space provided in the 
plan to provide additional parking and thought an increase in parking could be 
had by changing the configuration of the spaces. He agreed with Reverend Reed 
that the Affordable Housing Plan should be referenced in the Master Plan. 

5.6 Mr. DeLeo questioned how the proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan 
related to the zoning ordinance rewrite that was unde1way. He asked if the Plan 
Commission needs to agree with everything in the Master Plan including the 
implementation matrix. 

5 . 5 . 1  Mr. Adler explained that once the Village Center Master Plan was 
incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan the Village Board will refer the 
necessary amendments of the Zoning Ordinance to a Special Zoning 
Committee for review. This may go through the ad-hoc Zoning Ordinance 
Review Committee, the Plan Commission or another group. Staff will be 
working with Lakota and Camiros, the zoning ordinance consultant, to 
determine who will be responsible for drafting the necessary changes. He 
said the Plan Commission should be comfortable with the proposed 
implementation matrix as that will be what is ultimately followed 
implementation wise. 

5 .  7 Mr. Goldstein pointed out that the Comprehensive Plan is a policy document and 
not a regulatory document like the Zoning Ordinance. 

5.8 Chairman Later said the Plan Commission should be comfortable that the 
Village Center Master plan works for the community if it is to be adopted as a 
Comprehensive PIan Amendment. 

5 .9  Ms. Friedman said she wants to see the issues smted out with the librmy. She 
pointed out that currently library patrons have to cross Wilmette Avenue if they 
are parking in the church lot so the provision of parking in a deck on the same 
block would be an improvement. She also wanted the housing plan to be 
referenced in the Village Center Master Plan. She felt that tenant spaces for a 
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Case 2010-P-03 
Village Center Master Plan -Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

couple of small offices along Central A venue could be created and this would be 
consistent with the current streerscape and give service businesses a place in the 
redevelopment. The small offices could also provide the Village with tenant and 
parking rental income. 

5 . l  0 Mr. Kohn said the Master Plan presents a scale that is appropriate for the Village 
Center. He questioned the size of the document pointing out how much larger 
the Master Plan was than the Comprehensive Plan. He felt the Master Plan could 
be reduced in size to a framework plan, removing much of the data and dialog 
which isn't pertinent. The Plan should be more diagrammatic. 

5 . 1 1  Chairman Later complimented Lakota on producing a very good plan that is very 
informative. 

5 . 1 2  Mr .  Kohn said that the Master Plan provides a great opportunity and was a push 
in the right direction. 

5 . 1 3  Ms. F1iedman said the Master Plan provides specific standards to reference 
when Village Center development is being reviewed. 

5 . 1 4  Mr. Goldstein said a 1 5-20 page document can b e  completed for general public 
reference but he felt the entire Master Plan should be reference as an amendment 
to the Comprehensive Plan. Chairman Later agreed with Mr. Goldstein's 
suggestion. Mr. Clark said that section 5 of the Village Center Master Plan 
contains all of what Mr. Kohn was refetTing to and can be handed out for general 
reference. 

6. 1 DECISION 

6.2 Mr. Kohn moved to continue the request for an amendment to the Village's 
Comprehensive Plan by incorporating the Village Center Master Plan into the 
Comprehensive Plan until 7:00pm on Tuesday, December 2 1 , 20 1 0. 

6. 1 1  Mr. Goldstein seconded the motion. 

All voted in favor of the motion and the request for a Comprehensive Plan text 
amendment was continued until 7:00 pm on Tuesday, December 2 1 ,  20 1 0. 

MINUTES FROM THE D ECEMBER 2 1 , 20 1 0 PLAN COMMISSION MEETING 

3 . 1  TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS O N  B E HALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

3.2 Persons appearing for the applicant 

3 . 1 2  Mr. John Adler, Director of Community Development 

3.3 Swmnmy of conm1ents 
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3 .  2 1  Acting Chairperson Friedman said that if the Commission voted tonight 
their recommendation would go to the Village Board for approval on 
January 1 1 , 201 1 .  

3 .22  Mr.  Adler said this was a request to amend the Village's Comprehensive 
Plan by incorporating the Village Center Master Plan. At the last 
meeting, there were a number of things that came up during public 
comment that the Plan Commission wanted addressed. Since the 
November 22 meeting two meetings with Library representatives have 
taken place. While the public comment portion of the hearing was 
opened and closed at the last Plan Commission meeting, the Commission 
can open up public comment again if it wants to. He asked that the Plan 
Commission keep in mind the four Comprehensive Plan amendment 
factors, which are contained in the staff repmt, when deliberating on the 
proposed amendment. 

3 .23  Mr. Adler said that a revised concept plan was developed for the Library 
block. This plan was presented to the Library as a solution to their three 
main issues: a drop-off box location, garbage service location and 
additional parking spaces in close proximity to the library. The revised 
concept provides 52 parking spaces between the Library and post office 
(up from 37) and locations for the book drop-off and garbage area. In 
addition, 3-4 additional parking spaces will be created on Park Avenue 
by closing curb cuts and an additional 75 spaces are provided for the 
Library's use in the parking deck. The report contains a summary of the 
opinion of some members of the Library Board of this plan. Some 
members of the Library Board are concemed that 52 parking spaces are 
not enough. He described the area where the Library's cunent 5 1  
parking spaces are located. He thanked the Library Board for their input 
which resulted in the revised concept. 

3 . 24 Mr. Adler said that at the last meeting Reverend Kirk Reed spoke for a 
group of Wilmette clergy and submitted a petition and letters asking that 
the Village's 2004 Housing Plan be referred to in the Master Plan. This 
change was incorporated and is on page 5 . 1  under the last bullet point 
where there is a reference to advancing the goals of the 2004 Village 
Mfordable Housing Plan. Also he wanted to point out that the Lakota 
Group did a great job in their memo concetning the changes in the 
Master Plan that also addressed comments from the RTA and the Village 
Engineer. 

3 . 2 5  Acting Chairperson Friedman opened the hearing to additional public 
testimony. 

4.0 PUBLIC COMMENT 
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4.2 Persons speaking 

4. 1 5  Ms. Cinda Axley, 1 1 2  Lawndale Avenue, President of the Wilmette 
Library Board 

4. 1 6  Mr. Mitch Miller, Wilmette Village Center LLC 

4. 1 7  Ms. Jan Barshis, 2344 Pomona Lane 

4. 1 8  Mr .  Michael Banks, owner ofWest End Antiques 

4 . 19  Ms. Kathy Dodd, 832  Forest Avenue 

4.20 Mr. Tom Nathan, former Chair of the Planning Advisory 
Committee 

4.3 Summmy of comments 

4.3 . 1  Ms. Axley said she had addressed the Plan Commission at the last 
meeting conceming the new Village Center Master Plan and had 
expressed the Library Board's concems about the proposed green space 
labeled D which is in the area that is the parking lots used by the Post 
Office and the Library. Lack of sufficient parking has been an issue for 
the Wilmette Library for many years. Currently their parking lot 
provides 5 1  parking spaces and they rent another 3 8 spaces from the 
Village. The leased parking is mostly used by their staff members. That 
is a total of 89 parking spaces. The average number of visitors to the 
Library each day is more than 1 ,000 patrons and 89 spaces are often 
insufficient to meet their needs. Data shows that the optimum number of 
spaces needed is 130  so they would require 4 1  additional spaces. Ideally 
most of the spaces need to be located in close proximity to the library. 

4.3.2 She said the Library Board, Village staff and representatives of the 
Lakota Group have met twice to discuss a possible solution since she 
addressed the Plan Commission last month. During these discussions the 
proposal was made to reduce the green space and increase their parking 
from 37 to 52 spaces. However, this would provide them with only 1 
more parking space than they cunently have in their lot and 37 less than 
their overall total. The Village envisions the green space as a community 
gathering place. The Library Board is fearful that this will attract more 
cars to an already inadequate pm·king area forcing their patrons to park 
farther away in a pm·king structure on Green Bay Road and Central 
A venue, which will be a hardship for many of them. They do appreciate 
the time that the Lakota Group and the Village staff have spent listening 
to their concern. The Library Board is unable to support the Village 
Center Plan Master Plan that would directly impact their patrons who 
park adjacent to the library. Their Board understands that the Master 
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Plan under discussion is considered a concept plan with many details yet 
to be determined. They ask that the Plan Commission consider the 
impact this plan would have on the large number of Wilmette residents 
who come to the Library each day and need convenient access. 

4.3.3 Ms. Axley read on the Village website that the Plan Commission shall 
have powers and duties as are authorized by the Statutes from the State 
of Illinois and delegated to it by the Board of Tmstees. There are six 
responsibilities that Plan Commission is charged with and number four is 
that they shall coordinate planning with other governmental agencies and 
that they may be required to consult with representatives of other 
governmental boards affecting the Village of Wilmette when the interest 
of such major groups or boards are involved in problems under 
consideration. She asked the Plan Commission to keep that particular 
responsibility in mind as they discuss the Library's concerns. 

4.3.4 Mr. Miller said he was a large propetty owner in the Village Center and 
contrary to what has been said was never consulted once during the 
Master Plan process. He had questions: 1 )  Given that there were six 
property owners and sixteen business in the areas labeled A, B and C, 
would the Plan Commission be willing to recommend using eminent 
domain to acquire some of the prope1ties; 2)  Is the Village willing to 
subsidize development to the tune of 1 0-25 million dollars; 3 )  Does it 
make sense to adopt a Master Plan 54 days before trial begins in Cook 
County Chancery Court on a parcel contained in the study area; 4 )The 
consultant used $250 a square foot in their market analysis for the value 
of the residential units. With the value of residential units more like $200 
a square foot is the Village willing to wait 5 - l  0 years for prices to 
rebound. The same being tme for retail; 5) What credibility will this plan 
have. With many different plans and regulations already being developed 
for the Village Center, what chance does the proposed Plan have to be 
successful. 

4.3.5 Ms. Bm·shis indicated that she is mnning for Library Board and during 
her time collecting signatures she heard that accessible parking is the 
biggest concern oflibrary patrons. 

4.3.6 Gail Schechter, Director of the Interfaith Housing Center, thanked the 
Plan Commission for including the goals of the 2004 Housing Plan in the 
Master Plan. 

4.3.7 Mr. Banks was baffled about not rece1vmg notice of the Plan 
Commission meeting until Mr. Miller contacted him. He said he has no 
intention of selling his property and he would take any attempt to acquire 
his property to the Supreme Comt. 
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4.3.8 Ms. Dodd said if library employees are cutTently using nearby spaces 
they should be asked to park fatther away so libraty patrons can use those 
spaces. 

4.3.9 Mr. Tom Nathan said the Master Plan provides a great opp01tunity to 
decide what the Village wants in the Village Center and to encourage 
needed development to take place. He did not agree with those who have 
suggested placing a parking deck on Park Avenue as that is more 
residential than Central A venue. He said while what is in the plan may 
never take place it is critical that the Village has a plan that provides 
predictability to development. 

5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE PLAN COMMISSION 

5 . 1 . 1  Mr. DeLeo asked about the zoning amendment step. Mr. Adler said that 
if  the proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan is adopted the 
Village Board will refer the review of the zoning text and the zoning map 
to a Special Zoning Committee. 

5 . 1 .2 Mr. Kohn asked how notification was done for the Comprehensive Plan 
amendment and about who was contacted about the Master Plan 
meetings. Mr. Alder explained that the notice of the November 22, 2 0 1 0  
Plan Commission meeting was sent to everybody who signed up for 
Master Plan notification, posted on the village's website and published in 
the Wilmette Life. Scott Freres said his fum made phone calls and sent 
follow up emails to Mr. Miller and met with of Mr. Miller's partners. He 
outlined the public outreach that took place. Mr. Kohn pointed out that 
the Master Plan outlines a vision and contains concepts that address more 
than just the Library block. 

5 . 1 . 3 Mr. Goldstein said the Master Plan was well thought out and much more 
specific than the Comprehensive Plan, which is a good thing. He 
appreciated the Library's concems but felt that the parking deck will 
solve their parking problems. He said that cooperation will be needed 
amongst many pro petty owners to advance the goals of the plan. He said 
that zoning changes will be the key and urged a quick follow up on the 
necessary changes. 

5 . 1 .4 Mr. Spriggs said the Master Plan was not a precursor to eminent domain 
and that development that generates more tax revenue was a necessity for 
the Village. The Master Plan will allow development in the Village 
Center to happen in a proper way if the opportunity ever arises. 

5 . 1 .  5 Acting Chair Ftiedman said that she agreed with the points made by her 
fellow Conunission members 
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6 . 1  DECISION 

6.2 Mr. Goldstein moved to recommend approval of the request to amend the 
Comprehensive Plan as set f01th in the Village Center Master Plan dated 
October 201 0, and those portions revised on December 1 6, 2 0 1 0. 

6. 1 1  Mr. DeLeo seconded the motion. 

6. 1 2  The vote was as follows: 

Richard DeLeo 
Gary Kohn 
Scott Goldstein 
Bob Spriggs 
Acting Chair Friedman 
Charmain Borys Later 

Motion approved. 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Absent 

7.0 FINDINGS OF F ACT UPON WHICH THE DECISION WAS BASED 

The Plan Commission finds that amending the comprehensive plan as set forth in the 
Village Center Master Plan is an important step in quantifying the Village's vision for 
the Village Center. The adoption of a more detailed Village Center plan as part of the 
Comprehensive Plan is an imp01tant step to help eliminate the problems the Plan 
Commission and Village Board has had in reviewing past Village Center Planned Unit 
Development requests. Because the Village Center section of the Comprehensive Plan 
lacks detail of a preferred vision, the addition of specific goals and concepts for the 
Village Center is a necessary step to help guide future Village Center development. 
While other Village Center plans have been completed over the years, none have been 
incorporated into the Village's Comprehensive Plan and therefore were never officially 
adopted as land use policy. 

The Plan Commission supports the preferred development concepts for the target sites 
as contained in the Village Center Master Plan. The target site where chosen because of 
their potential for redevelopment and minimal impact on historic structures. The 
preferred concepts where developed after much public input and in such a way to not 
substantially impact the properties sunounding those sites. The increase in building 
heights were proposed on sites that will have minimal of impact on the surrounding 
properties while allowing residential and worker density to be increased. The increase in 
residential and worker density is important to maintain and increase the vitality of the 
Village Center and provide existing and new businesses with the best chance for 
success. The excellent transportation opportunities available in the Village Center make 
it the perfect location to increase density in the most sensible and least impactful way. 

While the Plan Commission recognizes that members of the Library Board do not 
support the prefened West Village Center concept plan contained in the Village Center 
Master Plan because they believe the location of patron parking is too inconvenient, the 
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Commission respectfully disagrees. Because the prefened plan provides 52 spaces off
street and an additional 3 on-street parking spaces within close proximity to existing 
library parking, the preferred plan increases the number of parking spaces under the 
Library's control and provides additional parking located no fwther than the current 
parking spaces in the existing Village lot. The addition of75 spaces in a deck on Central 
A venue will allow the library's long term parking needs to be met and will provide 
better assurance to library patrons that a parking space will be available on the same 
block as the library, which is not assured now. In addition, by providing ample 
employee parking spaces in the parking deck, most of the parking spaces between the 
Library and post office will be open to Library patrons. 

The Plan Commission respectfully submits that the positives contained in the prefened 
Ford Site/Block Concept Plan clearly outweigh the concems that have been raised. 
While locating a new parking deck on Park A venue would seem to be to the Library's 
advantage, such a location is not supp01ted by neighbors along Park A venue and, more 
impmtantly, does little to promote the redevelopment of the west Village Center along 
Green Bay Road, which should be the overarching objective of the Master Plan. 
Locating the parking deck along Central A venue better facilitates the constmction of 
mixed use residential and commercial propetty along Green Bay Road, provides 
oppmtunities for synergies with new residences, new businesses and parking for mass 
transpmtation. Locating the parking deck on Central A venue provides meaningful 
public space that can be used by the entire community. Notwithstanding the comments 
of some of the Library Board members that were repotted to the Plan Commission, the 
lawn area immediately adjacent to the busy intersection of Wilmette A venue and Park 
Avenue does not have any significant history of public use for public events, and plainly 
does not offer the potential for community use that the new park area provided in the 
Master Plan would provide. Moreover, the new public open space would make new 
residential units constmcted on sunounding propetty far more attractive by offering 
views of something other than a parking lot. 

By contrast, locating a parking deck on Park Avenue is inconsistent with the residential 
character ofthat street and effectively deprives the parking deck of all the synergies that 
would be achieved by locating it on Central A venue. Locating the deck between the 
Library and post office is also inconsistent with the model of transit-oriented 
development, which is integral to the Master Plan. Transit-oriented development 
leverages the Village's biggest single asset in the study area - quality public 
h·anspmtation with the Union Pacific commuter rail service at its center - and looks to 
achieving synergies between that transportation hub and sunounding commercial and 
residential uses. Transit-oriented development looks toward reducing the number of 
vehicle h·ips required and making parking multi-functional, so that it serves commuters, 
residential uses and commercial uses in a coordinated and more efficient manner. The 
Village Master Plan was developed to include the needs and potential benefits of all 
stakeholders in the Village Center, and not just the immediate needs of one. 
Fmthennore, the creation of a Village Center Master Plan that incorporates transit
oriented development allows the Village to access additional funding sources from 
entities such as RTA, METRA, and federal transpottation funds, which provide 
additional financial benefits the community. 
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Therefore, while the Plan Commission respects the opinions expressed by members of 

the Library Board and has given them careful consideration, the Plan Commission 

respectfully disagrees with them. The Plan Commission accepts the Master Plan, as 

proposed and modified following discussions with Library representatives, as sound 

community planning and recommends its adoption by the Village Board and 
incorporation into the Village of Wilmette Comprehensive Plan. 

8.0 RECOMMENDATION 

The Plan Commission recommends approval of the request to amend the 
Comprehensive Plan as set forth in the Village Center Master Plan dated October 2010, 

and those portions revised on December 1 6, 2010.  
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5.0 AFFORDA�LE HOUSING POLICY RECOMMENDA TIONS 

5. 1 Policy Goals 

In order to achieve the objectives stated in the Housing Commission's vision statement and in 
the Vil lage's Comprehensive Plan, the following goals have been outlined for the Affordable 
Housing Plan recommendations: 

Stimulate t(Je private sector production of affordable housing. These are 
recommendations that. wi l l  a l l ow the Village tq harness the power of the real-estate 
market to create affordable housing units without any investment of public dol lars. 
Protect the Village's existing affordable housing stock. The Village has 556 low and 
moderate-income households l iving in self-reported affordable housing. This report 
outlines policy �nitiatives which would help the Village retain these affordable housing 
units. 

• Make dollars available for the financing of affordable housing initiatives by not for profit 
groups. By making . money available for the financing of affordable housing initiatives, 
the Village could increase the · production retention of affordable housing In 

Wilmette. 

The · n  the f9llowing pages are not 

5.2 Regulatory Measures 

These are approaches to the creati · 
proactive role, harnessing the pow of 

guiatory changes, preservation 
, implemented in combination, these· 

without any investment of pub I i c do · ��;:-;;:::crn��;:-:;-ff,:;;':i.;:hl.��:;;::��;-r;:.__::..-.:.....::..:..:.:._:::.::_ 
such as inclusionary zoning c 

5 . 2a 

An inclusionary zoning ordina.nce is a policy that either ties development approval for projects 
of a certain size to, or creates regulatory incent"ives for, the provision of low- and moderate
income housing as part of a proposed developmene1• One of the benefits of this type of 
program is that it ensures that the natural market mechanisms that drive private residential 
development also create affordable un its without utilizing local tax dollars. Furthermore, it is a 
way of ensuring that there is development. of affordable u nits in an otherwise upscale market. 
While actual units on-site are preferred, a lternatives can be permitted when on-site units are not 
feasible such as pay';lent of fee in-lieu or donation of units off-site. 

There are two kinds of inclusionary zoning: mandatory and incentive-based. Incentive-based 
inclusionary zoning offers developers the option· to include a percentage of affordable units in  
response to regulatory incentives. Mandatory inclusionary zoning ordinances require 
developers to set aside a designated proportion of housing for low- and moderate-income 

1 1  The minimum number of units required in a development before it is required to adhere to inclusionary 
zoning requ irements Is usually set somewhere between five and fifty. 
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Administration: 

lnclusionary zoning obl igations must be carefully enforced in order to ensure that dwelling 
units are and remain available to the low-and moderate-income families that it targets and that 
those units remain available to such households over time. A system of checks and balances 
administered by the Vil lage with the help of individual property owners or managers must be 
put into place to enforce the Public Act's requirements. 

Precedents: 
Appendix I I  describ�s inclusionary housing programs develpped by communities throughout 
the U nited States. These programs are both voluntary and mandatory and use a variety of bonus 
incentives to encourage the production of affordable housing. Programs such as those 
implemented in Montgomery County, Maryland and Irvine Cal ifornia were adopted in the 
seventies and have been very successful ,  creating 1 1 ,500 units and 3 4 1 5  units of affordable 
housing, respectively. Other programs such as the Highland Park lnclusionary Zoning program 
were adopted more recently and have yet to prove their potential in terms of encouraging the 
production of affordable housing. 

5 .2c TarQet Areas 

uish themselves from the others as particularly 
· housing development _ because of their proximity to 
ge Center which is built around the Metra train station 

and the area located at the carne inden venue· an · treet, the ocat1on o t e l ast stop 
on the CTA Purple line. The following recommendations for inclusionary zoning policies apply 
to the zoning districts located in these areas: the GC1 ,  NR and VC districts. The 
recommendations also target the Planned Unit Development ordinance which applies to these 
three districts and the Assisted living Unit ordinance which applies to residential districts. 

5.2d lnclusi onary Zoning Recommendations for GC-1 d istrict 

The GC1 district located along Green Bay Road is the only district in the vil lage center that 
does not allow as-of-right residential land use. Currently certai n  properties in the G C 1  area are 
underdeveloped with single-story commercial buildings and large parking lots. Opportunities 
for multi-family residential second story development could -be created in order to encourage 
the production of housing near the vi I I  age center. Thus far the PU D floating district has not 
proven itself as an effective tool to encourage the production of housing in the GC1 district. 

To encourage residential development, the project team proposes the creation of a special 
permit category for residential development. The special permit would be made conditional on 
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use, a bonused FAR
. 

of 1 . 2  and a height bonus, the site yields 20 housing units(at an average 
housing unit size of 1 000 square feet per unit). three of which are affordable14• 

5 .2e lnclusionary Zoning Recommendations for the VC D istrict 

To encourage the development of affordable housing, the project team proposes the i.m;lusion 
of a bonus i ncentive in the VC district Qrdinance. The bonus incentive would tie height and 
bUik bonuses tOlne----rnciusion of a percentage of affordable housing. The project team also �o reduce tne districts base FAR to match the district'Sc:urrent built density. As 
discussed In section 4.2, current height and setback requirements i n  the VC district are more 
restrictive than the FAR requirement, making it impossible for a site to be developed to its full 
FAR potential. The project team therefore proposes that the Village reduce the base FAR in the 
VC district and create a density bonus equal to the difference between the currently al lowed 
FAR and the proposed reduced FAR. The zoning changes could be structured as follows: 

Changes to Existing Underlying Zoning 
• Reduction of•the FAR from 3.0 to 2._5 

~ Bonus Incentives 

• 1 0' or 1 story height bonus . 
• 20% FAR bonus 

�-

• Up to 1 0  percent parking requirement r to be allocated at the Planning Board's 
discretion for the inclusion of affordable ho 

• Up to 1 5  percent parking requirem�·o o be al located at the Planning Board's 
discretion for shared parking for the r · t1 and commercial  uses. 

Affordable Housing Requirement 
• 1 5% of housing units muS le according to the Public Acts' definition of 

af� 
� Table 5.2 

FAR 

Maximum Developable SF 
Maximum Lot Coverage 

Maximum Height 

Actual Developable SF 

Approx. Commercial SF 

Approx. Housing Units 
Approx. Affordable Housing 

2.5 

62.500 

22,500 

32 feet I 3 stories 

62,500 

20,833 

42 

Units 0 

3 

75,000 

22,500 

42 feet / 4  stories 
75,000 

1 8.750 

56 

Table 5.2 i l l ustrates the development potential of a 25,000 square foot site (100 feet wide by 
250 feet deep with a 25 feet setback). With a reduced base FAR of 2.5, this site yields 4 2  

"·Please note that this scenario optimizes the residential component of the hypothetical deve lopment by 
minimizing the building footprint. 
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h_ousing units15 (at a n  average housing unit size of 1 000 square feet per unit}. With a bonused 
FAR of 3.0 combin_ed with height bonuses. the site yields 56 housing units, eight of which are 
affordable. The zoning incentives allow the developer to build 1 4  additional units, a little more 
than half of which are affordable. 

5.2f lnclusionary Zoning Recommendations for the NR District 

To encourage the development of affordable housing. the project team proposes the inclusion 
or a bonus i ncentiv� in the NR district ordinance. The bonus incentive would tie height and 
bulk bonuses to the inclusion of a percentage of affordable housing. The zoning changes could 
be structured as follows: 

Bonus Incentives 
• 20% FAR bonus 
• 5' or a half story height bonus 
• Up to 1 0  percent parking requirement reduction to be a llocated at the Planning Board's 

discretion for the inclusion of affordable hous�ing 
· • Up to .1 5  percent parking requirement reductio o be al located at the Planning Board's 

discretion for shared parking for the residenti ommercial  uses. 

Affordable Housing Requirement 

� 
• 1 5% of ho�sing units must b e  afforda ording to the Public Acts' definition of 

affordabil ity 

Table 5. NR HVJrJOtl'letJrcal 

Maximum Develo 

Maximum Lot C 
Maximum Height 

Approx. CommercialS 

Approx. Housing Units 
Approx. Affordable Housing 
Units · 

30' or 2 1/2 stories 
10,000 

1 5  

0 

30,000 
22.500 
35 feet I 3 stories 
1 0.000 

20 

Table 5.3  i l lustrates the development potential of a 25 .000 square foot site (1 00 feet wide by 
250 feet deep with a 2 5  feet setback). With a base FAR of 1 this site yields 1 5  housing units1' (at 
an average housing unit size of 1 000 square feet per unit). With a bonused FAR of 1 .2 
combined with height bonuses. the site yields 20 housing units. three or which are affordable. 
The zoning incentiv:s allow the developer to build 5 additional units. 

11 Please note that this scenario optimizes the residential component of the hypothetical development by 
minimizing the building footprint. 
,, Please note that this scenario optimizes the residential component of the hypothetical development by 
minimizing the building footprint. This scenario does not take any of the parking requirements into 
consideration. 
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rationale clear. In the case of new residential construction, the rationale is similar to a tear
down fee rationale. In the case of commercial development, the rationale is that commercial 
developers create a need for affordable housing for their employees. 

Dedicated Real Estate Transfer Tax 
This is a tax based on the sales price of a property and collected when a property changes 
hands. Resources can be generated through the collection of a real estate transfer tax. 

Fees in-lieu 
Fees in-lieu are an alternative to providing a percentage of affordable units in a development. 
These fees would only be col lected where a legitimate reason exists not to include affordable 
housing. 

· 

5.4c Financial Incentives 

Unlike the sources of funding described above, financial incentives such as a property tax 
abatement program could subsidize the provision of affo dable housing. Assuming the cost of 
units benefiting from tax . abatement was· kept low, futur essees or homeowners would benefit 
from lower rent or a lower cost of homeownership. er to ensure that the tax abatement 
was not capitalized into the value of housing un· , the of the units would have to be 
closely monitored by the vi l lage. 
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Opportunities for the construction of multi-fa m i ly affordable housing exist i n  a few locations 
throughout the Vil lage. These opportunities are vacant or underuti l ized sites and bui ldings. 
Other non-site-specific opportunities exist in areas that as a whole are underdeveloped. 
I ncentives such as thanges in regulatory requirements cou!d encourage the development of 
affordable housing within these areas. 

6. 1 Underdeveloped Areas 

The underdeveloped areas described below were identified as the result of a cross-referencing 
of the Village's Comprehensive Plan, its zoning cod� �nd zoning map as well as observat ions 
made in the field. The development potential described in the zoning ordinance was compared 
with actual built conditions to determine whether areas had been developed to meet their full 
potential. 

Underdeveloped areas include areas that have not been built to meet the zoning code's ful l  
a llowable development potential .  In the · VC zoning dis  t of the Village .Cemer this is  true of 
any building fewer than three stories (32 teet) high. s ·  tory structures, such as the building 
at the corner of Central Avenue and Wilmette Ave xample of such underdeveloped 
properties. Other properties such as the F ires · nter in the N R  district at the 
Intersection of Linde.n and 4111 are underdevelop 

6.2 Soft Sites 

The following sites represent opportunities for the creation of a substantial number of housing 
Uflits for the Vil lage of Wilmette. Although some of these sites are not currently on the market, 
they represent development opportunities: some are currently vacant. such as the Farm 
Foundation site, or will be soon. such as the Kohl's Children's Museum. With a minimum of 
30,000 square feet of site area; these sites could yield upwards of 20 mu lti-fam i ly housing units 
per site making a substantial contribution to the Village's housing stock. 

• Farm Foundation (see F igure 6.3}_ . 
The Farm Foundation is located at 201 Ridge at the southern edge of the Village in an R3 zone. 
It appears the building is a business; however, it does not seem active. The 29,220 square feet 
site adjacent to the Farm Foundation build ing to the south is  vacant21• At the time of writing the 
ownership of this site is unknown. Should the vacant lot and the Farm Foundation be made 

21 Land square footage obtained from the Cook County Assessor's Office 
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O P E N  
COHHUNITIES 

Support Affordable Housing 
for the 6 1 1 Green Bay Road 
Redevelopment in Wilmette 

Wilmette's housing affordability gap 

• Wilmette residents are increasingly "shelter-burdened" - that is, spending more than 35% of their 
incomes in housing costs. 87% of Wilmette's housing stock is owner-occupied (8,461 units) and 1 3% is 
occupied by renters ( 1 ,260 units). The data on shelter burden below come from the U.S. Census: 

2010 2000 
Homeowners 26.9% 18.2% 
Renters 29.9% 15.7% 

• The median sales price is out of reach even for current residents. 

1990 
12.2% 
11.6% 

o The median price single-family home in Wilmette is $580,000 and for a condo, $31 6,000 (Zillow.com). 
The median income of a Wilmette homeowner is $ 1 3  3,83 3 .  

o The median rent is approximately $ 1 ,200 for a one-bedroom apartment and $2,000 for a three-bedroom 
unit. The median income of a Wilmette renter is $56,950. 

• Wilmette's affordable housing developments are restricted to seniors (Gates Manor, Shore Line Place, 
Village Green Atlium, and a portion of Mallinckrodt), although there's strong demand from families, people 
with disabilities, and local workers. 

6 1 1  Green Bay Road makes sense for mixed-income housing. 

• Affordable housing fits in this location, and was always considered for this site. Eight (8) affordable 
condos out of 55 were to be included here under a 2006 proposal approved by the Village. Although that 
project stalled with the economy, the Village made an affordable housing set-aside a downtown goal in 201 1 .  

• Wilmette has a financial interest. The Village acquired the property in 201 1  for $3.675 million. It sold the 
parcel for $4 million to Lexington Homes, LLC. 

• Wilmette is subject to the Affordable Housing Planning and Appeal Act, a state law that mandates all 
communities ensure that 1 0% of their housing stock is affordable. Wilmette is at 5.5%. 

Keep in mind . . .  

• The Wilmette League of Women Voters has held a pro-affordable housing position since 1980: "Support 
for increased opportunities for housing for senior citizens and low- and moderate-income families." 

• Every Wilmette housing-related plan has pledged mixed-income housing. 
"The Village's experience is that opportunities to provide affordable housing sometimes arise without 
substantial notice, and the Village must be prepared to respond promptly lest an opportunity be lost. For 
example, it was not anticipated that Loyola University would close its Mallinckrodt campus, and the building 
would be suitable for conversion to residential use with affordable housing units included. While this Plan 
mentions some potential sites for affordable housing, it is necessmy to be vigilant in seeking additional 
possibilities and to be ready to act when they arise. Indeed, there is little doubt that such vigilance will 
occur, because the Village has a Housing Commission and many residents who are strong advocates of 
affordable housing and who will not allow an opportunity for affordable housing to pass unnoticed. " (from 
the Wilmette Affordable Housing Plan) 

For more information, contact Gail Schechter, Executive Director, Open Communities, gai l@open-communities.org, (847) 
501-5760, ext. 406. February 26, 2013 



Excerpts of Village of Wilmette documents that underscore the value of "economic diversity" 
and of offering housing options for a "wide range of individuals and families" 

2000 Comprehensive Plan 

"The Village of Wilmette should remain primarily a residential community and retain its single-family detached dwelling 
character while also encouraging adequate housing for the wide range of individuals and families that make up the 
community." (Page 1 1) 
"The Village should continue to acknowledge the value of diversity within our community and strive to be free of 
discrimination based on race, color, religion or national origin, or ancestry, sex, age, disability, sexual orientation, marital 
status, parental status, military discharge status, source of income or housing status." (Page 3) 

"The ViUage's housing units serve an increasingly diverse population. Notwithstanding this diversity and perhaps 
because of it, the Village has a unique and strong sense of community pride and support. Wilmette will adhere to the 
principle reflected in its current ordinances that housing in the Village shall be open to all persons regardless of race, color, 
religion or national origin, or ancestry, sex, age, disability, sexual orientation, marital status, parental status, military discharge 
status, source of income or housing status." (Page 1 1) 
"Two continuing housing issues are: (1) the availability of decent, safe and reasonably affordable housing for elderly 
and low and moderate income households and (2) whether an appropriate range of housing options is available to the 
Village's senior citizens." (Page 1 1) 
"Housing needs change with economic and social trends .  The Wilmette Housing Commission has, since its creation in 
1977, been charged with the task of studying housing needs in the Village and recommending to the Village Board 
measures to address identify needs. The Commission should continue these tasks." (Page 13) 

"Provide a climate for equal housing opportunities." (Page 12) 
"Continue to support opportunities for the development of housing to accommodate group living by unrelated 
physically handicapped, mentally disabled or developmentally disabled adults." (Page 13) 

Affordable Housing Plan, adopted by the Village Board on December 1 2, 2004 

"It is the longstanding policy of the Village of Wilmette ('Village') to provide affordable housing options so persons with 
moderate incomes can enjoy the benefits of living our community with economic diversity. This policy has been 
implemented, with active ViUage support or sponsorship, as opportunities have occurred over the past quarter cenntry. It 
is currently set forth in Chapter Four of the 2000 Comprehensive Plan of the Village of Wilmette." (Page 1, Paragraph 1) 

Village Center Master Plan, adopted by the Village Board on January 25, 201 1 

"The fundamentals of this Master Plan are based on balancing preservation of the existing community character with 
appropriate new development that supports an active, sustainable Village Center. The following fundamental principles were 
outlined and built upon through community participation, further defined by the Planning 1\dvisory Committee and were used 
in the development of the �faster Plan: 

• Provide a range of higher density multi-family residential opportunities that support current and funtre resident 
lifestyle needs. 

• Work to advance the goals of the Village's 2004 Affordable Housing Plan as new development occurs." 
(Section 5.1) 

"Encourage a variety of transit-oriented multi-family housing product types and price points that supports current and 
funtre resident lifestyle needs." (Section 5.2) 



INTERFAITH 
HOUSING 
CENTER 
OF THE 
NORTHERN September 1 6, 201  0 

_ __._ _ _, SUBURBS 

MEMBER CONGREGATIONS 

Am Shalom, Glencoe 

Balmls orw,Jmeue 

Belh Emet the Free Sy�agogue, Eva�ston 

Betn H•ncl Bna• Emunah, Wdmelle 

Clutst Umted MethodiSt ChUtch. Ooerf!<lld 

CnurctJ or St Etisabelh, Gfeocoe 

Lucas Sivertsen 
Business Development Planner 
Village of Wilmene 
1 200 Wilmette Ave. 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

Dear Lucas: 

eongrega!JonHakara Gtencoo On behalf of the Interfaith Housing Center of the Northern Suburbs, I am 
congregauanSolot.H.ghtandPark writing to urge the Village of Wilmette to include affordable housing as a 
ep;sropatChurct.or suameslhe Less. Nonhfield key component of the Village Center Master Plan. The cmrent Village of 
FntCongrega:Jona! Church. u c c .  Wilmette Wilmette Affordable I Tousing Plan, adopted December 1 4  2004, states that 
Fi1$1 Presb)1enan Church. wnmette it i s  U1e "longstanding policy to provide affordable housing options so 
HemcnwavuOJted MetnOC!tstchurch. EYanston persons with moderate incomes can enjoy the benefits of living in our 
lake$1dcCongiegation ror Rerorm Judatsm,HighlandPark COmmunity, and SO Olll' residentS Can enjoy the benefitS Of a COmmunity 
Lutheran chwch orthe llscenslon.Northfield with economic diversity." Our hope is  that this policy will be implemented 
North Shoreunrtanan Churth.Deerlield through the Village Center Master Plan. 
Norlh Suburban Sy�goguo Beth El. Highland Park 

Our Lady or Perpetual Help. Glcnv.ew 

Sacred Hearl Pa11sh. W111r1ell<a 

Soctety or tho Divine W01d, Techny 

Sis Faah. Hope & Chartty Parish, WinnetiUI 

Sl Franos Xavier Chwth. WllmeHo 

SL Marys Parish. Evanston 

SLNorbert.Nonhbroolt 

SL Peter Chun:h, Nortnbroole 

St. Philip the AposUe Church. NortnftCtd 

Temple Judea MIZpah, Skokie 

TMtly Untied Chuoch or Christ Deerlietd 

WtMetka Congregallonal Church 

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS 

Hlgflland Panc lltncts Convnuntty Lond Trust 
LeaQ�Je or Women Voters of Deerfield 

Lc•;uo cr Women VotQrlO of Gtencoo 

The Vi llage Center is the ideal location for affordable housing with its 
proximity to public transportation and shopping. It allows for the 
development of multi family units while maintaining the single family 
home character of the Village. According to the affordable housing plan 
prepared for the Village of Wilmette by Perkins Eastman, the Village 

Center is "particularly appropriate for multi-family affordable housing 

development.» 

While the proposed Vil lage Center Master Plan is still in a draft fmm, the 
committee working on this plan has spent significant time determining what 
types of development are best for the Village Center. Clearly, multi-family 
affordable housing units can and should be part of the plan, and part of the 
discussion from the initial planning stages to the final implementation. 

We are happy to assist the Village in the implementation of its fair and 
affordable housing goals. We are pleased to have worked cooperatively 
with your staff over the years lo promote affordable housing and diversity. 
Feel free to contact me at gail@.interfaith.housingcenter.ol'Q. or (84 7) 50 l -
5762, ext. 406. We look forward to your next steps. 

league ol Women Voters or Wtnllf:ti-a-Northfteld.J<enoi1•orth 

Nf!IY Foundalion Cenlor, Nollltfletd Sincerely, 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

EOU ... L HOUSINQ 
OPPORTUNITY 

� A r� e- �  
Gail Schechter 
Executive Director 

Gl4 Lincoln Avenue, Winnetka, IL 60093-2308 • Phone: (847) 501-5760 • Fax: (847) 50 l-5722 
e-mail: ihcns@interraithhousin�center.org • web page: www.interraithhousingcenter.org 



Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2015 9:12 AM 
To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 
Fwd: 611 Green Bay Road 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dana Buckbee <buckbee@me.com> 
Date: March 29, 20 1 5  at 7 : 50:28 AM MDT 
To: "adlerj@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: 611 Green Bay Road 

I oppose the 6 1 1 Green Bay Road project. 
Dana Buckbee 
530 Lake Ave. 
Wilmette 
Sent from my iPhone 

1 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2015 3:16 PM 
To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 
Fwd: 611 G B R  

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lali Watt <laliwatt@gmail.com> 
Date: March 3 1 , 20 1 5  at 1 :26:26 PM MDT 
To: <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: 611  GBR 

Hi John, 

I hope the Village and you, as the Community Development voice of the Village, are doing 
everything possible to include some units at 6 1 1  GBR that are affordable to those looking to stay 
in Wilmette after a divorce, job loss or other negative life event. These can be very traumatic 
even if everything goes as smoothly as possible. When they are combined with a need to move, 
pulling children out of the schools they are used to, and leaving behind playmates, they can be 
really devastating. It  is  not often that we have an opportunity to do something neighborly to  help 
and this is one of those times. By designating a few low floor units with undesirable locations as 
"affordable" and allowing them to be finished with cheaper cabinets, flooring etc we could really 
be there for people i n  need of a helping hand. 

I hope you will take this need seriously and work to include a few more affordable units in this 
development. 

Thank you for your efforts, 

Lali 

Lali Watt 
8 1 1 Chilton, Wilmette 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2015 4:15 PM 
To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 
Fwd: 611 Green Bay Road 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lucy.Klocksin <lucyklocksin@gmail .com> 
Date: March 3 1 , 2 0 1 5  at 3 : 1 3 :57 PM MDT 
To: <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: 6 1 1  Green Bay Road 

Dear Mr. Adler, 

I would just btiefly like to add my voice to those who are asking for some affordable housing in  
the development at 6 1 1 Green Bay Road. My husband and I raised our children in  this 
community and have been here for over 35 years. I know that some folks who are our age need 
to leave Wilmette as they age, because it is so expensive. We have been forhmate and can 
probably remain here. But Wilmette is turning into the kind of place where only doctors and 
lawyers can afford to live. That's not a healthy environment. Affordable housing doesn't have to 
mean that low income housing is coming to town and the village surely understands that. There 
should be room for a bit of financial diversity in this lovely village. Thank you for considering 
my thoughts. 

Lucy Klocksin 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 

Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2015 9:47 PM 

To: Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: I oppose the 611 Green Bay Road development 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gayle <gayleg333@gmail.com> 
Date: March 3 1 , 2 0 1 5  at 8 :28 :58 PM MDT 
To: <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: I oppose the 611  Green Bay Road development 

John, 

I'm writing to let you know I oppose the 6 1 1  Green Bay Road development. 

Sincerely, 

Gayle G. 
Wilmette resident on Washington Ave. 



-----Ori gina! Message-----
From: Lorelei McClure [mailto:loreleimcclure@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2 0 1 5  2 :22 PM 
To: Maria Choca Urban (DOTH) 
Subject: Wilmette Cares Advocating for Affordable Units at 6 1 1 Green Bay Road 

Dear Ms Urban, 

My name is Lorelei McClure and I am president of Wilmette Cares a grass roots group 
advocating for more affordable housing in Wilmette. 

First, if this is not the appropriate way to contact you, please, let me know. 

I was present and spoke at the Plan Commission meeting on the 3rd of this month as did several 
other members of Wilmette Cares in voicing our concern that there are no plans for affordable 
units to be included in the proposed development at 6 1 1 Green Bay Road. 

I am writing because I was so heartened by your statement that we are, indeed, losing an 
opportunity to include affordable units there. Next, do you see an opportunity to bring this issue 
to the table? If you do, is there anyway that Wilmette Cares could assist with doing so? 

I am attaching our new video, just a bit over 9 minutes long, where our neighbors and some 
government officials voice the need and benefits of having more affordable housing in our 
village. 

If you would like to get b ack to me, I would welcome it: 

Loving regards, 

Lorelei McClure 
1 1 3 5  Wilmette Avenue, Apt 303 
1 84 7 728 0305 
loreleimccl ure@gmail.com 
wilmettecares.org 
<mailto:loreleimcclure@gmail.com> 
<mailto: loreleimcclure@gmail.com> Wilmette Cares Embracing Our Diversity Preserving Our 
He1itage Keeping Our Promises.m4v 
<https://docs.google.com/file/d/OB6F7c7CC3ANGUjBucDVtYi 1 mdWM/edit?usp=drive web> 



Roberts, Lisa 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisa, 

Maria Choca Urban < mchocaurban@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 01, 2015 1:34 PM 

Roberts, Lisa 

Fwd: Wilmette Cares Advocating for Affordable Units at 611 Green Bay 

Here is the response that I provided to Lorelei. 

Maria 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Maria Choca Urban <mchocaurban@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr 1 ,  201 5  at 1 0:09 AM 
Subject: Wilmette Cares Advocating for Affordable Units at  61 1 Green Bay 
To: loreleimcclure@gmail.com 

Lorelei, 

Please contact me via this personal email address as it seems inappropriate to use my work address for volunteer 
activities unrelated to m y  County position. Please forgive the delay in responding but your email went to Spam 
and I only just saw it. 

I remember your testimony at last month's hearing and agree that ensuring that affordable housing is built in a 
central location with easy access to shopping, offices and transit should be a high priority. That said the Village 
has struggled to secure redevelopment of the Ford site with a series of different proposals falling through over 
the course of Wilmette's ownership of the site and even preceding public ownership. These c ircumstances place 
members of the Plan Commission and the Board ofTrustees between a rock and hard place when it comes to delivering a quality 
development in a very visible location after so many years of unsuccessful negotiations. 

I would urge Wilmette Cares and you to be vigilant and continue to attend public hearings. Please know that I will vote my conscience after 
weighing all considerations related to this proposed development. Thank you for reaching out to me regarding this very important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Maria 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Adler, John 

Thursday, April 02, 2015 9:43 AM 

Roberts, Lisa 

Subject: Fwd: Green Bay Road development 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bielinski, Bob" <bielinskib@wilmette.com> 
Date: April 2, 2 0 1 5  at 6:36:50 AM MDT 
To: "Frenzer, Tim" <frenzert@wilmette.com>, "Braiman, Michael" 
<braimanm@wilmette.com>, "Adler, John" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Green Bay Road development 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Larry Craig <lacraig 1 @sbcglobal.net> 
Date: April 2,  2 0 1 5  at 7:24: 1 6  AM CDT 
To: Bob Bielinski <bielinskib@wihnette.com>, Therese Drews 
<drewst@wilmette.com>, Mike Basil <mwbasil@wilmette.com>, 
"canningc@wilmette.com" <canningc@wilmette.com>, 
"mckennat@wilmette.com" <mckennat@wilmette.com>, 
"swansona@wilmette.com" <swansona@wilmette.com>, 
"kruegerc@wilmette.com" <kruegerc@wilmette.com>, Karen Spillers 
<spillersk@wilmette.com>, "levinj@wilmette.com" <levinj@wilmette.com>, 
"tetmanm@wilmette.com" <tennanm@wilmette.com>, Lali Watt 
<trustee! w@gmail. com> 
Subject: Green Bay Road development 
Reply-To: Larry Craig <lacraigl@sbcglobal.net> 

Greetings! 
The Village of Wlimette Trustees want to build a seven story apartment complex in 
the center of Wlimette. I strongly oppose this for three reasons: 
1) It doesn't fit. We live in the Village of Wlimette, and this is better suited for 
the City of Chicago, or it can in Evans ton. If this is allowed, in 20 years the entire 
west side of Green Bay Road will have similar buildings, because you won't be able 
to stop them. You have set the precedent. Developers are not concerned about the 
effect of their work on the surrounding area. 
We moved to Wlimette because of its small town character. Now they are trying to 
change that. Maybe they should move to Chicago and leave Wlimette alone. 
2) It will produce more congestion where congestion is congested 
enough. Years ago, our leaders thought it wise to narrow Green Bay Road, because 
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traffic was moving too freely. I used to take it to work every day and found it to be 
the best part of my commute. Now I try to avoid it whenever I can. 
Now we want to add another 100 cars trying to move in and out right in the middle 
of it. And, of course, they will have to make left hand turns to get into it, and that is 
just what we need to bring traffic to a dead halt. We moved to Wilmette to escape 
the congestion of Chicago, and now they want to bring it up here. 
3) People are wondering about affordable housing there. I want to know what 
they are really talking about. Do they want the developers to hold back on certain 
parts of the building and use cheaper materials, or are they really talking about 
subsidized housing. And if it is subsidized, who is it for? 
Now I am all for a property tax freeze for people who want to retire, because 
otherwise we will chase them out of their homes with our ridiculous taxes. And that 
is wrong. But if we want to subsidize housing so that people who can't afford to live 
here can do so at my expense, then I say no. I am taxed to death and will not 
support any tax increases for whatever reason, whether for New T rier, the lake front, 
or paying down Illinois' debt. It's time that the people who have the power to spend 
our money show more concern for those who have to provide it. The past 
mismanagement and abuse of this power to spend our money has now jeopardized 
any legitimate spending they now want to do. 
Thank you. 

Larry Craig 

Please visit my blog at poligionl.blogspot.com for articles I have written on politics, 
culture, and public life. I have also started posting youtube videos of these same 
articles. 

I also have a site called theimportanceofhealing.blogspot.com that talks 
about healing and tells a little about my book of the same name. And a 
site called LarrvsBibleStudies.blogspot.com with all my other articles on 
the Bible. 
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Roberts, Lisa 

From: Adler, John 

Sent: Thursday, April 02, 2015 10:23 PM 
To: 

Subject: 

Frenzer, Tim; Braiman, Michael; Roberts, Lisa 

Fwd: Oppose the development! ! !  

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Linda McKenzie <lindarmckenzie@yahoo.com> 
Date: April 2 ,  2 0 1 5  at 9: 1 1 :40 PM MDT 
To: "adlerj@wilmette.com" <adlerj@wilmette.com> 
Subject: Oppose the development! ! !  

Dear Mr. Adler, 

I oppose the 6 1 1 Green Bay Road development. Please deny this development - it 
is too large in scale and will permanently alter the charm of Wilmette as well as 
cause unnecessary added traffic to an already highly congested area. I live east of 
the tracks and spend a lidiculous time waiting at those train tracks to cross Green 
Bay Rd. This development will make that traffic pattern even worse. The style 
and scale of this development is completely out of proportion to the rest of the 
buildings in the area and is not necessary. 

I strongly oppose the 6 1 1  Green Bay Road development! 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter, 
Linda and Mike McKenzie 
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